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Development of an Optimal Routing Algorithm for MANET using 

Neural Networks 

  Anuj Kumar Chauhan
1
, Sohan Garg

2 

1. Department of IT, RKGIT Ghaziabad (U.P.) 

2. Department of MCA, RKGIT Ghaziabad (U.P.) 

Abstract: 
This paper evaluates a self-organizing routing protocol for Ad Hoc network, called the Neuron Routing Algorithm 

(NEURAL). NEURAL has been designed taking into ac- count the learning and self-organizing abilities of the brain. 

More precisely, it was inspired by the synapses process between neurons, when a signal is propagated. Basically, the 

most significant characteristic of NEURAL is the uniform distribution of the information around the node‟s location 

based on the current changes in its neighborhood.  Using a 2-hop acknowledgment mechanism, local information is 

monitored in order to be used for route selection method, classification procedures and learning algorithms. 

 

1 Introduction: 
Inspired by the biological nervous system, Arti ficial  Neural System (ANS) and neural networks are being applied 

to study a wide variety of problems in the areas of engineering and business [7, 22, and 18]. A neuron is the 

individual computational element that makes up most artificial neural system models [11]. A neuron presents three 

major parts called dendrites, the cell body and a single axon. Dendrites are nerve fibers that are connected to the cell 

body or soma, where the nucleus is located.   Extending from the cell body is a single long fiber called the 

axon.   At the ends of the neuron, terminal branches, synaptic junctions or synapses connect the axon with the 

dendrites of the following neurons [16]. In a ANS system, the information is propagated between neurons using 
electrical stimulation along dendrites.  High stimulation signal produces an out- put to the other neighbor neurons 

and so the information takes the right way to the destination, where a reaction will occur.  Otherwise, low stimulation 

signal will be blocked by the neurons and the information will be not transported. The synapse is defined as the 

communication process between neurons, when a signal is propagated.  This means that the information is 

forwarded using electrical stimulations along dendrites. The modification of synaptic weights provides the traditional 

method for the design of neural networks.  Such an approach is the closest to linear adaptive filter theory, which is 

already well established and successfully applied in such diverse fields as communications, control radar, sonar, 

seismology and biomedical engineering [14]. 

The characteristics described above are desirable in the context of Ad Hoc networks.  The first association is the 
synapse process between neurons as the capacity of a    processing element to communicate with others 

(Routing). Thus, the amount of neighbors around a node can be represented as a probabilistic weight value or 

“synaptic weight”. Nodes are free to move randomly and organize themselves arbitrarily.   This means that the ad 

hoc network‟s topology changes rapidly and unpredictably as well as synaptic weights are changed in the local 

environment. The advantage of Artificial Intelligent algorithms for control problem in complex systems is that the 
weights can be found by examining the performance of a network as controller rather than by providing correct 

control signals for various input data [24]. 

The goal behind this paper is described a novel routing Algorithm called Neuron Routing Algorithm (NEURAL), 

which it has been inspired by the synapses process.  The design of NEURAL is based on three main phases, which 

apply some algorithms used in the area of neural networks. The Pre-processing phase involves a classification rule 

for Pattern Recognition called the K-Nearest Neighbor Rule. Afterwards, the Route Discovery phase considers an 

self- organizing algorithm based on the Kohonen model.  And finally, the Learning phase employs a Trust and 

Reputation mechanism, which it has been integrated to the extension of the Kohonen model. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:   Section 2 introduces a background about Classification, Self- 
organizing and Artificial Intelligent System theory.   The NEURAL architecture was developed in section 3 using 

the performance of three main modules. The conjunction of these modules provides tools to accomplish the       

implementation for a network simulator in section 4, and finally, conclusions in section 5. 
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2 Background of Artificial Neural Systems: 
2.1 Preprocessing for Pattern Recognition: 
The K-Nearest Neighbor Rule (K-NNR) [4] is proposed as simple classifiers algorithm which it is usually applied in 

the pattern recognition area.  K-NNR assigns an object of unknown class to the plurality class among the K labeled 

“training” objects that are closer to it. Closeness is usually defined in terms of a metric distance on the Euclidean 

space with the input measurement variables as axes [14]. K-NNR Rule definition is enhanced as follows:  Let x 
denote the center point of a small hyper sphere with volume V, which its radius grows until contains exactly K 

points irrespective of their class label. Based on this sample of K points, Kd points belong for example to the class 

Cd . So that the calculation of the class-conditional density for the point x is given by 

 

p (x I Cd) =  K  d  / ( Md  . V  )     (1) 

The unconditional density can be similarly estimated from 

p (x ) =  K    / ( M  . V  )     (2) 

While the prior can be estimated using 

p ( Cd) =  (M d  /  M )     (3) 

Finally based on the Baye„s theorem to give 

 

 p (Cd I x) = p (x I Cd ) . p ( Cd) / p (x) = Kd / K  (4) 

 
The eqn. 4 is known as the K-nearest-neighbor classification rule. It involves finding a hyper sphere around the point x 

which contains K points (independent of their class), and then assigning x to the class according to the largest number 

of representatives inside the hyper sphere [4]. 

 

2.2 Kohonen Model for Self-Organizing Systems: 
The Kohonen model [17] employs a two-dimensional neuron layer. This layer is innervated by d input fibers (axons), 

which carry the input signal.  This signal excites or inhibits the neurons of the layer via synaptic connections. We 

consider conditions under which the excitation of the neurons is restricted to a spatially localized region in the layer.   

The location of this region is then determined by those neurons that respond most intensively to the given 

stimulus.   The mathematical formulation of the kohonen model is shown taking into account the three processes to 

define a Self-organizing system such as: broadcasting of the input, selection of the winner, and adaptation of the 

models in the spatial neighborhood of the winner. 

 

2.2.1  Broadcasting of the input: 

An  incoming  signal  pattern  or  input  vector  x  (x   = x1 , x2 , ......, xm ) represents the average activities xl  
of the individual incoming fibers l = 1, 2..., m.  The strength of the synapse or synaptic weight vector w between the 

neuron i and m neighbors is denoted by wi,j = wi,1 , wi,2 , ......, wi,m . Suppose a incoming stimulus in  neuron i.   

This neuron forms in its dendritic tree a weight sum as 

 

neti=    

 

2.2.2  Selection of the “winner” 
The above equations describe an active neuron i, in which the total excitation is concentrated within a singles and 

connected cluster of j consecutive neurons. Kohonen suggests an approximation (neti) for eqn. 5 using the position of 

the maximum excitation on the basis external signal xl alone. More precisely, neti is determined from 

 

  net i =   

 

2.2.3  Adaptation procedure: 

Helge et al.   [15] enhanced an adaptation step for the kohonen model, in which every synaptic change is limited to a 

neighborhood zone about the excitation center (neuron i). In this zone, the synaptic connections are changed such that 

a subsequent re-occurrence of the same or a similar stimulus will lead to an increased excitation in the neighborhood. 
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2.3 Learning Process in Neural Networks: 
 Fischler et al.  [8] defined learning as follows: Learning is a process by which the free parameters of a neural net- 

work are adapted through a process of stimulation by the environment in which the network is embedded.  The type 

of learning is determined by the manner in which the parameter changes take place.  In other words an effective 

learning process has a close relationship with the interaction   between environment and neurons, which are ideally 

part of the medium. 

Sensing trust and local reputation allows calculation of the control output variable that it was described by Ritter et 

al.  [15] in the extended model of Kohonen.  The                implementation of a reputation management framework 

is enhanced for computing system in order to facilitate a distributed and efficient mechanism for resource selection 
and learning such as in the research area of Grid computing systems [10, 9]. For example, Alunkal et al. [1] applied a 

reputation management service based on community experiences to classify, select, and tune the allocation of 

entities, including resources and services provided by people. Grid systems introduce the term of Trust or 

Reputation such as defined Azzedin [2]: “Trust is the firm belief in the competence of an entity to act as expected such 

that this firm belief is not a fixed value associated with the entity but rather it is subject to the entity‟s behavior and 

applies only within a specific context at a given time”.  On the other hand, reputation‟s definition is assumed as 

follows: “the reputation of an entity is an expectation of its behavior based on other entities‟ observations or 

information about the entity„s past behavior within a specific context at a given time”. 

3 Evaluating a  m o d u l a r  a r c h i t e c t u r e  for NEURAL: 
The conjunction of three phases, which consider algorithms normally applied in the area of neural networks, pro- vide 

robust and efficient tools to be implemented in NEU- RAL. The modular architecture in figure 1 shows these 

modules as Pre-processing, Route Discovery and Learning. In the Pre-processing module, the K-Nearest-Neighbors 

Rule (K-NNR) is employed in order to provide classification rule to sense continuous changes in the network.   The 

Route Discovery module computes a self-organizing routing        algorithm using the Kohonen model. Finally, the 

performance of a trust mechanism is carried up in the learning module. 

                       

 
 

 

Figure 1. Schematic modular Architecture for NEURAL 
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3.1 Preprocessing Module: 
Based on sending hello request and reply packets during an interval of time (pre-processing interval), the pre- 

processing module adapts the K-Nearest-Neighbors Rule sensing the continuous topology changes of the network. 

K-NNR disseminates environmental changes using the activation stage (As ). The activation stage, which it is 

configured using the activation threshold (K value from K-NNR), represents an estimation of the local density based 

on the 

1-hop information. The value of this stage consists in two behaviors such as 

 

Excitatory Behavior: nodes belonging to excitatory class are in a crowded area with high probability of 

interconnection (synapses). In our protocol, nodes in the    excitatory class are identified by the activation stage (As 

) equal to +1. 

 

Inhibitory Behavior: In the case of an inhibitory class, areas are identified in Ad Hoc networks by isolated clusters.  

Nodes present a low synaptic capacity   (synaptic weight) or poor communication ability with their neighbors. 

The activation stage (As ) is set to -1. 

 

For the pre-processing phase in NEURAL, we propose as flooding technique the “Post-synapse” schema, where 

this name is related with the communication process between neurons after that a signal arrived to the receptor 

neuron. Post-synapse describes the combination of a probabilistic schema applied in a generic epidemic protocol [12] 

together with the random query processing delay from the ZRP [13]. For example, nodes with an excitatory behavior 

present high local density, thereby they should manage low values of broadcasted probability (ProbBrcst) in order to 
avoid flooding due to useless broadcast packets.  Otherwise, nodes, which belong to the inhibitory class, need to 

improve their connectivity in the environment using high values of ProbBrcst to spread their location for other 

neighbors. In sum, each nodes performs the post-synapse algorithm as follows  

 

if (As = +1) then ProbBrcst = Excitatory Brcst 

 

else ProbBrcst = Inhibitory Brcst    (7) 

 

where Excitatory Brcst < Inhibitory Brcst 

 

3.2 Route Discovery Module: 
NEURAL applies in the discovery phase a self-organized feature map called the Kohonen model, which it is used to 
select the next route in the MANET network based on a competitive learning procedure. In order to be 

consequent with the mathematical formulation of the Kohonen model in sec 2.2, the Route Discovery phase in 

NEURAL is sub- divided in three steps. 

 

3.2.1  Broadcasting: 
In this step, signals or inputs are broadcasted around MANET with the purpose of configuring input vectors from the 

Kohonen model.  Suppose that the processing element “i” is going to select the following route between j neighbor 

nodes (j ∈ IN : j > 0). First, the two inputs vectors (the input vector xi and synaptic vector wi,j ) are initialized based 

on the information of the local activation zone.  The local activation zone represent the diameter of a 2-hop 

distance (Neighborhood around the node “i”). The neighborhood is defined by “first” neighbors (nj ), which are j 

nodes around the processing element i, and “second” neighbors (Nm ) that are m neighbors from the “first” 

neighbors. So that the information about the local activation zone is obtained by the node i broadcasting “Stimulus” 

messages to the “first” and “second” neighbors, respectively. Node i take into account the relationship between 

distance with neighbors and the communication capacity of its neighbors. In NEURAL, the round trip time (RTT) is 

represented as the input vector xi and the synaptic weight (wij) is assigned to the number of “second” neighbors 

(Nm). The capacity of node to communicate with others neighbors is called synaptic weight. With the purpose of 

normalize vectors xi and wij. the following expressions are implemented for the node i. 

 

 xi   = exp (RTTj / Tj ) , m=1,2,3,…………………….j   (8) 

w ij = Nm / Tn,              m= 1,2,3…………………….j               (9) 

 

Where RT Tj is the Round Trip Time vector of the jth “first” neighbors and the vector Nm   denotes the number of 
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“second” neighbors for the each jth node. In addition, τj   and τN are the maximal values of the RTT and Nm   
observed in the local activation zone of the neuron i. 

 

3.2.2   Selection of the “winner”: 
The “winner” is the node with the optimal “properties” to forward a packet to the destination.  The node, which is 

searching a route, represents the central “stimulus” in the local activation zone. Thus, “first” neighbors initiate a com- 

petition to be selected as “winner”.  So that rules of this The best-matching neuron (winner) is selected by the 

maximum excitation signal neti,j,  which it is given by eqn. 6 considering input vectors (xi  and wij ) from the 

broadcasting   action. 

 

3.2.3   Adaptation: 
Nodes that are topographically close in the array up to a certain geometric distance will activate each other to 

learn something from the neighborhood. With the purpose of implementing a control output variable, an trust 

mechanism is adapted in the learning phase based on the extension of Kohonen„s model. 

 

3.3 Learning module: 
The goal of this module is provide a learning parameter to be applied for control actions.  It provides a learning 
system architecture for NEURAL. Trust calculation is processed into three layers.  

 

4 NEURAL performance using a network simulator: 
In this section, we address the issue for configuring the NEURAL routing protocol to provide the best performance 

for particular networks. For this purpose, the network simulator ns-2 [3] was employed to simulate the NEURAL 

module architecture described in the section 3.  The network simulator ns-2 is an object-oriented and discrete even-

drive network simulator that in the recent year it has incorporated powerful tools, protocols and modules in the area of 

ad hoc networks as well as wireless networks. 

 

4.1 Simulation scenario configuration: 
To make effective the convergence of Route Discovery and Learning phases in NEURAL, the optimal configuration 

of the pre-processing phase was evaluated using different scenarios.   First, each mobile host has an       omni-

directional antenna having unity gain with a nominal radio range of 250 m.  The random waypoint model [5] is 

selected as mobility model in a rectangular field with nodes‟ speed uniformly between cero and a maximum value 

of 20 m.s−1 .   Number of sources and the sending rate  are varied to study different loads for each configuration. 

To evaluate metrics, we consider the study of the packet delivery ratio, routing overhead and the average delay such 
as in [13, 20, 5]. Packet delivery ratio represents the fraction of control packet delivered to the destination. In 

addition, the total of routing packets transmitted in the simulation are measured using the routing overhead. And 

finally, the aver- age delay shows the average one-way latency observed between transmitting and receiving a packet. 

It is important to mention that for each configuration, reported measurements are the mean of 10 runs with different 

random seeds. 

 

4.2 Evaluating the impact of useless broadcast in NEURAL: 

To evaluate the performance of the Post-synapse algorithm, 20 nodes are configured using 20 seconds of pause 

time and a pre-processing interval of 5 seconds. So that every 5 seconds a hello packets is broadcasted for each nodes 

to start the pre-processing phase. Simulation was run during 150 seconds taking into account 5 different transition 

times: 15, 25, 50, 75 and 100 seconds. 
 The efficiency of the Post-synapse algorithm is first examined based on the    delivery       ratio for reply packets 

during diverse transition times.  Figure 2 shows the delivery ratio for reply packets when the Post-synapse algorithm 

is applied to broadcast the hello messages of the pre-processing phase. So that percentages in the figure represent the 

“ProbBrcst” from the Post-synapse algorithm. For example, considering a ProbBrcst of 100% means that 100% of the 

hello messages were broadcasted to neighbors. 
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Figure 2. Delivery ratio for reply packets using Post-synapse algorithm 

 
The real performance of the algorithm can be checked when the transition time is over 50 seconds.  I.e., broad- 

casting all the hello messages in the pre-processing phase (ProbBrcst=100%), the control traffic (represented by 

hello and reply packets) introduces more collisions and packets loss into the wireless channel.  Thus, the delivery 

ratio is abruptly decreased under 0,1 when the transition time rises. Otherwise, the packet delivery ratio show stable 

behavior with values between 0.38 and 0.4, when the broadcast probabilities were set to 25% and 75%, 

respectively.   In this study, the routing overhead is related to the control traffic generated by the hello messages and 

reply packets in the pre-processing phase. Based on results depicted in figure 3, we observe that the pre-processing 

phase overloads the network performing without a broadcast query algorithm.  As ex- ample, metrics with 100% of 

Broadcast Probability shown around 2400, 2100 and 1300 routing packets for 100, 75 and 

50 seconds of transition time, respectively.  Thus, routing protocols that involve ack/nack mechanism to improve 
reliability, unfortunately, also tend to compromise their scalability by heavily loading the network. However, the   

performance of the Post-synapse algorithm as query mechanism allows avoiding query implosion in the network. In 

our case, Figure 3 demonstrates that the overhead can be reduced until around 30% for the different transition times. 

Taking into account the efficient performance of the Post-synapse algorithm over the control overhead (Figure 3) 
in the network, we concentrate on improving the delivery ratio observed in the figure 2.   For this purpose, a 

random query processing delay (RQPD) was employed within the configuration of the Post-synapse algorithm. 

More precisely, RQPD mechanism addressed the problem of “simultaneous” reply messages by spreading out the 

packet with a random delay.  Specifically, each node schedules a random delay prior to broadcast the packet [13]. 
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Figure 3. Number of routing packet sent using the Post-synapse algorithm 
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Figure 4. Delivery ratio for reply packets using the modified Post-synapse algorithm 

  

Furthermore,   we  investigate  the   performance  of  the Post-synapse  algorithm  in  the  process  of  sending  

back a reply packets.   In this case, nodes that receive a hello packet response to the source according to 

acknowledged probability (ProbAck).  To verify the above modification in our algorithm, we consider the last 

simulation scenario with the following configuration parameters:  a RQPD of 100 ms such proposed in [13] and 

ProbBrcst of 75%. With almost the same delivery ratio, the modified Post-synapse algorithm improved over 50% 

the performance for diverse transition times. For example in figure 4, using 50 secs of transition time the best delivery 
ratio (0.65) was achieved with a acknowledged probability of 50%. Otherwise, when nodes response each received 

hello message (ProbAck=100%), redundancy appears as well as collisions increased in the wireless channel.  For 

this case the delivery ratio was 0.4.In sum, the modified Post-synapse algorithm that applies a probabilistic behavior 

to send and response hello messages allows to increase the delivery ratio with a low total routing overhead such as 

figure 5 illustrated. 
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Figure 5. Number of routing packets sent using the modified Post-synapse algorithm 

 

4.3 Study of the scalability of the preprocessing phase in NEURAL: 
In this section is furthermore proposed to improve scalability by segmenting the network  into  clusters,  which are 

each managed by the performance of the K-Nearest- Neighbors Rule (K-NNR) in NEURAL. More precisely, we 

investigate the optimal configuration of the activation threshold or K value based on the algorithm described in 

section 2.1.  For this configuration, 50, 100 or 200 nodes were placed in a field of 1300 x 500 meters. Pre-

processing interval of 10 secs and pause time of 20 seconds. Based on broadcasting Hello messages, nodes compare 

the number of acknowledgments (Nack ) with the activation threshold (At ).  After this initial procedure each node 

presents an activation state according to the number of neighbors.   Nodes belong to the excitatory class employ 

broadcast probabilities (ProbBrcst) of 25 % and acknowledged probability (ProbAck) of 50% for the hello and reply 

packets, respectively. Otherwise, a probability of 75% was applied in both cases for nodes in the inhibitory class. 

Simulations was run varying the activation threshold as 0, 1,3, 5, 7 and 10.  These values have been applied 
considering the performance of the Weighted Clustering Algorithm (WCA) in Ad Hoc networks. WCA  [6] is a 

weight based distributed clustering algorithm which takes into consideration the number of nodes a clusterhead can 

handle ideally (without any severe degradation in the performance), trans- mission power, mobility, and battery 

power of the nodes. Studies (such as [18]) related to the optimal configuration of WCA proposed that each 

clusterhead can at most handle ten nodes as ideal degree. The load handled by a clusterhead is essentially the number 

of nodes supported by it. As we mention before, the maximal activation threshold to classify cluster belonging to the 

inhibitory class is 10 nodes. 
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Figure 7. Scalability of the activation thresh- old 

 

Figure 6 illustrates the average of routing packets (hello and reply packets) per node. Metrics using activation 

threshold (At ) equals cero represents that the K-Nearest-Neighbors Rule is not applied in the pre-processing 

modules. For this case, the lowest control overhead was obtained due to the algorithm considered that all nodes 

were within a crowded region.  So that only 25% of the total hello packets were broadcasted to neighbors.  

Otherwise, based on a activation threshold of ten (At    = 10), the K-Nearest-Neighbors Rule achieved to 

disseminate  clusters with less than 10 nodes.  These clusters were related with an inhibitory behavior 

broadcasting packets with a high probability (75%). For this reason, high control overhead results were obtained for 

each topology configuration using At    = 10. Based on results for At     =  5 and At     = 7, the control packet 

loads the network with  the same proportion.  For these values, figure 6 shows that the mean routing packets 

converged to 38, 59 and 95 packets per node for each configuration topology conformed with 50, 100 and 200 

nodes, respectively. Finally, we note that the performance of the K-Nearest- Neighbors Rule has a better behavior 

when the activation threshold is seven (At   = 7). Using this threshold the algorithm allows to classify clusters or 

inhibitory regions integrated with max. 7 nodes. Furthermore, results shown less overhead than At    = 10 as the 

number of nodes increases. Metrics were compared with the performance of the weight clustering algorithm (WCA). 

Nuevo et. al reported in [18] around 32 routing packets using 50 nodes.  In our case, the overhead was around 35 and 

38 routing packets based on an activation threshold of 5 and 7, respectively 

 

Conclusion: 
 In this paper, the design of a self-organizing routing algorithm called NEURAL is achieved using classification, 

adaptive and learning algorithms from the Artificial Neural System.  This routing protocol is inspired by the 

synapses in the brain, in which neighbors neurons compete to propagate the signal. We contribute with the design of a 

modular architecture for the NEURAL protocol.  Afterwards, simulations were carried up to provide the optimal 

configuration for the Pre-processing module in NEURAL. The pre- processing phase is related with a classification 

rule which operates broadcasting packets to a local region. Broadcast is widely used in sensor and ad hoc networks 

to disseminate information about environmental changes in the network. Therefore, it is essential to develop 

efficient broad- cast protocols that are optimized for energy consumption and low control overhead. Thus, the “Post-

synapse” algorithm was introduced in this paper as a query mechanism to avoid flooding due to useless broadcast 

packets in the NEURAL protocol. 

 The Pre-processing requires selection of the following parameters: periodic update interval (pre-processing 

interval), configuration of the K-Nearest-Neighbors Rule   (activation threshold) and searching of the optimal 

transient time to update routing tables in the simulations. These parameters will likely represent a tradeoff between 

the latency of the control information, delivery ratio for control packets and excessive communication overhead. 

Our simulation results show improved performance for the pre-processing module of the NEURAL protocol in 
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terms of low control overhead and high delivery radio for control packets as the Post-synapse algorithm was 

employed.  When evaluating scalability of the pre-processing phase, the control overhead was managed taking into 

ac- count the efficient performance of the K-Nearest-Neighbors Rule as classification rule.   We finally conclude that 

by focusing in these configuration parameters, the NEURAL routing protocol can be hopefully improved in the 

performance of the Route Discovery and Learning phases.  The above results conduce to further researches such as 

evaluating NEURAL based on the performance of all its modules and comparison with the current routing 

algorithms. 
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Abstract 
Molecular Dynamics (MD) is used in computational heat transfer to determine the thermal response of nanostructures. 

Finding basis in classical statistical mechanics, MD relates the thermal energy of the atom to its momentum by the 

equipartition theorem. Momenta of atoms in an ensemble are determined by solving Newton’s equations with inter-atomic 

forces derived from Lennard-Jones potentials.  Statistical mechanics always assumes the atom has thermal energy, or 

equivalently the capacity to absorb heat. Otherwise, the temperature of the atoms cannot be related to its thermal energy, the 

consequence of which is atoms in nanostructures have the same heat capacity as those at the macroscale. For bulk materials, 

MD heat transfer is performed for an ensemble of atoms in submicron computation boxes under periodic boundary 

conditions.  Consistent with statistical mechanics, MD simulations of the bulk are valid because atoms having heat capacity 

in discrete submicron boxes under periodic boundary conditions are equivalent to those in the bulk that do indeed have heat 

capacity. Quantum mechanics (QM) differs. Unlike MD simulations of the bulk with atoms having heat capacity, QM 

precludes atoms in discrete nanostructures from having heat capacity. Nevertheless, the literature is replete with MD 

simulations of discrete nanostructures with atoms having heat capacity. Although consistent with statistical mechanics, MD 

of discrete nanostructures is invalid by QM. By QM, atoms in discrete nanostructures lacking heat capacity cannot conserve 

heat by an increase in temperature, and therefore the classical modes of heat transfer – convection, radiation, and 

conduction that depend on temperature have no meaning.  Instead, conservation at the nanoscale proceeds by the creation of 

non-thermal QED induced EM radiation that charges the discrete nanostructures by the photoelectric effect, or is emitted to 

the surroundings. QED stands for quantum electrodynamics and EM for electromagnetic. Examples of MD simulations are 

presented that by QM are valid or invalid and recommendations made for how invalid MD heat transfer of discrete 

nanostructures may be consistent with QM. For interacting nanostructures, MD heat transfer simulations consistent with 

QM are computationally intractable, and therefore finite element (FE) simulations are proposed using estimates of QED 

radiation from the nanostructures in programs such as ANSYS and COMSOL   

  

Keywords: Molecular dynamics, nanostructures, heat transfer, statistical mechanics, quantum mechanics, quantum 

electrodynamics 

I.  Introduction 
MD is commonly used to simulate heat transfer in discrete nanostructures, but MD was actually developed to determine the 

macroscopic transport properties of bulk liquids [1-3]. Finding theoretical basis in statistical mechanics, MD derives the 

momenta of an ensemble of atoms in submicron computational boxes based on the solution of Newton’s equations. 

Historically, MD simulations were in fact preceded in the 1950’s by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, e.g., the virial 

coefficients were derived [4] with MC simulations of spherical particles in submicron 2D computational square boxes under 

periodic boundary conditions.  Later, MC simulations [5] were based on atomic interactions given by Lennard-Jones 

potentials that allowed thermodynamic data for liquid argon to be compared with computer generated MC solutions. About 

this time, MD solutions of bulk liquids using hard spheres [6] were first proposed.  In the 1960’s, the MD simulation [7] of 

liquid argon was later followed by the seminal MD paper [8]. 

Since 1950, MD simulations [4-8] imposed periodic boundary conditions on the submicron computation boxes allowing the 

bulk properties of the liquid to be derived with a small number of atoms. Otherwise, the solution of Newton’s equations for 

the large number of atoms in macroscopic volumes was intractable.  However, in MD simulations of heat transfer, periodic 

boundaries assure the fundamental premise of statistical mechanics is satisfied, i.e., the atoms have macroscopic heat 

capacity. Not only is this consistent with statistical mechanics, but also with the fact that in the bulk liquid being simulated, 

all atoms do indeed have heat capacity.  By statistical mechanics, MD solutions under periodic boundaries with all atoms 

having heat capacity are valid even though the computation boxes are submicron.  

Today, MD simulations of heat transfer are not performed to derive bulk properties.  Exceptions include MD to determine 

the thermal conductivity of nanofluids [9] comprising nanoparticles (NPs) in liquid argon. Indeed, the literature is replete 

with MD simulations of discrete nanostructures that are unambiguously not periodic [10-12]. Consistent with statistical 

mechanics, the atoms in the nanostructures are assumed to have macroscopic heat capacity, the MD simulations of which 

are thought to provide precise atomic descriptions of nanoscale heat transfer when in fact they are invalid because QM 

precludes atoms in discrete nanostructures from having heat capacity. In effect, MD simulations that assume atoms have 

heat capacity derive the thermal response of the nanostructure as if it were a scaled down macroscopic body, and therefore 
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are meaningless in the understanding of heat transfer at the nanoscale. Clearly, QM invalidates MD heat transfer of discrete 

nanostructures, but 

 

What can be done to make discrete MD heat transfer consistent with QM? 

II. Purpose 
 Clarify the QM validity of MD simulations of heat transfer under periodic boundary conditions and invalidity 

of MD for discrete nanostructures.  Provide recommendations for performing MD heat transfer simulations in discrete 

nanostructures that are consistent with QM.  

 

III. Theory 
 Classical heat transfer assumes atoms have heat capacity and conserve absorbed heat from EM sources (lasers, 

molecular collisions, electrical resistance, etc.) by an increase in temperature. Because of this, conduction, radiation, and 

convection have meaning in dissipating absorbed heat.  QM differs in that the heat capacity of atoms in nanostructures (NPs, 

thin films, nanowires, etc.) vanishes, and therefore temperature changes do not occur. Hence, classical conduction, radiation, 

and convection that depend on temperature are meaningless. Heat transfer for an isolated NP is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 
Figure 1 Heat transfer at the nanoscale showing a NP conserving heat from EM sources 

                                                               

Lacking changes in temperature, the NP conserves absorbed heat flow Qabsorb by the emission of QED induced radiation 

Qqed. However, some conduction Qcond may occur if the NP is in contact with a surface. Unlike thermal radiation by the 

Stefan-Boltzmann law important at high temperatures, QED induced emission is non-thermal EM radiation at the NP 

temperature. The heat flow balance is, 

 

QM Restrictions 
Unlike statistical mechanics, QM restricts the heat capacity of atoms in nanostructures.  The Einstein-Hopf relation [13] for 

the harmonic oscillator giving the dispersion of Planck energy E with the EM confinement wavelength  is the measure of 

the capacity of the atom to absorb heat, 

 
 

where, h is Planck’s constant, c the speed of light, k Boltzmann’s constant and T absolute temperature. The QM relation for 

the Planck energy in relation to the classical oscillator by statistical mechanics is illustrated in Fig. 2.  

 
Figure 2 The Atom as a Harmonic Oscillator at 300 K. 
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By the equipartition theorem of statistical mechanics, the thermal energy of the classical oscillator is always kT allowing the 

atom to have the same heat capacity in nanostructures as at the macroscale.  QM oscillators differ in that kT energy is only 

available for  > T while kT energy is restricted for   < . At ambient temperature,  T ~ 50 microns.  Hence, Fig. 2 

shows the heat capacity of the atom is less than kT for < 50 microns with full kT energy available only for  > 50 microns. 

By QM, atoms in nanostructures having T  < 1 micron have virtually no heat capacity to conserve heat from any EM source 

by an increase in temperature.  

 

TIR Confinement 
 Lack of heat capacity by QM precludes heat from EM sources to be conserved in nanostructures by an increase in 

temperature. However, the absorbed heat must still be conserved, and therefore conservation proceeds during TIR 

confinement by creating QED induced radiation inside the nanostructure. TIR stands for total internal reflection. TIR has a 

long history beginning with Tyndall in 1870 who observed if the refractive index of a body is greater than that of the 

surroundings, absorbed light is trapped at its surface. In nanostructures, TIR has an important significance and need not be 

limited to light absorption. Unlike macrostructures, nanostructures have high surface to volume ratios, and therefore heat 

from any EM source (lasers, molecular collisions, electrical resistance, etc.) is absorbed almost totally in the NP surface. 

Since the nanostructure surface corresponds to the TIR wave function of the absorbed heat, QED induces the absorbed heat 

to undergo the spontaneous creation of photons inside the nanostructure. However, TIR confinement is not permanent, but 

rather sustains itself only during heat absorption, i.e., absent heat absorption, there is no TIR confinement and QED 

radiation is not created.     

 Taking the spherical NP as the idealized shape of the most common nanostructure, the TIR confinement of heat creates 

QED photons at frequency f  having Planck energy E,   

 

 
 

 where, n is the refractive index and D the diameter of the NP. Unlike macrostructure QED emission at phonon frequencies, 

nanostructures have  < 1 micron with QED emission occurring at frequencies f beyond the UV.    

QED Induced Heat Transfer 
 QED induced heat transfer is the consequence of the QM requirement that the heat capacity of the atom vanishes in 

nanostructures.  Consider the NP resting on a surface as depicted in Fig. 3.  

 

 
Figure 3 QED Induced Heat Transfer 

Since absorbed heat Qabsorb cannot be conserved by an increase in NP temperature, conservation occurs by another path. 

One path is conductive flow Qcond into the surface by phonons, and the other by emission of QED radiation Qqed from QED 

photons.  However, phonons respond to absorbed heat at acoustic velocities while QED photons move at the speed of light. 

Hence, absorbed heat Qabsorb is conserved promptly by QED emission before phonons respond, and therefore conductive 

heat transfer does not occur, i.e., Qqed ~ Qabsorb. If the NP is isolated from the surface, the prompt QED emission occurs 

before the phonons in the NP respond.  

 In QED induced heat transfer, absorbed heat Qabsorb is conserved almost totally by creating number N of QED photons 

inside the nanostructure that produce electrical charge by the photoelectric effect.  The QED photons are created at the rate 

dN/dt,  
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However, if the nanostructure sis in contact with a surface, conductive heat Qcond must be considered. In nanoscale thin-

films attached to macroscopic substrates, electrical current through the film produces Joule heat Qabsorb that is conserved by 

Qqed emission to the surroundings and conduction Qcond into the substrate. Typically, the effective conductivity for thin-films 

is found [14] reduced from the bulk as the film thickness is reduced below 100 nm. However, the QED emission was 

excluded [15] from the heat balance, which if included, the conductivity does not decrease, but remains at bulk as the film 

thickness is decreased.  If Qqed is not included in the heat balance, Qcond is thought [14] to be higher than actual, and 

therefore the thermal conductivity K is reduced from bulk to satisfy the heat balance. Excluding Qqed from the heat balance 

is understandable because the QED emission from thin films having thickness d < 100 nm occurs at Planck energy E > 6.2 

eV, which is beyond the UV and would not be normally observed. Because of this, the reduced thermal conductivity was 

explained [14] by scattering of phonons. However, prompt QED emission conserves absorbed Joule heat without 

conduction, making meaningless the notion of reduced conductivity by scattering of phonons when in fact conduction does 

not occur.     

IV. Review of MD Simulations 
 The MD simulations [9-12] in the literature are reviewed in relation to the QM restriction that the atoms in discrete 

nanostructures do not have heat capacity, thereby invalidating any MD simulations claiming temperature changes, thermal 

conduction, and heat currents. 

Nanofluids   
 Nanofluids comprising NPs in solvents are claimed to surpass the thermal performance of traditional heat transfer liquids. 

MD simulations following procedures using the Green-Kubo method [1-3] were used [9] to determine the thermal 

conductivity of a nanofluid consisting of copper NPs in liquid argon. Consistent with QM, periodic boundaries with atoms 

having heat capacity were assumed. For a Cu nanofluid, the NP diameter is about 2 nm in a cubic computational box of 4 

nm on a side having a total of 2048 atoms as depicted in Fig. 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Nanofluid in Computation Box – Periodic Boundaries 

 

Lennard Jones potentials were used to simulate the interactions between Cu atoms in the NP and between the Cu and Ar 

atoms. Results suggest enhanced thermal conductivity is caused by the increased movement of liquid argon atoms by 

Brownian motion in the presence of NPs. However, the long-range interactions between the NP and its image neighbors that 

should be significant at 4 nm spacing were not included. Larger computational boxes that capture NP interactions with 

neighbors would reduce the increased Brownian movement of liquid atoms and decrease any enhanced thermal conductivity 

found for the shorter computational boxes. Classical physics assumed in MD should not give higher conductivity than that 

given by standard mixing rules, but otherwise the MD solution is valid and consistent with QM.  

Nanocars 
 Nanocars including molecular motors are nanostructures [10] comprised of ordered atoms and molecules that convert heat 

into mechanical motion. The heat may take various EM forms including light, Joule heat, and electron beams, e.g., nanocars 

are observed to move by simply heating the substrate. In a typical experiment, a large number of nanocars are laid down at 

random on a gold surface. Upon heating the gold surface, the cars are observed to move. For clarity, only a single car is 

shown in Fig. 5 
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Figure 5 Discrete Nanostructure - Nanocar 

 

The mechanism by which heat is converted into nanocar motion is not well understood. MD simulations [10] of heat 

transfer were performed to explain observed motions. However, MD heat transfer of nanocars is invalid because QM 

restricts the heat capacity of atoms. Hence, absorption of heat by the nanocar from the substrate cannot be conserved by an 

increase in temperature.  It is not surprising therefore, the MD simulations show the cars to distort, but not move. 

However, this MD result is expected in our macroscopic world. If you park your car with the brakes off in a flat parking lot 

on a hot day, you would not expect it to move and collide with other cars. Macroscopic results are found in MD simulations 

because atoms in nanocars are assumed to have heat capacity as in our macroscopic cars. For classical physics by statistical 

mechanics, Fig. 2 shows the Planck energy of the atom in a macroscopic car under EM confinement at long wavelengths is 

the same as that in nanocars at short wavelengths, and therefore neither car would be expected to move. 

QM differs. Conservation proceeds by the QED induced frequency up-conversion of absorbed heat to the TIR confinement 

frequency of the nanocar that at UV or higher levels charges the nanocar positive by the photoelectric effect. Similarly, 

other nanocars charge positive. Observed nanocar motion is therefore caused by random electrostatic repulsions between 

nanocars.  

 

Carbon Nanotube (CNT) Actuator  
MD simulations [11] have been used in attempts to explain how thermal gradients drive linear actuators consisting of the 

concentric CNTs shown in Fig. 6. By heating the ends of the fixed CNT, the outer CNT is found to move toward the cold 

end of the fixed CNT. The thermal driving force is found proportional to the temperature gradient. 

 
Figure 6 Discrete Nanostructure – Concentric CNTs 

 

However, MD simulations did not show any motion of the outer CNT. By adding a thermophoretic spring, motion was 

observed in the MD response, but then only a thermophoretic analysis having nothing to do with MD is required. The MD 

simulation showing the outer CNT did not move under the temperature gradient across the fixed CNT is consistent with our 

macroscopic world, e.g., heating a macroscopic equivalent of the CNT nanostructures, say concentric pipes would 

obviously not cause motion of the outer pipe. Similar to nanocars, the problem is atoms in the MD simulation of the CNTs 

and those in macroscopic pipes have the same heat capacity as shown in Fig. 2. What this means is the mechanism of CNT 

linear actuators cannot be explained by MD based on classical statistical mechanics.  

The QM explanation of CNT motion is simple. More QED radiation is produced at the hot end of the fixed CNT than at the 

cold end. By the photoelectric effect, the hot end is therefore charged positive more than the cold end. The outer CNT then 

moves by repulsion to the cold end under the charge gradient. MD simulations cannot explain the CNT motion because 

charge is necessary and classical physics does not produce charge. 
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Sputtering 
The Kinetic Monte Carlo technique (KMC) is a procedure for solving kinetic equations in non-equilibrium processes.  

Unlike traditional MC, real time is included in the evolution of the system. The KMC simulation [12] of 5 keV argon atoms 

impacting a Cu (111) crystal is shown in Fig. 7. The KMC simulation shows the emission of large clusters of Cu atoms 

from the crystal. The color coding temperature of the atoms: white - black 300K - 1400K; blue 1400K - 2800K; green 

2800K - 4200K; red above 4200K. 

 

 
 

Figure 7 Discrete Nanostructure – Sputtering 

 

The extent of the KMC model is observed to be submicron, and therefore the temperatures found that exceed melting of 

copper are proof the KMC simulation is invalid by QM. However, the KMC solution may be made at least consistent with 

QM by holding the temperature constant with the Nose-Hoover thermostat [1-3] during the solution run. The QED emission 

may then be estimated from the saved history of thermostat heat and input into a FE simulation of melting over larger 

regions of the crystal.  

 

V. Summary and Conclusions 

MD simulations of heat transfer based on statistical mechanics that assume atoms have heat capacity are valid only for 

periodic boundaries.  

Unlike statistical mechanics, QM precludes atoms in discrete nanostructures from heat capacity, the consequence of which 

is that heat from EM sources (lasers, molecular collisions, Joule heat, etc.) absorbed in nanostructures is conserved by the 

creation of charge or the emission of QED induced radiation. Classical heat transfer by radiation, convection, and 

conduction that depend on the temperature of the nanostructure are no longer valid. Similarly, Fourier’s heat conduction 

equation is not valid for discrete nanostructures.  

MD simulations of discrete nanostructures reported in the literature are invalid by QM. Arguments that MD is consistent 

with statistical mechanics may be dismissed as QM governs heat transfer at the nanoscale.  

In discrete MD simulations, absorbed heat is conserved by the creation of QED photons that produce charge by the 

photoelectric effect. Conversely, discrete MD simulations based on classical physics having heat capacity do not produce 

charge and erroneously conserve absorbed heat by an increase in temperature.   

The common belief that MD simulations provide a precise description of heat transfer in nanostructures not possible with 

classical physics using FE programs such as ANSYS or COMSOL is erroneous. MD and FE give equivalent results, but 

both are invalid by QM.    

     

VI. Recommendations 
Given the MD of discrete nanostructures is invalid by QM, the following procedure [16] is recommended to make the MD 

heat transfer simulation of nanostructures at least consistent with QM.   

1. During the MD simulation, use the Nose-Hoover thermostat [1-3] to hold the temperature constant as required by         

QM. The QED radiation created in a nanostructure is its thermostatic heat.  

2. At each time step, use the QED induced radiation to compute the thermal response of the surroundings and the charge in 

the nanostructures by the photoelectric effect.  

3. Compute the thermal and dynamic response of the system of nanostructures.   

Since the MD solution of heat transfer for even a few interacting nanostructures is computationally intractable, an 

alternative is to forego MD simulations altogether and instead make a FE simulation of the nanostructures and the 
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surroundings. Estimate the QED radiation for each nanostructure based on the heat absorbed from EM sources. Simple 

hand-calculations suffice. Input the QED radiation in a FE simulation to determine the macroscopic thermal and dynamic 

response consistent with QM. Include the charge created from QED radiation in generating electrostatic forces between 

nanostructures to determine their dynamic response.  
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Abstract:  
This paper presents an investigation on single objective optimization for CO2 laser cladding process considering clad height 

(H) and clad width (W) as performance characteristics. This optimization of multiple quality characteristics has been done 

using Genetic Algorithm (GA) approach. The aim of this work is to predict the performance characteristics (H and W) at 
optimized condition by applying back propagation method of artificial neural network (ANN). The essential input process 

parameters are identified as laser power, scan speed of work table and powder feed rate. In order to validate the predicted 

result, an experiment as confirmatory test is carried out at the optimized cladding condition. It is observed that the 

confirmatory experimental result is showing a good agreement with the predicted one. It has also been found that the 

optimum condition of the cladding parameters for multi performance characteristics varies with the different combinations 

of weighting factors. 

 

Keywords: Laser cladding, Taguchi method, Optimization, GA, ANN 

1. Introduction:  
Laser surface cladding is a popular non-traditional coating technology in recent days. This is because of the superior surface 

uniqueness of the coat in which the surface with resistance to wear, corrosion and hardness can be resulted. In fact, from the 

application point of view, the coating on any component produced by laser is highly comparable to other coating processes 

such as plasma coating and spray coating. Laser cladding is one of the thermal type techniques in which laser is used as heat 

source to deposit a thin layer of a desired metal (by melting) on the substrate surface. Laser cladding using powder can be 

performed in two distinct ways. In the first process, powder is pasted on the surface by some adhesive and then the clad is 
formed by laser beam. In the second process, powder is pneumatically fed into the melt pool on a substrate surface so that 

powder jet and laser beam are focused on the same area and the clad is formed on the surface; the second process is called 

‗blown powder method‘[1]. Some of the important process parameters are- laser power, scan speed of work table, stand-off 

distance and powder mass flow rate. Generally, the effect of laser cladding process performance is evaluated on the basis of 

clad bead dimension such as clad height, clad width and depth of penetration [2, 3]. The powder injection method has been 

applied in the present study. The present work is performed to study laser cladding process on 20MnCr5 substrate as they 

are potentially used in automobile and mechanical industries. 

A lot of experimental investigations have been done to analyze the effect of process parameters on clad bead geometry and 

clad quality by varying one factor at a time [4-6]. But a large number of experiments need more time and money. To 

overcome this drawback, many researchers [7-9] were applied design of experiments (DOE) technique to analyze their 

experimental data and optimize the process parameters for desired response(s).  In recent years, Taguchi method has become 

a powerful tool for improving the productivity during research and development state so that quality of product can be 
obtained in the economical way. It is found that the traditional Taguchi method was applied to optimize a single quality 

characteristic in the literature. However, single-objective optimization method is easier than multi-objective optimization 

technique. 

In the present investigation, single-objective optimization has been applied for two quality characteristics such as clad width 

(W) and clad height (H) during CO2 laser cladding for manganese steel surface using Genetic Algorithm. Nature of one 

objective is larger-the-better for clad width and smaller the better for other one (clad height). After finding the optimum 

condition the optimum results are predicted by developing ANN model and compared with confirmation test. 
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2. Experimental Approach 
The equipment used for laser cladding is a 3.5 kW continuous wave CO2 Laser Rapid Manufacturing (LRM) system. The 

LRM set-up consists of a high power laser system integrated with the beam delivery system, powder feeding system and 

job/beam manipulation system [13]. Fig. 1 depicts the schematic arrangement of the LRM machine. Ni-Cr-Mo powder has 

been fed into the molten pool using a volumetric-controlled powder feeder through a co-axial powder feeding nozzle. Argon 

gas is used as a shielding gas and powder carrier. The key process parameters are selected from the literature survey and 

those are laser power, scan speed and powder feed rate. First, a number of single tracks are deposited at various machining 
conditions to obtain continuous and uniform tracks which lead to facilitate to determine the range of process parameters for 

control levels in Taguchi method (Table.3). Then the actual experiments are performed as per the L9 Taguchi orthogonal 

array. Focal length (f=2 mm) and stand-off-distance (SOD=16 mm) have been kept constant throughout the 

experimentation. Experiments are performed by expecting to obtain the aspect ratio (W/H) of clad bead nearby 15. 

The experiments are performed on Φ 3 inch x 0.5 inch thick specimens of 20MnCr5 steel. The surfaces of the substrate are 

sand blasted prior to laser cladding. The powder (feeding material) used in laser cladding is Inconel-625 powder. The 

powder particles are of globe-shaped with size of 45-106 µm. Chemical composition of the powder is shown in Table 1.  In 

order to improve the surface characteristics of this substrate an anticorrosive powder material is used as the clad material. It 

is a non-magnetic, corrosion and oxidation resistant. Nickel and chromium provide resistance to oxidizing environment, 

while nickel and molybdenum to non-oxidizing environment. Pitting and crevice corrosion are prevented by molybdenum 

[10].  
 

  Table1: composition of Inconel-625 

  Elements                      Chromium    Molybdenum      Nickel 

  Percentage in weight        20%                 5%              Balance                             

The design of experiment is a statistical tool which helps to minimize the number of experiments so that appropriate data 

will be collected [11]; the minimum number of experiments will be performed to acquire the necessary technical 

information and suitable statistical methods will be used to analyze the collected data. Taguchi's method for experimental 

design is straightforward and easy to apply to many engineering situations, making it a powerful yet simple tool [12, 13]. 
The initial task of this stage is to find out the key process control parameters with their ranges and performance evaluation 

parameter (output) that is to be measured. The levels of each variable represent the range for which the effect of that 

variable is desired to be known.  

In order to minimize the number of experiments, the experiments are planned against a three level Taguchi‘s Orthogonal 

Array that required 9 runs in total to be carried out. The process parameters of laser power, scan speed of the table and 

powder feed rate have been varied to investigate the process responses of clad quality. The selected L9  orthogonal array in 

the present analysis is presented in Table 2.  

Table 2: L9 Taguchi orthogonal array 

Experiment No. Laser Power-P 

(kW) 

Scan speed-V 

(mm/min) 

Powder 

Feed rate-C (mm3/min) 

1 1.0 0.3 5 

2 1.0 0.5 8 

3 1.0 0.8 11 

4 1.25 0.3 8 

5 1.25 0.5 11 

6 1.25 0.8 5 

7 1.5 0.3 11 

8 1.5 0.5 5 

9 1.5 0.8 8 
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2.1 Collecting the experimental data 

The quality characteristics of clad bead are determined by measuring clad width (W) and clad depth (D) [Fig.1]. For each of 

the clad beads three measurements at different location have been taken and averages of them are considered. The measured 

values of two responses H and W using L9 orthogonal array are shown in Table 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Geometry of cross-section of a single layer and single bead clad 

 

 

Table 3: Experimental Observations using L9 OA 

Trials Run 
Clad Height 

(H)-mm 

Clad Width 

(W)-mm 

1 0.39 0.94 

2 0.34 0.88 

3 0.47 0.99 

4 0.81 1.33 

5 0.41 0.97 

6 0.16 0.75 

7 1.22 1.97 

8 0.24 1.3 

9 0.25 0.92 

 

 

3.  Application of Genetic Algorithm to the Laser Cladding Process 
The genetic algorithm (GA) is a stochastic searching method which searches throughout the solution space to find the best 

solution for a given optimization criteria, mimicking the process of natural evolution, the principle of survival of the fittest. 
The evolution usually starts from a population of randomly generated chromosomes and happens in generations. In each 

generation, the fitness of every individual chromosome in the population is evaluated. This fitness function is always 

problem dependent. Depending on the problem in hand, one has to select or design a suitable fitness function. The 

chromosome having the best fitness value is included in a new population for the next generation directly without any 

modification. Such chromosomes are called elite chromosomes. Thereafter, from the rest of the parent chromosomes for that 

generation, multiple ones are stochastically selected based on their fitness (selection) and recombined (crossover) and 

randomly mutated (mutation) to be included in the new population. The new population is then used in the next iteration of 

the algorithm. Generally, the algorithm terminates when a pre-defined number of generations have been produced, or a 

satisfactory fitness level has been reached by the population. However, if the algorithm has terminated due to a pre-defined 

number of generations, a satisfactory solution may or may not have been reached. Also, a satisfactory fitness level may 

require a huge number of generations to be executed. Hence, a trade-off between the maximum of number of generations 
and the desired fitness level is often called for. A pseudo-code for a Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) is presented in Fig.2. 
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         Begin 

Initialize population; 

Evaluate population; 

repeat 

                                                 Reproduction; 

                                           Crossover; 

                                          Mutation; 

                                                           Evaluate population; 

         until (termination criteria); 

                                                                         end. 
 

Fig. 2 A pseudo-code for a Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) 

 

Here, we have used single objective real coded genetic algorithm for obtaining the combination of laser power, scan speed 

and powder feed rate at optimized condition. The optimization is done twice: once for minimizing the clad height and once 

for maximizing the clad width. The initial population in both cases was a set of randomly generated real numbers in the 

given range.  The maximum number of chromosomes in the population was fixed to be 100. Each chromosome size is three 

numbers long, one number for each of the laser power, scan speed and powder feed rate.  

The following equations of clad height and clad width, obtained for given values of laser power, scan speed and powder 

feed rate by multiple regression analysis, were used as the objective functions respectively for minimizing clad height and 

maximizing clad width. 

 

2 2

( ) 2.5141 4.4317* 4.9585* 0.4663* 0.6222* *

0.1962* * 0.2862* * 2.5143* 6.0714* .....................................( )

Clad Height mm A B C A B

A C B C A B i

     

  
 

 

 

 

 

The maximum number of generations was fixed to 500. The parametric values of crossover probability and mutation 

probability were chosen to be 0.8 and 0.001 respectively. The number of elite chromosomes to be preserved was fixed to 2.  

 

Since GA is a heuristic search process sometimes it may get stuck at local minima or maxima during optimization. So, 

optimization for minimizing clad height and maximizing clad width is executed 10 times each. Table 4 presents the 

optimized process parameters for the minimum value of clad height and maximum value of clad width along with the 

respective standard deviations. 

 

Table 4: Optimized Process Parameters using GA 

 

Responses Optimized Control Factors Optimized Value Standard Deviation 

(%) 
Laser Power Scan Speed Powder Feed Rate 

Clad Height 1.2252 0.6205 5.3475 0.0951 1.06 

Clad Width 1.4970 0.3024 10.9668 1.9710 1.92 

 

 

 

2 2

( ) 4.3322 6.5057* 0.8294* 0.0156* 3.2* *

0.061* * 0.1095* * 3.3486* 2.8651* ...............................( )

CladWidth mm A B C A B

A C B C A B ii
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4.  Process Prediction through ANN during Optimization 
Neural networks are composed of simple elements operating in parallel. These elements are inspired by biological nervous 

systems [14]. As in nature, the network function is determined largely by the connections between elements. One can train a 

neural network to perform a particular function by adjusting the values of the connections (weights) between elements. 

Commonly neural networks are adjusted, or trained, so that a particular input leads to a specific target output. There, the 

network is adjusted, based on a comparison of the output and the target, until the network output matches the target. 

Typically many such input/target pairs are used, in this supervised learning, to train a network [15]. 

There are various algorithms in the artificial neural network (ANN). In the present study the back propagation training 
algorithm is used. The aim of the ANN modeling is to establish a correlation of input process variables such as laser power, 

scan speed and powder feed rate with output parameters namely clad width and clad depth. The back propagation neural 

networks are usually referred to as feed forwarded and multi layered perceptron (MLP) with number of hidden layers. The 

error back-propagation process consists of two passes through the different layer of the network: a forward pass and a 

backward pass. In the forward pass an activity pattern (input vector) is applied to the sensory nodes of the network and its 

effect propagates through the network layer by layer. Finally, a set of output is produced as the actual response of the 

network. During the backward pass, all synaptic weights are adjusted in accordance with the error correction rule with the 

following formula. 

                       ( ) ( 1)i i ijt O w t      ……………………..(iii) 

Where, β = learning rate, α = momentum coefficient and δ= local error gradient, Oi= output of the ith unit, wij= weighting 

factor connecting the ith neuron of the input vector to the jth neuron of the output vector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3: Structure of 4 layered ANN model for clad width 

4.1 Training phase of neural network 

To increase the accuracy and speed of the network the normalized data set obtained from Equation (iv) is used in the 

training and testing phase. Out of total available data set, 70% data set was used for training the network and remaining used 

for testing the network. There are two responses considered in the present process, one model for clad width (W) and 

another model for clad depth (D) formed separately.  Therefore the number of neurons in the input and output layer has been 

set to three and one respectively in the present neural network architecture. Several network structures are formed by keep 

on changing the number of neurons in the hidden layers and finally 3-4-9-1 configuration is selected for clad width and 3-8-

11-1 is selected for clad depth. The error plot for clad width is shown in Fig.4 and same kind of trend is also obtained in 
case of clad depth. The selected values of model parameters for clad width are shown in Table 5. 

                                                        
*

ij

i

i

D

D
                                                                    …………………………(iv) 

Where ijD = Experimental valu at i-th number of experiment for j-th response, 
*

iD = Maximum value for j-th response. 

P = Laser power 

V = Scan velocity 

C = Powder mass flow rate 

H = Clad height  

W = Clad width 
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Table 5: Selected Training Parameters of 

                                          ANN for Clad Width 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

               Fig.4: Variation of total error with number of 

                 Epochs in 3-4-9-1 network for clad width 

5.  Confirmatory test 
For validation of the predicted results at optimum condition, experiments are conducted as per the optimum condition and 

observed that the average results are fairly close to the predicted results.  

The estimated clad height or clad width 


at the optimal level can be calculated as follows. 

1

( )
o

m i m

i

   


                                                  …………….. (v) 

Where, m is the total mean clad height, i is the mean clad height at the optimal level and o  is the number of main design 
parameters that affect the quality characteristics. Table 6 shows the comparison of the estimated responses (calculated using 

equation (v)) with the actual responses obtained from the experiment using the optimal process parameter combination. The 

absolute prediction error (APE) in percentage has been calculated using the following formulae. 

 

                        ……………. ..(vi) 
 

Table 6: Validation of the ANN Predicted Results 

 

 

 

 

No. of epochs 20000 

Goal 0.0001 

Learning rate 0.05 

Max_fail 5 

Mu_max 1010 

Transfer function Log sigmoid 

Responses Experimental Value 

(mm) 

Predicted 

Value (mm) 

APE 

(%) 

Clad Height 0.121 0.0872 27.94 

Clad Width 2.124 2.3211 9.28 
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6. Conclusion 
In the context of CO2 laser cladding process performance for 20MnCr5 substrate using Inconel-625 powder as cladding 

material, an attempt is made to determine the optimum combination of laser power, scan speed and powder feed rate to 

maximize clad width as well as to minimize clad height at a time using Genetic Algorithm approach. From optimization 

method using GA, the optimum values obtained for H and W are 0.0951 mm and 1.9710 mm respectively which are 

showing great improvement in performance characteristics.  

The artificial neural network model using BP-MLP technique has been developed specially for predicting the clad bead 

characteristics at optimum cladding condition. This model also helps to find the responses at other combinations of process 
variables. It is observed that developed ANN model shows a good agreement with the experimental results. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, a Fractional Multi-objective Transportation Problem with Impurity Constraints having demand and supply 

constraints somewhat uncertain imprecise and vague in nature is formulated as Fractional Multi-objective Transportation 

Problem with Impurity Constraints with extreme tolerances. By using suitable transformation, an equivalent Multi-

objective Linear Transportation Problem with Impurity Constraints is formulated which is transformed into an equivalent 
crisp model to determine an optimal solution of Fractional Multi-objective Transportation Problem with Impurity 

Constraints. 

  

Keywords: Fractional Transportation Problem, Fuzzy Programming, Crisp Model, Membership Function, Multi-

objective Decision Making. 

 

1. Introduction 

Conventional optimization methods assume that all parameters and goals of an optimization model are precisely known. 

But for many practical problems there are incompleteness and unreliability of input information. This is caused to use 

fuzzy multi-objective optimization method with fuzzy parameters. Bit et al. [2] presented an application of fuzzy linear 

programming to the linear multi-objective transportation problem, a special type of vector minimum problem in which 

constraints were all equality type and the objectives were conflicting in nature. Li and Lai [4] presented a fuzzy 

compromise programming approach to multiobjective transportation problems. A characteristic feature of the approach 

proposed was that various objectives were synthetically considered with the marginal evaluation for individual objectives 

and the global evaluation for all objectives. Verma et al. [7] used a special type of non-linear (hyperbolic and exponential) 

membership functions to solve the multi-objective transportation problem. Sakawa et al. [5] discussed a two objective 

transportation problem, minimizing the transportation cost and minimizing the opportunity loss with respect to 

transportation time, in a housing material manufacturer and derived a satisfactory solution to the problem using interactive 
fuzzy programming method. 

 

This paper presents a Fuzzy Programming approach to solve Fractional Multi-objective Transportation Problem with 

Impurity Constraints. The fractional multi-objective transportation problem with impurity constraints having demand and 

supply constraints somewhat uncertain imprecise and vague in nature is formulated as fractional multi-objective 

transportation problem with impurity constraints with extreme tolerances. By using suitable transformation, an equivalent 

multi-objective linear transportation problem with impurity constraints is formulated which is transformed into an 

equivalent crisp model to determine an optimal solution of fractional multi-objective transportation problem with impurity 

constraints.  

 

2. Mathematical Formulation 
The mathematical formulation of Fractional Multi-objective Transportation Problem with Impurity Constraints is written 

as: 

P1   Maximize  
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thi supply 

point 

jb
~

 =  requirement is somewhat uncertain/non-stochastic imprecise and vague in nature at the 
thj demand point 

ijx  = amount of commodity to be transported from the 
thi  supply point to the 

thj  demand point    

ijkf = units of P  impurities ),,2,1( Pk   in one unit of the commodity when it is transported from the 
thi  

supply point to the 
thj  demand point      

jkq~ = units of greatest quantity of impurity k  that can be received by demand point j  is uncertain, imprecise and 

vague in nature 
G

ij

G

ij dc / = the proportional contribution to the value of 
thG  fractional objective function of transporting one unit of 

commodity from the 
thi  supply point to the 

thj  demand point.   

 

Assumptions: 

1. Without loss of generality it will be assumed that  iai  0~
; jb j  0

~
. 

2. For consistency, total demand requirement equals the total supply capacity. 

3. Positive Triangular Numbers 
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m

i

n

j
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G

ij xd
1 1

0 ,  for all feasible solution.         

 

In this context, it may be noted that the impurity constraints of P1 can be written as: 

    


 
m

i

jkjkMijijk qxxf
1

,
~

          

0,  jkMx            

where jkMx ,  are the slack variables  to the impurity constraints.  

P1 can be modified as the Fractional Multi-objective Transportation Problem with Impurity Constraints with extreme 

tolerances: 
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With the help of transformation txy  , )0( t  [1], an equivalent Multi-objective Linear Transportation Problem with 

Impurity Constraints may be written as:     

P3    Maximize )]/([ tyNt G  
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The fuzzy objective functions and constraints are characterized by their membership functions. To optimize the objective 

functions and the constraints, a decision in a fuzzy environment is defined in analogy to nonfuzzy environments as the 
selection of activities which simultaneously satisfy objective functions and constraints. Therefore, the decision in a fuzzy 

environment can be viewed as the intersection of fuzzy constraints and fuzzy objective functions.   
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The membership function of each objective functions and constraints can be written as:  
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3. Crisp Model   

By introducing an auxiliary variable  , P3 can be transformed into the following Crisp Model [3]: 

P4    Max          

subject to      ))/(( tyNt G

G       

 )~( ia        

 )
~

( jb        

 )~( jkq        

1)/(  tyDt G
      

10   , 0t  

The constraints in P4 containing cross product terms t  which are not convex. Therefore the solution of this problem 

requires the special approach adopted for solving general non-convex application problems and therefore is solved by 

fuzzy decisive set method [6]. 
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4. Algorithm  
The steps of the algorithm are as follows:  

Step 1: Formulate Problem P1 as P2 . 

Step 2: Obtain an equivalent Multi-objective Linear Transportation Problem with Impurity Constraints: P3 using 

transformation txy  , )0( t . 

Step 3: Determine maximum aspiration level 
GZ  by maximizing each objective function of P3. 

Step 4: Define membership function of each objective function, constraints and impurity constraints of P3. 

Step 5: Transform P3 into an equivalent crisp model P4 by introducing an auxiliary variable  . 

Step 6: Solve the transformed crisp model: P4 by using fuzzy decisive set method and obtain the optimal value 
*  of 

 .  

Step 7: Obtain optimal solution of P1 with the help of the maximum value 
*  of P4. 

 

5. Numerical Example 
Consider the following Fractional Multi-objective Transportation Problem with Impurity Constraints. Here supplies and 

demands are trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. If ijx  be the tonnage sent from source i  to destination j , then it is required to 
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An equivalent multi-objective linear transportation problem with impurity constraints using transformation txy  , 

)0( t  is: 

  Max 























333231232221131211

3
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333231232221131211

1

343164310),(

,210412311265),(

,4983972),(

yyyyyyyyytyz

yyyyyyyyytyz
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subject to  

1526985344 333231232221131211  yyyyyyyyy  

1123687354 333231232221131211  yyyyyyyyy  

12861475712 333231232221131211  yyyyyyyyy  

07131211  tyyy  

010131211  tyyy  

010232221  tyyy  

013232221  tyyy  

08333231  tyyy  

011333231  tyyy  

06312111  tyyy  

09312111  tyyy  

04322212  tyyy  

07322212  tyyy  

015332313  tyyy   

018332313  tyyy  

049684 41312111  tyyyy  

070684 41312111  tyyyy  
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028684 42322212  tyyyy   

049684 42322212  tyyyy  

0105684 43332313  tyyyy  

0126684 43332313  tyyyy  

0,,,,,,,,,,, 434241333231232221131211 yyyyyyyyyyyy , 0t . 

 

The following maximum aspiration levels are obtained by maximizing each objective function  : 

363057.1),(
~

1 tyz , 100775.2),(
~

2 tyz  and 054341.1),(
~

3 tyz . 

Using the membership functions, the above fuzzy model reduces to the following Crisp Model: 

     Max   

subject to  

0363057.14983972 333231232221131211  yyyyyyyyy  

0100775.2210412311265 333231232221131211  yyyyyyyyy  

0054341.1343164310 333231232221131211  yyyyyyyyy  

1526985344 333231232221131211  yyyyyyyyy  

1123687354 333231232221131211  yyyyyyyyy  

12861475712 333231232221131211  yyyyyyyyy  

tyyy )7(131211   

tyyy )210(131211   

tyyy )10(232221   

tyyy )213(232221   

tyyy )8(333231   

tyyy )211(333231   

tyyy )6(312111   

tyyy )29(312111   

tyyy )4(322212   

tyyy )27(322212   

tyyy )15(332313   

tyyy )218(332313   

tyyyy )49(684 41312111   

tyyyy )270(684 41312111   

tyyyy )28(684 42322212   

tyyyy )249(684 42322212   

tyyyy )105(684 43332313   

tyyyy )2126(684 43332313   

0,0  t  

Solve the crisp model by using the fuzzy decisive set method. The following values of  are obtained in the next 30 

iterations: 
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 = 0.50;   = 0.75;   = 0.625;   = 0.6875; 

 = 0.65625;   = 0.671875;   = 0.6796875;   = 0.67578125; 

 = 0.677734375   = 0.676757812;  = 0.676269531;  = 0.67602539; 

 =0.67596332;   = 0.675842285;  = 0.675872802;  =0.675857543; 

 =0.675849914;   = 0.675846099;  = 0.675848007;  = 0.675847053; 

 = 0.67584753;   = 0.675847291;  = 0.675847172;  = 0.675847113; 

 = 0.675847083;  = 0.675847098;  = 0.675847105;  = 0.675847102; 

 = 0.675847103;  = 0.675847104. 

Consequently, the maximum value 
* = 0.675847104 is obtained at the 31st iteration and solution of Crisp Model is:  

*

11y = 0.02474367, 
*

13y = 0.03316893, 
*

21y = 0.009168814, 
*

22y =0.003489797, 

*

23y = 0.05883124, 
*

31y = 0.01079152, 
*

32y = 0.03433357, 
*

33y = 0.01297173, 

*

41y = 0.09557549, 
*

42y = 0.08515277, 
*

43y = 0.1535401, 
*t = 0.00669641, 

* = 0.675847104. 

The optimal solution of the original problem is obtained as: 

 
*

11x = 3.695064968, 
*

13x = 04.953240617, 
*

21x = 1.369213355, 
*

22x = 0.521144464,  

*

23x = 8.785489538, 
*

31x = 1.611538123, 
*

32x = 5.127160673, 
*

33x = 1.937117052,  

*

41x = 14.27264609, 
*

42x = 12.71618225, 
*

43x = 22.92871852, 
*1Z = 0.921218109, 

*2Z = 1.555058607, 
*3Z = 0.712573308. 

 

6. Conclusion 
To generate total transportation solutions for Fractional Multi-objective Transportation Problems with Impurity 

Constraints, an algorithm has been developed in this paper using Fuzzy Programming approach. Solving fractional multi-

objective transportation models offers a more universal apparatus for a wider class of real life decision priority problems 

than the multi-objective transportation problems. The fractional multi-objective transportation problems results in a subset 

of feasible solutions from which a transportation system decision maker is sure of a most preferred solution.  
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Antenna with Ominidirectional Radiation Characteristics 
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Abstract: 
 This paper presents the design and development of slotted rectangular microstrip antenna for quad band operation and 
ominidirectional radiation characteristics. The quad bands are achieved between 4.81 to 16 GHz. The magnitude of 
operating bandwidth has been enhanced to a maximum value of 3.29, 17.22, 36.44 and 43.33% by varying the width of 
vertical slots on the patch. This enhancement does not affect the nature of ominidirectional radiation characteristics. The 
proposed antenna is simple in its geometry and has been constructed from conventional rectangular microstrip antenna 
by placing vertical slots on the patch and a ground plane of height equal to the length of microstripline on the top and 
bottom surface of the substrate. Experimental results are in close agreement with the simulated results. The proposed 
antenna may find application in microwave communication system. 
Keywords: Bandwidth, Microstrip antenna, Ominidirectional and Slot 
 
1. Introduction 
Microstrip antennas (MSAs) are finding increasing applications in microwave communication systems because of their 
diversified uses such as low profile, light   weight, planar configurations, easy to fabricate and low cost [1]. The MSA 
operating at more than one band of frequencies is quite useful because each band can be used independently for transmit 
receive applications. Number of investigations have been reported in the literature for the realization of dual, triple and 
multi band operation of microstip antenna [3-9]. But design of quad band operation realized from conventional 
rectangular microstrip antenna with ominidirectional radiation characteristics is an additional advantage of the device. 
Further the construction of quad band slotted rectangular microstrip antenna (QSRMSA) does not alter its size when 
compared to the size of conventional rectangular microstrip antenna (CRMA) designed for the same resonant frequency.  
 
2.   Description of antenna geometry 
The art work of the proposed antenna is sketched by using computer software Auto-CAD to achieve better accuracy and 
is fabricated on low cost FR4-epoxy substrate material of thickness  h = 1.6 mm and permittivity εr = 4.4 using 
photolithography process. Figure 1(a) shows the top view geometry of QSRMSA. The bottom view geometry of this 
antenna is as shown in Fig. 1(b). In Fig. 1(a) the selected area A of the substrate is   L × W cm. On the top surface of the 
substrate a ground plane of height which is equal to the length of microstripline feed Lf is used. A gap of 1 mm is used 
between the top ground plane and microstripline feed. On the bottom of the substrate a continuous copper layer of height 
L f is used below the microstripline which is bottom ground plane. The QSRMSA is designed for 3 GHz using the 
equations available for the design of conventional rectangular microstrip antenna in the literature [2]. The length and 
width of the rectangular patch are Lp and Wp respectively. The feed arrangement consists of quarter wave transformer of 
length Lt and width Wt which is connected as a matching network between the patch and the microstripline feed of length 
L f and width Wf. A Semi miniature-A (SMA) connector is used at the tip of the microstripline feed for feeding the 
microwave power. 
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         (a) Top view geometry of QSRMSA                                                     (b) Bottom view geometry of QSRMSA 
 

Fig. 1 Geometry of QSRMSA when Ws = 6.1 mm 
 

In Fig.1 (a) the vertical rectangular slots are placed on the patch. These slots treated as wide slots as their width is 
comparable to the length. The wide slots are selected because they are more effective in enhancing the bandwidth when 
compared to narrow slots. The length and width of vertical rectangular slots are Ls   and Ws   respectively. Both the slots 
are kept at a distance of 1.5 mm from the non resonating edges (Lp) of the patch. The design parameter of the proposed 
antenna is given in Table 1.  

TABLE  1  Design Parameters of Proposed Antenna 
 

Lp = 23.4 mm 
 

Wp = 30.4 mm 

L f = 24.8 mm 
 

Wf = 3.0 mm 

Lt = 12.4 mm 
 

Wt = 0.5 mm 

L = 80.0 mm 
 

W = 50.0 mm 

Ls = 20.4mm 
 

Ws = 6.1 mm 

 
3.   Experimental results                                                                
For the QSRMSA, the bandwidth over return loss less than -10 dB is simulated using HFSS simulating software and then 
tested experimentally on the Vector Network Analyzer (Rohde & Schwarz, Germany make ZVK model 1127.8651). The 
variation of return loss frequency of QSRMSA is as shown in Fig. 2. From this graph the experimental bandwidth (BW) 
is calculated using the equations, 

                                              BW = 






 −

Cf

ff 12  × 100 %  

 
were, f1 and f2  are the lower and upper cut of frequencies of the band respectively when its return loss reaches – 10 dB 
and fc  is the center frequency of the operating band. From this figure, it is found that, the antenna operates between 4.81 
to 16 GHz. 
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Fig. 2 Variation of return loss versus frequency of QSRMSA when Ws = 6.1 mm 

 
In Fig. 2 it is seen that, the antenna gives four resonant frequency modes. The resonant frequency mode at f1=4.84 GHz 
is due to the fundamental resonant frequency of the patch and others modes at f2 = 7.33 GHz, f3 = 8.74 GHz and f4 = 
11.76 GHz are due to the novel geometry of QSRMSA. The magnitude of experimental -10 dB bandwidth measured at 
BW1 to BW4 are 60 MHz (4.78-4.84 GHz) 1.24 %, 580 MHz (6.97-7.55 GHz) 7.98 %, 2.27 GHz (7.67-9.94 GHz) 25.78 
% and 5.59 GHz (10.41-16 GHz) 42.33% respectively. Since the QSRMSA has been designed for 3 GHz. The 
fundamental resonant frequency mode (4.84 GHz) shifts from 3 GHz to 4.84 GHz. This shift of resonant mode towards 
higher frequency side is due to the coupling effect of microstripline feed and top ground plane. Simulated results of 
QSRMSA are also shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Variation of return loss versus frequency of QSRMSA when Ws = 7.1 mm 

Figure 3 shows the variation of return loss verses frequency of QSRMSA when Ws = 7.1 mm. It is clear from this figure 
that, the antenna again operates for four resonant frequency modes retaining the fundamental resonant mode at f5 = 4.81 
GHz and other modes at f6 = 5.9 GHz, f7 = 9.00 GHz and f8 = 14.15 GHz. The magnitude of experimental bandwidth 
measured at BW5 to BW8 are 160 MHz (4.78-4.94 GHz) 3.29 %, 1.08 GHz (5.73-6.81 GHz) 17.22 %, 3.12 GHz (7-
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10.12 GHz) 36.44 % and 5.59 GHz (10.41- 16 GHz) 43.33 % respectively. By comparing Fig. 2 and 3 it is clear that 
BW5, BW6 and BW7 increases in their magnitude respectively by 3.29 %, 17.22 % and 36.44 % when compared to BW1, 
BW2 and BW3 by changing the width Ws to 7.1 mm in QSRMSA.This enhancement of bandwidth does not affect much 
the fundamental resonant frequency mode f5 of QSRMSA when compared to f1.The experimental and simulated results 
shown in Fig. 3 are in close agreement with each other. 
 
The co-polar and cross-polar radiation pattern of QSRMSA is measured in its operating bands when Ws =. 7.1 mm. The 
typical radiation patterns measured at 5.97 GHz and 11.32 GHz are as shown in Fig. 4 and 5 respectively. The patterns 
are ominidirectional in nature 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 Radiation pattern of QSRMSA measured at 5.97 GHz. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 Radiation pattern of QSRMSA measured at 11.32 GHz 
 

The gain of the proposed antenna is measured by absolute gain method [1] using the formula 
 

                      0( ) 10 log -  ( )  -  20 log
4

r
t

t

P
G dB G dB dB

P R

λ
π

=
   

  
  

 

where, Pt    is the power transmitted by pyramidal horn antenna, Pr  the power received by antenna under test (AUT), Gt  
the gain of the pyramidal horn antenna  and R the distance between transmitting antenna and AUT. The variation of 
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experimental gain versus frequency of QSRMSA when Ws = 7.1 mm is as shown in Fig. 6. It is seen that, the antenna 
shows maximum gain of 14.95 dB at 4.85 GHz.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6 Variation of gains versus frequency of QSRMSA when Ws = 7.1 mm 

4. Conclusion 
From the detailed experimental study it is concluded that, the QSRMSA constructed from CRMA is quite capable in 
producing quad band operation. The antenna operates between 4.81 to 16 GHz of frequency and gives ominidirectional 
radiation characteristics at each operating band. The magnitude of operating bandwidth has been enhanced to a 
maximum value of 3.29, 17.22, 36.44 and 43.33% by varying the width of vertical slots on the patch. The enhancement 
of bandwidth does not affect the nature of ominidirectional radiation characteristics.  The simulated and experimental 
return loss results of QSRMSA are in close agreement with each other. The proposed antenna is simple in its design and 
fabrication. The antenna is fabricated using low cost FR4 substrate material.  With these features the antenna may find 
any applications in microwave communication system. 
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Abstract:  
Future mobile systems will be characterized by high user density and high mobility enabling users to communicate regardless 

of their geographical location. Large number of handovers and registrations will place great demands on radio links. One of 

the major issues in mobile wireless systems is location management, which is the process that allows a network to identify 

the exact location of a mobile terminal (MT) for call delivery. In this paper, we present a user pattern learning (UPL) strategy 

using genetic algorithm tuned artificial neural network (GAANN) to reduce the location update cost. the system maintains a 

list of places where each user is most likely to be in at each time interval. The intelligence of the location management 

procedure is increased by updating the profile of each user by users past calling history. Unless the MT detects that it has 

moved out of the registered profile, it does not perform any other location update. Paging is also done selectively as in the 

registered profile upon a call arrival for the MT. Experimental results shows that the profile based intelligent system using 

GAANN performs well than other well known strategies.  

Keywords: location management, location update, paging, neural network, genetic algorithm, mobility management. 

 1  INTRODUCTION 
The next generation mobile communications networks should provide not only voice and low-speed data services but also 

multimedia services requiring high data rate to the users of high density.  In a wireless network user can move from place to 

place while maintaining communication with others. This property is called Mobility of the user. As well known, one of the 

key issues in cellular mobile communications is how to deliver incoming calls appropriately to the called user roaming from 

place to place. In the future mobile communications, this issue (especially, the location management) will become more 

important because of high user mobility [1]. To keep the mobile terminals connected in spite of mobility, the network has to 
keep track of mobile terminals which will be used to find mobile terminals when incoming calls have to be forwarded 

towards the mobile terminals.   

A network is divided into geographical areas, called location areas (LA) and the location management system keeps track of 

current LA of a mobile terminal (MT). A location area may contain one or more cells. The location information is stored in 

the network database for location management. To maintain the consistency of the location information, an update process is 

triggered whenever a mobile terminal crosses LA boundaries. When a call arrives, a query to the location database is done to 

obtain the location information of the called MT. Then the location management system pages all the cells in the 

corresponding LA simultaneously. The same location management system is not possible in present generation mobile 

communication system, because of the fast growing population.  

Location management methods are classified into two major groups: Memory-based and non-memory-based methods. The 

first group includes methods based on learning processes, which require knowledge of mobile user behavior, while the 
second group includes methods based on specific algorithms and network architectures. The strategy proposed in this paper 

belongs to the first group. In North America, the IS-41 standard is used for both the location update and call delivery 

procedures. This standard deploys a two-level database architecture consisting of a single home location register (HLR) and 

several visitor location registers (VLR). The HLR for a given network contains the network's subscriber profiles, while a 

VLR stores the profiles of the users that are currently roaming within LAs associated with that specific VLR. Third-

generation mobile networks are characterized by high user density and high mobility (like current 2G systems) and small cell 

sizes, which will increase the number of location updates and handoff messages, thus limiting the switching capacity and 

available bandwidth. Reducing the signaling and database access costs of location management introduces significant 

technical challenges which have to be dealt with and constitutes an important research area. Therefore, more sophisticated 

schemes were proposed to make the location update and terminal paging operations more efficient. These schemes include 

the time-based, movement-based [6, 8] and distance-based schemes which locate an MT by paging the LA’s ring by ring 

from its last updated location. Several alternative strategies have recently been proposed to improve the performance of the 
location management scheme [2-6]. 
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Chien-Hsing Wu et al. [9], used a markov model for Location management. A probabilistic selective paging strategy concept 

is used for generalizing the selective paging scheme. S.Dasbit et al. (2002) [10], developed a probabilistic location 

management strategy in a cellular mobile environment. In this scheme the mobile switching center (MSC) maintains an 

indexed database to keep the frequency of traversals of all the visiting mobile units under it. When a call arrives for a 

particular mobile unit the MSC performs a location probability of the called MT and performs the best first search to find the 

cells where the desired MT may be located. 

Lo and Chen (2002) [11], describes a dynamic region based location management system for personal communication 

services system. The strategy described makes use of the users’ movement pattern from the set of regions the users is most 

likely to visit in a time interval. A distributed HLR is used to balance the workload. The call arrival rate and the mobility rate 

are considered for reducing the registration cost. The strategy used dynamically changes based on the number of regions, the 
degree of user mobility, and the system parameters such as the signaling cost between HLR and VLR. Yuguang [12], 

investigated an analytical model for calculating the total cost for pointer forwarding scheme and two-location algorithm. A 

general model involving various time variables are considered for analyzing the signaling cost. The cost analysis for the 

move and find are analyzed more analytically for many general cases.  

Goo and Yong [13], developed a time based location registration scheme. The MT sends its location update information for 

every T units of time. If a call arrival occurs within T interval, the system pages the MT and the MT restarts its timer. A ring 

structure is considered. The inner most ring is ring 0 which is the center cell and it has only one cell. Ring 0 is surrounded by 

ring 1 and then by ring 2 and so on. When the system routes an incoming call to an MT, it first pages the center cell which is 

the recently registered location of the MT. If it does not succeed in finding the MT, it pages next surrounded ring. The paging 

goes on until it finds the MT. 

Alejandro Quintero and Oscar Garcia [14], has developed a profile based strategy for managing user mobility in 3G mobile 

systems. In the 3G mobile systems the power of mobility on network performance must be reduced, mainly due to the huge 

number of mobile hosts in combination with the small cell size. A profile based strategy is presented to reduce the signaling 

traffic thereby increasing the intelligence of the location update procedure. User’s moving information can be used to assists 

the user’s mobility management, manage network resources and congestion control. 

 

The increasing population of mobile subscribers, smaller sized cells has been used to accommodate the large number of 

mobile terminals (MT’s). Sending paging signals to all cells within a location area (LA) to locate an MT may result in an 

excessive amount of network bandwidth. In current mobile networks, most users follow regular routines during business 
hours, residing mostly at their place of work. For these users, it is possible to predict with significant accuracy their location 

at a particular time of day. The aim of profile-based location prediction schemes is to leverage off this information to reduce 

location and paging requests [7]. Based on the profile of the user during the last observation period, the location management 

system generates a list of LA's. When there is a call for the MT, the location management system pages the call to the MT 

based on the profile of the user. 

 

In this paper, a user pattern learning strategy is followed [8] for location management and the profile of the user is learned 

using genetic algorithm tuned neural network. In this approach, the MT updates its location only when it’s moving direction 

changes. To locate an MT, paging can be carried out along its moving direction, and hence the paging cost is reduced. 

Moreover, the MT’s moving direction can be determined by simple numerical calculations. 

2.  OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH 
 

2.1 Mobility Management in UMTS 

In standard UMTS, Mobile Switching Centers (MSCs) are responsible for the circuit switched location management, while 

Serving GPRS Support Nodes (SGSNs) assume the packet switched location management. Both domains are linked over 

some interfaces, but the information is kept in separate network entities: The HLR is a common location information 

database for both domains. Several area types have been defined in UMTS to handle the location information: 

 Location Areas (LA) is dividing the network into geographical areas 

 A Routing Area (RA) is composed of a group of cells that belong to only one RA. Several RAs can be included in the     

same LA, but an RA cannot span more than one LA. The PS domain to track the MT's location when in idle mode uses the 
RAs. 

 UMTS Registration Areas (URAS) are an intermediate level between cells and RAs (or LAs).  They are similar to RAs 
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and LAs, but are used by the UTRAN to set trade-offs between the MT's location accuracy and signaling load. Furthermore, 

they are used to track the MT's location while it is in connected mode without using a logical channel.  This concept is 

optional in UTRAN. 

Cells are related to the provision of radio coverage. The idea of having this diversity is to allow a trade-off between location 

accuracy and paging 

 

2.2 User Profile Learning Strategy 

A user pattern learning strategy (UPL) associates with each user a list of location areas (LA) where she is most likely to be 

located within a given time interval. When a call arrives for an MT, each location within the list is paged sequentially until 

the MT is found. When a user moves between locations within the list, no location update is required. The list is stored at an 

intermediate location database (ILD) associated with a Mobile Switching Centers (MSC) as well as within the user's MT. The 

cost reduction depends on the behavior of each class of user. It can be assumed that, when the user follows its expected 

behavior, the cost of a location update is reduced. 

In the UPL, if the position of a user is always known in advance, then no explicit registration is necessary. Thus, the 

optimal location area is given by a single cell, which, in turn, minimizes paging costs. Stationary users on fixed schedules 

exhibit this type of behavior. If mobile users are classified into categories, as was done in [15], the system could treat each 

category differently to minimize system costs. Furthermore, user mobility information can be used to assist mobility 

management (traffic routing), to manage network resources (resource allocation, call admission control, congestion, and flow 
control), and to analyze handoff algorithms in integrated wired/wireless networks.  

2.3 GA Tuned ANN 

Pattern recognition is one of the fields where neural networks (ANNs) have been strongly applied   from many years. Pattern 

learning and classification can be stated as the problem of labeling test patterns derived by a particular application domain. In 

general, ANN systems are capable of "learning" trends in a given data set and establishing input-output relationships based 

strictly on a "test" set of data using back propagation algorithm. In particular, the BP is entirely dependent on the initial 

(weight) settings and most likely gets trapped into a local minimum. In order to address such deficiencies and drawbacks, in 

this paper, we propose Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimization technique, which automatically designs the optimal ANNs 

[both network structure and connection weights with respect to the training mean squared error (MSE)] specifically for each 

user profile. 

GA is used to evolve traditional ANNs, and so the focus is particularly drawn on automatic design of the multilayer 

perceptrons (MLPs). This evolutionary operator makes the proposed system generic, i.e., no assumption is made about the 

number of (hidden) layers, and in fact, none of the network properties (e.g., feedforward or not, differentiable activation 

function or not, etc.) is an inherent constraint. The optimum dimension found corresponds to a distinct ANN architecture 

where the network parameters (connections, weights, and biases) can be resolved from the positional optimum reached on 
that dimension. Above all, using standard ANNs such as traditional MLPs, instead of specific architectures further 

contributes to the generic nature of the proposed system, and in short, all these objectives are meant to make it applicable to 

location management for any user profile without any modifications.  

Neural networks derive their computing power through their ability to learn and then generalize; generalization refers to the 
ability of the neural network to produce reasonable outputs for inputs not encountered during training. It is this quality that 

we utilize to predict the movement of mobile users so that we can predict the position of a user in advance and reduce the 

paging cost based on the predicted destination cell. Finally, the impact on the performance of location management with 

GAANN is reduced. The cost of the UPL is decomposed into four components: training procedure, maintenance and update 

of the user's profile, location update, and call delivery. Although GAANN learning times are relatively long, evaluating the 

learned network in order to apply it to a subsequent instance (maintenance and update of the user's profile, location update 

and call delivery) is very fast. In GAANN, performance is improved over time by iteratively updating the weights in the 

network as compared to conventional ANN algorithms.  
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3.   GAANN OPTIMAL DESIGN 
Genetic algorithms are good at taking larger, potentially huge, search spaces and navigating them looking for optimal 

combinations of things and solutions which we might not find in a life time. For every mobile user there is a user pattern 

learning process associated to it. We may classify the users into three different categories depending the predictability of their 
daily routine: users who have a very high probability of being where the system expects them to be (deterministic users), 

users who have a certain likelihood of being where the system expects them to be (quasi-deterministic users), and users 

whose position at a given moment is unpredictable (random users), similar to the classification proposed in [7]. The 

predictability of deterministic and quasi-deterministic users can be used by the system to reduce the number of location 

update operations. So, after the learning process completes, we get the mobile user's behavior associated with known location 

areas. Then, a profile is built for the mobile user (Table 1). When a call arrives for a mobile, it is paged sequentially in each 

location within the list. When a user moves between location areas in this list, no location updates are required. The list is 

stored at the HLR in the information database (ID) as well as in the user's mobile terminal. The cost reduction depends on the 

behavior of each class of user. It can be assumed that, when the user follows its expected behavior, the location update cost is 

reduced, even if accesses to HLR are minimized when calls are received from relatively close areas. The proposed strategy 

increases the intelligence of the location update procedure and utilizes replication and locality to reduce the cost incurred 
from the paging procedure. 

 

             Examples           Di(Day) 

 
       Ti(Time) 

 
           Ci  (Cell Id)          Probability 

          (%) 

E1 Monday 02.15 5,1,6 90,50,10 

E2 Monday 11.45 5,2,1 95,50,10 

E3 Sunday 12.00 5,6,3 40,90,15 

E4 Thursday 14.15 5,2,1 95,50,10 

E5 Thursday 05.30 5,1,6 90,50,10 

 

Table 1. Sample User Profile 

 

 In this problem, the learning process aims to derive a list with which we can find the cell in which the MT locates at any 
time of every day with high accuracy after observing the behavior of the mobile user for a period, for example, a month. 

There are three layers in the Neural Networks: input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. The role of the hidden layer is to 

remap the inputs and results of previous layers to achieve a more separable or classifiable representation of the data and allow 

attachment of semantics to certain combinations of layer inputs. 

By observing the mobile user's daily behavior, we use the GAANN algorithm to learn the behavior. With some useful data 

from observation of the mobile user as the input nodes, we can obtain the output as the result we want, which is the cell 

information of the mobile user on observation, that is to say, the cell list for a mobile user. 

 

Fig.1 User Movement Path 
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3.1. GA Optimality Evaluation  

In this case, there are three layers, the input layer that contains the values for Day and Time, a hidden layer is optimally 

designed, and two output units that gives the value of the output values, it's the probability that reside each cell in the user 

profile i.e Cell ID and probability. In order to determine which network architectures are optimal (whether it is global or 

local) for a particular problem, we apply exhaustive BP training over every network configuration in the architecture space 

defined. The number of neurons in the hidden layer in the ANN is determined optimally by the genetic algorithm. As 
mentioned earlier, BP is a gradient-descent algorithm, and thus, for a single run, it is susceptible to getting trapped to the 

nearest local minimum. However, performing it a large number of times with randomized initial parameters eventually 

increases the chance of converging to (a close vicinity of) the global minimum of the fitness function. The fitness function for 

the Neural Network optimization problem is taken as, MSEE  , where MSE is the mean square error between the desired 

target and actual output of the Neural Network Design. 

The optimization of GAANN for the Location Management of MT is performed with the learning rate and the momentum 

constant varied from 0 to 1 and the hidden neurons varied from 31 to 200. For this training a maximum of 200 generations in 

GA are performed with a population size of 20 and with 500 training epochs.  The crossover rate is 0.8 and mutation rate is 

0.01. Using the proposed algorithm an optimized ANN is achieved with Nh =121, Lr = 0.00152 and Mc= 0.8972. Thus, 

the GAANN algorithm yields a compact network configuration in the architecture space rather than the complex ones as long 

as optimality prevails. 

4. Simulation results 
To assess the accuracy of the presented analytical model, in this section a performance evaluation of the Location 

Management System as well as a detailed model, which captures all relevant aspects of our approach in a concise way is 

presented. The simulation models both the call delivery and mobility behavior of users offering the ability to consider 

different service types and different MT groups over a range of cell-layout scenarios. Three different cell layout scenarios 

have been investigated. The first assumes macrocells only (9 Km2), the second medium-size cells (1 Km2), while the third 
small-size microcells (0.1 Km2). 

In this experiments, 1,000 MTs are simulated and we generated 1,000 samples for each cell layout scenario assuming normal 

distributions using the statistics estimated from the real data. The simulations are rub for the probability of a user being 

roaming within his associated list from 0.5 to 0.99. Assuming that a user is within that area covered by its list at least half of 

time. In practice, it would not do for a performer to have a list of likely positions in which a user is not found at least half of 

the time. In the case of users whose position at a given moment is unpredictable and the past knowledge of their location 

cannot predict their future location, our strategy is not applicable. 

Assuming that link costs and database access costs are defined by message transmission delays and updating or query delays, 

respectively. For each mobile terminal, we define the following quantities: 

 

A: average number of calls (i.e., voice or data) to a target MT per time unit; 
fi: average number of times the user changes LA per time unit; 

UT:   average   total   cost of the   location updates procedure; 

ST:   average   total   cost   of   the   location   search procedure; and 

CG: average total cost per time unit for the location update and the location search. 

 

The total cost per time unit for the location search and location update procedures of the proposed scheme is 

TTG SUC    

 

4.1 Cost Comparison 

Cayirci and Akyildiz [16] proposed a strategy for location management, which we call Cayirci, while the GPRS/ UMTS 

standard proposed another strategy, which we call UMTS, for solving the same problem. To be able to compare our strategy 

to UMTS, we have to compute the costs for the location update and location search operations. We define the following costs 
for the UMTS location management procedure: 

 

S: cost for a location update operation according to the GPRS/UMTS standard; 

SUMTS
:
 cost for a location search operation according to the GPRS/UMTS standard; and 

CUMTS
:
 total cost per time unit for the location search and location update operations. 
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The total cost per time unit for the location search and location update procedures is given by UMTSUMTSUMTS SUC    

 

relative cost of the proposed scheme is defined as the ratio of the total cost of our scheme (per time unit) on the total cost of 

the standard UMTS procedures. Furthermore, this relative cost is a function of the call-to-mobility ratio (CMR): 
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The method proposed by Cayirci and Akyildiz is based on a profile similar to the one used in our scheme. There are some 

differences between the two, but they are mainly structural differences. For example, the short-term events leading to 

registration are not reflected as they are in our scheme. Furthermore, our profile is more likely to find the user in fewer trials 

due to the "next nodes" field that provides information on the next visited areas. Both factors compensate each other. Another 

important difference is the fact that [6] sets up a list of cells where no updates are performed while the user roams within this 

set of cells. Otherwise, a new record is created and another classical location update method is used (i.e., IS-41 or standard 

GPRS/UMTS). The total cost per time unit for the location search and location update procedures is given by 

CayirciCayirciCayirci SUC     

 

As we did for the UMTS standard, we define the relative cost of our scheme compared to Cayirci's scheme as: 
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Where  /CMR  

Users regularity is taken as (K), is the probability that an MT moves to the next node from the current node according to its 

current movement pattern. We have categorized the users into three classes by observing the users regularities.  

1. All of the people who belong to the deterministic class have regularity close to 1. 

2. The regularity Quasi-deterministic users are varying between 0.5 and 0.8.  

3. Random users cannot be assigned a list and, thus, their values are below 0.5 

 

Fig. 2 shows the results for a simulation of the scheme that belong to the deterministic users having a roaming 

probability of 0.9. When considering deterministic users that have a 99 percent probability of roaming within their profile, 

Cayirci's algorithm achieves a very low cost compared to our scheme. When the user is slightly less deterministic (i.e., a 

probability around 90 percent of roaming according to its profile), the location update costs for both schemes get closer and 

the location search procedure decides which algorithm has a smaller cost. 
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                                            (a)                                                                                    (b) 

Fig 2. Deterministic User (K=0.9) (a) Relative cost to standard UMTS (b) Relative cost to Cayrici’s strategy 
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                                               (a)                                                                                     (b) 

Fig 3. Quasi- Deterministic User (K=0.7) (a) Relative cost to standard UMTS (b) Relative cost to Cayrici’s strategy 

Fig. 3 shows the relative cost for quasi deterministic users and this shows how the number of paging trials increases the 

cost of our scheme when compared to the UMTS standard where the user's location is always explicitly known. However, the 

proposed algorithm outperforms the UMTS standard for every CMR between 0 and 10 and for a value of n lower than 4. When 
n reaches 4, the cost of our scheme is higher than the cost for the UMTS standard for high values of CMRs (i.e., location search 

takes more importance). Nevertheless, for every paging trial that is not completed (from 3 to 2,2 to 1, etc.), the proposed scheme 

has a 20 percent cost reduction when compared to the UMTS standard. 

5. Conclusion  
In this paper, a user profile learning using GAANN is proposed to reduce location update signaling cost by increasing the 

intelligence of the location procedure in UMTS. This strategy associates to each user a list of cells where she is likely to be 

with a given probability in each time interval. The list is ranked from the most likely to the least likely place where a user 

may be found. When a call arrives for a mobile, it is paged sequentially in each location within the list. When a user moves 

between location areas in the list, no location updates are required. The results obtained from our performance evaluation 

confirm the efficiency and the effectiveness of UPL in comparison with the UMTS standard and other well-known strategy. 

This improvement represents a large reduction in location update and paging signaling costs.  
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Abstract- Dynamic security assessment is one of the most prominent behavioral attributes of power systems. It can be 

assessed and evaluated by means of various behavioral events.  For dynamic analysis of power systems after faults, Critical 

Clearing Time (CCT) is one of the most important parameters to evaluate. Calculation of CCT requires solving 

complicated problems which usually involves solving time consuming non-linear equations during fault moments. In this 

paper we use Kohonen neural network for finding a new pattern. First some sample patterns are created, and this is done in 

such a way to cover the entire operating space of the system. Then parameters of this pattern are applied to the neural 
network in order to train it and gain the best input. After these patterns are classified (20 different classes) and based on 

neural network’s outputs, attributes of each class is determined. Finally a program is developed to determine each new 

behavioral pattern’s class and attribute by applying it. 

Keywords: Dynamic Security, Kohonen Neural Network, Transient Stability 

1. Introduction 
Dynamic security assessment is one of the prominent behavioral features of power systems which can be assessed and 

appraised base on various behavioral phenomenon. Transient stability is one of the dynamic phenomenons which can be 

used for dynamic security assessment of power systems. Network and generators’ stability depends on various parameters 

such as network structure, generators specifications, load levels and generation pattern of the generators. Generation 

pattern can be changed during operation of a system and can improve and increase the dynamic security level of that 

system via a suitable generation pattern [1]. Creating a procedure for dynamic security level assessment of power systems 
by finding attributes of generation patterns is the purpose of this paper. This can be done by pattern finding, neural network 

and other methods. Critical Clearing Time (CCT) is the stability and classification index of generation pattern in this paper, 

and based on that we can classify generation patterns according to their security levels [2].  

CCT is the most prominent parameter that can be identified for dynamic analysis of power systems. Calculation of CCT 

requires complicated computations that include time consuming solving of nonlinear equations when fault occurs. In this 

paper we want to use Kohonen artificial neural network for pattern extraction. Therefore by using correct inputs and 

without calculation of CCT, we can assess the dynamic security via neural network [1]. 

2. Introduction to the Neural Network  
 

2.1. Learning with Supervisor 

In learning with supervisor, a set of data pairs called learning data I(Pi,Ti) is assigned to the learning rule in which  Pi  is the 

input to the network and Ti is the desired network output for Pi input. After applying Pi input to the network, wi (weight 

coefficients) is compared with Ti in network output and then the learning error is calculated and is used to tune network 

parameters[3]. So that when next time the same Pi input is applied to the network, network output gets closer to Ti, 

knowing that the teacher is a system with exclusive environmental control ( for example it knows that for Pi input the 

proper output is Ti  ) 

 

2.2 Unsupervised Learning  

In unsupervised or self-organizing learning, neural network parameters are tuned and amended only via system answers. In 

other words, input vectors are transmitted to the network only via captured data. Compared to learning with supervisor, in 
this method the desired answer vector is not applied to the network. In other words, no sample of the function the network 

has to learn is given to it. We will see that in practice learning by supervisor in networks consisting of multiple neural 

layers is very slow, and in such cases a combination of supervised and unsupervised learning is recommended[3], [4]. 
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2-3 Kohonen Neural Network 

 In most applications it is better to ask the network to classify the learning data by itself. For this purpose, it is better to 

have these two main hypotheses in mind: First, membership in a level generally means having shared attributes, and 

second, the network can discriminate these shared attributes in input data space. Self organizing Kohonen maps are one 

type of these networks based on the mentioned hypotheses and it uses unsupervised learning for changing inner network 

state and modeling highlighted attributes of training data. We will investigate this by taking a closer look at Kohonen 

training algorithm[3],[5]. 

 

2.4 General Operation of Kohonen  

It is postulated that the brain uses local maps for modeling complex structures. Kohonen has used this to his own advantage 
because this helps Kohonen to compress information via a method called vector quantization. This also helps the network 

to save input data meaningfully while also keeping its topological features. 

Compression of information means that data can be kept in a space much smaller than a previous one[6]. 

The brain cortex is mainly composed of two dimensional surfaces of neurotic connections though it can keep meanings of 

much higher dimensions inside itself.  Application of Kohonen algorithm is also usually two dimensional.  

As an example, you can take a look at figure 1. This network is composed of only one two-dimensional surface. The fact to 

be highlighted here is that neurons, unlike multi-layered perceptrons, are not located on different (input, hidden, output) 

surfaces; rather they are located on an even level surface. All inputs are connected to output nodes. It is shown that there is 

no separate output surface. Each node in the network is also an output node. 

 

 
Figure (1): A Kohonen Network 

  

2.5 Kohonen Algorithm  

Kohonen training algorithm arranges network nodes as local neighbors, so that it can classify attributes of input 

information [7]. Network topography map is shaped automatically by periodically comparing inputs of each node with the 
vector saved by it in its connection lines. No desired answer is defined for training inputs. Whenever inputs of a node 

match the vector saved in that node, that area of the network is selectively optimized, so that it later represents the average 

training information of a data surface [8]. If the network is randomly shaped and adjusts itself slowly, it achieves a stable 

state. 

This algorithm is like this: 

1- Randomly determine primary weight coefficients and select the primary neighborhood radius       ( initially set t = 0 )  

Determine primary weight coefficient values which are the connectors between n input nodes to j output nodes by random 

values. Wij(t) presents weight coefficients at time t , which is the input, and j which is the output node. It should be noticed 

that at first we assign t = 0 

Initially assign a large value to radius of neighborhood of output nodes (Nj(0) ).  

2- Select the input vector randomly from patterns selected for training. 

Then apply input vector to the network.  Xi(t) is the input value of node i at time t  
3- Determine neuron c so that its weight coefficients vector WC has the shortest distance from the input vector. 

Weight coefficient vector is selected as the following: 

a) Distance dj between input and output vector of each node j is determined via the following equation : 
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b) We Select the shortest distance min{dj} 

 Correct weight coefficient WC of winner neuron c and weight coefficients of its neighbor Wi. 

These weight coefficients are corrected via the following equation: 

 

 ))()()(()()1( twtxttwtw ijiijij         (2)  

With these equations, weight coefficients of all neurons located in neighborhood of NC(t) are corrected. 

 

Neighborhood function ),( it  is decreased with time. This reduction rate is logarithmic. 

As a result sharing coefficient of weight coefficients is slowed gradually. Consequently, radius of neighborhood is also 

reduced gradually.  
 

4- Increase the time (t= t+1)    

5- Repeat the algorithm by jumping to step 2. [4], [5], [9] 

In this paper MATLAB functions are used for neural network simulation. 

 

3. Methods for Creating Operation Patterns 
One of the most important parts of dynamic security assessment - when done offline and via neural networks- is 

introducing the system entirely to the neural network[3]. For neural network training we need to define all the work space. 

Neural network only can interpolate in the work space, and for this reason defining the total performance condition of 
power system is really necessary.  Therefore we tried to define this work apace. In order to produce this work space, 

minimum and maximum demands in load buses are determined. For example PLmin
i and PLmax

i are minimum demand and 

maximum demand of ith bus. Then this load limitation is divided into ten parts.  

Total load of power system can be calculated with relation 3: 

 

 
1

( )
m

i

Sys
i

pload pload i


                 (3) 

 

In which i

syspload  is load’s level of ith bus of power system. 

After that, with the minimum and maximum power generation of each bus, the generation orders will be extracted. 

Finally by taking random patterns into accounts we will have loads of 10 load levels and for each load level 10 random 
load patterns and 10 random production patterns for our desired network, meaning that 1000 operation patterns are taken 

into account.  

We cannot use all these patterns for network training and the number of patterns used should be as low as possible (so that 

it won’t impact the network training). This is because a high number of patterns will make the training process very time 

consuming and slow.  

It is therefore necessary to select suitable sample patterns with optimal numbers from among all other patterns for this 

purpose. Our basis for selecting patterns was sample network’s load level.  So that 202 patterns were selected as primary 

patterns for network training and these patterns, when compared to the total patterns, have the same load levels. Figures (2) 

and (3) prove this. By comparing these two graphs it becomes clear that distribution of load levels of the selected patterns 

and the entire patterns is the same. 
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Figure (2) Load levels of all patterns (including 1817 operation patterns) 
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Figure (3) Load level of 202 sampled patterns (patterns with load level distribution similar to that of the entire 

patterns) 

 

 

 

 

4. Sample Network Introduction  
The questioned network in this article is IEEE network with 39 buses. This network comprises 10 buses with generator and 

29 load buses. It also has 34 lines.  

For simplicity, network lines in this article are displayed like figure 4. It is to be noticed that bus 31 is selected as the 

reference bus.  
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Figure (4): Sample Network with 39 buses 

 

5. Combination of utilized parameters 
Combination of inputs can be a better way for describing primary state of the system. So we decided to use various 

combinations of parameters. Since some parameters yield to analogous behaviors in the power system, we have not used 

combination of all of them.  Here we have used 12 different combinations that include: 

1) Lines active flow power (PLine) 

2) Lines active flow power and each generator’s active generation power  (PLine & PG) 

3) Lines active flow power, each generator’s active generation power  and voltage of buses (PLine & PG & V) 

4) Lines active flow power, each generator’s active generation power  and inertia constant (PLine & PG &H) 
5) Lines active flow power, each generator’s active generation power  and lines reactive flow power (PLine & PG &QLine) 
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6) Lines active flow power, each generator’s active generation power, lines reactive flow power and voltage amount (PLine 

& PG & QLine & V) 

7) Lines active flow power and voltages of buses (PLine & V) 

8) Lines active flow power, voltages of buses and inertia constant (PLine & V & H) 

9) Lines active flow power, lines reactive flow power and voltages of buses (PLine & QLine & V) 

10)Lines active flow power, each generator’s active generation power, lines reactive flow power, load of buses,  voltage 

amount and inertia constant (H & PLine & PG & QLine & QG & PLoad & V) 

11)Load active power and generators’ generation power (PLoad & PG) 

12)Active and reactive load power (PLoad & QLoad) 

 
To indentify the best input combination we should first define a principle. Our principle here is classification based on 

behavioral patterns (dynamical or CCT). It means that we take one input load of the neural network as CCT of lines and 

after training we define it in form of classes. After this we classify the results gained from training of operation  

patterns. Notice that the number of classes in both classification methods (behavioral and operational) should be the same. 

Finally we compare equivalent classes and measure coordination percent of each class. By calculating average coordination 

percent of each class we achieve total coordination percent. Finally we take total coordination percent as the comparison 

principle for various inputs.  

Coordination percent was achieved between each one of the mentioned combinations and CCT. The gained results are 

demonstrated in table (1). As it is shown in this table, the highest percents were achieved for (PLine & QLine & V) and 

(PLine & V) combinations. In table (1) total coordination percent is achieved by surveying each individual pattern’s 

coordination. It means coordinated patterns in patterns classifications is determined based on operation neural network and 

is divided by the number of total patterns. Also coordination percent of each class is calculated separately and classes with 
the highest and lowest coordination are indicated in this table. Finally by calculating the average weight of coordination 

percent of the entire classes, the average weight coordination of classes is calculated. 

We have used equation (4) for calculating the average coordination percent of classes: 
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CPav: Coordination Percent Average 
Nk: Number of Patterns in Kth class 

CPk: Coordination Percent in Kth class 

 

Table (1): Coordination percent between classification by selected combinations and CCT 

Parameter PLine V QLine QG PG 

Coordination percent to CCT 

 of par 

ameters 

43.4 15.7 25.2 7.21 6.18 

 

6. Selecting Optimal Combination by Correlation Coefficient Method  
As previously mentioned, for optimal training of neural networks their inputs should be selected from those operation 

quantities that have the highest impact on changes of CCT values of lines. Correlation Coefficient method for determining 

these quantities is described in the following part. 

In this method, correlation between one line’s CCT values and each operation quantity of system is calculated via equation  
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(5): 
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In equation (5) we have:  

X & Y: are quantities we want to find their correlation, which can represent CCT and the desired operation variable 

respectively.  

n: Number of samples 

Neural Network input is selected from those operation quantities that have the highest correlation with all lines CCT.  

In table (2) total correlation percent of lines CCT to different parameters is presented.  

It can be seen in this table that PLine, V and QLine have a better condition and lines CCT have the highest correlations with 

these variables. Now by using the results from the two mentioned methods and by taking the experimented coordination 

percent into account, (PLine & QLine & V) is selected as the optimized combination.  

 

Table (2) Percent of Lines CCT correlation to different parameters 

Average coord.  in 
Classes 

Min. Coord. 
Classes 

Max. Coord. 
Classes 

Total coord. 
Percent 

Input Parameter  

75 35 95 76.8 PLine 1 

76 36 100 74.8 PLine & PG 2 

73 35 100 75.3 PLine & PG & H 3 

74 35 100 72.8 PLine & PG & V 4 

76 37 100 74 PLine & PG & QLine 5 

78 37 100 77.3 PLine & PG & QLine & V 6 

83 55 100 82 PLine & V 7 

67 37 94 71.4 PLine & V & H 8 

79.5 50 100 79.8 PLine & QLine_V 9 

78 42 100 75.8 PLine & PG & QLine & 

QG & P_Lo & V 
10 

61.5 32 95 61 PLoad & PG 11 

49.5 28 94 47.5 PLoad & Q_Load 12 

 

7. Choosing the Best Number of Neurons 
As it was previously mentioned, the exact number of security classes of sample network is not clear to us and therefore we 

can’t estimate the exact number of neurons. Consequently we have to train the network for various numbers of neurons and 

find the results. We will compare each gained state of our selected operation patterns with their analogous dynamic 

parameters and select the optimal number of neuron from a state that has the highest coordination rate.  

In table (3) we have the coordination results for states with 16, 25, 100, 196, 225, 256 and 400 neurons. It is seen that an 

increase in the number of neurons results in an increase in coordination percent. Since large a number of neurons extends 

the training time and also we observe no significant boost in coordination rate when this number exceeds 196, we have 

decided to choose 196 as the number of neurons. We also tested 100 neuron sets, though since there was a low 

coordination in neighborhood neurons, we decided not to use this configuration of neurons. 
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Table (3): Assessing the best configuration of neurons by comparing behavioral and working neural network 

classification 

Number of 

Neurons 

Minimum neuron 

coordination 

Maximum neuron 

coordination 

Average neuron 

coordination in the 

first state 

Average neuron 

coordination in the 

second state 

Final average of 

coordination  

16 37 100 66 67 66..5 

25 40 100 66 67.5 66.75 

100 37 100 (34) 82 87 84.5 

196 41 100 (34) 84 88 86.5 

225 41 100 (61) 84 90 87.5 

256 41 100 (61) 86 91 89 

400 41 100 88 92 90 

8. Final Classification 

By finding the appropriate combination and optimal number of neurons for neural network training we should now train 

the specified patterns.   

We start network training by applying the resultant inputs and the optimal number of neurons. We have assumed 5000 

iterations.  It was consequently observed that 68 neurons won in the training process and a number of patterns were 

dedicated to them. Each one of these neurons can represent one class.  The remaining (128) neurons were not excited 

enough in this process and they are considered dead neurons. 

 

Since winning neurons are numerous and neighbor neurons might have similar behaviors, it might be possible to put some 

of them in the same classes. Therefore it is necessary to first study patterns located in each neuron and then define each 

neuron’s characteristics. After defining characteristics of all neurons we study these characteristics’ shared points in 

neighboring neurons, and if they have the same characteristics we put them in same classes. 

The criterions for classification of patterns included in neurons are: 
1- The amount of similarity of neurons’ characteristics 

2- Order of neighborhood of neurons 

 

We classified the gained results with the aim of defined principles. Finally we have achieved 20 security classes for 

operation patterns. 

 

9. Feature Extraction of Classes 
Classification via neural network is not based on a specific physical context.  In other words, Kohonen neural network 

classifies patterns only based on mathematical principles and in fact it is us that have to look for specific physical 
characteristics in classes created by neural network. Finding the mentioned characteristic(s) depends on our purpose of 

classifying the desired inputs. Since assessing dynamic security is our goal in this paper, then the basis for patterns 

classification is dynamic security. It is clear that CCT of lines is a clear indication of network dynamic security.  

For investigating condition of patterns CCT we indentify lines with the lowest CCT in each pattern and record CCT value 

of these lines. Now we investigate CCT condition of patterns located inside each neuron.  

It can be observed that patterns located inside neurons with the worst lines CCT are identical, and the amount of CCT in 

patterns of each neuron is in an identical range.  It should be noticed that order of lines criticality is considered in all of 

them.   

Hence after classification (or putting neighbor neurons with the same behavior in the same class), orders of the worst lines 

was also considered for patterns of each class; meaning that the patterns located in a class have the same worst lines and 

their CCT value is in the same range, though the amount of coordination in this case was reduced when compared to the 
previous case. 

Another characteristic of the resulting classes is that all patterns located in a class have almost identical load levels.  

In figure (5) conformity percent of each class is presented. Also number of patterns of each class is indicated as 

redundancy of each class: 
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Figure (5): Conformity percent and redundancy of patterns of each class under training 

 

To obtain the accuracy levels of each class we have calculated conformity levels of classes for experimental patterns 

presented in figure (6).  

Classes displayed here with low accuracy have small number of patterns.  It can be seen that we have attained the promised 

accuracy here.  

 

 
Figure (6): Conformity percent and number of patterns for each class for experimental patterns 

 

Finally with the aim of equation (6), the total conformity degree of neural network turnover in assessment phase is 

achieved.  
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In which: 

CPTest : Neural Network weigh coordination percent  

Nk   : Number of Patterns in kth class 

CPk : Weigh coordination percent in kth class  
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10. Neural Network Assessment 
In order to make sure that the operation of neural network is valid we should investigate some examples here. We did 

select an overall of 200 samples from operation patterns and investigated the results after applying them to the network. It 

was observed that the neural network had correctly responded with the accuracy we expected from it. 

 

11. Conclusion 
With rapid expansion of the power network in Iran and its operational complexity, it has become necessary to identify this 

system’s operation security limits. Time is of an ultimate significance when identifying these security limits.  Having live 

data of network security status will help us to find better ways for operating the network. In this paper we did pursue these 

goals and a method for extracting these security borders and power system security classification was presented.  

The proposed method helps to investigate limits of generators’ generation order configurations in various operation 

patterns of power systems when compared to transient stability phenomenon. It should be noted that the aim of this method 

is not to estimate or calculate CCT; rather it helps to present an overall picture of system security status and also early 

detection of critical lines.  

To reach the mentioned goals we used Kohonen neural network in this paper and it was shown that Kohonen neural 

network provides a solution for our mentioned goals. In this method by classifying patterns into various security groups we 

presented network security status by 20 different security classes.   
Attributes of each class was identified as its characteristic. It was observed that patterns inside each class have identical 

worst lines and follow identical critical patterns. Also we found that patterns in each class have the similar load levels. 
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Abstract— The data mining process consists of a series of steps ranging from data cleaning, data selection and 

transformation, to pattern evaluation and visualization. One of the central problems in data mining is to make the 

knowledge actionable. Here the term actionable refers to the mined patterns suggest concrete and profitable actions to 

the decision-maker. In this paper, we present a formal view of actionable knowledge discovery (AKD) from the system 

and decision-making perspectives. AKD is a closed optimization problem- solving process from problem definition, 

framework/model design to actionable pattern discovery, and is designed to deliver operable business rules that can be 

seamlessly associated or integrated with business processes and systems. To support such processes, we correspondingly 

propose, formalize, and illustrate Multisource Combined-Mining-based AKD (MSCM-AKD). A real-life case study of 

MSCM-based AKD is demonstrated to extract debt prevention patterns from social security data. Substantial 

experiments show that the proposed frameworks are sufficiently general, flexible, and practical to tackle many complex 

problems and applications by extracting actionable deliverables for instant decision-making. 

Keywords— Data Mining, Domain-Driven Data Mining, Actionable Knowledge Discovery, Decision 

Making. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Data mining, as well as its synonyms knowledge discovery and information extraction, is frequently referred to the 

literature as the process of extracting interesting information or patterns from large databases. There are two major 

issues in data mining research and applications: patterns and interest. The identified patterns are then handed over 

business people for further employments. The business people cannot effectively take over and interpret the identified 

patterns for business use. This may result from several aspects of challenges besides the dynamic environment enclosing 

constraints. Many patterns mined but they are not informative and transparent to business  people  who do  not  know 

which  are truly interesting and operable for their businesses.  Business people feel confused by why and how they 

should care about the identified patterns may be either commonsense or of no particular interest to business needs. 

Business people often do not know, and are also not informed, how to interpret them and what straightforward actions 

can be taken on them to support business decision-making and operation. 

Stating the AKD problem from system and micro- economy perspectives to define fundamental concepts of action 

ability and actionable patterns. Defining knowledge action ability by highlighting both technical significance and 

business expectations that need to be considered, balanced, and/or aggregated in AKD, proposing four general 

frameworks to facilitate AKD, and demonstrating the effectiveness and flexibility of the proposed frameworks in 

tackling real-life AKD. 

The main idea of MSCM-AKD [3] such as handles AKD in either multiple data sources or large quantities of data, 

one of the data sets is selected for mining initial patterns, some learned patterns are then selected to guide feature 

construction and pattern mining on the next data set(s). The iterative mining stops when all data sets are mined, and 

the corresponding patterns are then merged/summarized into actionable deliverables    

II. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
The knowledge management [5] is becoming a hotspot of the management research. Explicit knowledge is systematic 

and easy to communicate and share in the form of leaflet, scientific formula and software. Tacit knowledge is highly 

personal and difficult to formulize and communicate, it runs deeply in the personal action and understanding of the 

surrounding in the form of workmanship, special skill, product market and teamwork, including the informal technology 

in ―know how‖. 

The knowledge management is the promotion of the flexible and creative competence with the team wisdom and 

a new method to share the explicit and tacit knowledge for the company.‖ The knowledge management is one kind of 

science to identify, obtain, evaluate, retrieve and share all of the company information through the promotion of the 

integration.‖ The development of the knowledge management must be faster with the more violent market competition. 
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The research of the basic tasks of the knowledge management can strengthen our understanding and promote the method 

and mode of the knowledge management for companies and organizations. The two basic tasks that are mentioned in the 

text are only one fundamental question of the knowledge management. Here it didn‘t go further how to complete the 

basic tasks and how to fulfill the other tasks of the knowledge sharing and management. However, it stays the necessary 

need and pressing task of the knowledge management to find the operable and systematic method of the knowledge 

management. 

From the knowledge chain model [6], three aspects should be understood to grasp knowledge management: 1) The 

management is a process for companies to administer their owned knowledge resources, and the core object is 

knowledge. 2) Operated by the links of accumulation, sharing, learning, application and innovation, knowledge can 

guide enterprise‘s actions and continuously generate values. 3) Culture, management and technology are the three key 

elements in knowledge management. 

The characteristics of KMS are knowledge management is the extension and development of information management. 

KMS and traditional management information system has the following differences: 1. The target of collection, 

processing and dissemination is different. The traditional management information system is for collecting, processing 

and dissemination the information that reflects the real world objects‘ attribute. But the target, what knowledge 

management systems have to collect, disseminate and dispose, is the knowledge that carried by human brain, and has 

implied characteristic. 2. Target object has different processing depth. Traditional management information systems treat 

the information most on the surface processing, such as calculation, merger, compilation, linking, etc. 3. Products are in 

different forms. Traditional management information system‘s output is usually in form of reports, documents, 

statements or other summary data. But knowledge management system‘s output is varied, which is multimedia output 

integrated text, graphics, audio and video. 4. The value orientation of system‘s product is different. The information 

products of the traditional management information system have higher demand of timeliness, accuracy. And the 

knowledge products provided by knowledge management system emphasize innovation, scientific, experience and skills. 

5. Different measurement. The traditional management information system takes the computer hardware, software, 

network connectivity and enterprises‘ income as the measurement. But knowledge management system develops the 

knowledge investment, knowledge-intensive and the breadth and depth in excavating tacit knowledge as measurement. 

III. RELATED WORK 
Data mining and knowledge discovery has emerged to be one of the most vivacious areas in information technology 

during the last decade. It has boosted a major academic and industrial campaign crossing many traditional areas such as 

database, statistics, business as well as emergent disciplines. 

In [1] have explained that action hierarchy which is defined as a tree of actions with patterns and pattern templates (data 

mining queries) assigned to its nodes. A method for discovering actionable patterns is presented and various techniques 

for optimizing the discovery process are proposed. To define actionability as a measure of interestingness of patterns 

based on the concept of action hierarchy. 

In [2] presented that most data mining algorithms is to facilitate the discovery of concise and interpretable information 

from large amounts of data. However, many of the current formalizations of data mining algorithms have not quite 

reached this goal. One of the reasons for this is that the focus on using purely automated techniques has imposed several 

constraints on data mining algorithms. 

In [3] have proposed that Domain-driven KDD represents a paradigm shift from a research-centered discipline to a 

practical tool for actionable knowledge. Despite many open issues, deployed systems are already showing ways to 

transmit reliable research in forms that satisfy business needs with direct support for decisions. It represents a paradigm 

shift from a research-centered discipline to a practical tool for actionable knowledge. 

In [4] presented the current data mining algorithms and tools often stop at the delivery of patterns satisfying expected 

technical interestingness. Business people are not informed about how and what to do to take over the technical 

deliverables. D3M aims to construct next-generation methodologies, techniques and tools for a possible paradigm shift 

from data-centered hidden pattern mining to domain-driven actionable knowledge delivery. 

Actionable Knowledge Discovery Applications [7] are Customer Relationship Management, Supplier Selection, Crime 

Identification and Business Intelligence.  

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) consists of four dimensions: Customer identification, customer attraction, 

customer retention, and customer development. Customer satisfaction is the central concern for customer retention. 

Supplier selection is one of the most parts in supply chain management. Strategic partnership with better performing 

suppliers should be integrated into the manufacturing to improve the performance in various aspects including reducing 

costs by eliminating wastes, continuously improving quality to achieve zero defects, reducing lead time at different 
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stages of the manufacturing. Crime detection for credit applications is so popular in bank industry. Phua et al. [8] 

presented an updated adaptive Communal Analysis Suspicion Scoring (CASS) algorithm. CASS adaptively changes the 

appropriate parameter setting to trade off efficiency and effectiveness. Their approach is validated with three sets of 

experiments on real credit applications. Business Intelligence (BI) refers to skills, processes, technologies, applications 

and practices used to support decision-making. BI technologies provide historical, current, and predictive views of 

business operations. The approach uses domain knowledge to filter indicators, and enables incremental adjustment of 

underlying domain model thorough involving domain knowledge. 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
MSCM-AKD Enterprise applications often involve multiple-subsystems-based and heterogeneous data sources 

that cannot be integrated, or are too costly to do so. Another common situation is that the data volume is so 

large that it is too costly to scan the whole data set. Mining such complex and large volumes of data challenges 

existing data mining approaches 

The MSCM-AKD framework can also be instantiated into a number of mutations. For instance, for a large 

volume of data, MSCD-AKD can be instantiated into data partition + unsupervised + supervised-based AKD by 

integrating data partition into combined mining. An example is as follows: First, the whole data set is 

partitioned into several data subsets based on the data/business understanding and domain knowledge jointly 

by data miners and domain experts, say data sets 1 and 2. Second, an unsupervised learning method is used to mine 

one of the preference data sets, say data set 1. Supervised learning is further conducted on data set 2 to generate 

actionable patterns by checking both technical and business interestingness. Finally, the individual patterns 

mined from both data subsets are combined into deliverables. 

Table 1. MSCM-AKD Algorithm 

 

INPUT: Target Data Sets DB, Business Problem  , and Thresholds (t
o,0 , ts,0 , 

             b
o,0 

and b
s,0 ) 

OUTPUT: Actionable Patterns P
~

and business rules R
~

.  

Step 1: Identify or partition whole source data into N data sets DB
n (n = 1,..., N ); 

Step 2: Data Set-n mining: Extracting general patterns Pn on data set/subset 

           DB
n ; 

             FOR l = n to (N) 

          Develop modeling method m
n with technical interestingness 

         t
i,n() (i.e., t

o
(), t

b
()) or unified i

i,n
() Employ me tho d  m

n  on the 

        environment e and data DB
n  engaging meta-knowledge m  ; 

                 Extract the general pattern set P
n ; 

            ENDFOR 

Step 3: Pattern merger: Extracting actionable patterns P
~

; 

             FOR l = n to N 

                 Design the pattern merger functions n

N P to merge all patterns 

               into P
~

by involving domain and meta knowledge d  and m  , and 

               business interestingness b
i
(); 

                 Employ the method nP on the pattern set P
n ; 

                  Extract the actionable pattern set P
~

; 

            ENDFOR 

Step 4: Converting patterns P
~

to business rules R
~

. 
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Finally, combined patterns can be transformed into operable business rules that may indicate direct actions for business 

decision-making. For instance, for the above combined association, it actually connects key business elements with 

segmented customer characteristics, and we can generate the following business rule by extending the Business Rule 

specification. 

 

Table 2. Delivering Business Rules 

 

For All customer i ( Ii  is the number of valid customers) 

Condition: 

satisfies S/he is a debtor aged 65 or plus; 

relates 

S/he is under arrangement of ―withholding‖ and 

―irregularly‖, 

and 

His/her favorite Repayment method is ―withholding‖; 

Operation: 

Alert = ―S/he has ‗High‘ risk of paying off debt in a very long timeframe.‖ 

Action = ―Try other arrangements and repayments in R2, such as trying to persuade her/him to 

repay under ‗irregular‘ arrangement with ‗cash or post.‘‖ 

End-All 

 

CONCLUSION 

This framework is supporting the controlled data of employee‘s regarding withheld and payment process and it is very 

effective data from social welfare. The framework includes, collect and maintain the organizational and non-

organizational data regarding their salary. Proposed system can be hardly applied in real cases if the service provider 

cannot protect the data it has acquired from competitors and selects the trusted parties from which it wants to receive 

information. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes an investigation into the potential for remote controlled operation of home automation systems. 

It considers problems with their implementation, discusses possible solutions through various network technologies 

and indicates how to optimize the use of such systems. The home is an eternal, heterogeneous, distributed computing 

environment which certainly requires a careful study before developing any suitable Home Automation System 

(HAS) that will accomplish its requirements. Nevertheless the latest attempts at introducing Home Automation 

Systems in actual homes for all kinds of users are starting to be successful thanks to the continuous standardization 

process that is lowering the prices and making devices more useful and easier to use for the end user. Even so several 

important issues are always to be handled strictly before developing and installing a Home Automation System; 
factors like security, reliability, usefulness, robustness and price are critical to determine if the final product will 

accomplish the expected requirements. 

 

Keywords: Home Automation Systems, Home network, Domotics, Ubiquitous access, User- friendly interfaces, 

Standards. 

 

1. Introduction: Evolution of Home Automation Systems. 
The concept of “automation” has existed for many years. It began with a student connecting two electric wires to the 

hands of an alarm clock in order to close a circuit of a battery and light bulb. Later, companies developed automated 

systems of their own to control alarms, sensors, actuators and video cameras and, in so doing, created the first 

automated buildings. The term “intelligent home” followed. Due to the obvious advantages of these systems, their 

influence on the conventional home was predictable and finally, in 1988, the term domotics was coined. “Domotics is 

the application of computer and robot technologies to domestic appliances. It is a portmanteau word formed from 

domus and robotics”. A modern definition of Domotics could be the interaction of technologies and services applied 

to different buildings with the purpose of increasing security, comfort, communications and energy savings. 

At the beginning automated devices were independent or, sometimes, grouped in small independent systems. But the 

idea of giving them interoperability using a common “language” keeps on growing up, consequently following such 

idea the first Home Automation Systems (HASs) appeared bringing a new concept of a home network full of 
possibilities, but this included also new factors to bear in mind. 

In addition, a strong reason why of HASs are becoming popular is because they are plenty of attractive features 

that can easily lure companies to enter quickly this emerging market, also they represent a great research opportunity 

in creating new fields in engineering, architecture and computing . However, these new technologies are still in their 

early stages with a lack of robust standards creating compatibility issues affecting their reliability. Another problem is 

that these systems are not always fully accepted by final users, especially the old and disabled – arguably the ones 

that need it the most. It is the goal of researchers to find out how to introduce home automation into our lives so as to 

only affect us positively. As an example, one effort to make these systems usable and affordable by any user helped 

the use of old, cheap and simple technologies like the X-10 protocol to transfer data in the home-network, in relative 

terms this approach created low cost HASs taking the advantage that X-10 technology do not require additional 

wiring. Even though newest technologies are constantly coming and a constant migration from wired to wireless is 
gradually affecting technologies involved within the home network possibly corroborating what Myers, Brad A. et al 

said that the future home network will have ubiquitous embedded computation with an increasing number of 

appliances having wireless communication. In fact, there are many recent tendencies to integrate various kinds of 

embedded devices and consumer appliances into software systems, tendencies that have emerged from the ideas of 

pervasive computing. This evolution offers many useful possibilities in Domotics. 

Lately, it is being proved that Domotics has many interesting fields, and among them using remote-Controlled 

HASs to control the home network is one of the most challenging. The possibility of having ubiquitous access to 

many devices within a building at any time, from anywhere, resolves many of the problems that users often face 

when they return home, saving a significant amount of time. It also notably increases the security in any kind of 

building and it may even provide a backup control system for local system breakdowns. This ubiquitous access could 

be achieved from many different digital devices and it is known that the network hierarchy has been rapidly moving 

lower in the chain towards smaller and more personal devices.Considering latest tendencies, everything points at 
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prompt remote control standardization in home networks. 

 

2. Aims of the paper 
This paper has several aims: 

 

· Show usefulness of remote-controlled HASs in Domotics  

 

· Indicate the path evolution is following in Domotics  

 

· Illustrate different ways to control of a home network using standardized technologies.  

 

· Demonstrate the possibility of an ubiquitous access to the home network using actual technologies  

 

· Explain possible actual benefits for Home Automation Systems  
 

· Discuss several issues that may affect a remote-controlled HASs  

 

· Propose a standarized remote-controlled HASs architecture  

 

· Encourage (modular) user- friendly interfaces development  

 

· To note down that the citation “provide an easier way to manage consistent user interaction in heterogeneous 

Environments” fits completely in Domotics  

 

These aims have to be achieved thanks to an extensive literature review about Domotics and other related fields 

including network technologies such as 802.11, X-10, GSM, IP (using UPnP package) and several programming 
languages such as XML, WML, Java, C++ and 

.NET technologies. Additionally all contents in the paper must be backed by investigations 

into the related social, ethical, legal issues and a meticulous investigation of the involved standards that may 

influence remote-controlled HAS in the actuality. 

 

3. Why Remote Control? 
Wireless technologies represent a rapidly emerging area of growth and importance for providing ubiquitous access to 

the network; WLANs based on the IEEE 802.11 standard are being implemented constantly in the houses and 

Broadband wireless (BW) is also an emerging wireless technology which is competing with Digital Subscriber Line 
(DSL). According to this, it makes sense that the logical direction about managing HASs in the near future is going to 

be by means of a remote control. But wireless technologies in domotics should be implemented carefully. 

 

This paper aims to answer the following questions : 

 

· What are the benefits of using remote control in domotics?  

 

· What are the main issues of using remote control in domotics?  

 

· After studying issues and benefits of remote controlling, is it still profitable to use remote controlled HASs?  

 

3.1. Home network remote-controlling benefits 
The increasing ubiquity of heterogeneous computing devices such as laptop computers, palms, mobiles etc. shows 

that users prefer a ubiquitous access of a system rather than to be uncomfortably forced to go physically to the nearest 

control point. Remote control saves time and everybody is aware of this, it also provides increased security and 

flexibility. For example, if the user receives a SMS saying that there was an intrusion, he/she can connect to the 

internet and watch the video cameras inside the house to see what happens, another example could be the possibility 

to turn on the heaters from the distance using a mobile, laptop or PDA so as soon as the user reaches the house it will 

be hot already, this could be really useful especially in cold countries. As a matter of fact security will always be a 

main priority in all families, and prevention is better than cure. By receiving alerts in a portable device user is 

informed of all possible issues occurring in the house and it gives the possibility to deal with it using different ways 

of control like instant messaging, since many users are already familiar with the concepts and user interfaces of 

instant messaging. Many computers and mobile devices also already have instant messaging clients installed. 
Good scalability properties, independence of location or geographical distance, and high flexibility due to the 

different existing protocols make remote-controlling HASs suitable for most user needs. 
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3.2. Home network remote-controlling issues 
Roychowdhury and Moyer (2001) identify four primary reasons: 

 
1. Interoperability  

 

2. Scalability  

 

3. Security  

 

4. limited services  

Interoperability refers to the capability of devices of different types and from different manufacturers to communicate 

and cooperate. Scalability refers primarily to scalability in terms of geographical distance and location independence. 

In the context of offering remote access as a service, scalability in terms of capacity would also be an issue. Security 

is probably the most important issue among them and the hardest to deal with regarding the media used in wireless 
communications. Finally, Limited Services due to bandwidth limitations of wireless networks in comparison with 

other wired technologies. 

In addition to Roychowdhury and Moyer (2001) reasons, two more important issues have to be mentioned: 

 

5. Usability  

 

6. Existence of multiple standards  

 

HASs are not being well accepted by old or disabled users and, in some cases, users don’t like computers controlling 

their lives. While appliances get more computerized with more features, their user interfaces get harder to use forcing 

users to come back to the old behaviour with their appliances again,this lack of acceptance is worse when users have 

to use complex hand-held/portable devices or small interfaces. And the existence of multiple standards is a major 
obstacle for deployment of wireless networks, while GSM is the only widely supported standard in Europe and Asia 

for mobile communications, multiple standards are in use in the U.S. 

 

3.3. After considering benefits and issues 
Even with all issues related to remote-controlled HASs it seems that the benefits are just good enough to continue 

advancing in this field, also just recently, organizations have been formed to ensure network and device 

interoperability. For example, the adoption of the 802.11b standard has made wireless data networks one of the 

hottest newcomers in the current wireless market. As a result, in one hand remote-controlled HASs represent in 

Domotics a great opportunity to improve human computer interaction thanks to its ubiquitous access, but in the other 

hand they represent one of the most challenging environments due to involved security issues and relative complexity 

of portable devices. 
 

4. Architecture of the Remote -Controlled HAS 
It is clearly necessary to have an organized and defined structure for HASs. Since their creation normally involves 

different areas of electronics, architecture and computing, there are many different ways to develop solutions and not 

all of them can be applied to all users. This makes them difficult to implement due to the high impact that they might 

have on the everyday user. Using an overall view, a Domotics project can be divided into three stages: Study, 

Definition and Installation. In the study section, it is very important to know which benefits the users are going to get 

with the project and which technologies are going to be used. An optimal study will help considerably at the 

definition stage where inputs, outputs and processes are more defined. The last two steps can be completed with the 
help of software tools, although not all HASs have to follow this model. A well defined domotics model is the one 

used in the project Amigo.This project is based in a semantic modelling of services that enables interoperability of 

heterogenous services. The ontology may facilitate clear description on how far each device is suitable for different 

kinds of information and different interaction demand. 

Another important approach more oriented to the concept of the home network, and one of the most widespread, is 

to divide the whole network into three: Data, Control and Multimedia, making it easier to manage the whole system - 

optimizing technology applications and allocating them in different areas of the network with better purpose. In a 

remote controlled HAS the home-network will be approached differently depending on the selected protocol for the 

service and the required bandwidth. For example, control via a mobile using the SMS service can be achieved using 

the X-10 protocol, but advanced control of video cameras or appliances requiring video or heavy interfaces will fit 

better if it is used the Internet via TCP/IP and a web server. There are many ways of approaching a HAS but, if the 

final product contains a bad-structured network, it will make the project less secure, less useful and it could fail in its 
scalability. 

Candidate technology to standardize the remote-Controlled HASs is the Internet Protocol (IP), using UPnP package 

which is totally compatible with strongly standardized technologies such as IP, XML, HTML and WML; while the 
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X-10 which includes RF (radio frequency) compatible devices that enables the use of remote controls inside the 

house, and the GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) Digital standard provide an outstanding backup 

emergency control. Remote access will be achieved outside the building from the Internet and GSM networks and 
inside the building through the home network using the 802.11 standard and the X-10 protocol. Among other factors 

that will affect the final performance of the remote-controlled HAS we have the decision to select the programming 

language/s. Normally any programming language should be suitable to create the interfaces and to link the home- 

network with the outer networks but, when linking certain technologies and standards, some languages are more 

reliable than others, depending on their portability and library provision. Also other factors such as the global linking 

of the system or the usability and scalability of the final product will have to be considered at the time of the final 

binding. 

 The summarized schema of the HAS is shown below: 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Remote-controlled HAS 
 

In accordance with the objectives defined, the final system must achieve remote control, with practical interfaces 

involving different technologies and the different devices compatible with 

the selected network protocols. A useful and scalable remote-controlled HAS is produced and its functionality tested 

using UPnP or X-10 compatible devices. Encouraging remote control, comparing actual standards and accelerating 
the process of standardisation in HASs are also important factors to consider and it is necessary to use low-price 

materials in order to make cheap HASs commercially available, sooner, for everyone. The whole control cycle must 

be complete from the user selecting a control action from their remote point until the target device realizes the desired 

action. 

 

4.1. IP Remote control 
UPnP is a lightweight architecture to extend the Plug & Play concepts to network devices and services UPnP defines 

two roles of devices: control points who act as clients and controlled devices who act as servers. It is very flexible 

and it comes with several helpful solutions for a Home-network. Controlled devices are containers which embed 

services and other controlled devices Services define the functionality offered by the device and control points use the 

services to control the device and monitor their status. The architecture do not defines an API, and is therefore 

language independent. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. UPnP stack and stages 
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A brief definition of the different stages: 

 

1. Addressing ensures that each device receives a valid IP-Address  
2. In the Discovery stage defines how control points can find controlled devices.  

3. During Description a control points receives the device and service descriptions (expressed in XML) of the 

controlled device. The device descriptions contain several standards and vendor specific device information 

and a list of embedded services and devices. The service description contains the actions and state variables 

of the service.  

4. The Control stage uses SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) to invoke actions of services. SOAP is a 

RPC technique that uses HTTP as the transport protocol and XML for marshalling.  

5. At the Eventing stage uses GENA (General Event Notification Architecture) to inform control points of 

state changes occurred at controlled devices.  

6. A presentation page can be presented for user control. This step delivers a HTML (or WML) page to the 

control point. Better defined or specific interfaces could be required for special users perhaps even using 
flash.  

UPnP package is directly connected to the Device and Service Descriptions defined by the UPnP Device 

Architecture. The descriptions are expressed in XML. The object model can be generated from a corresponding 

XML-File. Also the XML representation can be accessed by the object model. UPnP comes with a well defined and 

structured hierarchy of classes that makes implementation highly reliable. 

IP remote control cycle is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3. IP device remote control 

 

The diagram represents the different states of the HAS since the web server is accessed until the service is processed r 

not by the host. Web server has to be login-session enabled. 

 

4.2. Backup GSM Remote Control 
The Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) is a digital standard wireless technology GSM is the most 

widely used wireless technology in the world with one billion customers globally, which represents 72% of all 
wireless customers. GSM has a high presence among users (almost everybody has a mobile) raising the probability of 

the remote-controlled HAS to be accessible, furthermore by programming the GSM modem using AT/AT+ 

commands it provides another security layer (modem will respond only to specific mobiles) and certain robustness. 

At this backup level, the interaction with the user is very simple; the bilateral communication is reduced to the 

minimum, only representing emergency processes. Eventually, the remote-controlled HAS will send alerts to the 

user´s mobile informing about unusual state changes in the sensors within the building, afterwards user is able to 

activate/deactivate some automated devices required to solve the issue either by dials or messaging or, in the usual 

case, using a web interface, in any case the user will have always two possible accesses in case that one fails. 

Normally the probability of accessing the GSM network will be higher than accessing the Internet. 
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The schema of the system is as follows: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Logical schema for GSM control 

 

The simplicity of the X-10 command "<X10 address>", "<RF command>", "<keydata>", "<timestamp>" (All 

parameters are specified as string values), permits to encode the command as a string, and eventually some Booleans 
might be used to manage the state of the modem. 

It is important to mention that the use of a friendly- user interface is extremely relevant in an emergency 

backup control, to achieve it, exists the possibility to use templates already defined in the mobile to send messages, 

and simple and visible ON/OFF selections to establish different dialling. 

Backup control cycle is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5. GSM Backup Control 

 

4.3. User-friendly Interfaces 
Nielsen, Jacob and Rolf Molich (1990) said that there are basically four ways to evaluate a user interface: Formally 

by some analysis technique, automatically by a computerized procedure, empirically by experiments with teat users, 

and heuristically by simply looking at the interface and passing judgement according to ones own opinion. In 

Domotics, the most suitable could be the empirical one, analyzing heuristically an interface can give an idea of the 

potential usability that it might have but since, in a home network, users may have any portfolio the best way of 

assuring the usability of the interface is experimenting with the user directly. 

Some of the most extensive evaluation effort has been focused on determining exactly what users might 
want, using techniques such as surveys and interviews. Additionally, researchers investigating displays that combine 

ambient awareness with notification, or alarms, have conducted some formative analysis. In particular, Chewar and 

Mc-Crickard (2002) have discussed work in progress on modifying a formative in-use study methodology to apply to 

notification displays. 

Undoubtedly the solution proposed by P. Rigole et al. (2005), seems to adjust closely to different specific 

user requirements by means of an indirect exposure of a component’s 

interfacing needs through Interaction Components (ICs). This way, interfacing needs can be described in an abstract 

way at the level of a component, and transformed into concrete interfacing widgets at runtime by the ICs. In addition, 

this approach also tackles the problem of runtime user interface mobility between devices offering heterogeneous 

interfacing capabilities. During a relocation of software components from one host to another, the concrete user 

interface is regenerated using the abstract interface representation and the limitations of the new host. The point is to 
build a modular interface flexible enough to adapt to all users in order to fit user’s individual preferences or needs. 
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The user will be able to have larger buttons that are easier to press or fewer options to make the interface less 

cluttered. For disabled users, the HAS could generate an interface with suitable properties for that disability, such as a 

Braille interface for a blind person or an interface with only a few buttons for someone with a cognitive impairment. 
To finalize, interfaces have to achieve another important feature: reusability; different devices in the home may 

operate similarly executing comparable processes that can be almost equally developed in the HAS, this saves a 

significant amount of time and makes the system more stable. 

 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 
The process of standardization in Domotics is becoming the most important factor to introduce an automated 

environment in all homes. There are already E- home standards settling up in Europe, the example is the European 

Installation Bus (EIB) that is the world's leading system for "intelligent" electrical installation networking. Not to 

forget That UPnP providing total compatibility with XML and IP. I agree with Simon Aurell (2005) that the most 
likely way of interfacing with devices in the future will be IP; it is more flexible, scalable and compatible. The 

biggest issue will be probably to make it usable and accessible to all kinds of users. 

 

Since this is a new field of investigation, the results of the project are likely to be worthy of further analysis. The 

completion of a whole cycle of control between a remote device and the building will be critical for the success of the 

research; once control is achieved a meticulous study about how users and the system interact has to be done. It is 

important to clarify that this research does not exclude local control of HASs - it is simply focused on remote control 

as an important field for HASs in the future. To conclude, this research should help other researchers to achieve their 

goals with their future HAS projects and it will contribute positively to the E-Home community. 
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Abstract: Feasibility of harvesting water at Konkamthan Village in Ahmednagar District of Maharashtra State is studied 
using yearly rainfall data. It is said that “water is life” because, the water is required from birth to death for human being. In 

the global picture, India is identified as a country where water scarcity is expected to grow considerably in the coming 

decades. Further drought condition, climatic variability cause considerable human suffering in many parts of the country in 

the form of scarcity of water for both satisfaction of drinking needs and irrigation needs. The results of man made crisis be 

seen as global warming and change in climatic conditions. The rain has become irregular because of disturbance in natural 

cycle and therefore do not reach when one wants them.  “A Drop Harvested is a Crop Harvested” dictates upon the 

importance of rain water harvesting.   
 The quantity of rainfall is erratic, reduced and uncertain. Hence, need for conservation has been felt much more than ever 

before. In this study, hydro-meteorological data is obtained from Indian Meteorological Station at Kumbhari, of Kopargaon 

taluka. To study the profile of ground, survey was carried out with Total Station. Contour sheet was plotted with scale 1” to 

160‟ at 0.5 m contour interval. The infiltration rate of soil was studied by double ring infiltrometer. Depending upon design 

requirements different runoff harvesting structures, like contour bunding, compartment bunding, nalah bunding and farm 

pound has been suggested. The study shows that with the help of harvesting structures 60 to 70 % of rainfall can be 

harvested.  

 

Key words: Yearly rainfall, Rain water harvesting structures, global warming, Total stations, Profile, Contour, Infiltration, 

Double ring infiltrometer. 

 

Introduction 
It is well known that, the land pressure is increasing day by day due to population growth, causing the more and more water 

is required for domestic, agriculture and industrial purposes. At every place there is ground water, but its exploration needs 

money, as a result it becomes a constraint, however there are other constraints such as rainfall pattern, availability of surface 

runoff and storage of water. Hence rain water harvesting structures are essential for effective utilization of excess rainfall.  

Rainwater harvesting is the intentional collection of rainwater from a surface and its subsequent storage in order to 

supply water during the time of demand. Rain-water harvesting is essential in view of the fact that rainfall, which is a source 

of fresh water , occurs in every short spells and runs off as a waste unless arrangements are made for its storing (NIH,1993). 

In the present study attempt has been made to study the topography of the area , based on survey work carried out 

using total stations. Also the rainfall pattern for six years and soil strata has been studied. The rain water harvesting structures 
were proposed based on topography, rainfall pattern, climatic conditions, and geological features of the study area. 

 

Site Details 

The location of site is at Kokamthan, 03 km away from Kopargaon, District Ahmednagar. The Latitude and Departure of 

Sanvatsar village are 19
0
 54‟ N and 74

0 
33‟ E respectively. The area under investigation is about 125 acres. 
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                                                Fig 1 Site Details 

Data Collection 

The data collection part of the area under investigation has been broadly carried out in two parts, 

 1] Topographical studies 

 2] Hydrological studies 

 

Survey Record  

The survey for the proposed site has been carried out with the help of Total Station DTM-352 and R.Ls of 405 

stations are determined and listed in the table below.  

 

Table 1 Sample Record of observations 

 

Obs. No. Northing Easting R.Ls Description 

1 0 0 100 ST1 

2 -70.6743 -24.8749 98.5763 WC 

3 -63.305 -35.5295 98.5771 RC1 

4 -34.5137 -58.375 98.6694 RVC1 

5 -27.3761 -34.3426 98.5275 RC2 

6 -26.4177 -21.1967 98.363 WC2 

 

Based on total station observations, the Contour map has been prepared with a contour interval of 0.5m., as shown in 

figure-3.  It is observed that the elevational difference in the surveyed area in two ends is about 2m. 

Rainfall Data - The rainfall data of last 20 years was obtained from the Irrigation Department and Indian Meteorological 

Department, Jeur Kumbhari. The data is tabulated as below and rainfall trend has been observed as shown in figure-2. 
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Table2 20 Year Rainfall Data 

 

Year Rainfall (mm) 

1987-88 520.4 

1988-89 610.8 

1989-90 715.6 

1990-91 680.5 

1991-92 500.4 

1992-93 560.1 

1993-94 180.4 

1994-95 270.2 

1995-96 165.8 

1996-97 650.9 

1997-98 353.6 

1998-99 501.3 

1999-00 311.5 

2000-01 504.8 

2001-02 477.2 

2002-03 531.3 

2003-04 376.6 

2004-05 455.2 

2005-06 484.4 

2006-07 761.9 

 

 

 

 
Fig 2 Rainfall Pattern 
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Fig 3 Contour Plan showing RWH Structures

Proposed Action Plan 
To design the rain water harvesting structures, the rainfall, runoff, evaporation and seepage data are essentially required but 

these are generally not available for most of the sites, however if these are available, the cost of an extensive hydrologic 

investigation is seldom justified. However, based on few main factors affecting the design, a general guideline has been 

followed to design the contour bund, compartment bund and nalah bund. 

Water harvesting and runoff recycling has four distinct components , viz., collection (harvesting) of excess rainfall, 

efficient storage of harvest water, water application (including lifting and conveyance) and optimum utilization of applied 

water for maximum benefits. 

Based on the catchment area, rainfall, land slope and runoff volume, the suitability requirements of the farm pond 
has been proposed to construct on both right and left side of the investigation area. 
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Conclusion 
The basic thinking behind rainwater harvesting is that the rainfall in India is highly seasonal, with most of the precipitation 

occurring within a few months of the year and within that period the intensity, being concentrated within a few weeks, that 

precipitation is also highly variable between different parts of the country and from year to year, that‟s why it is necessary to 

store rainwater with various structures suitable for that area. 

The principal concern in undertaking this project is to recharge the ground water, meet the industrial demand, 

protecting agriculture from the vagaries of the monsoon, and fulfill the domestic need and to control the floods to a certain 

extent. 
  The detailed contour survey of area under investigation at Sanvatsar was carried out with the help of total Station and 

contour sheet was plotted. By studying the soil characteristics, metrological factors, infiltration rate and land slope of the area 

under investigation, we have suggested the contour bunding, compartment bunding, farm pond and nalah bunding as the rain 

water harvesting structures suitable for that area. Looking into the different losses and other factors it can also be concluded 

that about 70% of the rain falling in that area can be harvested. 

 Looking into the scarcity of water and high energy input for water supply scheme, it should be made mandatory to 

implement such rain water harvesting techniques so that the problem of water scarcity can be minimized.     
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Abstract — Procedures adopted for infiltration   calculations 

vary greatly in sophistication right from the application of 

reported average rates for specific soil types and vegetal land 

covers to the use of differential equations governing the flow of 

water in unsaturated porous media. In this work attempt is made 

to determine infiltration rates of soil under different land cover 

conditions and to compare validity of different infiltration 

equations viz. Kostiakov, modified Kostiakov, Horton and 

Philip. The various land covers such as Grapes, Gram, Bajra, 

Weeds and Cucumber were selected at a location Brahmangaon 

in Tq. Kopargaon, dist. Nagar (M.S.). Observations were taken 

by using double ring infiltrometer for two seasons’ winter and 
summer. The field observations, analysis of data and graphical 

representations indicates that the infiltration rate in summer was 

around twice the infiltration rate in winter. Suitability of the 

infiltration model under different conditions has been indicated. 

Further, the Kostiakov equation was found to be the best for 

almost all cultivated land covers. 

 

Keywords- infiltration, double ring infiltrometer, land cover, 

season, Horton, Kostiakov, Philip, modified Kostiakov 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The infiltration rate is of prime importance to the irrigation 

engineers as it influences the application rate of irrigation. [2], [6], 

[13] It is difficult to design an irrigation system without proper 

knowledge of infiltration characteristics of soil. [5], [11], [12]. In 

dry-land agricultural infiltration characteristics will also be 

required for proper water management. It is useful for 

determination of availability of water for plants, runoff rate and 
percolation. Accurate determination of infiltration rates is 

essential for reliable prediction of surface runoff. [1],[7],[9] This is 

useful for mitigation of hydrological risk. The infiltration 

capacity of soil influences the occurrence of overland flow. 
[3], [4]

 

An evaluation of the risk of overland flow is needed in order to 

minimize the risk of transferring pollutants from soil to rivers 

and lakes. Further, the prediction of runoff has a crucial role in 

designing hydraulic structures as well as water resources 

planning and management. [2], [6], [11]  

 

II. OBJECTIVES 
The present infiltration study is undertaken with the following 

main objectives:  

i) To evaluate the infiltration capacity of the soil and to 

evaluate the reliability of  infiltration tests,  

ii) To determine the infiltration rate for summer season and 

winter season and 

iii) To study the suitability and validity of various commonly 

used infiltration equations  

 

 

III. INFILTRATION PROCESS  

Infiltration on pervious surface is controlled mainly by three 

mechanisms, namely initial entry of water through the soil 
surface followed by the movement of water through infiltration 

zones and finally.repenishment of soil water storage The 

Infiltration rate usually shows a sharp decline with time from 

the start of the application of water. The constant rate 

approached after a sufficiently large time is referred to as the 

steady Infiltration rate. The surface entry rate of water may be 

affected by the presence of a thin layer of silts and clay particles 

at the surface of the soil and vegetation. 

                 
The infiltration process is influenced by various factors such as: 

i) Soil texture and structure; ii) Sealing of surface or crust 
formation; iii) Initial moisture content; iv) Aggregation and 

Structure; v) Frozen Surface; vi) Organic Matter; vii) Pores; 

viii) Land cover and evaporation; and ix) Compaction due to 

rain. The initial moisture content has pronounced effect on the 

initial infiltration rate though the basic infiltration rate is not 

appreciably affected. A dry soil reaches the basic infiltration 

rate latter than the wet soil. This is an important aspect from the 

irrigation point of view.  

 

IV. LITERATURE  REVIEW 

      A number of Literatures and research papers have been 

studied, which deals with infiltration through different types of 
soils and related investigations. The findings of these papers 

have been presented here. 

 

Vardhan Ravi, Ying Ouyang and Joseph R. Williams, [1]. 1998 

carried out an investigation on Estimation of Infiltration Rate in 

the vadose zone. In this study a compilation of simple 

mathematical models has been presented for quantifying the rate 

of soil- water movement due to infiltration. This paper discusses 

the techniques for characterizing goals for their chemical, 

physical and hydraulic properties. It also provides a list of 

available field and laboratory measurement techniques and 
look-up methods for these parameters. In addition to the 

identification of parameters, a document provided a table of 

common unsaturated zone models and their parameter 

requirements. An extensive survey of unsaturated zone models 

was provided by Van Der Hiejde (1994). A related effort is the 

release of the Soil Screening Guidance (U.S.EPA, 1996). This 

Guidance provides the public with a tool for determining risk- 

based site-specific, soil screening levels (SSLs) for the 

evaluation of the need for further investigation at NPL (National 

Priority List) sites. 

Robert Pitt Janice L. [3]. (1999), carried out an 

extensive experimental study on infiltration through Disturbed 
Urban Soils and Compost. This study examined a common, but 

poorly understood, problem associated with land development 
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and the modifications made to soil structure. The project was 

divided into two tasks namely, testing infiltration rates of 

impacted soils, and Enhancing soil by amending with compost 

to increase infiltration and prevent runoff. This project 

evaluated a widespread problem, decreased infiltration due to 

disturbed soils, and a potential solution, soil amendment with 

compost. A large number of infiltration tests were conducted to 

identify the factors significantly affecting infiltration parameters 

 

John Diamond and Thomas Shanley, [4]. (2003), carried out 

infiltration rate assessment (spatial and temporal variability) of 
some extensive soils in Ireland at Castle Research Centre, 

Wexford. The objectives of investigations were to evaluate the 

infiltration capacity of the dominant component of major soil 

associations and to evaluate the reliability of infiltration tests. 

Infiltration capacity was measured by using double ring 

infiltrometers at one poorly drained, one imperfectly drained 

and eight freely drained sites for both winter and summer 

seasons. The study indicated a significant relationship between 

infiltration capacity and the antecedent soil water content, which 

contributed to the seasonal effect. 

 
Jean-Claude and Mailhol, [5]. (2003), carried a study to validate 

a predictive form of Horton infiltration for simulating furrow 

irrigation. An operative modeling approach for predicting the 

advance- infiltration process under furrow irrigation through the 

irrigation season was proposed. The applicability of the model 

was then extended to heavy clay soils where the parameters λc 

(capillary length) and Ks  (hydraulic conductivity) agreed with 

the values proposed in the study.  

 

Sharma D.C., Dubey O. P., and Chhabra S. S., [9]. (2004), 

worked on determination of infiltration rate in Chitaurgarh dam 

command area (U.P.). In this study authors used radio-active 
tracer method and double-ring infiltrometer method for 

determination of average infiltration rate. For implementing the 

technique, tritiated water was injected into the ground at a 

certain depth between root zones. The tracer as a result of 

subsequent rainfall or irrigation moves downward. Infiltration 

tests were carried out at 12 sites in the canal system of dam. The 

study concluded that the results of radio-active tracer technique 

are comparable with double-ring infiltrometer and therefore can 

also be used for determination of infiltration rate. 

 

Singh R.V. and Bhakar S.R. [8]. (2004), reported a study on 
comparison of infiltration equations for different land covers. A 

comparison of various infiltration equations e.g. Kostiakov 

equation, modified Kostiakov equation, Green Ampt and Horton 

equation were made. The various land covers in a sandy loam, 

soils e.g. cultivated land, fallow land, Pasture land and farm 

pond bed were considered. 

 

Mohan S. and Kumari S., [10]. (2005), presented an 

experimental study on Recharge Estimation Using Infiltration 

Models. Different infiltration models were tested at 50 locations 

in a basin based on the soil type and land use variations at 

Neyveli. The Infiltration models namely Green Ampt Model, 
Modified Kostiakov model and Horton model were found to be 

statistically fit to the observed field data. The results  were  

compared  with  that  of  the  standard  SWAT (Soil  and  Water 

Assessment Tool )  Model    developed  by  the USDA, 

agricultural  research service (ARS). The study concluded that 

Horton Model is the most appropriate infiltration model for 

estimating recharge in Neyveli region. 

 

Nestor L. Sy, [12]. (2006), carried out investigation for 

Modelling the in the Infiltration process with multi-layer 

perceptron artificial neural network in Netherlands.  In this 

study, the ANN multilayer perceptron was used for the model 

the infiltration process.  The data derived from plot scale 
simulator experiments conducted was used for analysis purpose.  

The networks were trained using physically measurable data 

from rainfall simulator experiments. The simulator produced 

3.7mm average sized raindrops. At a height of 1.5m above the 

ground.  The simulator produced an average velocity of 7.8m/s.  

Test plots of one square meter size were chosen.  A vertical 

trench was dug at the downstream end of the test plot and a 

trough was positioned to catch the runoff water.  The 

experiments usually lasted between one and three hours and 

runoff was recorded every 5 minutes.  Total 80 experiments 

were conducted.  The data was divided into two sets, 56 samples 
were used in the ANN training and 24 for testing. 

 

 The infiltration parameters of the Green–Ampt, Kostiakov, 

Horton and Philip infiltration models using field rainfall 

simulator data were determined by empirical filling using linear 

regression.  The cumulative Infiltration by different infiltration 

model was compared with ANN model.  The ANN model 

provided the highest accuracy.  Therefore one can estimate 

Infiltration from easily available physical data using ANN. 

 

V. LOCATION DETAILS 
The location of sites is at Village Brahmangaon, 10 Km away 

from Kopargaon, Dist. Ahmednagar. The measurements were 

made in winter and summer at four land covers having different 

crops in it. The sites were chosen to represent the dominant 

component of major soil associates.  

 

 
 

Figure 1.   Map of the Study Area 
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VI. CLIMATIC CONDITIONS 
Usually the temperature in Kopargaon and adjoining areas is 

quite high in months of March, April and May. The temperature 

variation was from 20oC to 40oC from morning to afternoon. 

TABLE 1. Commonly Used Infiltration Equations 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of 

Equation 

Expression Method of 

Determination 

of Constants 

1 

 

Horton’s 

Equation 

 

f = fc + (fo – fc) e – kt
 

Graphical and 

Numerical 

2 

 

Kostiakov 

Equation 

 

Yc = at b 

Experimental 

3 
 

 

Modified 
Kostiakov 

Equation 

 
Yc =  atb + c 

Method of 
average 

4 

 

Green Ampt 

Equation 

 

fp = Ks (L+S)/L 

Field 

measurement 

5 

 

Philip’s Two- 

Term Model 

q( t ) = 1/2 S t -1/2 

+A 

I( t ) = S t 1/2 + A t. 

Field 

measurement 

 

VII. MEASUREMENT OF INFILTRATION 

Infiltration rate was measured by double-ring infiltrometer, 

consisting of two concentric rings. The rate of fall of water level 

was measured in the inner ring while a pool of water was 

maintained at approximately the same level in the outer ring to 

reduce the amount of lateral flow from the inner ring. The 
diameter of the inner ring is 300mm + 10mm and the outer ring 

diameter is 600mm + 10mm. The slight variation in diameter 

allowed nesting of the rings during transport. Rings are 250 mm 

deep and were made from 6 mm thick steel plate with sharpened 

bottom edge. They were driven into the ground to 100 mm depth. 

Generally the water level was kept at 50 mm depth; the 

difference in height between the inner and outer rings was kept to 

a minimum. Other equipments used were water container, a 

measuring flask, wooden plank, hammer, plastic sheet, stop 

watch, hook gauge and scale. The rate of fall of the water level in 

the inner cylinder water was measured at 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15 and 30 

minute intervals. The process was stopped once a steady 
infiltration rate had been found. The duration of each test was 4 

to 7 hours. 

 

VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Cumulative infiltration is calculated for the observed time 

intervals with evaluated infiltration equation. Then comparison 

between measured cumulative infiltration and cumulative 

infiltration by evaluated infiltration equation is carried out. The 

same is tabulated and compared graphically. Table 2 indicates a 
sample comparison.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 2: GRAPES GARDEN- 01(WINTER SEASON) 

 

Tim 

min 

Kosti-

akov 

Eqn. 

(cm) 

Modified 

Kostiako

v 

Eqn. 

(cm) 

Horton’s           

equation 

Measured 

Yc (cm) 

Rate 

(cm / 

hr ) 

Yc  

(cm) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 1.06 1.11 5.848 0.19 1.45 

4 1.39 1.46 5.846 0.39 1.63 

9 1.93 2.00 5.841 0.876 1.88 

14 2.30 2.38 5.837 1.36 2.16 

19 2.60 2.68 5.832 1.85 2.42 

24 2.85 2.94 5.830 2.33 2.67 

29 3.08 3.16 5.823 2.81 2.92 

34 3.28 3.36 5.818 3.30 3.15 

44 3.63 3.72 5.809 4.26 3.50 

54 3.95 4.03 5.799 5.22 3.89 

64 4.22 4.30 5.790 6.176 4.27 

74 4.47 4.55 5.780 7.13 4.64 

89 4.82 4.89 5.767 8.55 5.04 

104 5.13 5.20 5.750 9.97 5.39 

119 5.41 5.48 5.739 11.38 5.77 

149 5.92 5.98 5.710 14.18 6.21 

179 6.37 6.43 5.684 16.96 6.59 

209 6.78 6.83 5.657 19.70 6.89 

239 7.15 7.19 5.629 22.42 7.01 

269 7.50 7.53 5.600 25.11

8 

7.12 

299 7.82 7.85 5.575 27.78

5 

7.22 

329 8.13 8.15 5.549 30.42 7.30 

359 8.42 8.43 5.522 44.04 7.37 

                   

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.  Measured Vs. Estimated Cumulative Infiltration 

for Grapes- I 
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Figure 3. Measured Vs. Estimated Cumulative Infiltration 

for Bajra- I 

 
 

 
Figurer 4. Measured Vs. Estimated Cumulative Infiltration 

for Cucumber 

 
Figure 5. Measured Vs. Estimated Cumulative Infiltration 

for Weed Land (summer) 

 

 

IX. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION  
The   study  was  undertaken  for  the determination of infiltration 
rate and evaluation of  different infiltration equations stated 

earlier under different land covers, like Grapes garden, Bajra 

land, Gram land, Cucumber land and Weed’s land in winter 

season and summer season. 

 

The infiltration depth at the selected time intervals was measured 

in all the land covers based on double-ring infiltrometer field 

observations. Total fourteen experiments were conducted, six in 

winter season and eight in summer season. The infiltration curves 

were plotted for infiltration rate vs. time and cumulative 

infiltration vs. time separately for each land cover and for both 

seasons.  

 
The infiltration observations indicated that for almost all land 

covers in winter season the infiltration rate was low and it 

requires more time to reach to constant infiltration rate. For 

almost all land covers in summer season the infiltration rate was 

more and it requires less time with compare to winter season to 

reach to constant infiltration rate. The total depth of cumulative 

infiltration in winter season and in summer season was near 

about same for grapes garden. The total depth of cumulative 

infiltration in summer season for Gram land was about 1.5 times 

the cumulative infiltration in winter season for Bajra crop on the 

same land.  
 

Analysis was carried out for Kostiakov equation, modified 

Kostiakov equation, Horton equation and Philip equation for 

different land covers, in winter season and in summer season. In 

Kostiakov and modified Kostiakov for obtaining soil constant a, 

b and c by conventional approaches.  Davis method was adopted 

to find out soil constants. In case of Horton’s equation, analysis 

was carried out graphically for all the land covers in winter 

season and summer season. In Philip equation analysis was 

carried out by using Philip Two Term model, which is in the 

form of Taylor power series solution.   

 
 

 

The relationship of measured cumulative infiltration and 

estimated cumulative infiltration with time under different land 

covers was determined and tabulated in table 1. The relationship 

of measured cumulative infiltration and estimated cumulative 

infiltration is also represented graphically. The infiltration rate 

shows much variation for the same land covers which may be 

due to the presence of pores below the crust or variations in soil 

texture and structure. Observations show that, the rate of 

infiltration for different land covers in summer season was about 
twice the infiltration rate in winter season. Based on the 

observations and analysis the following conclusion can be drawn. 

 

X. CONCLUSIONS 
In winter season- 

    For Grapes land Horton equation shown much variation 

but Kostiakov equation and Modified Kostiakov equations 

were almost coinciding with measured cumulative 

infiltration.  

    For Bajra land covers the Horton infiltration equation 

shown much variation, Kostiakov equation shown very 

little variation but modified Kostiakov equation was 

coinciding with measured cumulative infiltration. 
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   For weeds land Horton equation shown much variation 

and Kostiakov equation and modified Kostiakov equation 

shown little variation with measured cumulative infiltration 

curve. 

 

In summer season 
   For Grapes garden Horton equation shown much variation 

but Kostiakov equation and modified Kostiakov equation 

shown little variation with measured cumulative 

infiltration.  

   For Cucumber land Horton equation shown too much 

variation but Kostiakov equation and modified Kostiakov 

equations were almost coinciding with measured 

cumulative infiltration curve.  

   For Gram land Horton equation, Kostiakov equation and 

Modified Kostiakov equation all were suiting best with 

measured cumulative infiltration.  

    For Weed land Horton equation shown variation but 

Kostiakov equation and Modified Kostiakov equation were 

coinciding with measured cumulative infiltration curve. 

Philip equation shown much variation for all the land 

covers. 

    From the foregoing discussion it can be concluded that, 

Kostiakov equation was  found to  be  the best  for  all  the  

land  covers In  Brahmangaon  area  of Kopargaon Taluka. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, unsteady turbulent flow around an airfoil has been studied. Navier-stokes equations solved by Simple C 

algorithm exerted to specified structured and unstructured grids. Turbulent models used are two-equation κ-ε standard 

model. Equations solved by staggered method and discretization of those done by upwind method. Results show that lift 

and drag coefficients are increasing functions of the angle of attack.  

Keywords: Turbulent flow, κ-ε model, airfoil, angle of attack, lift, drag.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Simulation of the turbulent flow around airfoil is an up to date problem. This problem is complex and difficult to solve 

numerically, because many phenomena occur in this flow. Flows around aerodynamic shapes at low-to-moderate Reynolds 

numbers have a complex nature known as large separation bubble (LSB) [1] characterized by boundary layer separation, 

flow transition to turbulence, flow reattachment In many engineering applications involving a fully turbulent flow, 

turbulent quantities can be predicted using conventional turbulence models. While the simulation at high Reynolds 

numbers has been difficult, some groups have turned to simulate the flow for lower Reynolds numbers [2, 3].  

Fundamentally, an airfoil generates lift by diverting the motion of fluid flowing over its surface in a downward 

direction, resulting in an upward reaction force by Newton’s third low [4]. While this is an acceptable qualitative way of 

looking at airfoils, understanding the design of applicable systems such as airplanes, helicopters, and turbine blades 
requires a quantitative method of analyzing fluid flow and lift.   

The present work aims to study the angle of attack effects on the turbulent flow around an airfoil using the commercial 

software FLUENT. The κ-ε model is derived from the Navier-Stokes equations and it is one of the simplest models of 

turbulence with two-equation models in which the solution of two separate transport equations allows the turbulent velocity 

and length scales to be independently determined.           

 

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The most important equations such as conservation of mass and momentum used by the software’s solver are listed as 

follows: 
Continuity equation: 

 

(1) 0. 
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Conservation of momentum: 
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where κ is the specific turbulence kinetic energy and it is defined as the variation in the velocity fluctuations.  ε is the 

turbulence dissipation of small velocities (eddies), in other words, the rate at which the velocity fluctuations are dissipated. 

Gk  represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradients, Gb is the generation of 

turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy, Ym represents the contribution of the fluctuating dilatation in compressible 

turbulence to the overall dissipation rate. k and  are the inverse effective Prandtl  numbers for κ and  ε respectively.    
 

3. RESULTS  
An airfoil is the shape of a wing or blade or sail as seen in cross-section. In fluid dynamics, angle of attack (AOA, or 

α) is the angle between a reference line on a lifting body (known as the chord line of an airfoil) and the vector representing 

the relative motion between the lifting body and the fluid through which is moving (figure 1).   

 
Figure 1. Resultant forces on an airfoil. 

 

The leading edge is the part of the wing that first contacts the fluid. The trailing edge of an aerodynamic surface such 

as a wing is its rear edge, where the flow separated by the leading edge rejoins. Lift force is the component of the surface 

force that is perpendicular to the oncoming flow direction. This force can be determined using the following equation: 
 

(5) LACUL 2

2

1
   

 

where L is lift force, 
U  is is the velocity of the uniform flow, 

LC is the lift coefficient, and A is platform area.  

Drag force refers to force which acts on a solid object in the direction of the relative flow velocity. This force can be 

determined using the following equation: 

(6) dACUD 2

2

1
   

where D is lift force, and
dC is the lift coefficient. 

The airfoil was modeled in the software package GAMBIT. The geometry of the airfoil has been shown in figure 2. A 

fine mesh is needed in the closer regions of the airfoil. Figure 3 shows the mesh around the airfoil (MS (1)-0313). 
 

 

   

 

 

                     pressure farfield (inlet)                                                                         pressure farfield  (outlet) 

                                                                  

 

 

 

        airfoil 
 

Figure 2. Geometry of the airfoil. 
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 Figure 3. Mesh around the airfoil (MS(1)-0313). 

The magnitude of the lift generated by an airfoil depends on the shape of the airfoil and how it moves through the 

fluid. For thin airfoils, the lift is directly proportional to the angle of attack for small angles (within +/- 10 degrees). As an 

airfoil moves through the fluid, fluid molecules stick to the surface. This creates a layer of fluid near the surface called 

boundary layer. Figure 4 shows the variation of lift coefficient with the angle of attack. One can see that the lift coefficient 

increases with increasing the angle of attack. Figure 5 shows the variation of drag coefficient with the angle of attack. The 

drag force increases with increasing the angle of attack. The increases in the angle of attack increases lift and drag forces. 

Depending on the angle of attack, there will be a force backward (induced drag) and a force upward (lift). If the angle of 

attack is small, the drag and the lift are comparatively small.     

 

 
  

Figure 4. Lift coefficient versus angle of attack ( 6104Re  ). 

 

 
 Figure 5. Drag coefficient versus angle of attack ( 6104Re  ).. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, unsteady turbulent flow around an airfoil has been studied. Navier-stokes equations solved by Simple C 

algorithm exerted to specified structured and unstructured grids. The present work aims to study the angle of attack effects 

on the turbulent flow around an airfoil using the commercial software FLUENT. Turbulent models used are two-equation 

κ-ε standard model. Equations solved by staggered method and discretization of those done by upwind method. Results 

show that lift and drag coefficients are increasing functions of the angle of attack. Depending on the angle of attack, there 

will be a force backward (induced drag) and a force upward (lift). If the angle of attack is small, the drag and the lift are 

comparatively small.     
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Abstract 
The density ratio effects on the motion of a three-dimensional drop in Poiseuille flow are examined at finite Reynolds 

numbers using a finite difference front tracking method. The elliptic pressure equation is solved by a multi-grid 

method. For deformable drops, the wall repulsion increases and this effect moves the equilibrium position closer to the 

centerline of the channel. Results show that all drops with deferent density ratios migrate to an equilibrium position 

about halfway between the centerline and the wall. The drops move to an equilibrium position closer to the wall with 

increasing the density ratio. The axial velocities of the drops increase with decreasing the density ratio, because the 

drop with smaller density ratio moves to a lower final position. Also, the deformation of the drops is the same after an 

initial transient period. During the initial transient period, the deformation increases as the density ratio increases. 

Keywords:  Poiseuille flow, finite difference method, front tracking method, density ratio, Reynolds number. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Motion of drops through channels and tube has been always a matter of interest for many years. Segre and Silberberg 

(1962) [1] found that neutrally buoyant particles released off center in a pressure-driven flow, will not migrate to the 

pipe center-line, but instead will find an equilibrium position at about 0.6 radii off the center-line. Karnis et al. (1966) 

[2] showed that neutrally buoyant particles stabilized midway between the centerline and the wall. The equilibrium 

position was closer to the wall for larger flow rates and closer to the center for larger particles. The phenomenon of 
migration of liquid drops in Couette flow between concentric cylinder due to non-Newtonian fluid properties and 

shape deformation has been studied experimentally by Paul et al. (1981) [3]. Significant observations include the 

migration of a deformable Newtonian drop to an equilibrium position between the centerline and the inner rotor, and 

the competition between normal stresses and shape deformation effects for the case of a Newtonian drop in a non-

Newtonian fluid. The stability of plane Poiseulle flow of two immiscible liquids of different viscoelastics and equal 

densities studied by Than et al. (1987) [4]. They found that regions of stability when there are three layers with one of 

the fluids centrally located. They showed the stability results depend on the viscosity and volume ratio in a fairly 

complicated way. Also, the flow with the high viscosity fluid centrally located is always stable. Feng, et al. (1994) [5] 

reported the results of a two-dimensional finite element simulation of the motion of a circular particle in a Couette & 

Poiseuille flow. They showed that a neutrally buoyant particle migrates to the centerline in a Couette flow and the 

stagnation pressure on the particle surface is particularly important in determining the direction of migration. 
Mortazavi & Tryggvasson (1999) [6] studied the motion of a drop in poiseuille flow. They simulated the motion of 

many drops at finite Reynolds numbers. Three-dimensional numerical simulation was presented on the motion of a 

deformable capsule undergoing large deformation in a plane Poiseulle flow in a channel by Doddi and Bagchi (2008) 

[7]. The numerical methodology was based on a mixed finite-difference/Fourier transform method for the flow solver 

and a front-tracking method for the deformable interface. Migration velocity and capsule deformation were observed 

to increase with increasing Capillary number. Bayareh and Mortazavi (2009, 2010) [8,9,10,11] studied the motion of a 

single drop and the interaction between two drops in simple shear flow at finite Reynolds numbers neglecting the 

gravity influence. They showed that the drops migrate to the centerline of the channel in shear flow. Also, they 

reported that the drop deformation depends strongly on the capillary number, so that; the proper non-dimensional 

number for the interfacial tension is the capillary number. Hudson (2010) [12] studied the drop circulation in 

microchannels. Two characteristic of transport of fluids in rectangular microchannels were addressed as a function of 

the cross-sectional aspect ratio. 

 

2. FORMULATION 

 
2.1   Governing Equations 
The motion of a drop in Poiseuille flow at finite Reynolds numbers is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations. The 

Navier-Stokes equations are written in conservative form and variable physical properties. The surface tension is 

added to the equations by a delta function. 
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This equation is valid for the whole flow field, even if the density field, ρ, and the viscosity field, µ, change 

discontinuously. Here u is the fluid velocity, p is the pressure, and σ is the surface tension coefficient.  is a two- or 

three-dimensional delta function (for β = 2 and  β = 3) respectively. κ is the curvature for two-dimensional flows and 

twice the mean curvature for three-dimensional flows. n is a unit vector normal to the drop surface pointing outside of 

the drop. x is the position in Eulerian coordinate and X is the position of front in Lagrangian coordinate. The integral is 

over the interface between the two fluids.  

 

The fluids are incompressible and immiscible with constant material properties. Therefore: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

he governing non-dimensional numbers of the flow are: the geometric ratio ξ = R/H, the ratio of the radius of the drop 

R to the height of the channel H. The viscosity ratio
fd  / , the density ratio

fd  / . The viscosity and the density 

of the drop are denoted by 
d  and

d , respectively, and the ambient fluid has viscosity 
f and the density

f . The bulk 

Reynolds number is defined in terms of the undistributed channel centerline velocity 
cU  and the channel height H, 

as
fcfb HU  /Re  . The Reynolds number based on the centerline velocity and the drop diameter d is defined 

by
fcfd dU  /Re  . A particle Reynolds number is defined as HRU fcfp  /Re 2 . The Capillary number  /cf UCa   

describes the ratio of the viscous stress to the interfacial tension.  

  

 

2.2   NUMERICAL METHOD 

In front tracking methods a separate front marks the interface but a fixed grid, is used for the fluid within each phase. 

In addition to front tracking methods that are applicable to the full Navier Stokes equations, specialized boundary 

integral methods have been used for both potential and Stokes flows. In general, the interface representation can be 

explicit (moving mesh) or implicit (fixed mesh) or a combination of both. The front-tracking method is combination of 

fixed and moving mesh method. Although an interface grid tracks the interface, the flow is solved on a fixed grid. The 

interface conditions are satisfied by smoothing the interface discontinuities and interpolating interface forces from the 

interface grid to the fixed grid. In this method, the governing equations are solved for whole flow field. Front 
capturing has two difficulties. The first is a sharp boundary between the fluids and the second is accurate computation 

of surface tension. Different methods have been made in overcoming these problems. 

The front is resolved by discrete computational points that are moved by interpolating their velocities from the grid. 

These points are connected by triangular elements to form a front that is used to keep the density and viscosity 

stratification sharp and to calculate surface tension. At each time step information must be passed between the front 

and the stationary grid. This is done by a method that discussed by Unverdi & Tryggvason (1992), where the density 

jump is distributed to the grid points next to the front and a smooth density field that changes from one density to the 

other over two to three grid spaces generated by the solution of a Poisson equation. While this replaces the sharp 

interface by a slightly smoother grid interface, numerical diffusion of the density and the viscosity fields is eliminated, 

since the grid field is reconstructed at each step. The spatial differentiation is calculated by second order finite 

difference on a staggered Eulerian grid. We use an explicit second-order time integration method. Combining the 
incompressibility condition and momentum equations results in a non-separable elliptic equation for the pressure. 
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3. RESULTS  
The geometry of the flow is shown in figure 1. The channel is bounded by two no-slip walls in the z-direction. The 

domain is periodic in the x- and y-directions. Tangential stresses are continuous on the surface of the drop and normal 

stresses show the jump across the interface by surface tension.  

Figure 2 shows the trajectories of a neutrally buoyant drop released at different initial positions ( 10Re b
, Ca = 0.1, λ = 

η = 1, ξ = 0.125). The flow parameters in simulations of Feng et al. (1994) [4] are: 10Re b
, λ = η = 1, ξ = 0.125. One 

can see that all drops with different initial positions migrate to an equilibrium position about halfway between the 

centerline and the wall (Segre-Silberberg effect). Feng et al. (1994) [4] reported that the rigid particles move to an 

equilibrium position a little outside the midpoint between the wall and the centre at z = 0.252 H. for deformable drops, 

the wall repulsion increases and this effect moves the equilibrium position closer to the centerline of the channel.  

The effect of the density ratio on the lateral migration of a drop in plane Poiseuille flow was examined by carrying out 

three simulations with η = 1, 2 and 5. The other flow parameters are the same as the last simulation (Figure 2). Figure 

3 shows the trajectories of drops versus their axial locations. It is observed that the drops migrate to an equilibrium 

position closer to the wall with increasing the density ratio. The axial velocity increases with increasing density ratio. 

This matter can be observed in figure 4 that shows the axial velocities of the drops versus the axial location. Because 

of similar final position of drops, it is expected that the deformation of the drops is the same after an initial transient 
period. The deformation of the drop is examined by considering the Taylor deformation parameter define by D = (L-B) 

/ (L+B), where L and B are, respectively, the major and minor axis of deformed drop (defined by the largest and 

smallest distance of the surface from the centre) (not shown).  
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FIGURE 1.  The geometry for the simulation of a drop in a channel. 
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FIGURE 2.  The Segre-Silberberg effect in a plane Poiseuille flow. 
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FIGURE 3.  The lateral migration.          
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FIGURE 4.  The axial velocity. 

  

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The density ratio effects on the motion of a three-dimensional drop in Poiseuille flow are examined at finite Reynolds 

numbers using a finite difference front tracking method. All drops with different initial positions migrate to an 

equilibrium position about halfway between the centerline and the wall (Segre-Silberberg effect). For deformable 
drops, the wall repulsion increases and this effect moves the equilibrium position closer to the centerline of the 

channel. The drops migrate to an equilibrium position closer to the wall with increasing the density ratio. The axial 

velocity increases with increasing density ratio. Results show that the deformation of the drops is the same after an 

initial transient period. During the initial transient period, the deformation increases as the density ratio increases.     
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Abstract 
This study primarily focuses on the thermodynamic analysis of single stage vapor absorption refrigeration system using R134a – 

DMAC solution as the working fluid. Variations in the performance parameters of the system are studied against various 

operating temperatures of generator and absorber. The result of this theoretical study show that coefficient of performance 

(COP) value can be improved by elevating generator temperature up to certain level and lowering absorber temperature. At such 

elevated generator temperature, value of circulation ratio (CR) is lowered. The scope of this study is limited to the system with 

1kW evaporator capacity and effectiveness of solution heat exchanger (SHX) as 0.8. For the proposed condition of source and 

sink temperature 120
°
C and 40

°
C respectively the maximum value of COP was found to be 0.41 and corresponding CR value as 

3.90. 

 

Keywords: Thermodynamics analysis, absorption refrigeration, generator temperature, absorber temperature, R134a–

DMAC 

 

 Nomenclature 

Symbols 

COP Coefficient of Performance 

CR Circulation Ratio 

DMAC Dimethyl Acetamide 

h Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 

m Mass flow rate (kg/s) 

P Pressure (bar) 

Q Heat duty (kW) 

R Universal Gas Constant (8.3145 J/molK) 

T Temperature (˚C) 

v Specific volume (m
3
/kg) 

V Volume (m
3
) 

W Work supplied (kW) 

X Mass fraction (kg/kg) 

 

Greek letters 
ε Effectiveness of SHX 

ρ Density of solution (kg/m
3
) 

 Subscripts 

a Absorber  

c Condenser 

d DMAC 

e Evaporator 

f Fluid 

g Generator 

p Pump 

ref Refrigerant 

s Strong solution  

sol Solution 

w Weak solution 

E Excess 

SHX Solution heat exchanger     

 

Introduction 
Vapor compression refrigeration is the most commonly used commercial system for refrigeration wherein, a compressor is used 

to compress refrigerant. Compression utilizes high-grade energy as electricity. Alternatively, cooling may be achieved by means 

of an absorption refrigeration system, wherein the compressor of the compression system is replaced by a generator and pump 

combination. A low-grade heat source such as solar energy, industrial waste heat is supplied to generator and the system only 

needs less pumping power compared to a mechanical compression system. Most of the heat produced during industrial process 

to produce steam or heat is ejected to surrounding as waste after completion of process. This waste heat can be converted to 

useful refrigeration by using a heat operated refrigeration system, such as an absorption refrigeration cycle [1]. The thermal 

driven absorption system is noticed as the alternative to the vapor compression system which may cause environmental 

problems such as global warming and ozone layer depletion [2].  

The most common binary fluid for absorption system is H2O/LiBr and NH3/H2O. Lithium Bromide and water is mostly popular 

but the evaporator temperature is limited to minimum of 5˚C. Ammonia water combination can be used for evaporator 
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temperature below 0˚C but this system exhibits a relatively lower COP, and therefore efforts are being made to search for better 

refrigerant-absorbent pairs that can improve system performance. The search for new working fluids has centered on the halo 

hydrocarbon group of fluids commercially known as Freon [3].  A comparison of R134a, R22 and R124 fluorocarbon 

refrigerants with organic absorbents has been carried out in   single-   and   double-stage   absorption   heat   pumps [4]. These 

fluids meet most of the requirements for the desirable refrigerant. In a comparative experimental study of performance of R134a 

and R22 based vapor absorption refrigeration systems was performed by Songara et al. [5] who found that DMAC as a very 

promising solvent for R22 in VARS applications, and suggested further study on performance of R134a – DMAC solution in 

VARS. Some researchers have considered and reported data for R134a – DMAC as the refrigerant – absorbent pair for VARS 

and proved its feasibility in the absorption system. R-134a – DMAC working fluid pair is having zero ozone depletion potential 

and negligible global warming potential (0.25) with a comparatively lower heat source temperature [6]. 

Arivalagan et al. [7] performed a simulation studies on R134a – DMAC based half effect absorption refrigeration and 

found COP of the cycle to be 0.4, with an evaporator temperature of 5
°
C, generator temperature of 70

°
C and condenser 

temperature of 25
°
C. This system is mostly applicable in industries, where low temperature waste heat (70

°
C) is available. 

Muthu [8] performed experimental studies on performance of R134a – DMAC based absorption cooling system using low 

potential thermal sources. The study proved that R134a – DMAC based absorption cooling system yielded an optimum COP of 

0.4, when the heat source temperature is 70
°
C. Crepinsek et al. [9] performed a simulation studies on a half effect vapor 

absorption refrigeration cycle for solar energy based cold storage system using R134a – DMAC as working fluids showing that 

the COP of this cycle is about 0.35 - 0.46 for an evaporating temperature of -5 to 5
°
C, heat input at 70

°
C and a condensing 

temperature at 25
°
C. COP improved up to 13% using a condensate pre-cooler. Muthu et al. [3] performed an experimental study 

on R134a – DMAC hot water based vapor absorption refrigeration systems of 1kw capacity. They found out the COP of the 

system to be 0.25 – 0.45 for sink and source temperatures of 30 and 80˚C respectively and a typical heat input of 4kW.  

The heat-driven auto-cascade absorption refrigeration cycle has been analyzed by Yijian He and Guangming Chen [10] 

for low temperature applications. They used mixture of R23 + R32 +R134a/DMF as working pair and its characteristic study is 

carried out under different operational conditions. 

Various studies in R134a – DMAC have been conducted in the past and COP has been identified around 0.2 to 0.4 for 

typical operating conditions with heat input at 70 to 80˚C, evaporating temperature at -5 to 5
°
C and 25 to 30

°
C for condenser as 

well as absorber. For absorption refrigeration system, COP, rich and poor solution concentrations are functions of generator 

temperature. [11] Further reducing the cooling water temperature from 30 ºC to 25 ºC, the absorber heat load and refrigerant 

mass absorption rate increases by 16.3% and 15 % respectively [12]. No literature is available on analysis of R134a – DMAC at 

high generator temperature and also theoretical prediction of maximum COP with respect various operating conditions are not 

dealt. Hence, this study is focused on the thermodynamic investigations on R134a – DMAC based absorption refrigeration 

systems for the typical operating conditions with source temperature from 90 to 140
°
C, evaporator temperature of 5

°
C, absorber 

temperature from 30
°
C to 50

°
C along with condenser temperature of 40

°
C.  

System description 
Figure 1 shows the schematic of a simple vapor absorption refrigeration system. The liquid refrigerant from valve V1 (9) 

evaporates after absorbing Qe amount of heat in evaporator. The vapor refrigerant from evaporator (10) travels to absorber 

where it is absorbed by the weak solution (solution containing lower concentration of refrigerant and higher concentration of 

absorbent) coming from generator after expanding through valve V2 (6) forming a strong solution in Absorber. During 

absorption process, Qa amount of heat of mixing rejected from the system. Thus formed strong solution (1) is now pumped to 

generator (3) using a circulating pump. Before reaching generator, the strong solution (2) absorbs some amount of heat from the 

weak solution coming from generator in solution heat exchanger (SHX) which is supposed to improve performance of the 

system. Further, Qg amount of heat is supplied to the strong solution in generator through external heat source so as to separate 

refrigerant from the refrigerant-absorbent solution. Vapor refrigerant (7) moves to condenser leaving weak solution in the 

generator. The weak solution (4) passes through SHX. After losing some heat in SHX the weak solution (5) is allowed to expand 

through valve V2. Further heat is removed from vapor refrigerant in condenser. The condensed refrigerant (8) then passes 

through valve V1 which liquefies the refrigerant and is supplied to evaporator for the next cycle.  

Correlations 

Thermodynamic and thermophysical properties such as bubble point, dew point, vapor pressure, liquid and vapor mass fractions, 

enthalpy and specific heat are obtained from the literature [6,14,15]. The heat transfer coefficient for R134a – DMAC is in the 

range of 100 – 400 W/m
2
K [13]. 

The density of R134a – DMAC solution with respect to temperature and concentration at saturation condition is  

Given  by : [6]  
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where A is a constant. 

Enthalpy of R134a – DMAC solution with respect to the enthalpies of individual component and excess enthalpy of solution is 

expressed as: [6] 

Enthalpy of solution is given by  

 E + h + h = hh drefsol   (2) 

Enthalpy of R134a with respect to temperature at saturated condition is given by 

   187.4636.9932.00009.0 2  TT = href   (3) 

The enthalpy of DMAC with respect to temperature at saturated condition is given by 

   187.45.0100 2  BTAT =hd   (4) 

Excess Enthalpy of R134a – DMAC solution with respect to temperature and mole fraction of R134a at equilibrium condition is 

given by 
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where C is a constant. 

The vapor enthalpy of R134a leaving from the generator for a given pressure and temperature is given by following correlation: 

[14] 

 gofgfg  + hh  + h = hh   (Refrigerant vapor)  (6) 
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where ho  is an arbitrary constant, which is calculated at 273K and which is fixed even for varying the temperature and pressure 

of R134a vapor. 

The pressure at vapor-liquid equilibrium with respect to the temperature and concentration of R134a in the solution is given by 

Borde [6]: 
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where C is a constant. 

Thermodynamic analysis 
Thermodynamic analysis in this study is carried out for 1 kW refrigerating capacity. The temperatures of evaporator and 

condenser are kept constant at 5°C and 40°C respectively. The mass and energy balance equations for various parts of the 

system are as follows: 
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The mass flow rate of refrigerant, weak and strong solution based on steady flow analysis of evaporator is determined as 

follows:  
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The energy balance in absorber yields 

 1s6w10refa hmhmhmQ   (12) 

For solution heat exchanger, the energy balance is as follows 

  2445 T-TεTT   (13) 
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In Generator, the energy balance provides 

 3s4w7refg hmhmhmQ   (16) 

Circulation Ratio 
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The pump power is deduced as  

 
ρ

1
vsol   (18) 

  ecsolsp PPvmCPw   (19) 

Energy balance in the condenser yields 

  87refc h-hmQ   (20) 

Coefficient of performance is given by 

 

pg

e

wQ

Q
COP


  (21) 

Results and Discussion 
Figure 2 shows the variation of COP of system with the generator temperature (Tg) for three different absorber temperatures. It 

is found that for a fixed absorber temperature, as the generator temperature increases, a rapid increase in the value of COP is 

observed up to certain temperature followed by a gradual drop after the particular generator temperature is crossed. For 40˚C 

absorber temperature the maximum COP of 0.41 is obtained at 120˚C generator temperature. As the generator temperature 

exceeds 120˚C the COP curve starts declining. Similar effect can be seen for 30˚C and 50˚C absorber temperature. This effect on 

COP can be explained using figure 3 and figure 4.  

As the heat load to evaporator is fixed in this study, the complete effect seen on COP is due to the generator heat load. In figure 

3 starting from 100˚C up to 140˚C the energy for strong solution (H3) and weak solution (H4) are decreasing whereas energy of 

refrigerant is almost constant. Generator heat load is the sum of weak solution and refrigerant energy deducted by strong 

solution energy. Now, taking the case of 40˚C absorber temperature, from figure 3 as the generator temperature increases up to 

120˚C the generator load decreases. Then further increasing the generator temperature beyond 120˚C, the generator heat load 

gradually increases. Since, COP is inverse of generator load (as Qe is 1kW for this study and neglecting small pump work) this 

decreasing and increasing phenomenon of Qg causes the COP of the system to form a hill type curve of first increasing and then 

decreasing with increasing generator temperature as shown in figure 4.  
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In the figure 2, the performance of the system is more significant in case of lower absorber temperature i.e. for a particular 

generator temperature the value of COP increases as the absorber temperature decreases. For example, when Tg is fixed to 

140˚C, the COP is 5 % higher for 30˚C absorber temperature than for 40˚C and 15 % higher than that of 50˚C which clearly 

shows that performance of system is improved by maintaining lower the absorber temperature. Lowering the absorber 

temperature from 40
°
C to 30

°
C the maximum COP value shifts from 0.41 at 120

°
C Tg to 0.46 at 100

°
C Tg i.e. improving the 

maximum COP value by 12%. 

Different minimum generator temperature exists for different absorber temperatures. This minimum point can be considered as a 

Minimum Critical Point i.e. below this minimum temperature inaccurate COP value is obtained. This is because below this 

minimum generator temperature, the concentration of the weak solution becomes higher than that of strong solution which is not 

a desirable condition for absorption system. This effect has been plotted in figure 5. For example; the minimum generator 

temperature is 87.81˚C when absorber temperature is 40˚C. Similarly, unique minimum generator temperature exists. This value 

of minimum generator temperature is lowered as absorber temperature is lowered. 

Figure 5 shows the curve drawn between generator temperature and concentration of strong as well as weak solution. Strong 

solution concentration is unaffected by change in generator temperature. In other hand, weak solution concentration keeps on 

decreasing. This is because large volume of refrigerant gets evaporated from the strong solution when the heat Qg is supplied to 

the generator. On the other side, there is no change in weak solution concentration with respect to Ta whereas; strong solution 

concentration is decreasing as Ta increases. 

Critical Point (1, 2 & 3) can be seen in the figure 5 which can be considered as the minimum operating generator temperature for 

a particular absorber temperature. Critical Point is the point where the curves for strong and weak solution intersect each other 

(i.e. for a particular absorber temperature the concentration of weak as well as strong solution is equal). For a system to work 

effectively, the concentration of strong solution should always be greater than that of weak solution. But for generator 

temperature below the critical temperature, concentration of weak solution is greater than that of strong solution hence forming 

an undesirable effect on the absorbing process i.e. the absorbing capacity of the solution is reduced as the solution in the 

absorber is already saturated and cannot absorb further amount of vapor refrigerant coming from evaporator. For example, the 

minimum generator temperature is 87.81˚C when absorber temperature is 40˚C.  

Figure 6 shows the effect of generator temperature on the Circulation Ratio (CR) which is the ratio of mass flow rate of strong 

solution to mass flow rate of refrigerant. Refrigerant mass flow rate is unaffected by any change in the generator temperature 

whereas flow rate of strong solution decreases with increase in generator temperature as shown in figure 7. Thus, this results a 

decline in the value of CR. Analogous to value of Qg, for a fixed absorber temperature the value of circulation ratio falls 

continuously with rise in generator temperature. For 40˚C absorber temperature the value of CR is 3.9 at 120˚C generator 

temperature.  

As seen from graphs between COP and CR as well as from the mathematical relation between two (i.e. Qg is directly 

proportional to CR and Qg is inversely proportional to COP), these two terms seem to have an inverse relation between each 

other i.e. lower values of CR will represent higher COP. Same can be observed in figure 8 i.e. the value of CR decreasing and 

COP is increasing up to 120˚C generator temperature (for Ta = 40˚C). Beyond it, value of both COP and CR declines.  

A combined plot for COP ad CR is shown in the figure 8 for Ta = 40˚C. The inverse relation between COP and CR is clearly 

illustrated in the figure. For a fixed generator temperature of 120˚C as the absorber temperature reduces from 50˚C to 30˚C the 

value of CR drops from 4.8 to 2.2 which is around 54 % drop. For the same conditions of generator and absorber temperature 

from figure 2, COP is increased by 15 % when absorber temperature drops to 30˚C from 50˚C. Hence, this proves that lower 

value of absorber temperature is preferable for an absorption system. 

In figure 9 various heat duties like generator, condenser, absorber and solution heat exchanger have been plotted against the 

generator temperature. As we have already discussed the behavior of Qg against generator temperature for a particular absorber 

temperature similar effect is seen in SHX and absorber. But the Qc varies linearly with change in generator temperature as Qc is 

dependent on mass of refrigerant and enthalpy only. The change in mass flow of refrigerant is negligible with change in 

generator temperature. With increase in generator temperature Qc also increases linearly whereas Qa, Qg and QSHX first decreases 

and then increases after certain generator temperature. This effect in absorber and SHX heat duty can be explained similar to 

that of generator heat duty. 

Figure 10 is the other form of figure 2 where COP of the system has been plotted against the absorber temperature for different 

generator temperature. For all generator temperature, the COP seems to be better for lower absorber temperatures. Another 
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important point this graph reveals is that with increasing generator temperature the stability in COP of system is increased i.e. 

the drop in COP with increasing Ta for higher generator temperature is small relative to the lower generator temperature.  

Conclusions 
Vapor absorption refrigeration system with R134a – DMAC as the working fluid have been studied and analyzed theoretically. 

From the analysis following outcomes were obtained: 

1. The value of COP is increased when generator temperature is elevated up to certain level and later declines slightly 

forming a hill shaped curve. For 40
°
C absorber temperature, the value of maximum COP obtained is 0.41 at 120

°
C generator 

temperature. 

 

2. For all absorber temperatures, the shape of the COP curve is identical (i.e. hill shaped, first increasing and then 

decreasing). The performance of the system is improved as the absorber temperature is lowered. By lowering the absorber 

temperature to 30
°
C from 40

°
C, the maximum COP of the system is increased to 0.46 (at 100

°
C generator temperature) which 

means 12% improvement of the maximum COP. 

 

3. As the generator temperature is elevated or the absorber temperature is lowered, value of CR is lowered. For a fixed 

generator temperature of 120˚C as the absorber temperature reduces from 50˚C to 30˚C the value of CR drops from 4.8 to 2.4 

which is around 54 % drop. For a fixed absorber temperature of 40˚C, the value of CR reduces from 34.66 at Tg = 90˚C to 7.56 

at Tg = 100˚C and finally 3.05 at Tg = 140˚C. 
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Figure 1: Simple Schematic for Vapour Absorption Refrigeration System 

 

Figure 2: Variation of COP with generator temperature 
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Figure 3: Variation of Energy & Qg with generator temperature for Ta = 40˚C 

 

 

Figure 4: Variation of Qg & COP with generator temperature for Ta = 40˚C 
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Figure 5: Variation of Solution Concentration with generator temperature for Ta = 40˚C, 50˚C & 60˚C 

 

 

Figure 6: Variation of Circulation Ratio with generator temperature 
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Figure 7: Variation of mass flow rate and CR with generator temperature for Ta = 40˚C 

 

 

Figure 8: Variation of COP & CR with generator temperature for Ta = 40˚C 
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Figure 9: Variation of various heat duties with generator temperature at Ta = 40˚C 

 

Figure 10: Variation of COP with Absorber Temperature for different generator temperature 
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Abstract 
The effects of different operating parameters on the performance of proton exchange membrane (PEM) 4-Serpentine flow 

channel fuel cell have been studied theoretically by modeling the problem in FLUENT.  Pure hydrogen is used on the 

anode side and oxygen on the cathode side. Computer simulation results are obtained for voltage as a function of current 

density at different cell temperatures, operating pressures ,different humidities, gas diffusion layer thickness and catalyst 

layer thickness .  The simulation results are compared with the experimental data, and the agreement is found to be good.     

Keywords : 4-Serpentine flow channels, Fuel cell , GDL, PEM 

Introduction 
Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is the most promising system among several  kinds of fuel cells due to 

their various advantages such as easy start-up, operation at room temperature, no liquid electrolyte and high current 

density.  To achieve high current density, the optimal operating conditions need to be identified for fuel cell systems in 

addition to design parameters such as membranes and their thickness, catalysts and alloys, particle size, catalyst quantity, 

catalyst layer thickness, nature of gas diffusion layers and the bi-polar plates.  

Parthasarathy et al. (1992) studied temperature dependence of the electrode kinetics of oxygen reduction at the 

Platinum/Nafion  Interface. Vladimir Gurau et al. (1998) studied two dimensional modal for PEM fuel cells. Shimpalee et 

al.(2000) presented numerical predictions for temperature distribution in PEM fuel cell.  Berning et al. (2002) carried out 

three dimensional  computational analysis to describe transport phenomena in a PEM  

fuel cell.  Ling Wang et al. (2003) studied experimentally the performance of fuel cell at different operating temperatures, 

cathode and anode humidification temperatures, and pressures.  

Berning and Djilali et al. (2003) developed a three-dimensional, non-isothermal model of a PEM fuel cell. Model 

was solved using commercial software package CFX-4.3. In this effect of various operational parameters such as 

temperature and pressure, and geometric and material parameters such as GDL thickness, porosity and channel width to 

land ratio were investigated. 

Um and Wang (2004) used a three-dimensional model to study the effects an interdigitated flow field. The model 

accounted for mass transport, electrochemical kinetics, species profiles and current density distribution within the cell. 

Interdigitated flow fields result in forced convection of gases, which aids in liquid water removal at the cathode. This 

would help improve performance at high current densities when transport limitations due to excessive water production 

are expected. 

Hamilton and Pollet (2010) described some recent developments in the area of flow field plates (FFPs) for proton 

exchange membrane fuel cells. The function, parameters and design of FFPs in PEM fuel cells are outlined and 

considered in light of their performance. 

Wei-Mon Yan et al. (2008) investigated experimentally the cell performance and pressure drop for two 

commercial size 16 cm×16 cm serpentine flow field proton exchange membrane fuel cells with Core 5621 and Core 57 

membrane electrode assemblies at various cell temperatures and humidification temperatures. At cell temperature lower 

than the humidification temperature, the cell performance improved as the cell temperature increased, while reversely at 

cell temperature higher than the humidification temperature. At a specified cell temperature, increasing the cathode and/or 

anode humidification temperature improved the cell performance and their effects weakened as cell temperature 

decreased.  For the constant mass flow rate mode, both cathode and anode pressure drops increased as humidification 

temperature increased, while anode pressure drops decreased and cathode pressure drops increased as average current 

density increased. The optimal cell performance occurred at cell temperature of 65oC and humidification temperature of 

70
o
C. The effects of these operating parameters on the cell performance and pressure drop were analyzed based on the 

catalytic activity, membrane hydration, and cathode flooding. 

Xiao-Dong Wang et al. (2008) investigated the effects of the relative humidity (RH) of the reactants on the cell 

performance and local transport phenomena in proton exchange membrane fuel cells with parallel and interdigitated flow 

fields. A three-dimensional model was developed taking into account the effect of the liquid water formation on the 

reactant transport. 
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Antolini, (2004) investigated a significant lowering of the platinum loading of polymer electrolyte fuel cell 

electrodes from about 4–10 mg cm-2 (platinum black) to about 0.4 mg cm-2 or even less (carbon supported platinum), by 

the introduction of ionomer (liquid Nafion) impregnated gas diffusion electrodes, extending the three-dimensional 

reaction zone. The loss of performance during cell operation due both to the presence of liquid water causing flooding of 

the catalyst layer and mass transport limitations and to the poisoning of platinum by the use of reformed fuels.  

The survey of literature reveals the necessity to understand the effects of various system parameters in a PEM 

fuel cell in order to improve its performance.  Hence an attempt is made to carry out a parametric study by modeling the 

problem using FLUENT and by obtaining simulation results over wide ranges of parameters such as fuel cell temperature, 

pressure and relative humidity. 

Formulation of the problem 
The dimensions of the fuel cell are 9.6 cm, 0.8948 cm and 9.8 cm in the X, Y and Z directions respectively.  The cross-

sectional area of the membrane electrode assembly is 9.6 x 9.8 = 94 cm
2
.  The flow and diffusion of gases and production 

of electric power in the fuel cell are governed by the coupled transport processes in the membrane, catalyst layer, on gas 

diffusion electrodes.  The reactants hydrogen and oxygen pass through 4-Serpentine flow channels.    The schematic 

diagram of a 4-Serpentine flow channel is shown in Fig.1.  

 

Fig.1 Schematic Diagram of 4-Serpentine flow channel. 

 A detailed description of the configuration of the PEM fuel cell considered in the theoretical model is presented below.  

The membrane electrode assembly (MEA) consists of the polymer electrolyte membrane (Nafion 1135, 88 µm), the anode 

and cathode catalyst layers and the anode and cathode gas diffusion layer (GDL).  The electro-catalyst used is activated 

carbon supported platinum.  The catalyst ink is prepared from platinum-carbon powder with ethyl alcohol.  The catalyst 

ink is applied as a layer on the gas diffusion layer (which is a carbon paper).  

 The catalyst loading on the anode-side is 0.15 mg/cm
2
 with a thickness of catalyst layer of 20 µm.  A catalyst loading of 

0.3mg/cm
2
 is used on the cathode-side with a thickness of catalyst layer of 40 µm.  Carbon papers having thickness of 400 

µm are used as gas diffusion layers on both sides.  The membrane electrode assembly (viz., membrane, GDLs and catalyst 

layers) is placed between two graphite plates and is pressed between gold-coated copper plates.  

The flow of hydrogen and oxygen in a fuel cell takes place in the channel formed by a flow field plate and a 

carbon paper, which serves as gas diffusion layer.  The flow channel contains a number of bends to facilitate diffusion of 

the gas through the gas diffusion layer (GDL) while the gas passes through the channel.   
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Dimensions of the channel: 
Length=98 mm , width=1.5mm, height=0.8mm rib width is 2mm.  The various inlet parameters and electrode material 

properties which are given as inputs to the fluent solver are as follows: cell temperature= 333K, pressure=1atm, humidity 

= 100%, flow rate of hydrogen= 3.65799 x10
-7

kg/sec, flow rate of oxygen = 5.85278 x10
-6

kg/sec.  Permeabilities of 

membrane, GDL and CL are 1.8x10
-18

, 1.76 x10
-11

and 1.76 x10
-11 

m
2
 respectively.  Thermal conductivities of membrane, 

GDL and CL are 0.5, 1.7 and 0.27 W/m-K respectively.  Electrical conductivities of membrane, GDL and CL are 

11.6733, 50 and 50 S/m respectively.  Porosities of the membrane, GDL and CL are maintained at 0.5. Reference current 

densities at anode and cathode are 1x 108 and 650 A/m3 respectively. Reference concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen 

maintained at 0.04088 kmol/m
3
. 

The problem of the single fuel cell which contains the membrane electrode assembly with 4-Serpentine flow 

channel is modeled and solved using FLUENT software. A geometric model is created in GAMBIT module.  This model 

is solved in FLUENT module with appropriate boundary conditions. The three dimensional CFD model of PEM fuel cell 

in parallel flow arrangement of the gases is shown in Fig.2. 

 
Fig.2 Three-dimensional computational domain (Components are not to scale). 

Boundary conditions: 
There are several zones which must be specified in the boundary conditions panel are shown in Fig.3. 

Anode inlet:  Mass flow rate = 3.65774x10
-7

 kg/s, Temperature =333K, Species (mass fractions):  H2=0.3126, H20= 

0.6874. Cathode inlet: Mass flow rate = 5.85238x10-6 Kg/s, Temperature =333K, Species (mass fractions):  O2=0.8792, 

H20= 0.1208.  Anode outlet: Temperature =333K, Pressure outlet =0 P(gauge pressure). 

Cathode outlet: Temperature =333K, Pressure outlet =0 P(gauge pressure). Anode voltage terminal: Electric potential=0, 

Protonic potential=0, Temperature=333K. Cathode voltage terminal: Electric potential= Value (say 0.4), Protonic 

potential=0, Temperature=333K. 
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Fig. 3 Boundary conditions 

Results and Discussion 
Results are obtained using FLUENT for the following set of operating conditions: temperature=333K, 

pressure=1atm, humidity=100%, GDL thickness=400 µm, catalyst layer thickness at anode is 20 µm and at cathode 40 

µm.  These simulation results are compared with the experimental data of Sreenivasulu (2011), and the comparison is 

shown in Fig.4.  The agreement between the simulation results and experimental data is found to be good.   

The validated model is now ready for studying the effects of several operating parameters on fuel cell 

performance. The performance of the fuel cell based on a certain parameter can be obtained by varying that parameter 

while keeping all other parameters constant. Results obtained from these parametric studies will allow in identifying the 

critical parameters on the fuel cell performance. The fuel cell performance at various operating conditions is analyzed 

using the polarization curves and power curves.  

Experimental vs Simulated results
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Fig. 4 Comparison of simulation results with the experimental data. 

FLUENT results are obtained for voltage as a function of current density at four different cell temperatures (40, 50, 60 

and 70
o
C), five operating pressures (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 atm) , four different humidities (10, 25, 50, and 65%), three different  

GDL thicknesses (200 , 300 and 400 µm), and three different  cathode catalyst layer thicknesses (20 , 30 and 40 µm) .  

These results are presented and discussed below. 
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Effect of Temperature 
The pressure and electrode porosity are kept constant at 1atm. and 0.5 respectively, while the temperatures are 

varied from 40 to 70oC.  The polarization curves of the cell at different operating temperatures are shown in Fig. 5.  It is 

observed that the voltage across the fuel cell increases with an increase in temperature. The performance is better in all 

regions along the polarization curve.  This is because the gas diffusivity, exchange current density and membrane 

conductivity are high at higher temperatures. The P-I curves are also shown in Fig. 6 for the same conditions as mentioned 

above. 
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Fig.5 Effect of temperature on cell performance (V-I curve). 
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Fig.6 Effect of temperature on cell performance (P-I curve). 

Effect of Pressure 
Pressure is another operating parameter that has a large effect on fuel cell performance.  The polarization curves 

at different cell operating pressures are shown in Fig. 7.  The cell temperature and electrode porosity are maintained at 

343 K and 0.5 respectively.  It is observed from Fig.7 that as the operating pressure is increased from 1 to 5 atm. the fuel 

cell performance increases.  This is due to an increase in gas diffusivity with an increase in pressure. However additional 

energy is required to compress the gases to raise the pressure, which may outweigh the gain in efficiency.  For the same 

conditions the P-I curve also shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig.7 Effect of pressure on cell performance (V-I curve). 
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Fig.8 Effect of pressure on cell performance (P-I curve). 

Effect of Gas Humidity 
The effect of gas humidity on cell performance is shown in Figs.9 and 10.  It is observed that the performance of 

fuel cell increases with humidity up to 65%, and there is no further improvement in the performance with an increase in 

humidity above 65%.  Below 65% of reactant stream humidity the voltage drop occurs due to insufficient amount of water 

at the electrolyte membranes of the fuel cell.  These membranes must maintain a minimum level of moisture in order to 

properly conduct ions. 
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Fig.9 Effect of humidity on cell performance (V-I curve). 
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Fig.10 Effect of humidity on cell performance (P-I curve). 

 Effect of GDL Thickness. 
The effect of GDL thickness is shown in Figs. 11 and 12. When the GDL thickness is 200 µm, the average 

potential is higher than the case of 300 µm and 400µm. A thinner GDL results in a larger oxygen transfer from the gas 

channel to the catalyst layer, and thus a larger potential is generated. The effect of the GDL thickness on the fuel cell 

performance is again mostly on the mass transport, as the Ohmic losses of the electrons inside the GDL can be neglected 

due to the high conductivity of the carbon fiber paper.  
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Fig.11 Effect of GDL thickness on cell performance (V-I curve). 
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Fig.12 Effect of GDL thickness on cell performance (P-I curve). 

Effect of cathode catalyst layer thickness 
Figure 13 and 14 shows the effect of cathode catalyst layer thickness on performance of the fuel cell.   The 

theoretical results for different catalyst layer thickness (20, 30 and 40µm) and at a 20µm constant anode catalyst layer are 

shown in Figs.13 and 14.  It is observed from Figs. 13 and 14 the performance is increases by an increase with catalyst 

layer thickness.  It is also observed that the performance is superior for 40µm compared to the 20µm and 30µm.  This is 

due to the fact that the reactant gases do not have as many reaction sites in the later case as in the former case.  However 

the performance is decreases beyond certain thickness due to in catalyst layer’s electric and ionic resistance and to the 

increase in mass transport limitation.  Due to increased mass transport resistance in higher catalyst thickness, at higher 

current densities, the reactant gases are unable to reach all the reaction sites and the catalyst at the inner half of the 

catalyst layer (i.e., adjacent to the membrane) largely remain underutilized. 
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Fig.13 Effect of catalyst layer thickness on cell performance (V-I curve). 
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Fig.14 Effect of catalyst layer thickness on cell performance (P-I curve). 

 

CONCLUSIONS: 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results. 

1.  The theoretical model developed for single PEM fuel cell simulates effectively the various conditions that exist in a 

real fuel cell, which is evident from the comparison of the theoretical results with experimental data.  

2.  The fuel cell performance is improved with an increase in temperature from 40oC to 70oC.  This is due to increase of 

gas diffusivity, exchange current density and membrane conductivity at higher temperature. 

3.  As the operating pressure is increased from 1 to 5 atm, the fuel cell performance also increases due to increase in inlet 

concentration of oxygen.     

4.  A thinner GDL results in a larger oxygen transfer from the gas channel to the catalyst layer, and thus a larger potential 

is generated. 

5.  As the catalyst layer thickness increases there is an improvement in the performance was observed. However the 

performance is decreases beyond certain thickness due to in catalyst layer’s electric and ionic resistance and to the 

increase in mass transport limitation. 
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ABSTRACT: 
Many researchers have done a lot of experimental studies in the field of biodiesel to find an alternative to mineral diesel. 

It has shown that Jatropha biodiesel can be used as an alternative fuel in Diesel engine without modification. An 

experimental study was carried out to find out the effect of Jatropha bio-diesel on engine performance and emissions. For 

this experimental setup a 7 kW single cylinder, air-cooled, constant speed direct injection diesel engine with alternator 

was used for the experimental work. Emissions like NOX, CO, HC and smoke opacity were measured. Engine 

performance parameters such as brake thermal efficiency (BTE), brake specific energy consumption (BSEC) and exhaust 

gas temperature were also calculated. Results indicated that B20 have closer performance to diesel. The brake thermal 
efficiency for bio-diesel fuelled engine was slightly higher than diesel fuelled engine. There was increase in specific 

energy consumption and exhaust gas temperature with increase in bio diesel proportion in biodiesel blends. The rate of 

NOX emissions from biodiesel was gradually increased by 15, 18, 16 and 11 per cent higher than that of the diesel at 2.58, 

3.83, 4.99 and 5.88 BMEP (2.9, 4.3, 5.6 and 6.6 kW) load conditions respectively. The carbon monoxide reduction by 

biodiesel was 11, 10, 15 and 19 per cent at 2.58, 3.83, 4.99 and 5.88 BMEP (2.9, 4.3, 5.6 and 6.6 kW) load conditions. 

Hydrocarbon (HC) and smoke opacity from the biodiesel and its blends was found lower than diesel fuel during the 

whole experimental range. Exhaust gas temperature increased with increase in load and amount of biodiesel. The highest 

exhaust gas temperature was observed as 455ºC for biodiesel among the four load conditions. The diesel mode exhaust 

gas temperature was observed as 368ºC. 

 

Keywords— diesel, biodiesel, bio-diesel blends, performance, emissions.  

 

I: INTRODUCTION 
The diesel engine is typically more efficient than the gasoline engine due to higher compression ratio. Diesel engines 

also do not suffer from size and power limitations, which the SI engine is prone to. Hence, keeping these factors into 

account, they are the invariable choice for industrial, heavy duty and truck/trailer engines. Buses and certain locomotives 

also use diesel engines. Diesel engines also find use as small captive power plant engines, tractor engines and irrigation 

pump sets. India, which is at a developing stage in its history, has a huge demand for diesel driven machines and unlike 
countries like USA, is a diesel driven economy. India is an agriculture based economy and agriculture is an energy 

transformation process as energy is produced and consumed in it. The production of energy is carried through process of 

photosynthesis in which solar energy is converted into biomass. Agriculture in India is heavily based upon petroleum 

and its derived products such as fertilizers and pesticides. Energy sources used in agriculture are oil and electricity 

whereas indirect energy sources are chemical fertilizers and pesticides. Thus, keeping the above discussion in mind it is 

imperative for the Indian economy to find a substitute to fuel variety of diesel engines that it is so much dependent upon 

so as to fulfill its journey to becoming a developed nation. 

The consumption of diesel is 4-5 times higher than petrol in India. Due to the shortage of petroleum products and its 

increasing cost, efforts are on to develop alternative fuels especially, to the diesel oil for full or partial replacement. It has 

been found that the vegetable oils are promising fuels because their properties are similar to that of diesel and are 

produced easily and renewably from the crops. Vegetable oils have comparable energy density, cetane number, heat of 
vaporization and stoichiometric air–fuel ratio with that of the diesel fuel. None other than Rudolph Diesel, the father of 

diesel engine, demonstrated the first use of vegetable oil in compression ignition engine in 1910. He used peanut oil as 

fuel for his experimental engine [1]. So the use of vegetable oils as alternative fuels has been around for one hundred 

years when the inventor of the diesel engine Rudolph Diesel first tested peanut oil, in his compression-ignition engine. In 

the 1930s and 1940s vegetable oils were used as diesel fuels from time to time, but usually only in emergency situations. 

In 1940 first trials with vegetable oil methyl and ethyl esters were carried out in France and, at the same time, scientists 

in Belgium were using palm oil ethyl ester as a fuel for buses. Not much was done until the late 1970s and early 1980s, 
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when concerns about high petroleum prices motivated extensive experimentation with fats and oils as alternative fuels. 

Bio-diesel (mono alkyl esters) started to be widely produced in the early 1990s and since then production has been 

increasing steadily. In the European Union (EU), bio-diesel began to be promoted in the 1980s as a means to prevent the 

decline of rural areas while responding to increasing levels of energy demand. However, it only began to be widely 

developed in the second half of the 1990s [2].  

Vegetable oils have almost similar energy density, cetane number, heat of vaporization, and stoichiometric air/fuel 
ratio compared to mineral diesel fuel. However, straight vegetable oils cannot be used directly in engines. Straight 

vegetable oils or their blends with diesel pose various long-term operational and durability problems in compression 

ignition engines, e.g. poor fuel atomization, piston ring-sticking, fuel injector coking and deposits, fuel pump failure, and 

lubricating oil dilution etc. The properties of vegetable oils responsible for these problems are high viscosity, low 

volatility, and polyunsaturated character. Several techniques are proposed to reduce the viscosity of vegetable oils such 

as blending, pyrolysis, micro-emulsion and transesterification etc. Heating and blending of vegetable oils reduce the 

viscosity but its molecular structure remains unchanged hence polyunsaturated character and low volatility problems 

exist. It has been reported that transesterification is an effective process to overcome all these problems associated with 

vegetable oils [3]. 

Vegetable oil can be directly mixed with diesel fuel and may be used for running an engine. The blending of 

vegetable oil with diesel fuel in different proportion were experimented successfully by various researchers. Blend of 
20% oil and 80% diesel have shown same results as diesel and also properties of the blend is almost close to diesel. The 

blend with more than 40% has shown appreciable reduction in flash point due to increase in viscosity. Some researchers 

suggested for heating of the fuel lines to reduce the viscosity. Although short term tests using neat vegetable oil showed 

promising results, longer tests led to injector coking, more engine deposits, ring sticking and thickening of the engine 

lubricant [4]. Micro-emulsification, pyrolysis and transesterification are the remedies used to solve the problems 

encountered due to high fuel viscosity. Although there are many ways and procedures to convert vegetable oil into a 

Diesel like fuel, the transesterification process was found to be the most viable oil modification process [3]. 

The use of vegetable oils, such as palm, soya bean, sunflower, peanut, and olive oil, as alternative fuels for diesel is 

being promoted in many countries [5]. 

China is rich in cottonseed and research on using cottonseed oil as diesel engine fuel has been intensively and widely 

studied there. From a technological point of view, the fuel property of cottonseed oil seems to meet the fundamental 

requirements of diesel engine. Y.He et al. [6] conducted tests with blend of 30% cottonseed oil and 70% diesel on diesel 
engine. The experimental results obtained showed that a mixing ratio of 30% cottonseed oil and 70% diesel oil was 

practically optimal in ensuring relatively high thermal efficiency of engine, as well as homogeneity and stability of the 

oil mixture. For this purpose, a modification of diesel engine structure is unnecessary, as has been confirmed by the 

literature. High viscosity of cottonseed oil is one of the key problems preventing its widespread application. 

Deshpande [7] used blends of linseed oil and diesel to run the CI engine. Minimum smoke and maximum brake 

thermal efficiency were reported in this study. Barsic et al. [8] conducted experiments using 100% sunflower oil, 100% 

peanut oil, 50% of sunflower oil with diesel and 50% of peanut oil with diesel. A comparison of the engine performance 

was presented. The results showed that there was an increase in power and emissions. In another study, Rosa et al. [9] 

used sunflower oil to run the engine and it was reported that it performed well. Blends of sunflower oil with diesel and 

safflower oil with diesel were used by Zeiejerdki et al. [10] for his experimentation. He demonstrated the least square 

regression procedure to analyze the long-term effect of alternative fuel and I.C. engine performance. 

II: EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY 
A Kirloskar make, single cylinder, air cooled, direct injection, DAF 10 model diesel engine was selected for the present 

research work, which is primarily used for agricultural activities and household electricity generations. 

It is a single cylinder, naturally aspirated, four stroke, vertical, air-cooled engine. It has a provision of loading 

electrically since it is coupled with single phase alternator through flexible coupling. The engine can be hand started 

using decompression lever and is provided with centrifugal speed governor. The cylinder is made of cast iron and fitted 

with a hardened high-phosphorus cast iron liner. The lubrication system used in this engine is of wet sump type, and oil 

is delivered to the crankshaft and the big end by means of a pump mounted on the front cover of the engine and driven 

from the crankshaft. The inlet and exhaust valves are operated by an overhead camshaft driven from the crankshaft 
through two pairs of bevel gears. The fuel pump is driven from the end of camshaft. The detailed technical specifications 

of the engine are given in Table 1.  
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Make and Model Kirloskar DAF 10 

TYPE 

single cylinder, naturally 

aspirated, 4 stroke, 

vertical, air-cooled 

 Rated Brake Power 

(kW) 
7 

Rated Speed (rpm) 1500 

Number of Cylinder One 

Bore x Stroke (mm) 102 x 110 

Compression Ratio 17.5:1 

Lubrication System Forced Feed 

Table 1:- Specifications of the Diesel Engine 

 

For conducting the desired set of experiments and required data together from the engine, it is essential to get the 

various instruments mounted at the appropriate location on the experimental setup. A two fuel tank system is used to 
easy switch from diesel to biodiesel or vice versa. 

After finalizing the procedures for data collection and procurement of the desired instruments, they were put on a 

panel. A MS Control panel was fabricated and Instruments such as voltmeter, ammeter, watt meter, speed counter, six 

channels digital temperature display was mounted on the front side of the control panel. Electrical load bank (12 bulbs 

each of 500 watts and 2 bulbs each of 300 watts) mounted on the rear side of the control panel and their switches 

provided on the front side of the control panel.  

One 50ml burette with stop cocks was also mounted on the front side of the panel for fuel flow measurements of 

either diesel or biodiesel fuel. The two fuel tanks were mounted on the rear side of the panel at highest position with stop 

cocks.  

A voltmeter, ammeter and wattmeter were connected between alternator and load bank. A nut was welded on the 

flywheel and the photo reflective sensor was mounted on a bracket attached to engine body. The thermocouples were 
mounted in the exhaust manifold to measure the exhaust temperature. The AVL 437 smoke meter and AVL 4000 Di Gas 

Analyzer were also kept in proximity for the measurements of various exhaust gas parameters. 

 

1. Engine Speed,   2.Exhaust Manifold Temperature, 

3. Alternator , 4.Electical loading arrangement, 5. Inlet Air box, 6.Fuel Tank, 7.Engine Exhaust, 8. Muffler,  

 9. Fuel to Engine  and 10. Fresh Air 

Figure 1: Experimental set up 
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(1) The fuel properties  
The fuel properties of the jatropha biodiesel and its blends are furnished in the table 1. 

 

Sr. No Properties 
Diese

l 

Jatropha biodiesel 

B20 B40 B60 B80 B100 

1 Calorific value, MJ/kg 44.42 
43.2

5 

42.0

7 
41.14 40.17 

39.1

7 

2 Flash point, ºC 50 58 79 104 119 194 

3 Specific gravity 0.841 
0.84

4 

0.84

8 
0.853 0.858 

0.86

2 

4 Kinematic viscosity at 40ºC, cSt 4.86 4.96 5.03 5.14 5.26 5.37 

5 Carbon residue, % 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.24 0.24 

Table 1:  Fuel Properties of Jatropha Biodiesel and Its Blends. 

 

III: PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS  

1) Specific Fuel Consumption and Specific Energy Consumption  

The fuel consumption of engine was increased with increase in amount of biodiesel blends is shown in Figure. 2. In the 

case of jatropha biodiesel alone, the fuel consumption was about 14 per cent higher than that of diesel. This may be due 

to higher specific gravity and lower calorific value of the biodiesel fuel as compared with diesel fuel. The calorific value 

of the jatropha biodiesel was about 13 per cent lower than that of diesel fuel. The percent increase in fuel consumption of 

biodiesel blends (B20 to B80) ranged from 2 to 12 per cent than diesel fuel due to decrease in calorific value of these 

fuels.  

The specific fuel consumption was calculated by fuel consumption divided by the rated power output of the engine. The 

percent increase in specific fuel consumption ranged from 2 to 13 for B20 to B100 fuels. The range of increase in fuel 

consumption was found to be similar under all load conditions. The percent increase in specific fuel consumption was 
increased with decreased amount of diesel fuel in the blended fuels. This may due to lower heating value of the fuels and 

higher mass of fuel flow to meet the engine loads. 

 

Figure 2: BSFC v/s BMEP with different biodiesel blends 

Since Brake Specific Fuel Consumption is not a very reliable parameters to compare the performance of two different 

fuels since density and calorific value of both the fuel are significantly different. Therefore, brake specific energy was 

taken as a parameter to compare the energy requirement for producing unit power in case of different test fuels. It can be 

observed from figure 3 that the BSEC is higher at medium load for biodiesel and it is lower at high load. This means 
biodiesel performance for BSEC of biodiesel gives nearer results to diesel fuelled engine.  
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Figure 3: BMEP v/s BSEC with different biodiesel blends 

2) Brake Thermal Efficiency 
The brake thermal efficiency with biodiesel and its blends was found to be slightly higher than that of diesel fuel at 

tested load conditions. It varied from 23 to 26.0 per cent for diesel fuel alone. There was no difference between the 

biodiesel and its blended fuels on efficiencies. The brake thermal efficiencies of engine, operating with biodiesel mode 

were 22.5, 28, 26, and 23.5 per cent at 2.9, 4.3, 5.6 and 6.6 kW (2.58, 3.83, 4.99, and 5.88 BMEP) load conditions 

respectively (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4: BTE Vs BMEP with different biodiesel blends 

3) Exhaust Gas Temperature 

The exhaust gas temperature gives an indication the amount of waste heat going with exhaust gases. The exhaust gas 
temperature of the different biodiesel blends is shown in Figure 5. The exhaust gas temperature of B100 varies from 10 

to 14 per cent higher than that of diesel at all load conditions. The highest exhaust gas temperature was observed as 

455ºC for biodiesel among four load conditions. The diesel fuel mode exhaust gas temperature was observed as 368ºC 

(Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Exhaust Temperature v/s BMEP with different biodiesel blends 

IV: EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS 
1) NOX Emission 

The variations of NOX emissions for all the test fuels are shown in Figure 6. The NOX emissions increased with the 

increasing engine load, due to higher combustion temperature. This proves that the most important factor for the 

emissions of NOX is the combustion temperature in the engine cylinder. 

The NOX emission from engine with different jatropha biodiesel blended fuels and biodiesel is shown in Figure. 6. The 

NOX emission increased for biodiesel by 15, 18, 16 and 11 per cent higher than diesel fuel at 2.9, 4.3, 5.6 and 6.6 kW 
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(2.58, 3.83, 4.99, and 5.88 BMEP) load conditions. The percentage of increase in NOX concentration for blended 

biodiesel fuels were observed as 1 to 18 per cent when compared with diesel fuel. The NOX emission increased with 

increase in biodiesel amount in the blended fuels and also found that NOX emission from the biodiesel fuel was higher 

than that of diesel. An important observation is that Biodiesel blend B20 has lower NOX emissions than the baseline data 

for diesel. However, the increase in NOX concentration is the main problem in biodiesel and it can be reduced by making 

suitable change in the engine parameters. 

 

Figure 6: NOX v/s BMEP with different biodiesel blends 

2) Carbon Monoxide (CO) Emission 

The CO emission from the diesel fuel with biodiesel blended fuels and biodiesel is shown in Figure 7. The CO reduction 

by biodiesel was 11, 10, 15 and 19 per cent at 2.9, 4.3, 5.6 and 6.6 kW load conditions. With diesel fuel mode the lowest 

CO was recorded as 360 ppm at 2.9 kW load and as load increased to 4.3 kW, CO also increased to 904 ppm. Similar 

results were obtained for biodiesel blended fuels and biodiesel with lower emission than diesel fuel. The amount of CO 

emission was lower in case of biodiesel blended fuels and biodiesel than diesel.  

 

 

Figure 7: CO v/s BMEP with different biodiesel blends 

3) Un-burnt Hydro Carbon Emissions 
The un-burnt hydro carbon emission from the diesel engine with different blends is shown in Figure. 4. The HC 

emissions increased with increase in load conditions for diesel and for biodiesel blended fuels. The jatropha biodiesel 

followed the same trend of HC emission, which was lower than in case of diesel. The HC in the exhaust gas was 
decreased gradually with increased biodiesel proportion. 
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Figure 8: HC v/s BMEP with different biodiesel blends 

4) Smoke Opacity 
The smoke opacity from the diesel fuel with biodiesel blended fuels and biodiesel is shown in Figure 9. The smoke 

opacity reduction by biodiesel was 14, 15, 18 and 21 per cent at 2.9, 4.3, 5.6 and 6.6 kW load conditions. The Smoke 

opacity found to be decrease with increased biodiesel rate in fuel and it is seen that at full biodiesel fuel there was lowest 

smoke opacity.  

 

Figure 9: Opacity v/s BMEP with different biodiesel blends 

V:  CONCLUSIONS 
In this experimental work Emissions like NOX, CO, HC and smoke opacity were measured. Engine performance 

parameters such as brake thermal efficiency (BTE), brake specific energy consumption (BSEC) and exhaust gas 

temperature were also calculated. Results indicated that B20 have closer performance to diesel. The brake thermal 

efficiency for bio-diesel fuelled engine was slightly higher than diesel fuelled engine. There was increase in specific 

energy consumption and exhaust gas temperature with increase in bio diesel proportion in biodiesel blends. The rate of 

NOX emissions from biodiesel was gradually increased by 15, 18, 16 and 11 per cent higher than that of the diesel at 2.58, 

3.83, 4.99 and 5.88 BMEP (2.9, 4.3, 5.6 and 6.6 kW) conditions respectively. The carbon monoxide reduction by 

biodiesel was 11, 10, 15 and 19 per cent at 2.58, 3.83, 4.99 and 5.88 BMEP (2.9, 4.3, 5.6 and 6.6 kW) load conditions. 

Hydrocarbon (HC) and smoke opacity from the biodiesel and its blends was found lower than diesel fuel during the 

whole experimental range. Exhaust gas temperature increased with increase in load and amount of biodiesel. The highest 

exhaust gas temperature was observed as 455ºC for biodiesel among the four load conditions. The diesel mode exhaust 

gas temperature was observed as 368ºC. 
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Abstract – 

Network security has become more important to 

personal computer users, organizations, and the 

military. Thus Security is crucial to networks and 

applications. Although, network security is a critical 

requirement in emerging networks, there is a 

significant lack of security methods that can be easily 

implemented. Securing the network is just as 

important as securing the computers and encrypting 

the message. This paper focuses on the fuzzy based 

approach for various parameters of network security 

that will adjust the security measure and improve the 

security performance. 

Keywords - Fuzzy logic, Network security, Security 

Measure, Security Performance. 

 

1  INTRODUCTION 
A Network security is a threat, intrusion, denial of 

service or other attack on a network infrastructure that 

analyzes and gain information to eventually cause 

network to crash or to become corrupted. The entire field 

of network security is vast and in an evolutionary stage. 

It consists of the provisions and policies adopted by 

the network administrator to prevent and 

monitor unauthorized access, misuse, modification, or 

denial of the computer network and network-accessible 

resources. It covers public and private computer 
networks used in everyday jobs i.e. businesses, 

government agencies and individuals. 

There exists a “communication gap” between the 

developers of security technology and developers of 

networks. Network design is a well‐developed process 

that is based on the Open Systems Interconnections 

(OSI) model. The OSI model has several advantages 

when designing networks. It offers modularity, 

flexibility, ease‐of‐use, and standardization of protocols. 

The protocols of different layers can be easily combined 
to create stacks which allow modular development. The 

implementation of individual layers can be changed later 

without making other adjustments, allowing flexibility in 

development. In contrast to network design, secure 

network design is not a well-developed process. There 

isn’t a methodology to manage the complexity of 

security requirements. Secure network design does not  

 

contain the same advantages as network design. Hence 

protecting network parameters is an important task to 

improve network security. 

An essential factors which are termed as important 

keys for network security are: 

 Identification 

 Authentication 

 Authorization 

 Access Control 

 Data Integrity 

 Confidentiality  

 Non‐repudiation.  

Identification means identifying authorized 

user, Authentication is for finding identity or origin of 

user or user name and password, Authorization gives 

access for using resources by authorized user, Access 

Control gives restricted to access data, Data Integrity 

ensures whether existing information complete and 

accurate & protect it from unauthorized modification, 
Confidentiality means protecting information from 

unauthorized disclosure. 

 
Fig.1 Secure User-Machine Interaction Hurdle Chain 

      While Communicating user has to go through 

specified hurdles for secure communication as shown in 

Fig.1.Mentioned parameters are important keys of 

network security otherwise system will suffer from its 

disadvantages like  

 Intrusion 

 Leak of information like hijack, access password, 

document etc. 

 Unauthorized access 

 Modification in data etc.[5] 
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Hence developing an effective network security plan 

understanding security issues, potential attackers, needed 

level of security and factors that make a network 

vulnerable to attack must be implemented. 

 

I. NEED OF NETWORK SECURITY 
Network Security includes two basic securities  

 Information Security  

 Computer Security.  

       Information Security protects data from 

unauthorized access and loss. Whereas Computer 

Security protects system from unwanted damages caused 

due to network like viruses, spywares, Trojan horse. The 

people who intentionally put such software on the 

network are called Hackers. Hence System needs  
 Data link layer security 

 Network layer security    

 Transport layer security 

Data link layer security includes link control. 

Network layer security includes routing of packets, 

packet scheduling. Transport layer security includes flow 

control. Hence Buffer management, Queue management, 

Routing, Load management are playing an important 

role in network security. 

 

II. POLICIES AND OPERATIONS IN 

NETWORK SECURITY 
Network Security Policy and Services should 

includes understanding of at which level of Network 

security to be established and maintained, what assets 

need to protect, what threats  to what degree, identifying 

appropriate security policy elements for networks and 

meet the needs of network. Security Mechanisms 
includes security at various levels of layered 

architecture. 

       Network security operates in layers.  It starts with 

firewall which controls network traffic. The  

Next layers of security are antivirus programs on 

desktops and servers.  Layers beyond that include 

password policies, data access permissions. 

       Following table shows seven layers of OSI model, 

their importance in security and which security 

mechanism should be applied for each layer for secure 

communication is mentioned. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE I 

OSI MODEL LAYERS & THEIR ROLE IN 

SECURITY MECHANISM 

 
 

Network security is mostly contained within the 

physical layer. Cryptography occurs at Application layer. 

Authentication is performed on a layer above the 

physical layer. 

For authentication, one may use one actor 

authentication, two-factor authentication or three-factor 

authentication. In one actor authentication, user uses 
username and password for authentication. In two-factor 

authentication, user uses something like security token or 

'dongle' or an ATM card or a mobile phone. Where as in 

three-factor authentication, the user 'is' is also used like 

fingerprint or retinal scan. Network security in the 

physical layer requires failure detection, attack detection 

mechanisms, and intelligent countermeasure strategies. 

 

 

III. TYPES OF ATTACKS AND SECURITY 

POLICIES IN WIRED NETWORK 

 

 
A. Local Area Network  

Wired LAN uses Ethernet cables and network 

adapters. Although two computers can be directly wired 

to each other using an Ethernet crossover cable, wired 

LANs generally require central devices 

like hubs, switches, or routers to accommodate more 

computers. Wired LANs offer superior performance. 

Wired LANs utilizing hubs can suffer performance 

slowdown if computers heavily utilize the network 

simultaneously.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-factor_authentication
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-factor_authentication
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-factor_authentication
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security_token
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ATM_card
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_phone
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fingerprint
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retinal_scan
http://compnetworking.about.com/library/glossary/bldef-adapter.htm
http://compnetworking.about.com/od/networkcables/g/bldef_crossover.htm
http://compnetworking.about.com/library/glossary/bldef-hub.htm
http://compnetworking.about.com/library/glossary/bldef-switch.htm
http://compnetworking.about.com/library/glossary/bldef-router.htm
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Threats to a LAN environment [1] are- 

 

 Unauthorized LAN 

 Inappropriate access to LAN resources 

 Disclosure of data  

 Spoofing of LAN traffic  

 Disruption of LAN functions 

Unauthorized LAN includes poor password 

management for authentication, identification, known 
system holes. Inappropriate access to LAN resources is 

due to improper use of privilege mechanism for users, 

providing no access control for PC’s on a file level basis. 

Disclosure of data is due to use of system default 

permission settings that are too permissive to users. 

Unauthorized Modification to data and software includes 

lack of a cryptographic checksum on sensitive data, lack 

of virus protection and detection tools. Disclosure of 

LAN traffic is due to lack of a cryptographic checksum 

on sensitive data. Spoofing of LAN traffic includes lack 

of a date/time stamp, lack of message authentication 
code mechanism or digital signature. Disruption of LAN 

functions includes inability to detect unusual traffic 

patterns (i.e. intentional flooding), inability to reroute 

traffic, handle hardware failures, unauthorized changes 

made to hardware components, improper physical 

security of LAN hardware. 

 

1) Security policies for LAN 

 
Fig. 2. Communication Methodology for Wired LAN 

As shown in Fig.2 for communication, two ends must 
connect with each other with handshaking which is 

important to start communication. And then further 

communication will be proceeded. After finishing 

transmission established link must be disconnected. 

To keep communication secure, polling, link control 

protocols plays an important role. Those protocols will 

work for buffering, routing, flow control mechanism etc.  

Most factors affecting on LAN network 

performance are topology, load balancing, transmission 

media used for data transmission etc. 

 

Hence for secure communication generally 

following mentioned precautions can be taken – 

  

i. For identification and authentication, strong 

userid/password scheme, smartcards/smart tokens, 
biometrics based mechanism can be used. 

ii. Restricted access to resources using grants or 

privileges. 

iii. For data integrity various encryption technologies 

can be used. 

iv. For logging and monitoring various LAN traffic 

management tools, auditing tools can be used. 

 

 

2) Designing a Secure Local Area Network 

To design and build a well-secured network 
topology, placement of hosts within the network, 

selection of hardware and software technologies, careful 

configuration of each component should be considered. 

Its flow is shown in Fig.3.  

Here geographical arrangement, interconnection 

of hosts; used hardware and software, each components 

configuration matters largely in communication.  

 

 
Fig.3.Secure Flow diagram for LAN 

 

 

B. Telephone Network  

      Threats to the Public Switched  

Telephone Network are Service denial or disruption , 

unauthorized disclosure of sensitive information, Fraud,  

Masquerade, traffic analysis as shown in Fig.4. Due to 

such threats crosstalk communication, echo or other 

types of problems may arises. 
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Fig.4. Threats in Telephone Network 
 

 

 

 

 

1) Security policy in telephone network 

Security policy in telephone network is achieved by 
using network monitoring tools. Internet Usage 

Monitor is used for monitoring telephone 

charges incurred during dial-up connections through 

dial-up modems.  

 

 

IV. WHY FUZZY FOR NETWORK 

SECURITY? 
Use of fuzzy logic in telecommunication systems and 

networks is recent and limited. Fundamentally, Zadeh's 

fuzzy set theory provides a robust mathematical 

framework for “real-world” imprecision and non-

statistical uncertainty. Fuzzy logic-based approaches in 

network security can be used for - 

Queuing : Queue stores IP packets with priority level 

inside routers or switches. Queue management 

algorithm[4] provide methods to determine order of 

sending data packets, control network transmission, 
solve congestion problem. Also it provides buffer 

management and packet scheduling. 

Buffer Management[3] : It is at front of queue 

determining whether to drop packets or not. Its control 

scheme analyzed at 2 levels – data flow and data packet. 

Distributed Access Control : Centralized approach has 

high security risk. Whereas decentralized approach 

provides authorization, flexibility, efficiency(n/w traffic 

minimized), enhanced security, resource sharing, better 

performance and reliability. 

Load Management : Load balancing[9] is a technique to 

spread work between two or more computers, n/w links, 
CPU’s, hard drives or other resources to get optimal 

resource utilization, throughput or response time. Using 

multiple components with load balancing instead of a 

single component increases reliability through 

redundancy.  

Routing : Routing occurs at level 3 of OSI model. 

Routing determines optimal routing path through 

network. Routing algorithm stored in routers memory 

which affects on n/w performance. 

Policing : Centralized policy management strategies 

regulate network and control traffic load for 

performance, efficiency and security. Various 

characteristics of effective policy based traffic and n/w 

management includes classification of n/w traffic (voice, 

data, audio, video) , degrees of control (rate, congestion 

level, bandwidth), stateful traffic inspection, user 

identification ( IP address, hostname, login account), 

application identification (well known service), policy 

enforcement. Access control policy optimize use of 

shared resources.  
Congestion Mitigation[6] : Due to inefficiency of buffer, 

packets may lost or overflowed. Hence implementation 

of connection-oriented protocols, such as TCP protocol 

watch for packet errors, losses, or delays in order to 

adjust the transmit speed. 

Bandwidth Allocation : Bandwidth is the average rate of 

successful data transfer through a communication path. 

Bandwidth Allocation Protocol, along with its control 

protocol used to add and remove links in a multilink 

bundle over PPP, specifying which peer is responsible 

for making decisions regarding bandwidth management. 
All above mentioned factors & their role for 

network are more important. Therefore, as present day 

complex networks are dynamic, hence there is great 

uncertainty associated with the input traffic and other 

environmental parameters, which subject to unexpected 

overloads, failures and also disobey accurate analytical 

modeling, hence fuzzy logic appears to be a promising 

approach to address many important aspects of networks.  

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
According to the Fuzzy Logic Theory, everything is 

a matter of degree. Present day complex networks are 

dynamic, hence there is great uncertainty associated with 

the input traffic and other environmental parameters, 

which subject to unexpected overloads, failures and also 

disobey accurate analytical modeling. As Network 

security development system is a nonlinear task. Various 

parameters affecting on network security will slows 

down the performance of security. Hence use of fuzzy 
for this non linearity aspect will improves the 

performance of real time traffic and avoids the 

fragmentation problem. 
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Color Image Segmentation Based on a Modified Fuzzy C-means Technique 

and Statistical Features 

R. Harrabi and E. Ben Braiek 
CEREP, ESSTT, 5 Av. Taha Hussein, 1008, Tunis, Tunisia 

Abstract: 
In this paper, a novel method of color image segmentation based on the Fuzzy C-means algorithm and statistical features is 

presented. The role of including first order statistical feature vector in the Fuzzy C-means technique is studied in this paper to 

obtain the optimally segmented image. Instead of using the simple pixel value, feature vectors are extracted from sliding window 
centered on the pixels. The Fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm is used to cluster the obtained feature vectors into several classes 

corresponding to the different regions of the image. Classification accuracies of the proposed technique are compared with those 

of the recent techniques in literature for the same image data. The experimental results on medical and textures color images 

demonstrate the superiority of combining statistical features and the standard Fuzzy C-Means algorithm for image segmentation. 

Keywords— Texture segmentation, Medical color image, Fuzzy Logic, Fuzzy C-means, Statistical features. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The image segmentation is an essential component which determines the quality of the final results and analysis [1]. It 
consists in partition of an image into homogeneous regions, according to a choice criterion. In the case of color images 

segmentation, the used characteristic is the colorimetric components of the pixel.  

Several approaches of different complexity already exist to color images segmentation [1] [2]. Until now there is no general 

technique that can solve all the different image segmentation types. Generally, the image segmentation approaches can be 

divided into four categories, thresholding, clustering, edge detection, and region extraction. 

Monochrome image segmentation techniques can be extended to color image, such as histogram thresholding, clustering, 

region growing, edge detection, fuzzy logic and neural networks, by using RGB or their transformations (linear/non-linear) as 

shown in Fig. 1. Monochrome segmentation methods can be directly applied to each component of a color space, then the 

results can be combined in some way to obtain the final segmentation results.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Commonly used color image segmentation approaches. 

The acquisition of color image consists in getting three primitive colors representing the components red (R), green (G) and 

blue (B). The superposition of the three components gives the color original image. Different spaces colors have been 
developed by several authors [3] [4] [5]. These spaces are obtained by using the linear and non-linear transformations of the 

RGB color space. Each color representation has its advantages and disadvantages. There is still no color representation that 

can dominate the others for all kinds of color images yet. Nonlinear color transformations such as HSI have essential 

singularities which are non-removable, and there are spurious modes in the distribution of values resulting from non linear 

transformations. RGB is suitable for color display, but not good for color scene segmentation and analysis because of the high 

correlation among the R, G, and B components [6] [7]. By high correlation, we mean that if the intensity changes, all the three 

components will change accordingly. Hence, linear spaces are very difficult to discriminate highlights, shadows and shading 

in color images. 

Using HSI can solve this problem to some extent except that hue is unstable at low saturation [8]. Hence, the main problem of 

the color image segmentation is the choice of the adapted color model for a specific application.  

Color 
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Approaches 

= 
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Approaches 
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Several methods [9] [10], are proposed for color images segmentation including fuzzy homogeneity and fuzzy logic [3] [11] 

[12] [13].  

In this context, S. B. Chaabane et al. [3] have proposed a method of color image segmentation based on fuzzy homogeneity 

and data fusion techniques. The fuzzy homogeneity vector is used to determine the fuzzy region in each primitive color, 

whereas, the evidence theory is employed to merge different data sources in order to increase the quality of the information 

and to obtain an optimal segmented image. 

In the same objective, Cheng et al. [11] have provided a segmentation approach using homogeneity. In the first segmentation, 

uniform regions are identified via multilevel thresholding on homogeneity histogram (MTHH). An efficient peak-finding 

algorithm is employed to identify the most peaks histogram. In the second phase, a histogram analysis is performed for each 

uniform region obtained in the first phase. 
Also, Cheng et al. [12], have presented a color images segmentation approach based on homogram thresholding and region 

merging. Fuzzy entropy is utilized as a tool to perform homogram analysis for finding all major homogeneous regions at the 

first stage. Then region merging process is carried out based on color similarity among these regions to avoid 

oversegmentation. 

The key point of this approach is that homogram analysis is used to extract all major homogeneous regions at the first stage 

and the region merging process is performed iteratively based on color similarity among these regions to solve the problem of 

oversegmentation. 

In another study, S. B. Chaabane et al. [13] have proposed a method of color images segmentation based on fuzzy c-means 

and data fusion techniques (FCMDS). The fuzzy algorithm is used to determine the membership degrees of each pixel 

covering the three components images (R, G and B), whereas, the evidence theory is employed to merge different data 

sources in order to increase the quality of the information and to obtain an optimal segmented image. 

Furthermore, a combination of different segmentation approaches is often utilized for color image segmentation. In this 
context, Y. Lim et al. [14] have proposed a color image segmentation method based on the thresholding and the fuzzy c-

means (FCM) techniques. The methodology uses a coarse-fine concept to reduce the computational technique burden 

required for the FCM.  

The coarse segmentation attempts to segment coarsely using the thresholding technique wile the fine segmentation assigns the 

pixels, which remain unclassified after the coarse segmentation, to the closest class using the FCM. In this context, S. B. 

Chaabane et al. [15] have presented a color image segmentation approach based on automatic thresholding and the Fuzzy C-

Means Techniques (ATFCM). The FCM algorithm is used to extract homogeneous region in each primitive color, and the 

fuzzy combination rule is applied to obtain the final segmentation results.  

The most widely used clustering method is the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm, which is a "fuzzy relative" to the simple C-

means technique [16]. There has been considerable interest, recentlys, in the use of fuzzy segmentation methods, which 

retains more information from the original image than hard segmentation methods. The Fuzzy C-means algorithm (FCM), in 
particular, can be used to obtain a segmentation via fuzzy pixel classification. Unlike hard classification methods which force 

pixels to belong exclusively to one class, FCM allows pixels to belong to multiple classes with varying degrees of 

membership. A major disadvantage of its use in imaging applications, however, is that FCM does not incorporate information 

about spatial context, causing it to be sensitive to noise and other imaging artifacts. 

Recently, some approaches [17] [18] have been proposed for increasing the robustness of FCM to noise by directly modifying 

the objective function. In this context, Raghu et al. [19] reformulate the fuzzy clustering problem so that the clustering 

method can be used to generate memberships with typical interpretation. They argue that the existing fuzzy clustering 

methods do not provide appropriate membership values for applications in which memberships are to be interpreted as 

degrees of compatibility or possibility. For that, the authors formulate a new algorithm by modifying the objective function in 

the fuzzy C-means algorithm to obtain a good possibilistic partition of the data. 

Also, Liew et al. [17] have provided a new dissimilarity index that considers the influence of the neighboring pixels on the 

center pixel, this in the goal to replace the conventional normed distance in the FCM algorithm. However, this method can 
handle only a small amount of noise [20]. With the same objective, Ahmed et al. [21] have introduced a regularization term 

into the standard FCM to impose neighborhood effect. Later, Li et al. [18] incorporated this regularization term into the 

adaptive FCM (AFCM) algorithm [22] to overcome the noise sensitivity of AFCM algorithm. Although this method is 

promising, it is computationally expensive that means more consuming time is needed during the computation.  

In this paper an investigation of how the user can choose the best statistical features for segmenting the color images using the 

fuzzy C-means algorithm is described. This work may be seen to be straightforwardly complementary to that in the paper 

proposed by M. Sayadi et al. [23]. In their paper, the authors have proposed a clustering method for grey level texture 

segmentation based on a modified fuzzy C-means algorithm. Hence, this paper is devoted to this task, applied to colour image 

segmentation that contains more than two classes. The idea is based on the fuzzy C-means algorithm and the statistical 

features. 

Instead of using the simple pixel value in the FCM method, we propose in this paper to extract a feature vector from a sliding 
window centred on the pixels. The Fuzzy C-means algorithm is modified and used to cluster the obtained feature vectors into 
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several classes corresponding to the different regions of the image. This technique allows obtaining excellent color image 

segmentation results, superior to the classical version of the FCM algorithm [24]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section 2 briefly describes the Fuzzy C-means algorithm. Section 3 gives a 

detailed description of the proposed MFCM method. The experimental results and discussions are in section 4. Finally, 

conclusions are in section 5. 

Ii. Ecall of the fuzzy c-means clustering 
The Fuzzy C-means (FCM) [25], an unsupervised clustering algorithm, has been applied successfully to a number of 

clustering problems. The algorithm minimizes the objective function for the partition of data set,   s
n RxxxX  ,...,, 21 , 

given by: 
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where   s
n RxxxX  ,...,, 21 , s is the dimension of space, n is the number of samples, c is the number of clusters 

 nc 1 , m is the fuzzy factor  1m , ijij vxd   is the distance between the sample jx  and clustering center 

iv ,
s

i Rv   with  ci 1 . iju  is the membership of the jth sample to the ith clustering center,  ijuU   is a matrix of size 

(cn).  cvvvV ,...2,1  is a matrix of size (cs). 

The FCM algorithm minimizes the objective function ),( vuJm  with respect to the membership functions jku  and the 

centroids kv . The FCM clustering technique can be summarized by the following steps: 

 

 

- Input an  image with gray levels zero to 255. 
 

Step 1: Initialization (iteration 0) 

Scan the image line by line to construct the vector X containing all 

the gray level of the image. 
Randomly initialize the centers of the classes vectors V(0) 

From the iteration t=1 to the end of the algorithm: 

Step 2: Calculate the membership matrix U(t) of element iku
 
using 

(2a): 
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iku  is a matrix of size (cn) 

Step 3: Calculate the vector V(t) =[v1, v2,…,vc] using: 
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The algorithm above can also start from membership matrix )0(U . 

III. The proposed method 
Recently, most analytic fuzzy approaches have been derived from Bezdek‟s Fuzzy C-means (FCM) [26]. The FCM algorithm 

is an iterative clustering method that produces a C partition by minimizing the weighted within group sum of squared error 

objective Jm. Like the Hard C-means algorithm, the Fuzzy C-means aims to minimize an objective function.  

On the other hand, this algorithm has a considerable drawback in noisy environments, and the memberships degree resulting 

from FCM do not correspond to the intuitive concept of belonging or compatibility. Also, the Hard C-means (HCM) [27] is 

one of the oldest clustering methods. This method is used to learn the prototype of clusters or classes, and the cluster centers 

are used as prototypes. But, HCM memberships are hard (i. e, 1 or 0). 

However, the Fuzzy C-means algorithm is better than the Hard C-means (HCM) algorithm, since in HCM algorithm feature 

vectors of the data‟s set can be partitioned into hard clusters, and the feature vector can exactly be a member  of one cluster 
only.  

Instead, the FCM relaxes the condition, and allows the feature vector to have multiple membership grades to multiple 

clusters, Suppose the data set with known clusters and a data point which is close to both clusters but also equidistant to them. 

Fuzzy clustering gracefully copes with such dilemmas by assigning this data point equal but partial memberships to both 

clusters, that is the point may belong to both clusters with some degree of membership grades varies from 0 to 1. 

However, in an image processing system an image or its derivatives can be represented in various feature spaces. An image 

can be represented in terms of pixels, which are associated with a location and a gray level value. It can also be represented 

by its derivatives, e.g., regions with features like average greyscale value, standard deviation, variance, entropy, third order 

moment, gradient, etc. Features for clustering can be extracted from regions masked by a window ( )n n . By applying 

FCM, a partition of the feature vectors into new regions can  

be found. Combination of statistical features characterization and fuzzy clustering has some advantages for both techniques. 

A. Modified FCM method (MFCM method) 
The purpose of segmentation is to partition the image into homogeneous regions. In this paper, we employ the MFCM 

algorithm to cluster the feature vectors into several classes with every class corresponding to one region in the segmented 

image. The MFCM algorithm is applied to the Hue component of the original image represented in HSI color space. The idea 
is to replace the vector X used in the image segmentation method based on the pixel value and the FCM algorithm by a matrix 

F containing the same number of lines, i.e. n, but with 4 columns. These columns contain 4 statistical features extracted from 

the sliding window centered around every pixel. Hence, this algorithm scans the image using a (nn) sliding window, as 
shown in Fig. 2, from left to right and top to bottom. A feature vector is extracted from each block.  

However, the selection of the best attributes is based on the characterization degree ( ) [28]. This criterion is based on the 
report/ratio of the between classes (inter-class) variance by the intraclass variance. 

Assume  is the nth feature vector estimated for the kth image class  ,121  k  1001  n ,  is the number of images 

and  is the imagettes number of each image. 
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Step 4: Convergence test: 

 If   )1()( tt VV , then increment the iteration t, and return to 

the step 2, otherwise, stop the algorithm.   is a chosen positive 

threshold. 
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Fig. 2. Features extraction using a sliding window 

 

The mean of the feature  vectors is calculated for the k
th

 image class as follow: 

    (3) 

and the total mean of the features vectors  is determined as follow: 

      (4) 

 

The mean of the intraclass dispersion matrices which represents the maximum likelihood estimation of the covariance matrix 
of the class, is given by the matrix: 

           (5) 

whereas, the mean of the between (inter-class) dispersion matrices which describes the scattering of the class sample means is 

computed using: 

                  (6) 

Consequently, the characterization degree ( ) is given by: 

                              (7) 

In the present study, the best features are the mean Me, the variance Var, the third order moment Sk and the forth order 

moment Ku of the window. 

Assume  is the intensity of a pixel  at the location  in an  image,  is a size  window centred 

at pixel . 
A feature vector for a pixel is then extracted from the windowed block. The 4 features extracted from the window centered at 

pixel  are given by the following equations: 
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where  and  are respectively the size of sliding window and the gray scale value of pixel , 

 and . 

Notes that  must have an odd value to obtain a centered window around each pixel. So, the fuzzy C-means algorithm is used 
to cluster the obtained feature matrix F into c different classes. Every class corresponds to one region in the segmented image. 

The spatial scanning order of an image is performed, as shown in Fig. 3, pixel by pixel from left to right and top to bottom. 

 

 
Fig. 3. The adaptive sliding window from left to right and top to bottom 

 

However, the size of the window has an influence on the calculation of the feature vectors. The window should be big enough 
to allow enough information to be involved in the computation of the feature vectors. As shown in Fig.9, the regions are 

identified by MFCM method using a (3x3) window for computing the feature vector (see Fig. 9(b)), but are not signified 

using a (5x5) and (7x7) window (see Fig 9(c) and Fig. 9(d), respectively). Experimentally, a )33(   window for computing 

the feature vector is chosen. 

The proposed image segmentation technique using the FCM algorithm combined with the statistical features can be 

summarized by the following steps: 

 

 

 

- Input an  image 

Step 1: Initialization (iteration 0) 

Randomly initialize the centers of the classes vectors V(0) of 

size  containing the centers of the classes. 

Step 2: Compute the matrix F of size  containing the 
statistical features extracted from the image. 

From the iteration t=1 to the end of the algorithm: 

Step 3: Calculate the membership matrix U(t) of element 

iku using (12): 
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B.   Fuzzy segmentation using color feature hue 
Color is perceived by human as a combination of tristimuli R (red), G (green) and B (blue) which are usually called three 

primary colors.  

From RGB, we can calculate different kinds of color representations by using linear or nonlinear transformations. Several 

color representations (spaces) such as RGB, HSI, CIEL*u*v*, etc., are employed for color segmentation, but none of them 

can dominate the others of all kinds of colors images.  

Each color representation has its advantages and disadvantages. Nonlinear color transformations such as HSI and normalized 

color space have essential singularities which are non-removable, and there are spurious modes in the distribution of values 
resulting from nonlinear transformations. The major problem of linear color spaces is the high correlation of the three 

components, which makes them dependent upon each other and associates strongly with intensity. Using HSI can solve this 

problem to some extent except that hue is unstable at low saturation [29]. 

The HSI system separates color information of an image from its intensity information. Color information is represented by 

hue and saturation values, while intensity, which describes the brightness of an image, is determined by the amount of the 

light. Hue is the most useful attribute in color segmentation since it is less influenced by the nonuniform illumination such as 

hade, shadow, or reflect lights [30]. 

Hue can be obtained by a nonlinear transformation from R, G and Blue color features [31]: 

)
)()(

)(3
arctan(

BRGR

BG
Hue




                 (14) 

Hue represents basic colors, and is determined by the dominant wavelength in the spectral distribution of light wavelengths.  

It reflects the predominant color of an object and has a great capability in subjective color perception [32].  

In our application, instead of using the segmentation method based on the pixel gray-level value and the standard FCM 

algorithm, we propose in this paper to extract a feature vector from a sliding window centered on the pixel of the color feature 

hue. The fuzzy c-means clustering technique is then used to cluster the obtained feature vectors into several classes with 
every class corresponding to one region in the segmented image. Therefore, the pixels are divided into several groups with 

each group having similar colors. The proposed method can be described by a flowchart given in Fig. 4. 
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In the modified method,  and   are vectors of size (14). 

Step 4: Calculate the matrix V(t) composed of 4 columns  
using: 
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Step 5: Convergence test: 

 If   )1()( tt VV , then increment the iteration t, and return 

to the step 3, otherwise, stop the algorithm.   is a chosen 

positive threshold. 
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of the proposed method  

 

IV. Experimental results 
In order to illustrate the method presented in the previous section, a large variety of medical and synthetic colour images  

(Fig. 5) are employed in our experiments. Also, several simulation results of color image segmentation illustrating the ideas 
presented in the previous section are performed.  

 

Fig. 5. Data set used in the experiment. Twelve images were selected for a comparison study. The patterns are numbered 

from 1 to 12, starting at the upper left-hand corner. 
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(a)                                                               (b) 

      

(c)                                                                (d) 

Fig. 6. Segmentation results on a colour image, (a) Original image (256x256x3) with gray level spread on the range [0,255]. 

(b) Red resulting image by MFCM method. (c) Green resulting image by MFCM method. (d)  Blue resulting image by 

MFCM method. 

 

Some experimental results are shown in Figs. 6-12. The images are originally stored in RGB format. Each of the primitive 

colors (red, green and blue) is represented by 8 bits and has an intensity ranging from 0 to 255. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method based segmentation algorithm on color cells images 

segmentation, the segmentation results of the datasets are described in this section. Consequently, a synthetic image dataset is 

developed and used for numerical evaluation purpose. 

Figs. 6-12 demonstrate the results of the proposed approach. Fig. 6 presents the segmentation results in the RGB color space 

by applying the MFCM algorithm to the red, green and blue color features, respectively.  

In this case, a region is recognized in red component but is not identified by green and blue components. This shows that the 

RGB space has a strong correlation of its three components, and hence, the use of a single information source leads to bad 

results. 

Comparing the results, we can find that the cells are much better segmented in (b) than those in (c) and (d). Also, the first 

resulting images contain some missing features in one of the cells, which do not exist in the other resulting images. 
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(a)                                                                               (b) 

      

(c)                                                                                 (d) 

Fig. 7. Comparison of the proposed segmentation method with other existing methods on a medical image (2 classes, 1 cell), 

(a) Original image with RGB representation (256x256x3), (b) Hue resulting image by HCM method (c) Hue resulting image 

by FCM method, (d) Hue resulting image by MFCM method (our method). 

 

The experimental results indicate that the proposed approach, which combines statistical features and the standard Fuzzy C-

Means clustering algorithm, is better than the traditional methods (HCM and FCM). As shown in Fig. 7, the cells are better 

recognized by the proposed approach. The difference of the segmentation result lies in the combination of statistical features 

and the fuzzy classification. 
The pixels of the cells are grouped into the same region in the color segmentation based on FCM algorithm due to the 

similarity of the statistical features from each block on the color feature hue. 

In fig. 7, the red color of the cells is identified by the proposed approach (see fig. 7(d)), but is not signified by the traditional 

approaches (see fig. 7(b) and fig. 7(c)).  

In fact, the experimental results indicate that the proposed method, which combines the statistical features and the fuzzy 

classification, is more accurate than the traditional methods (HCM and FCM) in terms of segmentation quality as denoted by 

the segmentation sensitivity, see Table 1. 
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TABLE I 

Segmentation sensitivity from HCM algorithm, FCM algorithm and MFCM method for the Data set Shown in Fig. 5 

 HCM FCM MFCM  

Segmentation sensitivity (%) 

Image 1 80.41 90.21 94.54 

Image 2 64.74 85.12 88.88 

Image 3 72.10 80.25 91.10 

Image 4 82.14 86.52 97.64 

Image 5 74.89 89.25 95.12 

Image 6 75.45 85.74 90.80 

Image 7 69.95 77.84 96.92 

Image 8 72.12 84.74 90.50 

Image 9 87.32 92.21 98.04 

Image 10 78.74 84.01 95.80 

Image 11 86.41 91.78 97.55 

Image 12 83.73 93.47 98.21 

 

For purpose of comparison, we apply the proposed approach and some existing approaches to the same color image 

segmentation. The latter methods include those of Cheng and Sun (THH) [11], Ben Chaabane et al. (DSFCM) [13], Lim and 

Lee (TFCM) [14], J. C. Bezdek (FCM) [26] and R. Duda et al. (HCM) [27]. The segmentation results are shown in Figs. 8, 9, 

10, 11 and 12.  

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the results between the traditional methods HCM [27], FCM [26], and the proposed method. 

They correspond, respectively, to Fig. 8(c), Fig. 8(d) and Fig. 8(e). 

In fact, obviously a better result is obtained by the proposed method due to the combination of statistical features and the 
fuzzy classification, as shown in Fig. 8(e).  

 

                         (a)                                                    (b)                                        (c) 

 

                                     (d)                                 (e)                                          (f) 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the proposed segmentation method with other existing methods on a medical  image (2 classes), (a) 

Original image with RGB representation (256x256x3), (b) Original image with HSI representation (256x256x3), (c) Hue 
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resulting image by HCM method (d) Hue resulting image by FCM method, (e) Hue resulting image by MFCM method, (f) 

reference segmented image. (The various medical images used in this paper are provided with permission fromCancer 

Service, Salah Azaiez Hospital, Bab Saadoun, Tunis, Tunisia). 

 

Comparing Figs 8(c), 8(d), and 8(e), we observe that the two regions are correctly segmented in Fig 8(e), showing that the 

quality of the segmentation result is much improved by combining statistical features and the Fuzzy C-means algorithm. 

It can be seen from Table 1 that 17.86% and 13.48% of the pixels were incorrectly segmented by HCM and FCM based 

methods, respectively, but only 02.36% are incorrectly segmented pixels by our proposed method. 

Comparing Fig. 8(c) and 8(d) with 8(e), we can see that the image resulting from the proposed method is clearer than the one 

resulting from the HCM and FCM based methods. 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed segmentation algorithm, its accuracy was recorded.  

Regarding the accuracy, Tables 1 and 2 list the segmentation sensitivity of the different methods for the data set used in the 

experiment. 

The segmentation sensitivity [33] [34] (Sens %) is computed using: 

100



MN

Np
Sens cc                  (15) 

where: Sens, Npcc and N×M correspond to the segmentation sensitivity (%), number of correctly classified pixels and the 
image sizes, respectively. 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
 

Fig. 9. Segmentation results on a colour image, (a) Original image (256x256x3) with gray level spread on the range [0,255]. 

(b) Resulting image by MFCM method using a (3x3) window for computing the feature vector. (c) Resulting image by 

MFCM method using a (5x5) window for computing the feature vector.. (d) Resulting image by MFCM method using a (7x7) 
window for computing the feature vector. 

The correctly classified pixel denotes a pixel with a label equals to its corresponding pixel in the reference image as shown in 

Fig. 8 (f). The labeling of the original image is generated by the user based on the image used for segmentation. 

Consequently, the image segmentation ground truths is generated manually by the doctor (specialist) using the original image. 

Fig. 8(f) shows the ideal segmented image. 

To provide insights into the proposed method, we have compared the performance of the proposed method with those of the 

corresponding Hard and Fuzzy C-Means algorithms. The method was also tested on synthetic images and compared with 

other existing methods based on fuzzy homogeneity (THH) [11], data fusion techniques (DSFCM) [13] and a modified FCM 

algorithm (TFCM) [14]. 
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The comparison of the proposed approach will be presented through the next experiment. Fig. 10(c), (d), (e) and (f) show the 

final segmentation results obtained from the THH method, the DSFCM method, the TFCM method and the MFCM method, 

respectively, when a „‟salt and pepper” noise of D density is added to the original image I, shown in Fig. 10(a). This affects 

approximately (D × (N ×M)) pixels. The value of D is 0.02.  

As shown in fig. 10(c), the fuzzy homogeneity approach (THH) is applied to Hue component to partition the color space into 

several clusters.  

However, the cells and the background are not correctly segmented in Fig. 10(c). This indicates that the segmentation results 

depend on the optimal threshold selection.  

 

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
 

Fig. 10. Comparison of the proposed segmentation method with other existing methods on a synthetic  image (6 classes), (a) 

Original image with RGB representation (256x256x3), (b) Original image (256x256x3) disturbed with a “salt and pepper” 

noise and with grey level zero to 255 of each primitive colors, (c) Hue resulting image by THH method (d) Hue resulting 

image by DSFCM method, (e) Hue resulting image by TFCM method, (f) Hue resulting image by MFCM method (our 

method). 

TABLE II 

SEGMENTATION SENSITIVITY FROM THH METHOD, DSFCM METHOD, TFCM METHOD AND MFCM METHOD FOR THE DATA 

SET SHOWN IN FIG. 5 

 THH DSFCM TFCM MFCM 

Segmentation sensitivity (%) 

Image 1 92.45 93.88 90.80 94.54 

Image 2 87.09 87.89 86.42 88.88 

Image 3 84.55 88.54 82.11 91.10 

Image 4 91.29 95.16 89.20 97.64 

Image 5 92.37 93.97 90.89 95.12 

Image 6 88.09 90.20 87.45 90.80 

Image 7 93.41 95.01 79.65 96.92 

Image 8 82.77 86.44 87.08 90.50 

Image 9 95.97 97.15 94.78 98.04 

Image 10 95.09 96.52 94.92 95.80 

Image 11 94.64 95.03 93.10 97.55 

Image 12 96.18 97.01 94.09 98.21 
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Also, the segmentation method based on the thresholding and the fuzzy c-means techniques (TFCM), do not consider the 

spatial dependencies among the pixels, there are some isolated pixels that are remaining (see fig. 10(d)).  

Furthermore, the methods based on data fusion techniques (DSFCM) require a lot of computation time, due to the large 

number of iterations and the number of operations (multiplications, addition and exponent) that are necessary for the 

computation of the mass functions for the simple and composite classes, and the performance of such a segmentation scheme 

is largely conditioned by the appropriate estimation of mass functions in the DS evidence theory (see fig. 10(e)). 

Comparing Figs 10(c), 10(d), 10(e) and 10(f), we observe that the two regions are correctly segmented in Fig 10(f), showing 

that the new method is very efficient for color images segmentation. 

It can be seen from Table 2 that 03.82%, 02.99% and 0.5.91% of the pixels were incorrectly segmented by THH, DSFCM and 

TFCM based methods, respectively, but only 01.79% are incorrectly segmented pixels by our proposed method. Comparing 
Fig. 10(c), 10(d) and 10(e) with 10(f), we can see that the image resulting from the proposed method is much more clearer 

than the one resulting from the THH, DSFCM and TFCM based methods. 

The segmentation sensitivity values reported in Table I and 2 are plotted in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.  

Figure 11 shows three segmentation sensitivity plots using traditional methods such as HCM and FCM compared with the 

proposed method plot.  

Figure 12 shows three other segmentation sensitivity plots using traditional methods such as THH, DSCM and TFCM 

compared with the proposed method plot.  

As seen on both Figures 11 and 12, the proposed method plot is clearly located on the top of the other methods plots. 

 
Fig. 11. Segmentation sensitivity plots using HCM algorithm, FCM algorithm and MFCM method for the Data set Shown in 

Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Segmentation sensitivity plots using THH method, DSFCM method, TFCM method and MFCM method  

(our method) for the Data set Shown in Fig. 5. 
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Referring to segmentation sensitivity plots given in Fig. 11, one observes that 25.11% and 10.75% of pixels were incorrectly 

segmented in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), respectively, but only 04.88% are incorrectly segmented pixels by our proposed method. 

Comparing Fig. 7(b) and 7(c) with 7(d), the resulting image by the proposed method is much more clearer than the one given 

by the HCM and FCM based methods.  

Hence, the experimental result presented in Fig. 7(d) is quite consistent with the visualized color distribution in the objects, 

which makes it possible to take an accurate measurement of the cells volumes [35]. 

V. Conclusion 
In this paper, we propose a new fuzzy classification method to color image segmentation. In the first phase, the feature vector 
containing the statistical features is identified in each block on the color feature hue. While the feature vector is calculated in 

each block, the Fuzzy C-means algorithm is used to cluster the feature vectors into several classes with every class 

corresponding to one region in the segmented image. The color feature hue is proved to be more efficient than RGB color 

features by this research. The experimental results show that the MFCM method tends to be more effective to find 

homogeneous regions. The proposed method can be useful for color image segmentation. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, we have presented an efficient non-blocking coordinated check pointing algorithm for distributed systems. It 

produces a consistent set of checkpoints, without the overhead of taking temporary checkpoints; the algorithm also makes 

sure that only few processes are required to take checkpoints in its any execution; it uses very few control messages and the 

participating processes are interrupted fewer number of times when compared to some noted related works. The two most 

important criteria are non-blocking and minimum number of checkpoints. Cao-Singhal showed in their algorithm that it is 

impossible to design minimum process non-blocking algorithm but it is not desirable in mobile environment that 
underlying computation will be blocked whenever a check pointing algorithm invoked. If the check pointing scheme is 

blocking then the performance of the system will be highly affected by the frequent initiation of check pointing algorithm. 

We must try to minimize the blocking time while keeping the number of checkpoints minimum. So, the proposed scheme 

concentrate to minimize this overhead by combining coordinated check pointing with minimum blocking time.  

 

Keywords:Check-pointing, Dependency Vector (DV), distributed algorithm, Mobile Support Stations (MSS), Message 

Handling System (MHS), and Received Pronunciation (RP). 

Introduction 
Distributed system consists of only static hosts. But nowadays, the needs of mobile devices have been increased greatly 

which in turn, gave rise of a new technology, called mobile computing. We can consider mobile computing is a special 

case of distributed computing system. The term ‗mobile‘ implies able to move while retaining its network connection and a 

host which can move is called mobile host (MH). The infrastructure machines that can communicate directly with mobile 

hosts are called mobile support stations (MSS). Due to mobility and portability of devices mobile computing is 

characterized by some constraints [3]: 

 Mobile elements are resource-poor relative to static - For a given cost and level of technology, considerations of weight, 

power, and size ergonomics will exact a penalty in computational resources such as processor speed, memory size, and 

disk capacity. While mobile elements will improve in absolute ability, they will always be resource- poor relative to 

static elements. 

 Mobility is inherently hazardous- A Wall Street stockbroker is more likely to be mugged on the streets of Manhattan 

and have his laptop stolen than to have his workstation in a locked office be physically subverted. In addition to security 

concerns, portable computers are more vulnerable to loss or damage. 

 Mobile connectivity is highly variable in performance and reliability - Some buildings may offer reliable, high-

bandwidth wireless connectivity while others may only offer low-bandwidth connectivity. Outdoors, a mobile client 

may have to rely on a low-bandwidth wireless network with gaps in coverage. 

 Mobile elements rely on a finite energy source - While battery technology will undoubtedly improve over time, the 

need to be sensitive to power consumption will not diminish. Concern for power consumption must span many levels of 

hardware and software to be fully effective. 

Fault-tolerance [4] or graceful degradation is the property that enables a system to continue operating properly in the event 

of the failure of some of its components. An incremental check-pointing approach introduced by Elnozahy et.al [2].  In [1] 
first gives the idea, how a process in a distributed system can determine a global state of the system using special marker 
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message during computation. There are three most important parameter of coordinated check-pointing are synchronization 

message overhead, number of checkpoints and blocking time. The following algorithms [1][2][5][6][7][8][9] introduce the 

idea to minimize the overhead. Koo–Toueg[15] propose the two phase protocol that forces only a minimal number of 

additional processes to take checkpoints. Prakash - Singhal[5] first introduces the algorithm which makes it possible that 

only a minimum number of processes take checkpoint without blocking the underlying computation during check-pointing. 

In[8] Weigang-Susan introduce a strategy called proxy coordinator. In [13], a hybrid check-pointing protocol has been 
introduced that has been combined with selective sender based message logging. The idea proposed in [14] alleviates the 

problem of combining pessimistic message logging with uncoordinated check-pointing protocol. 

 

Proposed Scheme 
Consider  a  set  of  n  processes,  {P1,  P2  ,…,  Pn   } involved    in    the   execution   of   a    distributed algorithm.     

Each     process     Pi     maintains a dependency vector DVi of size n which is initially empty  and  an  entry  DVi[j] is 

set  to  1 when Pi receives  since  its  last  checkpoint  at  least  one message  from  Pj.  It  is  reset  to  0  again  when 

process  Pi   takes  a  checkpoint.  Each process Pi maintains a checkpoint sequence number csni. This csni actually 

represents the current check pointing    interval    of    process    Pi.    The check-pointing interval of a process denotes all 

the    ith and (i+l)   Computation performed between its I checkpoint but not thec checkpoint, including the ith checkpoint. 

The csni is initially set to 1 and (i+l) incremented when process Pi takes a checkpoint. In this approach we assume that 

only one process can initiate the check pointing algorithm.  This process is known as the initiator process. We  define  

that  a  process   Pk  is  dependent  on another  process  Pr,  if  process  Pr  since  its  last checkpoint has received at  

least one application message   from   process   Pk.   In   our   proposed algorithm   we   assume   primary   and   

secondary checkpoint request exchanges between the initiator process and the r est n-1 processes.  A  primary checkpoint  

request  is  denoted  by  Ri    (i  =  csnj) where i is the current checkpoint sequence number of  process  Pj  that  initiates  

the  check pointing algorithm. It is sent by the initiator process Pj to all its dependent processes asking them to take their 

respective checkpoints.  A secondary checkpoint  request denoted by Rsi is sent from a process Pm to a process Pn which 

is dependent on Pm   to take a checkpoint. Rsi means to its receiver process that i is the current checkpoint sequence 

number of the sender process. The control message exchange is explained with an illustration shown in Figure 1. 

Consider a distributed system with three processes P1, P2, and P3.  We assume that P1 initiates the check pointing 

algorithm. To start with, P1 takes a checkpoint and sends a primary checkpoint request to P2, asking it to take a 

checkpoint as it is directly dependent on P1.  P2 takes a checkpoint after it receives the primary checkpoint request.  

After taking   its   checkpoint   P2       sends   a   secondary checkpoint request to P3 as P3 is dependent on P2, Process P3 

then takes its checkpoint. In this work, an application message is represented by Mi,x , which means that it is the xth 

message sent by process Pi . The checkpoint Ci,j represents the jth checkpoint taken by Pi. We have assumed that the 

events of taking a   checkpoint and sending a checkpoint request are done atomically. Also, each process   Pi     
piggybacks   its   current   checkpoint sequence number with  only every first  outgoing application message to another 

process after taking We  now  state  the  situations  in  general  when  a process  Pi  needs  to  take  a  checkpoint.  In our 

approach a process Pi takes a checkpoint if any of the following events occurs - if Pi is the initiator then if it receives a 

primary checkpoint request from the initiator. The first time it receives a secondary checkpoint request and prior to that it 

has not received any primary checkpoint request or any piggybacked application message. The first time it receives an 

application message piggybacked    with    the    checkpoint    sequence number, and prior to that it has not received any 

primary or secondary checkpoint request message. 
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Figure 1: Process of taking Non-Blocking Coordinated checkpoint 

Illustration 
The behavior of each process in our approach is explained with the help of the following example. Unless otherwise 

mentioned a checkpoint request represents either a primary request or a secondary request.  Note that an  application  

message  with piggybacked  checkpoint sequence number, which may force a checkpoint to be taken at the receiving 

process   may   also  be  viewed  as  a  checkpoint  request.   In   our   work   a   checkpoint   means   a permanent 

checkpoint. Consider the distributed system as shown in the Fig. 2. Assume that process P2 initiates the check pointing 

algorithm.  First process   P2 takes its permanent checkpoint C2,1.  It  then  checks  its dependency vector DV2[] 

which is {1, 0,1,1,0,0,0}. This means that process P2 has received at least one message from processes P1, P3, and P4, 

and since P2 has already taken its checkpoint C2,1 these messages will become orphan if P1, P3, and P4 do not take  

checkpoints. Therefore P2 sends primary checkpoint request R1 (csn2 = 1) to P1, P3, and P4. After  sending  the  

primary   checkpoint   request process  P2  increments  its   checkpoint  sequence number  csn2  to  2  and  finishes  its  

participation associated   with   the   current   execution   of   the algorithm    and    continues    with its    normal 

computation.  It shows the non-blocking nature of our approach. On receiving  the primary checkpoint request  R1 from 

P2, process P3 first takes a checkpoint C3,1 and  then  it  checks  its  own  dependency  vector DV3[] which is 

{0,0,0,0,1,0,0}. Therefore process P3 sends a secondary checkpoint request Rs1 to process P5. Then its checkpoint 

sequence number csn3 is incremented to 2. Similarly processes P1 and   P4     first   take   checkpoints   C1,1   and   

C4,1 respectively,    then    each    process    checks    its dependency vector to find the dependent processes. Process P1 

finds that its dependency vector DV1 [] is    null.   Hence   it   increments   its   checkpoint sequence number   to 2, and   

continues normal execution. Process P4 finds that it has received a message from process P5.  Hence P4 sends a 

secondary checkpoint request Rs1 to process P5. It then increments its checkpoint sequence number csn4 to 2, and 

continues normal execution. At process P5 let us assume that the secondary checkpoint request Rs1 sent by process P4 

reaches before the secondary checkpoint request sent by process P3. On receiving the secondary checkpoint request  Rs1  

from  process  P4, P5  checks  its  own checkpoint sequence number csn5  with that of the received  checkpoint  sequence  

number.  P5 finds that its current checkpoint sequence number (csn5= 1) is not greater than the received checkpoint 

sequence number which is also equal to 1. Hence it   decides   to   take   a   checkpoint   and   takes checkpoint C5,1.  
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After taking the checkpoint it checks its dependency vector DV5 and finds that process P7 has sent a message to it. 

Hence it sends a secondary checkpoint request Rs1 to P7. After sending the request it increments its checkpoint 

sequence number csn5 from 1 to 2. Assume that later process P5 receives the secondary checkpoint request sent by 

process P3. As soon as process P5 receives the checkpoint request it compares its current checkpoint sequence number 

csn5 with the received checkpoint sequence number. It finds that its current checkpoint sequence number (csn5 = 2) is 

greater than the received checkpoint sequence number   which   is   1.   Hence   it   discards   the checkpoint request.  

The  above  discussion  takes care  of  the  first  three  situations  about  when  a process takes  a checkpoint.  Below, we 

consider the fourth situation. Suppose    that process    P4 after    taking    the checkpoint continues normal execution and 

sends an application message M4,1 to process P7. Since the  application  message  is  the  first  application message  to  

process  P7  from  P4  after  taking  the checkpoint,  it  is   piggybacked  with  the  current checkpoint sequence number  

(csn4) of  process P4 which is 2. Process P7 on receiving the application message    piggybacked with the checkpoint 

sequence number compares its current checkpoint sequence    number    csn7 with the received checkpoint sequence 

number.  It finds that the received checkpoint sequence number is equal to 2 and is greater than its current checkpoint 

sequence number (csn7) which   is   equal to 1.  Therefore process P7   decides to take a checkpoint before processing 

the application message M4,1. P7 then takes   its   checkpoint   C7,1   and   increments   its  checkpoint   sequence   

number   to   2   and   then processes the application message M4,1. Eventually process P7 also receives the secondary 

checkpoint request sent by process P5.  P7  first compares its current checkpoint sequence number with  the  received  

checkpoint  sequence  number which  is  1.  It  finds  that  its  current  checkpoint sequence  number  is  greater  than  the  

received checkpoint    request.    Hence    P7    discards    the secondary checkpoint r equest  as it has already taken its 

checkpoint for the current execution of the algorithm. In the above example we observe that P7 sent a message M7,1 to 

P5. So even if there was no such piggybacked message as M4,1, process  P7 would eventually  receive  the   secondary   

check-pointing request Rs,1 from P5 and take its checkpoint C7,1. Observe that because of the non-blocking nature of 

the algorithm the following situation may arise as well. Consider that there was no such message as M7,1; that is, 

assume that P7   has not sent any application message to any process at all. However, assume that it receives the 

piggybacked message M4,1  from  P4.  In our approach P7   will take its checkpoint and then process the message and then 

would behave like any other process involved in the check pointing a ppr oa ch .  

 

Data Structures 
 Status: A Boolean variable maintained at each process Pi. If Statusi =1, then Pi is in a check-pointing phase. When Pi 

receives a checkpoint request it sets Statusi =1 and after receiving the checkpoint commit message it resets Statusi =0. 

 DP: A Boolean array of size n, maintained by MSS on behalf of its local MHs. DPi[j]=1 means process Pi receives 

some computation messages from Pj. All elements of this array are initialized to 0 except DPi[i]=1. 

 RP: A Boolean array of size n, maintained by MSS on behalf of its local MHs. It is used to save dependency relation 

during the check-pointing interval. It is same as DP. After that interval n-bitwise OR operation is performed between 

the elements of DP and RP and the result is stored to DP. Then RP is refreshed. 

 Count: It is an integer variable stored at process Pi. It is initialized to 0. Each time the check-pointing algorithm 

invoked by Pi , counti is incremented by 1. 

 Mark: It is a Boolean variable which is used to indicate the blocking period at the receiver side MSS. If mark = 1, that 

means the MSS is waiting for the final dependency list and that time all incoming messages will be buffered at MSS. 

 

Assumption 
1. Processes communicate only through messages. They do not share any common memory 

    or common clock            

2. All communication channels between MHs and MSSs are FIFO. The channels between   MSS and MSS are also FIFO. 

3. No process fails during the check pointing phase. 

4. Channels are lossless. Messages arrive with an arbitrary but finite delay. 

5. A process will not receive any checkpoint request from another initiator before the current executing one is completed. 

 

First Phase 
1. When process Pi running on MHi wants to save its state, it takes a tentative checkpoint and informs its current MSS, 

MSSp so that MSSp starts the checkpointing algorithm as a proxy coordinator on behalf of  Pi. MSSp sets markp = 1. 

2.  MSSp sends request to all other MSSs in the system to collect the dependency vectors of other MHs in  the system. 
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3. All other MSSs in the system respond to the request by sending the dependency vectors of their local MHs and starts 

waiting for final dependent set. After sending the dependency sets of their MHs, MSSq (q!=p) sets markq = 1 

3.1 MSSq  receives a computation message for a process Pj which is currently under it, if  markq = 1, then MSSq  buffers the 

message and update the dependency information in RPj[]. 

3.2 MSSq receives an outgoing computation message from an MH currently under it. It doesn‘t block the message. It 

forwards the message to the MSS of the receiver process. 

3.3  If  MSSp receives a message, it checks the value of mark and if mark is set to 1, then it checks whether the receiver is 

the initiator i.e. MHi. If receiver = MHi then it forwards the message, otherwise buffers it. 

4.   MSSp, the proxy coordinator receives the dependency vectors from other MSSs. After that MSSp constructs an NxN 

dependency matrix with one row per process, represented by the dependency vectors of the process. Based on this 

NxN matrix, MSSp can locally calculates both (direct and transitive) dependents of  Pi. 

5.     MSSp  broadcasts the final dependent list to all other MSSs. 

6.     On receipt of the dependent list, MSSq  checks the buffered messages. 

6.1  If receiver process (i.e. the process belongs to MSSq  ) of the buffered message is in the dependent list, then   MSSq    

attaches a flag=1 with that message and sends to the intended process. 

6.2  If sender process of the buffered message is in the dependent list, then MSSq   keeps the payload of the message in   

stable log on behalf of the receiving process and sends the message  to the intended process.  

6.3  If both the sender and the receiver is in the dependent list, then MSSq checks the status of the sender. 

6.3.1 If  status of sender = 1, then set flag = 1. 

6.3.2 If  status of sender = 0, just delivers the message as it is. 

7.   MSS at the receiver side keeps the copy of the message in its volatile log. When MSSq receives the final dependency 

list, it which MHs within its area are not in the dependency list. Then MSSq checks the dependency list of process Pk, 

which is not in the final set. If MSSq finds DPk[j] = 1 and Pj belongs to final dependent set. Then MSSq finds all the 

messages with sender Pj  from the temporary log of Pk and flushed them to the stable storage. 

8.  When all buffered messages have been delivered MSSq resets markq = 0. sends checkpoint request to all its local 

processes which are in the dependent list.  

9.    Process Pj receives a computation message and it checks the value of the flag bit attached to the message 

       9.1 If  flag =1, then Pj takes a tentative checkpoint and sets its status to 1. Then it processes  the message. 

       9.2 If  flag =0, then Pj simply processes  the message. 
10. Process Pj  receives a checkpoint request message. It checks the value of  Statusj.  If    Statusj =1, it discards the 

checkpoint request and if Statusj =0, it takes a tentative checkpoint, sets its status to 1 and sends back a reply to its 

MSSq. 

11. MSSq  has received reply messages from all the processes to which it sent checkpoint request messages, it sends a reply 

message to the initiator, MSSp.  

 

Second Phase 
1. If MSSp receives reply from all the dependent processes, then it broadcast a commit message to all the MSSs in the 

system. Otherwise abort the check-pointing algorithm. 
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2. On receipt of the commit message, the tentative checkpoint becomes permanent. The elements of dependency vectors 

DP of the processes, which have taken checkpoint, are refreshed and elements of RP are copied to DP. 

 

Optimization 
The performance of a check-pointing algorithm is determined by three parameters - blocking time, synchronization 

message overhead and number of checkpoints required. N= Number of MHs and M= Number of MSSs and N >> M. Let us 

assume, all processes running on the MHs and there is only one process running on each MH. 

 

Experimental Results 

Algorithm Blocking Time Messages 

Koo-Toueg[8] N* (4* Tmh + Tchkpt + Tsearch) N*(6* Cmh + Csearch) 

Cao-Singhal[11] 2* Tmss 3N* Cmh 

Proposed Scheme Tmss  3N* Cmh 

Table 1: Comparative Study of Proposed Scheme 

 

 

 

 

 

Meaning of Notations 

 Cmss = cost of sending message between any two MSSs. 

 Cmh = cost of sending a message from an MH to its local MSS. 

 Cbroad  = cost of broadcasting a message in the static network. 

 Csearch = cost incurred to locate an MH and forward amessage to its current local MSS, from a source MSS. 

 Tmss  = average message delay in the static network. 

 Tmh = average message delay in the wireless network. 

 Tsearch  = average delay incurred to locate an MH and forward a message to that MH. 

 Tchkpt = Average delay to save a checkpointon the stable storage 

 

In order to measure buffering time - after an MSS has sent all its local dependent vectors to the proxy MSS; it can‘t 

forward any computation message to its local MH until it receives the final set of dependent processes. An MSS buffers the 
messages during this time. Total blocking time of Cao-Singhal Algorithm was 2Tmss. When an  MSS of a sending process 

receives a computation message immediate after sending the dependency vector to the proxy MSS, it forwards the message 

to the MSS of receiving process and the message will be buffered their. So, in worst case, the maximum time of buffering 

will be Tbuffer = 2Tmss - Tsearch .  

So, Tbuffer <= Tmss. Since  Tsearch >= Tmss  

Therefore, the computation will not be blocked for 2Tmss time. 

Handling Lost Message- In this scheme, both the send and receive event is recorded in the dependency vector. So, here the 

lost messages have been handled properly. In figure 4.1, messages m5  and m1 will be lost though they have reached and 

processed successfully by process P2 and P6, if only receive events are stored in the dependency vector. Because sending 

event of messages m5  and m1 are recorded since process P3, P4, P5  will take checkpoints in case of storing only receive 

events. But here, both send and receive have been recorded in global checkpoint. No broadcast message - in this scheme, 
there is a broadcast message at the MH level. So, it will not interrupt that process that is in doze mode and hence, fulfilling 

the limited battery power constraint of mobile hosts. Search Cost-The mobility of hosts in mobile computing environment 

incurs a large amount of search delay and hence search cost. In this scheme, there is no search cost for checkpoint request 

messages since initiator broadcasts the final set of dependents to every MSS in the system. The MSSs forward the request 

message only to their local MHs. 

 

Conclusion  
The proposed scheme is developed to reduce the blocking time of the coordinated check pointing algorithm. The above 

scheme might be more optimized in terms of blocking time. The recovery issue has not been discussed here. Further 
developments are being carried out to handle recovery issues.   
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Abstract:  
Climatic change has become increasingly recognized as one of the greatest challenges to humankind and all other  

life on earth. The productivity of plants is greatly affected by various environmental stresses. Plant stress is a 

condition where excessive salts in soil solution cause inhibition of plant growth or plant death. Salinity stress 

negatively impacts agricultural yield throughout the world affecting production whether it is for subsistence or 

economic gain. The medicinal properties of plant species have made an outstanding contribution in the origin and 

evolution of many traditional therapies. In India, many government and non-government organizations have had 

focused attention on improving the medicinal plants sector. So the study is related to effect of salt stress on our 

selected medicinal plants which may help upto some extent for their cultivation.  Azadirachta indica , Cassia fistula, 

Catharanthus roseus, Aloe barbadensis, and Ocimum sanctum  were selected for our study and there biochemical 

parameters like total chlorophyll content and total carbohydrate content were estimated to know the salt tolerance  

among those plants. Through our field experiment Azadirachta indica showed the highest tolerance towards salinity 

both by morphological parameters and by biochemical parameters and remaining all four get wilted and the quality 

reduced gradually. 

Keywords: Biochemical parameters , Chlorophyll content ,Medicinal plants, Salt stress. 

1  Introduction 
India is well known for the usage of medicinal plants in curing various diseases from ancient times .It has 

been estimated that in developed countries such as united states , plant drugs constitute as much as 25% of the total 

drugs, while in fast developing countries such as china and India it is as much as 80%. As medicinal plants play a 

vital role in Indian medicine so there is a need to know about the factors effecting their growth for the large scale 

cultivation. Plant growth and productivity are greatly affected by environmental stresses such as dehydration, high 

salinity, low temperature and biotic pathogen infection[1]. Salinity stress is one among the various environmental 

stresses .Salinity stress negatively impacts agricultural yield throughout the world affecting production whether it is 

for subsistence or economic gain. Salt stress negatively presents an increase threat to plant agriculture. This impact 

has been studied upon some selected medicinal plants to know the serious impact of salt stress among those plants 

which has a lot of significance in the Indian system of medicine[2-3].  

Medicinal plants 
 Azadirachta indica (Neem) is a tree in the mahogany family 

Meliaceae. It is one of two species in the genus Azadirachta, and is 

native to India growing in tropical and semi-tropical regions. Its 

fruits and seeds are the source of neem oil. In East Africa it is also 

known as Muarubaini (Swahili), which means the tree of the 40, as it 

is said to treat 40 different diseases, and in Somalia it is known as 

"Geed Hindi" which means "the Indian tree".Neem is a fast-growing 

tree that can reach a height of 15–20 metres (49–66 ft), rarely to 35–

40 metres (115–130 ft).    It is evergreen, but in severe drought it 

may shed most or nearly all of its leaves. The branches are wide 

spread. The fairly dense crown is roundish or oval and may reach the 

diameter  

of 15–20 metres (49–66 ft) in old, free-standing specimens[5].  All parts of the tree are said to have medicinal 

properties (seeds, leaves, flowers and bark) and are used for preparing many different medical preparations. The 

chemical constituents nimbidin and nimbin have some spermicidal activity .  Neem oil is used for preparing 

cosmetics (soap, neem shampoo, balms and creams such as Margo soap) and many oral health products.  Besides its 
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use in traditional Indian medicine, the neem tree is of great importance for its anti-desertification properties and 

possibly as a good carbon dioxide sink[7-8].  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Cassia fistula, known as the golden shower tree and other 

names, is a flowering plant in the family Fabaceae, native to southern 

Asia, from southern Pakistan east through India to Myanmar and 

south to Sri Lanka. It is associated with the Mullai region of Sangam 

landscape. It is the national tree of Thailand, and its flower is 

Thailand's national flower. It is also state flower of Kerala in India 

and of immense importance amongst Malayali population. It is a 

popular ornamental plant and is an herbal medicine. In Ayurvedic 

medicine, golden shower tree is known as aragvadha, meaning 

"disease killer". The root is considered a very strong purgative, and 

self-medication or any use without medical supervision is strongly 

advised against in Ayurvedic texts[9-10]. 

Aloe barbadensis ,common name Aloe vera , pronounced, also 

known as the true aloe or medicinal aloe, is a species of succulent 

plant in the genus Aloe that is believed to have originated in the 

Sudan.  Aloe vera grows in arid climates and is widely distributed in 

Africa, India, Nepal and other arid areas. The species is frequently 

cited as being used in herbal medicine. Many scientific studies on the 

use of extracts of Aloe vera have been undertaken, some of them 

conflicting. There is some preliminary evidence that  

Aloe vera extracts may be useful in the treatment of wound and burn 

healing, minor skin infections, sebaceous cysts, diabetes, and 

elevated blood lipids in humans[11-15]. These positive effects are 

thought to be due to the presence of compounds such as 

polysaccharides, mannans, anthraquinones, and lectins.

Catharanthus roseus (Madagascar Periwinkle) is a species 

of Catharanthus native and endemic to Madagascar. Synonyms include 

Vinca rosea (the basionym), Ammocallis rosea, and Lochnera rosea; 

other English names occasionally used include Cape Periwinkle, Rose 

Periwinkle, Rosy Periwinkle, and "Old-maid". In the wild, it is an 

endangered plant; the main cause of decline is habitat destruction by 

slash and burn agriculture. It is also however widely cultivated and is 

naturalised in subtropical and tropical areas of the world. The species 

has long been cultivated for herbal medicine and as an ornamental 

plant. In traditional Chinese medicine, extracts from it have been used 

to treat numerous diseases, including diabetes, malaria, and Hodgkin's 

disease. The substances vinblastine and vincristine extracted from the 

plant are used in the treatment of leukemia[16]. 

These are the plants which are subjected to salt stress to know the  salinity withstanding capability and also 

verifying the biochemical changes in these plants due to the presence of excess salt in the soil.

2 Materials and methods 
The selected medicinal plants were daily subjected to 1000mg of Nacl salt for 20 days after sown. Their 

respective control plants without the subjection to salt stress were sown in separate place so that it will be helpful for 

the comparision of salt stress on these subjected plants.  

2.1 Soil chemical analysis  
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2.1.1 Determination of soil pH: Significance of pH lies in its influence on availability of soil nutrients, 

solubility of toxic nutrients elements in the soil , physical breakdown of root cells, cation exchange capacity  in soils 

whose colloids(clay/humus) are pH-dependent, and on biological activity. At high pH values, availability of 

phosphorus(p) and most micronutrients, except boron(B) and molybdenum (MO),tends to decrease. Thus , soil pH is 

one of the most common measurements in soil laboratories[17]. It reflects whether a soil is acid , neutral, basic or 

alkaline. Procedure for determining soil pH in a 1:1 (soil: water) suspension   is McKeague, 1978 and McLean,1982 

methodolgy. 

2.1.2 Determination of soil Electrical conductivity: The methodology of EC measurement followed by 

Richards and et al., 1954 was used by us. 

2.2 Plant Morphological parameters: 

2.2.1 Determination of plant height: Plant height was measured from the cotyledonary node to the 

growing tip and expressed in centimeters. 

2.2.2 Determination of leaf area : The leaves from five randomly selected branches were  used for the 

estimation of leaf area. Leaf area was computed by using disc method and expressed as cm
2
plant

-1
. 

2.3 Plant biochemical parameters: 

2.3.1 Estimation of total carbohydrates content in plant leaves: 

Plant sample preparation:  

i) Plant leaves should be collected. Oven dried at 70 °C for 72 hrs. 

ii) Grinded to fine powder. 

iii) 5gms of plant powder was weighed and crushed in 25ml of sterile water. 

iv) Boiled at 50-60 °C for 30 minutes on water bath. 

v)  It was used filtered through Whattman No.1 filter paper. 

vi) The filterate was centrifuged at 2500 rpm for 15 minutes and filterate was stored in sterile bottles at 5°C for 

further use. 

Reagent preparation: 0.2 gms of anthrone was dissolved in 100ml of concentrated Sulphuric acid. Fresh solution was 

prepared just before the use. 

Procedure: 

i)             1ml of the aliquot was taken in a test tube. 

ii) The volume was made upto 2.5 ml with distilled water. 

iii) All the test tubes were kept in the ice bath and to which 5ml of anthrone reagent was added slowly. 

iv) Contents were stirred gently with a glass rod and heated on boiling water bath exactly for 7.5 mins and 

cooled immediately on ice bath. 

v) After cooling, the absorbance of the solution were measured at 630nm against the blank in a 

spectrophotometer (Elico SL-177) and the sugar content was calculated through the standard curve. 

Standard curve: 

i)  100 mg of glucose was dissolved in little quality of water and make up to 100 ml to get a stock solution. 

ii) From this, different concentration were made from 10-100mg/ml by diluting and used for standard curve. 

2.3.2 Estimation of total chlorophyll content in plant leaves: 

To the estimate the amount of chlorophyll in plant leaves Arnon methodology (1949)  was used[18]. 
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i) 0.25 gms of fresh leaves was weighed and  homogenized with pure 80% acetone. 

ii) Extract was filtered using whatman No.1filter paper. 

iii) Wash 2-3 times using 80% acetone. 

iv) Finally made the volume to 25 ml  

v) Read the absorbance at 645 and 663 nm 

Calculate the total chlorophyll content by using the Formulae: 

Total chlorophyll content present in A/g tissue = 20.2(A645) + 8.02(A663) *V/1000*W 

A= absorbance at specific wavelength 

V= final volume of chlorophyll extract in 80% acetone 

W= Fresh weight of tissue extracted 

3.  Results and Discussion: 

3.1 Soil chemical analysis: 

Soil sampl pH E.C 

Before salt stress 6 1.23dsm
-1

 

After salt stress 7.9 0.93dsm
-1

 

Table 1. Compares the pH and electrical conductivity of the soil before and the after the experimental work 

3.2  Plant Morphological parameters: 

3.2.1 Determination of plant height: 

 Plant height was estimated for 21 days and the height in centimeters was estimated with a gap period of 5 

days(Table.2) 

PLANTS 5
th

 day 10
th

 day 15
th

 day 20
th

 day 

Azadirachta indica C-46 

S -47 

C-46 

S -48 

C-47 

S -49 

C-48 

S -51 

Cassia fistula C-45 

S -45 

C-46 

S -45 

C-47 

S -45.5 

C-48 

S -46 

Aloe barbadensis C-20 

S -20 

C-21 

S -20 

C-22.5 

S -21 

C-24 

S -21 

Catharanthus roseus C-13 

S -12 

C-14 

S -13 

C-14 

S -13 

C-16 

S -14 
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Table 2.The observed plant height for 20 days in an interval of 5 days where C- indicates control and S- 

indicates salt stress on their respective plants. 

Table 2, shows the parameter in terms of growth where we can see clearly the inhibitory effect of salt in all plants , 

but astonishingly  Azadirachta indica shows the growth effect when compared with another plants while all other 

plants height were less when compared to their respective control plants.

3.2.2 Determination of leaf area: 

Leaf area was determined in as cm
2
plant

-1
[19]. Here the control plants 20

th
 day area is tabulated so that 

direct identification can be done , at the same time the 5
th

 -15
th

 day leaves area is also tabulated so that the increase 

rate  of area can be easily noticed(Table.3). 

 

PLANTS 

Control 

value  on 

20
th

 day 

 

5
th

 day 

 

10
th

 day 

 

15
th

 day 

 

20
th

 day 

Azadirachta indica 7 7 7.85 7.99 8.5 

Cassia fistula 4.5 4.5 4.22 4.55 4.44 

Aloe barbadensis 15 15 14 13 14 

Catharanthus roseus 12 12 13 13 14 

Table 3.It shows the leaf area of the plant leaves which is a morphological parameter which helps to indicate 

the plant survival. 

3.3 Plant biochemical parameters: 

3.3.1 Total carbohydrates content in plant leaves: 

Plants Control on 

20
th

 day 

5
th

 day 10
th

 day 15
th

 day 20
th

 day 

Azadirachta indica 1.98 1.888 1.87 1.47 1.57 

Cassia fistula 1.45 1.23 1.22 1.20 0.878 

Aloe barbadensis 1.23 1.01 0.67 0.64 0.56 

Catharanthus roseus 1.23 1.21 1.023 0.98 0.77 

Table 4 .Total carbohydrate content of the selected medicinal plants were tabulated with respect to five days 

of interval 

Total carbohydrates content was estimated by Anthrone method, and the total carbohydrate content of all the plants 

with respect to their days of interval is tabulated here(Table 4).We found that more amount of carbohydrate was 

found in Azadirachta indica control plant and also the salt stress effected Azadirachta indica has nearby amount of 

carbohydrates in it [20,21].It resembles that Azadirachta indica has some internal tolerance towards salt stress. 

3.2.2 Total chlorophyll content in plant leaves: 
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Plants Control on 20
th

 

day 

5
th

 day 10
th

 day 15
th

 day 20
th

 day 

Azadirachta 

indica 
1.98 1.78 1.88 1.91 2.012 

Cassia fistula 1.33 1.23 1.12 1.01 0.98 

Aloe 

barbadensis 

1.23 0.98 0.96 0.88 0.77 

Catharanthus 

roseus 

1.42 1.09 1.02 0.98 0.92 

Table 5.Chlorophyll content  of the selected medicinal plants in an interval of five days are tabulated here. 

In the chlorophyll content estimation of the selected plants for 20 days, in the interval of five days , we found high 

amount of chlorophyll in Azadirachta indica, which is amazing phenomenon when compared to other plants. 

Whereas total chlorophyll content is an indicative of photosynthetic and metabolic activity and it was found high in 

Azadirachta indica ,and the other plants like Cassia fistula ,Aloe barbadensis, Catharanthus roseus lack the ability 

to withstand the salinity condition. 

 

Figure 5. 1- indicates the control plant,2- indicates salt stress effected plant. The figure consist of Cassia fistula and  

Catharanthus roseus in the first row, and  Azadirachta indica and ,Aloe barbadensis in the second row 

From the above experimental work it was determined that Azadirachta indica which a most commonly 

used plant in medicinal works has the capability to survive in salinity conditions too. Its large scale cultivation is 

also easy in saline conditions as it has saline conditions withstanding property, while other plants have showed the 

suppressed growth conditions.  

Cassia 

fistula 
Catharanthus 

roseus 

Azadirachta 

indica 
Aloe 

barbadensis 
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4.CONCLUSION: 
  Azadirachta indica  has an ability to withstand salinity, was determined by some morphological and 

biochemical parameters. Whereas the  salts stress varies from one plant to another which can be clearly observed 

from the experimental work which has been done. Good agricultural practice is specific for each country because of 

some differences in geoclimate, length of vegetative, time, precipitation, temperature and quality of soil[23-25]. 

Therefore there is a necessity for verification and adaptation of each plant in natural conditions of each region. By 

having advance research on these plants by gathering the genetic work and molecular work on these plants  in 

addition to the morphological and biochemical parameters  , new genetically manipulated traits can generated. This 

approach is promising, considering the novel approaches in combining genetic, physiological , biochemical and 

molecular techniques  which results a excellent future of plants. One day soon, crops will be altered to survive and 

produce maximum yield grown under minimal conditions.  The problem of salt stress will be alleviated and farmers 

will be satisfied[26].  
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Abstract-  
The wireless technology use is so widely spread illustrates 

that its benefits of the technology for now compensate the 

risks. Now the major bandwidth of the internet is being 

accessed more by the wireless links without concerning the 

security. The paper discusses the various aspects of wireless 

cyber crime with perspective of the venerability, detection 

and preventions of the malefic intentional use of the 

technology.  

Key Words – Wireless forensic, Hitech Crime ,Wireless 

security. Wi-Fi threat. 

I. Introduction 
Currently, it is estimated that 75 percent of the wireless 

computer networks are vulnerable to attack. However, in 

spite of this statistic, the fact that wireless use is so widely 

prevalent illustrates that the benefits of the technology, for 

now, outweigh the risks.  

These risks may become more problematic as the nation’s 

critical IT infrastructure, namely, corporate sector, 

emergency services, and Government agencies, are 

becoming more and more tied to the Internet. This leads to 
an even bigger concern: the Internet is being accessed more 

and more frequently by wireless links connected to 

networks with inadequate security, which makes auditing 

and forensics all the more difficult. To counter or prevent 

the effects of these types of computer attacks, it is always 

best for organizations to ensure they are complying with 

basic network security guidelines. Although convenient and 

easy to deploy, wireless local area networks (WLANs) 

require proper planning, training, and an ongoing awareness 

of the security risks introduced by using wireless devices 

and networks. In this chapter we’re going to cover threats, 
vulnerabilities, and security solutions related to Wi-Fi, 

PDAs, and cell  

. 

Ii Wireless Network Security Threats 
The security risks in WLANs extend beyond those in a 

wired network to include the additional risks introduced by 

weaknesses in wireless protocols. The security threats posed 

by WLANs are considered in the following subsections. 

 
 

 

Eavesdropping 
Intercepting information that is transmitted over the WLAN 

is generally easier, as it can be done from a considerable 

distance outside of the building perimeter without any 

physical network connection. The information intercepted 

can be read if transmitted in the clear, or easily deciphered 

if only WEP encryption is used. 

 

Traffic Analysis 

The attacker gains information by monitoring wireless 

transmissions for patterns of communication and data flow 

between parties, and deciphers encrypted traffic that has 
been captured. Traffic analysis can result in the compromise 

of sensitive information. 

 

Data Tampering 

The information transmitted over the WLAN can be 

deleted, replayed, or modified by the attacker via man-in-

the-middle attack. This can result in a loss of data integrity 

and availability. 

 

Masquerading 

The attacker gains unauthorized access to the information 

and network resources within the WLAN or other 
interconnected network by impersonating an authorized 

user. The attacker can cause further problems by launching 

attacks or introducing malicious code that can disrupt 

operations. 

 

DENIAL -OF-SERVICE (Dos) 

The attacker can jam the entire frequency channel that is 

used for wireless data transmission using a powerful signal 

generator, microwave, or a massive amount of broadcasted 

network traffic from a rogue wireless device. With high-

gain antennas and WLAN attack tools, the perpetrator can 
cause denial-of-service without being close to the targeted 

WLAN, and although it is not impossible to direction-find 

(DF) the perpetrator, it is difficult and requires tools that are 

only now becoming available. 

 

Wireless Client Attacks 

The attacker can potentially gain access to the information 

shared or stored in the wireless client when it is connected 

to an unprotected ad hoc WLAN or an untrustworthy third-

party WLAN. Additionally, the compromised wireless 
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client can potentially serve as a bridge to the internal 

network, thus allowing a perpetrator to gain access to or 

launch attacks against the internal corporate network and its 

resources. 

 

OTHER ISSUES 

 

Spread Spectrum Isn’t Very Secure 

Several of the 802.11 wireless LAN standards use spread 

spectrum, which is a modulation technique developed to 
prevent radio jamming. Spread spectrum, in general, is 

capable of changing the ―spreading codes‖ in a way that 

makes decipherment impossible without knowing the 

correct codes. Wireless LAN vendors today still advertise 

the security that spread spectrum provides. This would be 

fine except that the 802.11 standard describes the spreading 

codes publicly so that companies can design interoperable 

802.11 components. This means that a hacker or intruder 

would only need an 802.11-compliant radio NIC as the 

basis for connectivity, which nullifies the security benefits 

of spread spectrum 

.Ssids ARE NOT DESINED AS PASSWORDS 

The Service Set Identifier (SSID) is the name of a WLAN. 

All wireless devices on a particular WLAN must use the 

same SSID to communicate with each other. SSIDs were 

first introduced as a way to prevent people from connecting 

to the access point (AP) without foreknowledge of the 

SSID, which has now been incorporated into every AP as 

―Disabling broadcast SSID.‖ So SSIDs serve a very useful 
function — identification of the AP or network; however, it 

should not be relied upon as a password. 

WEP IS WEAK 

The Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) protocol was 

designed to add security to WLANs. WEP was intended to 

give wireless networks the equivalent level of privacy of a 

comparable wired network. However, WEP occasionally 

produces typologically weak ciphers that are easily broken 

with modern tools. A step-by-step description of how the 

WEP protocol is cracked follows, to give you a better idea 

of the weakness of WEP and the speed with which it can be 

compromised: 
1.A hacker runs Kismet, a wireless LAN discovery tool, to 

determine what wireless LANs are in the area. When the 

hacker discovers the SSID, the channel number it is 

operating on, and its BSSID ( Basic Service Set Identifier— 

its Ethernet address), he has all the information needed to 

mount an attack to recover the WEP key. 

2. If the SSID is unknown because the WLAN’s owner has 

enabled mode that hides it (known as SSID Cloaking or 

SSID Broadcast Disable ), the hacker can discover the SSID 

by waiting for a client to connect, in which case both the 

client as well as the AP disclose the SSID. Or the hacker 
can obtain the SSID by forcing an already connected client 

to disconnect and reconnect. This is done by sending a 

specially crafted packet pretending to be from the AP that  

tells the receiving client that it is no longer authenticated. 

The client has no way to tell that this is not actually coming 

from the AP, and so it attempts to rectify the problem by 

disconnecting from the AP and reconnecting, yielding the 

SSID in the process. 

3. The hacker puts his wireless card into a monitor mode‖ in 

which the WLAN card eavesdrops on a WLAN without 

having to connect to it. He commands the WLAN card to 

monitor the channel on which the target AP is located, and 

begins capturing and saving all of the traffic monitored 
from that AP to disk in a file called a capture file. 

4. The software used to capture the data notes the reception 

of packets encrypted with a weak Initialization Vector (IV), 

which in cryptography is a value used to initialize a 

cryptographic process. WEP misuses these IVs in an 

exploitable way, and when a certain number of weak IVs 

have been captured, the WEP key can be determined. 

Roughly 125,000 packets are required to crack most 40-bit 

WEP keys, and 200,000–250,000 packets for a 128-bit 

WEP key. 

5. On a slow WLAN, capturing the requisite number of 

weak IVs can take some time. To accelerate the attack, the 
hacker will next inject a captured WEP frame back into the 

network to generate more traffic. This takes advantage of 

the fact that WEP has no ―replay protection‖ mechanism to 

prevent this. An injection rate of 512 packets per second 

generally results in the required number of IVs being 

captured between 10 min for 40-bit and 30 min for 128-bit 

WEP. If no client is present on the WLAN to generate 

traffic that can be captured and reinjected, in most cases the 

attacker’s own system can be made to do so. 

6. After a sufficient number of IVs is captured, the hacker 

runs the AirCrack tool, which will attempt to crack and 
disclose the WEPkey. 

7. Once the WEP key is known, the hacker can connect to 

the AP just as a legitimate client would — and the WLAN 

owner would be none be wiser. 

WAR-DRIVING 

War-driving is derived from the war-dialing exploits of the 

teenage hacker character in the 1983 movie War Games, 

who has his computer randomly dial hundreds of numbers. 

He eventually winds up tapping into a nuclear command 

and control system! With the growth of the Internet, 

scanning was the next version of this type of exploit. People 

often scan through large numbers of IP addresses looking 
for computers that are running certain types of servers. 

The wireless age has introduced a new type of attack called 

war-driving. 

Originally, war-driving was when crackers drove around in 

a car equipped with wireless gear looking for unsecured 

wireless networks to gain illicit access to. Over time, the 

term has evolved to include harmless types like us simply 

checking on the radio frequency (RF) environment. 

 THE BASIC WAR-DRIVING KIT 

 The basic kit consists of the following: 

 Laptop computer 
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 Wireless NIC 

 Antenna (optional) 

 Software 

 GPS unit (optional) 

 

Why Are People War-Driving? 

There is no clear answer to this question, because the act of 

war-driving can have so many different motivations. 

Technology is not bound to ethics. It is the application and 

use of that technology that brings ethics into it. 
If someone is simply driving around a city searching for the 

existence of wireless networks, with no ulterior motive, it 

cannot be deemed illegal. However, if you are searching for 

a place to steal Internet access, or commit computer crimes, 

then war-driving is considered malicious and could be 

treated as such in court. Also remember that in the United 

States, simply receiving radio transmissions on the cellular 

telephone frequencies (895–925 MHz) is illegal. 

 

A key differentiator here is that cellular interception takes 

place with equipment exclusive to the normal process of 
service, i.e., you don’t use a cell phone to intercept someone 

else’s call, you use a scanner. War driving (and wireless 

sniffing) uses the same equipment that you’d use to 

participate in a WLAN as a normal user. Further, because 

you have the right to monitor your own network, making 

monitoring tools illegal would certainly be questionable, 

especially in light of the current thinking that perhaps 

companies ought to be held liable for malicious activity 

occurring through their inadequately secured WLANs. 

 

War-Chalking 

War-chalking actually started out as something else. It was 
a secret sign language once used by hobos to alert fellow 

travelers of dangers or opportunities for food and work on 

the open road. Today, war-chalking is an extension of war-

driving, in which people use chalk to place a special symbol 

on a sidewalk or other surface that indicates a nearby 

wireless network, especially one that offers Internet access.  

 

War Flying 

In yet another flavor of war-driving that has emerged in 

recent years, hobbyists are now taking their skills to the air. 

The term is appropriately named war flying and those using 
this technique are detecting hundreds of wireless LAN APs 

during short trips in private planes cruising at altitudes 

between 1500 and 2500 ft. On one war-flying tour over an 

area of San Diego County, a private plane detected 437 

APs. Detection of so many APs is due to the increased 

range that wireless networks can broadcast upward because 

of lack of obstructions. However, the limit is currently 

around 2500 ft because most WLANs are vertically, not 

horizontally, polarized, and so most of the RF energy goes 

out parallel to the Earth’s surface. 

 

 

War-Driving And War-Chalking Ethics 

In the previous subsections we have covered war-driving, 

war flying, and war-chalking; however, when we look 

beyond the definitions and techniques, we get into the 

ethical issues of these activities. Three questions come to 

mind: 

1. Is it theft? 

2. Is it harmful? 

3. Is it stoppable? 

 

Is It Theft? 

According to the standard definition, theft is defined as ―the 

felonious taking and removing of personal property with 

intent to deprive the rightful owner of it‖ Although war-

chalking and war-driving activities identify and mark 

wireless networks, they do not remove or deprive the owner 

of his or her wireless connectivity. However, if common 

sense prevails here, this would be considered theft. 

 

Wireless Crime Prevention Technique  
 In this new century we are entering a new age of policing, 

an age in which wireless technology will play a key role. 

Traditionally, police work has involved interviewing the 

public, searching the houses of suspects, and putting them 

under surveillance to discover whom the suspect was in 

touch with, where they traveled, etc. Today, in many cases, 

these techniques would reveal very little. In the future it 

will be far more useful to look at surveillance videos, 

review the suspect’s e-mail and computer hard drive, and 

most importantly, gain access to cellular records as they 

will show where the suspect was and whom they were in 
contact with. 

 

Is It Harmful? 

War-chalking is only a process of identifying networks. It 

would be similar to going around a neighborhood and 

somehow making marks on public property identifying 

houses with weak security. 

 

 

 

 

Is It Stoppable? 

Not really, unless you are planning on installing lead walls. 

Owners of wireless networks can modify or shield their 

equipment, but it is by no means fool proof. 

 

Proactive Measures 

Now that we’ve seen an example of what’s possible, let’s 

look at some steps that can be taken to help protect a 

wireless network. In this section and the one that follows, 

we will cover some tools and best practices that will allow 

you to be proactive with our security. By using the same 

tools that hackers use to penetrate your network, you can to 
find and plug security holes beforehand. This combined 
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with using established security practices and policies, can 

help deter or prevent intrusions. 

Tools for wireless networks: 

 

Wlan Discovery Tools 

 Netstumbler — Versions for Windows and Linux 

 Kismet — Linux 

 MacStumbler — Mac OS 

 MiniStumbler — Pocket PC 

 Mognet — Java 
 

Wireless Network Sniffers 

 AiroPeek — Windows 

 AirTraf — Linux 

 Ethereal — All OSs 

 Sniffer Wireless — Windows and Pocket PC 

 BSD AirTools — BSD 

 

Wep Cracking Tools 

 WEPCrack — Linux 

 AirSnort — Linux 

 BSD-Tools dweputils — BSD 

 AirCrack — Linux and Windows 

  

 

IV COMMON WI-FI SECURITY 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

ACTIONS VERSUS REALITY 
In the previous section we looked at some tools that will 

help you find out more about your wireless network and the 

information traveling across it. In this section we will take a 

closer look at what is commonly recommended 

when securing wireless, and how effective those 
recommendations really are. 

         Recommended action: Turn SSID broadcasting 

off.Reality: Several software tools (such as Kismet) exist 

that will discover the SSID when a client connects — and 

common hacker tools can force a user to reconnect to the 

AP at will — thus giving up the SSID. In reality, this 

measure stops only two commonly used WLAN discovery 

tools from finding a WLAN, namely, Netstumbler and 

Windows XP. 

 

Recommended action: Utilize static IP addresses. 

Reality: Static IP address pools can be found quickly 
through simple traffic analysis, much quicker than you can 

eliminate DHCP from your network. 

 

Recommended action: Turn 128-bit WEP encryption on. 

Reality: WEP can be cracked in tens of minutes in 

essentially every case. 

 

Recommended action: Change WEP keys periodically. 

Reality: New WEP keys can be cracked just as quickly as 

old ones. 

 

Recommended action: Enable MAC address filtering. 

Reality: Simple traffic analysis will yield the authorized 

MAC addresses (which, after all, are the only ones 

passing traffic over the network). Because MAC 

addresses can be specified by a hacker for his WLAN 

card, this has no real security benefit. In fact, this 

―security tip‖ offers essentially zero security while 

requiring great effort to implement. 

 
Recommended action: Utilize shared key authentication. 

Reality: Again, WEP can be cracked quite rapidly. 

 

Recommended action: Use personal firewalls. 

Reality: A good idea to prevent anyone who does manage 

to connect with the AP from communicating with your 

mobile device and potentially obtaining data or doing 

harm. However, because attacks exist that fool the mobile 

device into believing that a hacker’s system is a trusted 

one, this is not a panacea. 

 

Recommended action: Administer wireless devices using 
secure protocols like SSH or HTTPS, instead of telnet or 

http. With the tunnel in place, anyone who tries to 

monitor the conversation between your laptop and the 

mail server will get something resembling line noise. 

Reality: Unless the hacker is able to perpetrate a man-in-

the-middle attack. SSH and HTTPS have been found 

vulnerable in the past to man-in-the-middle attacks in 

certain circumstances; wireless connections are easier to 

exploit in this regard than wired ones. 

 

V. Personal Digital Assistants 

Pda Threats And Vulnerabilities 

 

Mobile Device Attacks 

Although attacks on mobile devices are not as widely 

published or as prolific as the viruses and worms that 

infiltrate network security defenses, they do exist and can 

be equally dangerous. The open handheld operating systems 

are often left insecure, making the device highly susceptible 

to a variety of attacks. Some common attacks include: 

copying or stealing information from the device, loading 

malicious code onto the device, or destroying key files or 

applications on the device. 
 

How A Pda Connects To Other Computers 

A PDA connects to other computers by one or more of the 

following methods: 

 

 Desktop synchronization 

 Hardwired network interface card 

 Wireless network interface card 

 Bluetooth 

 Wi-Fi 
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Viruses, Trojans, And Worms 

As with desktop and laptop computers, PDAs and the 

programs they run can be vulnerable to malicious code, 

which include: 

 Trojans: A program disguised as another program. 

 Worms: Stand-alone programs that make full, running 

duplicationsof themselves, stealing system resources. 

 

 Logic bombs: Programs within programs that perform 

destructive acts based on a trigger event. 
 

One of the first reported wireless viruses was called Phage 

and was aimed at the Palm OS, back in 2000. Viruses 

depend on the type of PDA OS you are running. PDAs are 

also more likely to be a carrier of a virus than the actual 

target of an attack; however, this is probably of little 

comfort after a PDA has been synced with a workstation or 

worse, an enterprise. 

 

Theft Of The Pda Device 

PDAs and BlackBerrys are clearly more at risk for theft 
because of their size and weight. It’s much easier to lift a 

device designed to go into your pocket as opposed to one 

that’s not. The devices are often the main interest of the 

thief as they are typically worth a higher price tag despite 

their small size. However, this will not always be the case 

because as the data capacity and battery life increase, the 

data that resides on the device will interest the average 

thief. 

 

Data Theft 

Again, thanks to the portability of these devices and their 

ability to hold, in some cases, a variety of memory 
expansion cards, it often doesn’t take much time for 

someone to quietly download all of your information to a 

removable flash card. 

 

Mobile Code Exploits 

Mobile code is software that is transmitted across a network 

from a server or other remote source to a local system and is 

then executed on that local system. Often, this is done 

without direct action by the user. This code may have flaws 

that can allow an attacker to compromise a PDA. 

 

Authentication Theft 

The theft of the device can also result in the theft of 

authentication information, which can allow access into 

additional resources or a larger network. 

 

Dos Attacks 

A DoS attack is an incident in which a user or organization 

is deprived of the services of a resource they would 

normally expect to have. In the instance of a PDA, 

everything from a mobile code exploit to the theft of the 

actual device constitutes a DoS. 

 

Session Hijacking 

Session hijacking is when someone takes over a TCP 

session between two machines, or in this case, a PDA and 

another PDA or network. Most authentications only occur 

at the start of a TCP session, allowing the hacker to gain 

access to the PDA or its host network. 

 

Vi Pda Security 

 

Anti-Virus Software 
As with workstations and servers, running an anti-virus 

program on your PDA will help reduce the risks of data loss 

or corruption, and help prevent your PDA from being a 

target of attack when it syncs to a computer or network. 

Norton, Symantec, F-Secure, and Kaspersky all produce 

PDA anti-virus products. 

 

Other Pda Security Measures 

The following are important PDA security measures: 

 Database security and authentication 

 Faraday bag (which blocks all wireless signals to the 

device) 

 Encryption — Ccrypt, PDA Secure (TrustDigital) 

 Firewalls — Mobile Firewall Plus 

 Password enforcement — HotSync security, PDA 

Defense 

 VPN — VPN 3000 (Cisco), MovianVPN 

 

Combating Handheld Attacks 

As we’ve seen, mobile device platforms have their own set 

of threats and vulnerabilities. These pose unique challenges 

to security administrators. Every mobile user and mobile 

enterprise needs to carefully evaluate its own device-side 
security needs. 

 

The following best practices, from Bluefire Security 

Technologies, Baltimore, Maryland, provide a basic guide 

to begin the process: 

 

1. Define handheld security policy 

2. Centrally enforce and monitor handheld security 

3. Enforce use of power-on passwords 

4. Block unauthorized handheld network activity 

5. Detect handheld intrusions 
6. Protect handheld integrity 

7. Encrypt sensitive data stored on handhelds 

8. Protect traffic sent/received by handhelds 

9. Maintain up-to-date anti-virus protection 

10. Back up frequently 

 

Vi. Wireless Network Security Threats  
The security risks in WLANs extend beyond those in a 

wired network to include the additional risks introduced by 
weaknesses in wireless protocols. 

The security threats posed by WLANs are considered in the 

following subsections. Eavesdropping Intercepting 
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information that is transmitted over the WLAN is generally 

easier, as it can be done from a considerable distance 

outside of the building perimeter without any physical 

network connection. The information intercepted can be 

read if transmitted in the clear, or easily deciphered if only 

WEP encryption is used. Traffic Analysis The attacker 

gains information by monitoring wireless transmissions for 

patterns of communication and data flow between parties, 

and deciphers encrypted traffic that has been captured. 

Traffic analysis can result in the compromise of sensitive 
information.  

 

E911 

E911 is a location technology promoted by the FCC that 

will enable mobile, or cellular, phones to process 911 

emergency calls and enable emergency services to locate 

the geographic position of the caller. 

 

When a person makes a 911 call using a land line, the call is 

routed to the nearest public safety answering point (PSAP), 

which sends the emergency call to the proper service, such 

as the police, the fire department, etc. The PSAP receives 
the caller’s phone number and the exact location of the 

phone call. This is how things would work if you were 

calling from a landline. 

But what about mobile phones? 

 

Before 1996, all 911 calls made using a mobile phone 

would have toaccess their carriers first. The carrier would 

then have to verify subscription 

of service. Once verified, the call would be routed to a 

PSAP. The FCC refined this process, and ruled that all 911 

calls must go directly to the PSAP without receiving 
subscription verification from the cellular carrier.  

Intrado of Longmont, Colorado, is a company that provides 

911 solutions for wireless cellular carriers. Intrado has so 

far deployed Phase 1 of the E911 directive, which identifies 

the cell site from which a cellular call originates. More than 

190 million 911 calls are placed annually, and almost 50 

million of those are made from wireless phones. 

 

Police Use Of Wireless Devices 

The police and law enforcement forces have used the radio 

for decades. The maxim ―You can’t outrun a radio‖ when 

referring to a car chase with the police is just one small 
example. Today, police and law enforcement officials are 

using some newer programs that surpass the traditional 

radio. 

 

Packetcluster 

PacketCluster Patrol software allows patrol cars direct 

access to crime fighting information from a car-based 

laptop. This technology is in practical use in Salinas and 

Monterey County in California. Using a wireless network, 

more than 400 patrol officers can access records from 

county, state, and federal databases. 

Totalroam 

TotalRoam is another in-vehicle platform that is designed to 

manage data routing for wireless network communications. 

TotalRoam allows highway patrol officers to use the 

wireless system to instantly and directly access critical 

information from databases covering vehicle registration, 

outstanding warrants, and much more. TotalRoam will also 

enable the wireless transmission of information gathered by 

other onboard equipment, such as breathalyzers and GPS. 

Another significant quality of TotalRoam is its redundancy. 
Its multiple networking design guarantees continual 

communication, ensuring that during emergency situations 

officers will always have backup. 

 

Hi-Tech Patrol Cars 

In the Sacramento Police Department, all 190 police cars 

are being fitted with wireless IP networking equipment and 

onboard computers, allowing each officer to access any 

database the department would normally have access to. 

SACPD cars will also be fitted with equipment to allow 

them to view live video feed from police helicopters. This 

will help officers make much better decisions during a 
chase, as well as aid superior officers in making more 

informed decisions in, for example, hostage situations. 

SACPD is also working toward moving to a paperless, or 

paper reduced, system by giving officers wireless PDAs to 

streamline the paperwork 

process. Additionally, these systems will eventually be 

integrated with the electronic tagging systems used by the 

judicial and prison services. 

 

Wireless Honeypots 

To quote Lance Spitzner, the leader of the Honeynet 
Project, the definition of a honeypot is: 

A honeypot is an information system resource whose value 

lies in unauthorized or illicit use of that resource. 

 

A wireless honeypot, used properly, could reveal pertinent 

and accurate statistics about attacks on your infrastructure, 

including: 

 

 The frequency of attacks 

 The attacker’s skill level 

 Goals and methods 
 

Wireless honeypots, similar to their wired counterparts, can 

help protect your networks by diverting the attacker’s time 

and resources on fake targets. In the black hat community, 

hackers enjoy penetrating wireless networks for the 

following reasons: 
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 They are somewhat safe, because the attacker isn’t 

directly connected to the network. 

 

 They are easy to hack, because there are a huge number 

of open or unsecured access points (APs) around. 

 

 They are fun to attack, because the wireless network is 

still considered relatively new. 

 

 They allow for a great deal of anonymity. 
 

Vii Wireless Crime Prevention Techniques 
In this new century we are entering a new age of policing. 

An age in which wireless technology will play a key role. 

Traditionally, police work has involved interviewing the 

public, searching the houses of suspects, and putting them 

under surveillance to discover whom the suspect was in 

touch with, where they traveled, etc. Today, in many cases, 

these techniques would reveal very little.  
 

In the future it will be far more useful to look at 

surveillance videos, review the suspect’s e-mail and 

computer hard drive, and most importantly, gain access to 

cellular records as they will show where the suspect was 

and whom they were in contact with. 

 

Viii Conclusion 
Crime is also evolving in many ways and adapting to newer 
technologies. Criminals are among the early adopters of 

new technologies and emerging platforms. Crime is here to 

stay in the wire-free world. The extortionist, criminal or 

murderer who in the past sent a threat message by sticking 

letters cut out from newspapers on a sheet, now prefers 

sending a text message while spoofing the mobile number 

to avoid identification and tracing.  
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Abstract— Artificial vision for the blind was once the stuff of science fiction. But now, a limited form of artificial 

vision is a reality .Now we are at the beginning of the end of blindness with this type of technology. In an effort to 

illuminate the perpetually dark world of the blind, researchers are turning to technology. They are investigating several 

electronic-based strategies designed to bypass various defects or missing links along the brain's image processing pathway 

and provide some form of artificial sight. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Bionic eye,' also called a Bio Electronic eye, is the 

electronic device that replaces functionality of a part or 

whole of the eye. It is still at a very early stage in its 

development, but if successful, it could restore vision to 

people who have lost sight during their lifetime. A bionic 

eye work by stimulating nerves, which are activated by 

electrical impulses. In this case the patient has a small 

device implanted into the body that can receive radio 

signals and transmit those signals to nerves. 

II. HOW RETINA WORKS 
The eye is one of the most amazing organs in the body. To 

understand how artificial vision is created, it's important to 

know about the important role that the retina plays in how 

you see Here is a simple explanation of what happens when 

you look at an object:  

 Scattered light from the object enters through the cornea.  

 The light is projected onto the retina.  

 The retina sends messages to the brain through the optic 

nerve.  

 The brain interprets what the object is.  

In a healthy eye, the rods and cones on the retina convert 

light into tiny electrochemical impulses that are sent 

through the optic nerve and into the brain, where they’re 

decoded into images. 

 

The retina is complex in itself. This thin membrane at the 

back of the eye is a vital part of your ability to see. Its main 

function is to receive and transmit images to the brain. 

These are the three main types of cells in the eye that help 

perform this function: 

 

 

Fig 1. the anatomy of the eye 

 Rods  

 Cones  

 Ganglion Cells  

There are about 125 million rods and cones within the retina 

that act as the eye's photoreceptors. Rods are the most 

numerous of the two photoreceptors, outnumbering cones 

18 to 1. Rods are able to function in low light (they can 

detect a single photon) and can create black and white 

images without much light. Once enough light is available 

(for example, daylight or artificial light in a room), cones 

give us the ability to see color and detail of objects. Cones 

are responsible for allowing you to read this report, because 

they allow us to see at a high resolution. 

 

The information received by the rods and cones are then 

transmitted to the nearly 1 million ganglion cells in the 

retina. These ganglion cells interpret the messages from the 

rods and cones and send the information on to the brain by 

way of the optic nerve.  

III. BLINDNESS 
Blindness is more feared by the public than any ailment 

with the exception of cancer and AIDS. 

Blindness is the condition of lacking visual perception due 

to physiological or neurological factors. 
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Various scales have been developed to describe the extent 

of vision loss and define blindness. Total blindness is the 

complete lack of form and visual light perception and is 

clinically recorded as NLP, an abbreviation for "no light 

perception." Blindness is frequently used to describe severe 

visual impairment with residual vision. Those described as 

having only light perception have no more sight than the 

ability to tell light from dark and the general direction of a 

light source. 

A. Causes Of Blindness 

There are a number of retinal diseases that attack these cells, 

which can lead to blindness.  

The most notable of these diseases are                                                                                                                                                           

 Retinitis  Pigmentosa  

 Macular Degeneration 

Retinitis Pigmentosa                                                                                                      

Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP) is the name given to a group of 

hereditary diseases of the retina of the eye. RP may be 

caused by a breakdown in the function of the rods or the 

cones in some part of the retina. The retina is so complex 

that breakdowns may occur in a variety of ways and so RP 

is not a single disorder but a great number of disorders. The 

breakdown of cone function may be called Macular 

Degeneration.    

 

Macular Degeneration 

Macular is a sensitive area in the centre of the retina which 

provides us with sight in the centre of our field of vision. It 

allows us to see the fine details when we look directly at 

something. In macular degeneration, a layer beneath the 

retina, called the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), 

gradually wears out from its lifelong duties of disposing of 

retinal waste products. A large proportion of macular 

degeneration cases are age- related.                                                                               

B.  Engineering  Of The Bionic Eye 

First, for visually impaired people to derive the greatest 

benefit from an enhanced-vision system, the image must be 

adapted to their particular blind areas and areas of poor 

acuity or contrast sensitivity. 

 

The thrust of all prosthetic vision devices is to use an 

electrode array to give the user perceptions of points of light 

(phosphenes) that are correlated with the outside world. 

 

Thus, to achieve the expected shift of the image across the 

stimulating electrode array, the camera capturing the image 

must follow the wearer's eye or pupil movements by 

monitoring the front of the eye under infrared (IR) 

illumination.  

 

The eye-position monitor controls the image camera's 

orientation. If the main imageacquisition camera is not 

mounted on the head, compensation for head movement 

will be needed, as well. 

 

Finally, if a retinal prosthesis is to receive power and signal 

input from outside the eye via an IR beam entering the 

pupil, the transmitter must be aligned with the intraocular 

chip. The beam has two roles: it sends power, and it is 

pulse-or amplitude modulated to transmit image data. Under 

the control of eye movement. 

C. Bionic Eye  Implants 
There are two approaches by which we can implant a bionic  

eye: 

 

 Artificial Silicon Retina – ASR 

 Multi-unit Artificial Retina Chipset - MARC 

 

 Artificial Silicon Retina(Asr) 

The ASR is a silicon chip 2 mm in diameter and 1/1000 

inch in thickness.  It contains approximately 3,500 

microscopic solar cells called "micro photodiodes," each 

having its own stimulating electrode.  

 

These micro photodiodes are designed to convert the light 

energy from images into thousands of tiny electrical 

impulses to stimulate the remaining functional cells of the 

retina in patients suffering with AMD and RP types of 

conditions.  

 

Multiple Unit Artificial Retinachipset (Marc) 

The other revolutionary bio electronic eye is the MARC; 

this uses a ccd camera input and a laser beam or rf to 

transmit the image into the chip present in the retina. Using 

this, a resolution of 100 pixels is achieved by using a 10x10 

array. It consists of a platinum or rubber silicon electrode 

array placed inside the eye to stimulate the cells. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2 Multi-unit Artificial Retina Chipset 

 

The schematic of the components of the MARC to be 

implanted consists of a secondary receiving coil mounted in 

close proximity to the cornea, a power and signal 

transceiver and processing chip, a stimulation-current 

driver, and a proposed electrode array fabricated on a 

material such as silicone rubber thin silicon or polyimide 

with ribbon cables connecting the devices. 

The stimulating electrode array, an example of which is 

given in the figure below, is mounted on the retina while the 

power and signal transceiver is mounted in close proximity 

to the cornea.  
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An external miniature low-power CMOS camera worn in an 

eyeglass frame will capture an image and transfer the visual 

information and power to the intraocular components via 

RF telemetry.  

 

The intraocular prosthesis will decode the signal and 

electrically stimulate the retinal neurons through the 

electrodes in a manner that corresponds to the image 

acquired by the CMOS Camera. 

 

D. Working Of Bionic Eye 

It uses a small video camera-equipped device to capture 

images, encode them and send them into the eye implant (a 

silicon chip inserted into the eyeball) via a laser beam that 

also powers the chip’s solar cell. 

 

Photo sensors convert the light and images into electrical 

impulses,which charge a plate that stimulates the nerves and 

transmits visual information to the brain. The laser and 

camera can easily be mounted on eyeglasses without having 

to wear bulky headgear. 

 

The patient would wear goggles mounted with a small video 

camera. Light enters the camera, which then sends the 

image to a wireless wallet-sized computer for processing. 

The computer transmits this information to an infrared LED 

screen on the goggles. 

 

The goggles reflect an infrared image into the eye and on to 

the retinal chip, stimulating photodiodes on the chip. The 

photodiodes mimic the retinal cells by  

 
 

Fig 3. Working of Bionic Eye 

 

converting light into electrical signals, which are then 

transmitted by cells in the inner retina via nerve pulses to 

the brain. 

 

The goggles are transparent so if the user still has some 

vision, they can match that with the new information - the 

device would cover about 10° of the wearer’s field of 

vision. The device involves a miniature video camera fitted 

to a pair of glasses. 

 

 The camera sends compressed digital images to a bionic 

implant on the back of the eye. Thousands of tiny electrodes 

in the bionic chip then stimulate the optic nerve, sending a 

signal to the visual centre at the back of the brain, where it 

is translated into an image. 

 

Normal vision begins when light enters and moves through 

the eye to strike specialized photoreceptor (light-

receiving)cells in the retina called rods and cones. These 

cells convert light signals to electric impulses that are sent 

to the optic nerve and the brain.  

 

Retinal diseases like age-related macular degeneration and 

retinitis pigmentosa destroy vision by annihilating these 

cells. With the artificial retina device, a miniature camera 

mounted in eyeglasses captures images and wirelessly sends 

the information to a microprocessor (worn on a belt) that 

converts the data to an electronic signal and transmits it to a 

receiver on the eye. The receiver sends the signals through a 

tiny, thin cable to the microelectrode array, stimulating it to 

emit pulses. 

 

The artificial retina device thus bypasses defunct 

photoreceptor cells and transmits electrical signals directly 

to the retina’s remaining viable cells. The pulses travel to 

the optic nerve and, ultimately, to the brain, which perceives 

patterns of light and dark spots corresponding to the 

electrodes stimulated. Patients learn to interpret these visual 

patterns. 

 

It takes some training for subjects to actually see a tree. At 

first, they see mostly light and dark spots. But after a while, 

they learn to interpret what the brain is showing them, and 

they eventually perceive that pattern of light and dark as a 

tree. Researchers are already planning a third version that 

has 1000 electrodes on the retinal implant, which they 

believe could allow for reading, facial recognition 

capabilities etc. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Implantation of Bionic Eye 
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Abstract 
Distribution loads vary in response to temperature, time of the day, day of the week and other factors such as humidity 

precipitation and season. The effects of daily load patterns of a typical low voltage network (LV network) need to be studied 

in depth for optimization. This requires a detailed collection of distribution transformer load recordings of all electrical 

parameters such as voltage, current, power and power factor for all three phases. Load analysis is the detailed systematic 

study of all load recordings to derive significant conclusions. Hence there arises a need for the development of distribution 

simulation package (DSP) for LV network load analysis and optimization. 

In the design of simulation package, LabVIEW is used as software simulation tool.  There are four modules developed in the 
DSP namely, Load Survey Module, Power measurement Module, Display Module and Unbalance Prediction Module. In the 

existing system of distribution network, the distribution transformers (DT) are fixed with energy meters in the secondary of 

the DT and energy meter readings are downloaded with common meter reading instrument (CMRI). The energy meter 

reading includes voltage current profile (vi – profile) with power factor and serves as input to the DSP. Outputs of DSP are 

Power and Energy Measurement, Voltage Graph, Load Graph, Power Graph and Prediction of unbalance in the LV 

distribution Network. 

DSP can be termed as effective Management and Monitoring Module (MMM) for LV networks. With the DSP, LV networks 

are studied, analyzed results obtained; Hypotheses derived and significant conclusions are drawn. 

Keywords: distribution simulation package, load analysis, lv network, optimization, reconfiguration and unbalance 

prediction. 

1. Introduction 
Electrical utility has three functional areas namely generation, transmission and distribution.   In the distribution network there 
are two main distribution network lines namely, primary distribution lines (33kV/22kV/11kV) and secondary distribution 

lines (415 volts line voltage). Primary distribution lines feed the HT consumers and distribution transformers. The 

distribution transformers feed the low voltage distribution networks which are the secondary distribution lines. Hence low 

voltage distribution network (LV network) is the last link connecting the consumers. Each of the primary distribution line 

leaves the sub-station as a three-phase circuit and supplies a number of distribution transformers. On the secondary side of 

the distribution transformer, the Secondary distribution lines are connected. The distribution transformers and secondary 

distribution lines are rated to maintain the voltage received by consumers within a prescribed tolerance over the full range of 

loading conditions. The Figure 1 shows the distribution system prevalent in India. 

The main part of distribution system includes:- 

1.   Receiving Substation. 

2.   Sub-transmission lines. 

3.   Distribution substation located closer to the load centre. 
4.   Secondary circuits on the LV side of the distribution transformer. 

5.   Service mains with metering arrangement. 

The existing system in the distribution network is manually controlled. The distribution transformers are located at 

convenient places in the load area. At the distribution transformer, the voltage is stepped down to 415V and power is fed into 

the secondary distribution systems. The secondary distribution system consists of distributors (Pillar Boxes) which are laid 

along the road sides. The service connections to consumers are tapped off from the distributors. The main feeders, distributors 

may consist of overhead lines or cables or both. The distributors are 3- phase, 4 wire circuits, the neutral wire being necessary 

to supply the single phase loads. There are single phase and three phase services given by the electrical utility depending on 

the requirement of consumers. The service connections of consumer are known as service mains. A ground connection is 

normally provided, connected to conductive cases and other safety equipment, to keep current away from equipment and 

people. For single phase services the phase and neutral conductors from distribution transformer is connected 
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Figure 1 Distribution System 

2. Performance of distribution system 

The distribution system requires more attention as it is very difficult to standardize due to its complexity. As it involves 

consumers, power quality becomes paramount consideration in feeding the power supply. With a quality power there is need 

for uninterrupted supply of power. To avoid shortage of power one important consideration is reduction of transmission and 

distribution losses. Transmission and distribution losses (t & d losses) in india have been consistently on the higher side 
between the ranges of 21–25%. Out of these losses, 19% is at the distribution level in which 14% is contributed by technical 

losses. This is due to inadequate investments for system improvement work. The detailed analysis of distribution transformers 

with different types of loading patterns have to be studied for solving power quality issues. Such data are not available in 

scientific way for analysis across the country, India. Therefore, DSP has been developed .Utmost care has been taken to 

collect the data of LV network from different places like metro, urban and rural populated regions to be analysed using DSP. 

There are at least data from 100 transformers analyzed before presenting the inferences. Out of 100 transformers, a sample 

transformer have been presented in this work. The relevant work in the literature for the presented work is summarized 

below. 

Valentina Cecchi and et al (2007) have designed instrumentation and measurement configuration for network 

configuration and meter placement. The work is in primary distribution network and it is not extended up to secondary 

distribution network. Aderiano Galindo Leal and et al (2009) describes artificial neural network approach for loss evaluation 

of distribution transformer. The authors have recorded seven-day load profiles of distribution transformers of Brazilian 
distribution utility which proves uniformity in stochastic nature of the loads. That is, load profiles of different categories of 

consumers can be grouped under clusters as residential, commercial and industrial. But it requires daily load profiles of 

consumers whereas daily load profiles of distribution transformer are only available in developed country‟s scenario. Hence 

development of DSP for developing countries‟ is significant contribution for distribution sector. 

3. Development of distribution simulation package 

In the existing system of distribution network, energy meters are provided for energy accounting. There is no means of 

sensing unbalance currents, voltage unbalance and power factor correction requirement for continuous 24 hours in three 

phases of LT Feeder. In other words, load curves, voltage curves, energy curves and power factor curves for individual three 

phases for full day are not available for monitoring, analyzing and controlling the LV network. To solve this, the modules 
developed in the DSP are listed below along with their associated function. 

 Load Survey Module: Collection of 30 minute readings on the daily load pattern of distribution transformer. 

 Power measurement Module: The measurement of power (Real, Reactive and Apparent) and display of voltage –current 

(vi-profile), power factor and power in the front panel for each phase R, Y and B. 

 Display Module: The display of voltage graph showing all three phases, current graph with all three phases, power graph 

showing all three phases and total power for any selected day for the low voltage distribution network. These graphs are 

effectively utilized for load analysis and to study the power quality performance of low voltage distribution network. 

 Unbalance Prediction Module: Prediction of unbalance in the network for the day selected and display them with LED 

indicators. 

3.1 Design of Simulation Package 

In the existing system of distribution network, the distribution transformers are fixed with energy meters in the secondary of 
the distribution transformer and energy meter readings are downloaded with CMRI. The energy meter reading includes 

voltage current profile (vi – profile) and power factor. It can be used for power measurement. With additional functionalities 

developed in this work like plotting of all electrical parameters on graph, prediction of unbalance current, LabVIEW based 

system can be termed as effective management and monitoring Module (MMM) for low voltage distribution networks. 
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3.1.1 Load Survey Module 

The phase voltages, line currents and power factor of all three phases are monitored every half an hour in the meter fixed in 

the secondary of the distribution transformer. The voltage curve and load curve are obtained from these values. The active, 

the reactive and the apparent power are computed from these quantities after determining the phase angle. “VI-sub modules” 

are developed and the parameters listed below are plotted. 

 Individual phase voltage. 

 Individual phase current. 

 Individual phase active power. 

 Individual phase reactive power. 

 Individual phase apparent power. 
 Individual phase power factor. 

 

With the above concepts, the front panel and block diagram are developed for three phase loads by downloading the vi-

profile (voltage current profile) from energy meter installed in the distribution transformer and simulating the setup using 

practical values. From the actual values obtained load unbalance is predicted. 

3.1.2 Power Measurement Module Design 
The energy meter reading which includes vi-profile with power factor serves as one of the inputs to LabVIEW system. It 

consists of 30 minute readings and hence 48 samples per day. The other input for power calculation and display of voltage 

graph, current graph, power graph and energy graph is the „day‟ input. For particular transformer and particular day of the 

month selected, all graphs of electrical parameters and power measurement has been designed in the block diagram of 

LabVIEW and displayed in the Front panel. Figure 2 shows the subVI for displaying the vi-profile on a particular date. The 
subVI for the measurement of power is shown in Figure 3. The block diagram for design of measurement of power is 

displayed in Figure 4. 

          
      Figure 2 SubVI for vi-Profile                                    Figure 3 SubVI for Measurement of Power 

  
Figure 4 Block Diagram for Measurement of Power 
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3.1.3 Unbalance Prediction Module 

Load analysis of transformer has to be done for full month to check for the consistency and stochastic nature of the loads. To 

balance the current in the secondary distribution network, only the peak load period is considered since the loads are 

predominant at peak load. The unbalance effect is more during peak loads. By attempting load balance during peak hours 

gives better performance throughout the day. SubVI for finding the maximum current in a particular day and particular phase 

is shown in Figure 5 and subVI for prediction of current unbalance is shown in Figure 6. 

             
Figure 5 SubVI for Maximum Current           Figure 6  SubVI for Prediction of Current Unbalance 

 

The subVI displays the maximum current in a particular phase and it also displays current consumption in the peak 

load hours. In similar way, the LabVIEW is designed for all three phases. 
The maximum current consumption in each phase is IRmax, IYmax, and IBmax. The optimum current (Iopt) is given by 

equation 1 

Iopt= (IRmax +IYmax + IBmax)/3      (1) 

The difference between Iopt and IRmax is then determined. Similarly the difference between Iopt and IYmax , Iopt and 

IBmax is computed. If the difference is positive then that phase is considered as overloaded and if the difference is negative 

then that phase is considered to be under loaded. If the difference is within the tolerance value, then that load is perfectly 

balanced. If there is unbalance, then it is displayed by the LED indicators as in Figure 7. Unbalance in particular phase is 
indicated by “RED” indication and balanced condition of particular phase is indicated by “GREEN” indication 

 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Display of Balanced/Unbalanced condition in LV Network 

For the peak period, four hours is selected. There are 9 sets of reading for every half-an-hour. For example, if the peak period 

is 18 hrs to 22 hrs there will be nine set of half–an-hour reading starting with 18hrs reading and ending with 22hrs reading. 

LED display indicates the time of unbalance during peak hours and extent of unbalance studied from load graph display. 

3.2 Load analysis 

Load analysis of distribution transformers with different loading patterns deduces significant inferences for the work 
presented in this paper. For performing load analysis, distribution simulation package developed as discussed in Section 3.1 

is effectively utilized. One number sample transformer has been presented in this paper as case study. Typical loads on low 

voltage networks are stochastic by nature. However it has to be ensured that there is similarity in stochastic nature throughout 

the day. For arriving at practical and effective conclusion for formulating this pragmatic methodology and to solve the power 

quality issues, the study has been undertaken using DSP. 

B  R Y R Y B 

Balanced Condition  Unbalanced condition Balanced Condition 

in two phases 

Unbalanced Condition 

in two phases 

R  Y B B Y R 
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Input to the DSP 

 Low voltage distribution album of distribution transformer. 

 Meter readings of distribution transformer (30minute readings). 

 

Output from the DSP 

 Power measurement 

 Voltage graph 

 Load (Current Graph) 

 Power graph and Total power 

3.2.1 Load Analysis of Sample Distribution Transformer 
The schematic diagram with low voltage distribution album is shown in Figure 8. Energy Measurement for one day is shown 

in Figure 9 and load graphs for 2 different days taken at random are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 LT Album of Sample Distribution Transformer 
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Figure 9 Energy Measurement of sample Distribution Transformer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 Load Graphs                                       Figure 11 Load Graphs 
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3.3 Results and Discussions 

The detailed analysis of distribution transformers with different types of loading patterns leads to very interesting findings as 

summarized below. 

 Though the load utilization of individual consumers is a variable factor, there is uniformity found in stochastic nature. 

 The per-capita consumption of electricity is high in urban compared to rural areas. 

 The peaks and valleys in load graphs tend to follow similarity though not identical in all types of distribution network. 

 The high peak occurs in approximately same band of one hour every day, the major variation may be two hours which is 

also very rare. 

 The peak load of the transformer occurs when majority of the consumers connected to distribution network utilizes most 

of the loads. It occurs in the same time band of peak load of the distribution transformer due to prevailing culture and 
habit of the people. 

 The percentage of unbalance between phases is observed to be proportionate and hence value of unbalance will be 

maximum during peak loads. 

3.4. Conclusion 

All the inferences made out of low voltage distribution network load analysis prove that optimization of low voltage 

distribution network can be achieved by proper planning and successful reconfiguration of consumers to avoid unbalance of 

loads in distribution LV network. This distribution package serves as a backbone for the load analysis. With this method of 

load analysis and load reconfiguration there is a possibility of energy saving in terms of millions of rupees to the nation. 
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Abstract— In this paper, we present an complete survey about 

information and image retrieval process .users are not satisfied 

with the traditional information retrieval techniques. so 

nowadays the content based image retrieval are becoming a 

source of exact and fast retrieval. In this paper the techniques of 

content based image retrieval are discussed, analyzed and 

compared. It also introduced the feature like visual descriptor 

and ontology methods. The suggestion for feature methodology's 

to over come the difficulties and improve the result 

performance. 

Keywords: Content based image retrieval, Visual descriptor, 

ontology, Relevance Feedback. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
In the early years Information retrieval is an area in which the 

computer user is not—or, at least, should not be —required to be 

a programmer . the system easy to use is its query language. 

Called DATAPLUS, the name derives from the system's ability 

to access data, plus the ability to process data. The systems was 

implemented early in 1967 [1].Content Based Image Retrieval 

(CBIR) is any technology that inprinciple helps to organize 

digital image archives by their visual content. By this definition, 

anything ranging from an image similarity function to a robust 

image annotation engine falls under the purview of CBIR The 

most common form of CBIR is an image search based on visual 

,another one is query -by-pictorial example is a relational query 

language introduced for manipulating queries regarding pictorial 

relations as well as conventional relations. Queries can also be 

expressed in terms of pictorial examples through a display 

terminal.[3]-Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is a 

technique which uses visual contents, normally called as 

features, to search images from large scale image databases 

according to users’ requests in the form of a query image. - In 

the early 2003 some of the rule based approach is introduced for 

retrieving images under conditions. This approach allows the 

user to query in a more natural language. Some annotation 

methodologies are used to store and retrieve the images 

manually / automatically. The another methodology is ontology 

– based  instructed  information organization and retrieval are 

proposed when applying ontology to it. Based on the ontologies 

DB , the annotation of unstructured information is obtained.  

II.   SURVEY ON IR 
In the early 1990s, as a result of advances in the Internet and 

new digital image sensor technologies, the volume of digital 

images produced by scientific, educational, medical, industrial, 

and other applications available to users increased dramatically. 

The difficulties faced by text based retrieval became more and 

more severe. The efficient management of the rapidly expanding 

visual information became an urgent problem.- In 1996, Greg 

Pass Ramin Zabih [2] described for comparing images called 

histogram refinement, which imposes additional constraints on 

histogram based matching. Histogram refinement splits the 

pixels in a given bucket into several classes, based upon some 

local property. Within a given bucket, only pixels in the same 

class are compared. Here describe a split histogram called a 

color coherence vector (CCV), which partitions each histogram 

bucket based on spatial coherence. - The texture features we use 

for the segmentation arise from a new approach to texture 

description and scale selection. Then Yong Rui,Thomas S. 

Huang and Sharad Mehrotra [2] in 1998 research many visual 

feature representations have been explored and many system 

built. 

While these research efforts establish the basis of CBIR, the 

usefulness of the proposed approaches is limited. Specifically, 

these efforts have relatively ignored two distinct characteristics 

of CBIR systems: (1) the gap between high level concepts and 

low level features; (2) subjectivity of human perception of visual 

content. This research proposes a relevance feedback based 

interactive retrieval approach, which effectively takes into 

account the above two characteristics in CBIR. During the 

retrieval process, the user’s high level query and perception 

subjectivity are captured by dynamically updated weights based 

on the user’s relevant feedback. This approach greatly reduces 

the user’s effort of composing a query and captures the user’s 

information need more precisely  CBIR involves the following 

four parts in system  realization: data collection, build up feature 

database, search in the database, arrange the order and deal with 

the results of the retrieval  

 

1) Data collection  : Using the Internet programs that can 

collect webs automatically to interview Internet and do the 

collection of the images on the web site, then it will go over  all 

the other webs through the URL, repeating this process and 

collecting all the images it has reviewed into the server. 
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2) Build up feature database : Using index system program do 

analysis for the collected images and extract the feature 

information. Currently, the features that use widely involve 

lowlevel features such as color, texture and so on, the middle 

level features such as shape etc. 

 

3) Search the Database : The system extract the feature of 

image that waits for search when user input the image sample 

that need search, then the search engine will search the suited 

feature from the database and calculate the similar distance, then 

find several related webs and images with the minimum similar 

distance. 

 

4) Process and index the results : After researching Index the 

image obtained from searching due to the similarity of features, 

then return the retrieval images to the user and let the user select. 

If the user is not satisfied with the searching result, he can re-

retrieval the image again, and searches database again.  

 

III.   APPROACHES ON IR 
A. Color-based retrieval 

Color feature is the most intuitive and obvious feature of the 

image, and generally adopt histograms to describe it. Color    

histograms method has the advantages of speediness, low 

demand of memory space and not sensitive with the images’ 

changes of the size and rotation, it wins extensive attention 

consequently.  

 

B. The retrieval based on texture feature 

When it refers to the description of the image’s texture, we 

usually adopt texture’s statistic feature and structure feature as 

well as the features that based on special domain are changed 

into frequency domain. 

 

C. The retrieval based on shape feature 

There is three problems need to be solved during the image 

retrieval that based on shape feature. Firstly, shape usually 

related to the specifically object in the image, so shape’s 

semantic feature is stronger than texture. [15]  

 

D. The retrieval based on annotation  

In the year 2005 papers both keywords annotations and visual 

features is proposed. Set of statical models are built based on 

visual features, manually labeled images to represent to used to 

propagate keywords to other unlabeled images. 

 

E. The retrieval based on Ontology ( visual descriptor) 

It is combination of using some special ontology visual 

descriptors to classify the images and find the query views and 

object views to compare the databases. Search to classify the 

resultant images is divided in to relevant group and irrelevant  

group of images.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

F. The retrieval based on Rule-Based  

A rule based system consists of a set of IF-THEN rules, a set of 

facts, and an interpreter controlling the application of the rules, 

given the facts. The rules and facts are used to convert the high-

level query given by the user to a low-level query that can 

directly use the extracted features. 

 

Block Diagram of CBIR 

 

 
IV.   RECENT WORK ON IR 
Support vector machines (SVM) are extensively used to learn 

from relevance feedback due to their capability of effectively 

tackling the above difficulties. However, the performances of 

SVM depend on the tuning of a number of parameters. It is a 

different approach based on the nearest neighbor paradigm. Each 

image is ranked according to a relevance score depending on 

nearest neighbor distances. This approach allows recalling a 

higher percentage of images with respect to SVM-based 

techniques [22] there after quotient space granularity computing 

theory into image retrieval field, clarify the granularity thinking 

in image retrieval, and a novel image retrieval method is 

imported. Firstly, aiming at the Different behaviors under 

different granularities, obtain color features under different 

granularities, achieve different quotient spaces; secondly, do the 

attribute combination to the obtained quotient spaces according 

to the quotient space granularity combination principle; and then 

realize image retrieval using the combined attribute 

function.[23] Then a combination of three feature extraction 

methods namely color, texture, and edge histogram descriptor is 

reviewed. There is a provision to add new features in future for 

better retrieval efficiency. Any combination of these methods, 

which is more appropriate for the application, can be used for 

retrieval. This is provided through User Interface (UI) in the 
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form of relevance feedback. The image properties analyzed in 

this work are by using computer vision and image processing 

algorithms.  

1. Evaluating an emotional response  to color images. Its mainly 

used for the case – base reasoning methodology , emotional 

evolution of color images values , and also find out fuzzy 

similarity relational & inter and intra similarities and used for 

MPEG -7 visual descriptors. [27] 

2. 3D Object:  The 3D object make their efficient retrieval 

technology highly desired. Intelligent query methodology , 

multiple view and representative query view.[28] 

3. Relevance Feedback Another methodology is classify the 

query in text or images to relevance / irrelevance set of images 

to select the positive images. Reference to retrieve the relevance 

images from databases.[3] 

V.  OPEN AREA ON IR 
There are various areas to work with for the improvement of the 

content based image retrieval system. It is already been 

discussed that the existing techniques may be used to improve 

the quality of image retrieval and the understanding of user 

intentions. An approach that combines two different approaches 

to image retrieval, together with active use of context 

information and interaction has been proposed. The problem of 

bridging the semantic gap between high level query which is 

normally in terms of an example image and low level features of 

an image such as color, texture, shape and object forced to apply 

techniques to reduce the semantic gap. 

VI.   CONCLUSION 
In this work, most of systems use color and texture features, few 

systems use shape feature, and still less use layout features. 

Ontological Visual descriptor used extensively in various areas 

to improve the performance of the system and to achieve better 

results in different applications. Its integrates various features 

perfectly in content based image retrieval system and reflects the 

user’s subjective requirements, the experiments achieve good 

performance and demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of 

system.. This survey  also highlighting the significant 

contributions of content based image & information’s Retrieval 

field. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, unsteady laminar flow around a circular cylinder has been studied. Navier-stokes equations solved 

by Simple C algorithm exerted to specified structured and unstructured grids. Equations solved by staggered 

method and discretization of those done by upwind method. The mean drag coefficient, lift coefficient and 

strouhal number are compared from current work at three different Reynolds numbers with experimental and 

numerical values.   

 

Keywords: Laminar flows, circular cylinder, lift, drag, Strouhal number.  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
External flows past objects have been studied extensively because of their many practical applications.  For example, 

airfoils are made into streamline shapes in order to increase the lifts, and at the same time, reducing the aerodynamic drags 

exerted on the wings.  On the other hand, flow past a blunt body, such as a circular cylinder, usually experiences boundary 

layer separation and very strong flow oscillations in the wake region behind the body. Fornberg [1] did a numerical study 

of steady viscous flow past a circular cylinder at Reynolds numbers up to 300. Kim and Lee [2] investigated the flow 

around a circular cylinder under the influence of an electromagnetic force. The numerical results predict that the Lorentz 

force applied in the circumferential direction on the cylinder moves the separation point rearward, and reduces the drag. 

Catalano et al. [3] studied the flow around a circular cylinder at high Reynolds numbers using LES method. They showed 

that the LES solutions are more accurate than the RANS results.  Hishida et al. [4] studied the dependency of Strouhal 

frequency with drag and lift on the non-dimensional pitch of square-pitched circular cylinder array. Alam and Zhou [5] 

presented the effect of the diameter of a cylinder and Reynolds number on time-averaged drag, rms drag, rms lift and 

Strouhal in the wake of a downstream cylinder. Behara and Mittal [6] investigated the transition of the wake of a circular 

cylinder via a stabilized finite element method for 150 < Re < 350. They showed that the transition from mode-A to mode-

B vortex structure is gradual and not hysteric.   

The present work aims to study the unsteady laminar flow around a circular cylinder using the commercial software 

FLUENT. The mean drag coefficient, lift coefficient and strouhal number are compared from current work at three 

different Reynolds numbers with experimental and numerical values.   

  

 
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The most important equations such as conservation of mass and momentum used by the software’s solver are listed as 

follows: 

Continuity equation: 

(1) 0. 
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Conservation of momentum: 

(2) 
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3. RESULTS  
The non-dimensional parameter describing the flow around a circular cylinder is Reynolds number: 

(3) 


UD
Re   

where D is the diameter of the cylinder, U is the flow velocity, and v is the kinematic viscosity. The computational domain 

of the flow is shown in Figure 1.    
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Figure 1. Computational domain of the flow (2D). AB=BC=CD=DE=EF=FG=10D 

 

 

The cylinder was modeled in the software package GAMBIT. The geometry of the cylinder has been shown in figure 2 

(two dimensional) and figure 3 (three dimensional). A fine mesh is needed in the closer regions of the cylinder.  

The presence of the fluid viscosity slows down the fluid particles very close to the solid surface and forms a thin slow-

moving fluid layer called a boundary layer.  The flow velocity is zero at the surface to satisfy the no-slip boundary 

condition.   

 

The flow regimes experienced with increasing the Reynolds number. In present work, we can see three regimes: i) Re < 5: 

no separation creeping flow. The separation first appears when Re becomes 5. ii) 5 < Re < 40: a fixed pair of symmetric 

vortices (figure 3). The length of this vortex formation increases with Re.  iii) 40 < Re < 200: laminar vortex street (figure 

4). The shedding is essentially two-dimensional.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Geometry of the circular cylinder (2D). 

 

The hydrodynamic driving forces exerted on a cylinder will be resolved into two components. The first is the drag force, 

which acts in the direction of the motion of the fluid. Drag is only force component that acts on a cylinder below Re = 40 

because all flows in that regime are symmetrical with respect to the direction of the flow. Vortex instability and shedding 

in the regime: Re > 40 gives rise to an additional force component called lift, which is normal to both the flow direction 

and to the axis of the cylinder. The drag force is steady until vortex instability begins. Then it oscillates either periodically 

or randomly about zero.  

 

Drag force refers to force which acts on a solid object in the direction of the relative flow velocity. This force can be 

determined using the following equation: 

 

(4) dACUDrag 2

2

1
  

 

Lift force is the component of the surface force that is perpendicular to the oncoming flow direction. This force can be 

determined using the following equation: 

 

(5) LACULift 2

2

1
  

 

Strouhal number can be determined using the following equation: 

 

(6) 



U

df
s s  

 

sf is frequency of the oscillation of the lift curve. 
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                                  Figure 3. Geometry of the circular cylinder (3D). 

 

In table 1, the mean drag coefficient, lift coefficient and strouhal number are compared from current work at three different 

Reynolds numbers with experimental values ([7]). The agreement with the measurements of Norberg [7] is reasonably 

good.  

 

Table 1. Drag coefficient at three different Reynolds numbers 

 

Re 

 

Present work 

       3D                  2D 

Experimental 

results 

[7] 

Numerical 

results 

 [7] 

40 DC  1.4 1.5 1.4 1.5 

 

100 

DC  1.48 1.6 1.2 1.29 

LC  0.286 0.45 0.5 0.12–0.52  

S 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.17 

 

500 

DC  1.4 1.52 1.06 1.25 

LC  0.545 1.25 0.9 0.55 –  0.7 

S 0.203 0.227 0.21 0.21 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, unsteady turbulent flow around an airfoil has been studied. Navier-stokes equations solved by Simple C 

algorithm exerted to specified structured and unstructured grids. The present work aims to simulate the flow around 

circular cylinder using the commercial software FLUENT. The mean drag coefficient, lift coefficient and strouhal number 

are compared from current work at three different Reynolds numbers with experimental and numerical values.  ([7]). The 

agreement with the measurements of Norberg [7] is reasonably good  
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Abstract: In this paper, we compare and analyze six different path loss models (i.e. FSPL model, COST 231 Hata model, 
ECC-33 model, SUI model, Ericsson model and COST 231 Walfish-Ikegami model) in different receiver antenna heights in 
urban, suburban and rural environments in NLOS condition for WiMAX. We consider Bangladesh as three regions such: 
Urban, Suburban, flat area and use operating frequency 2.5 GHz. Our observation shows that none of a single propagation 
model is well suited for all environments. SUI model showed the lowest prediction in urban environment. ECC-33 model 
showed the heights path loss and also showed huge fluctuations due to change of receiver antenna height. COST-Hata model 
showed the moderate result and ECC-33 model showed the same path loss as like as urban environment because of the same 
parameters are used in the simulation. In flat or rural, COST 231 Hata model showed the lowest path loss. 

Keywords: MATLAB, Path loss models, Propagation models, WiMAX. 
 

1. Introduction 
One of the technologies that can lay the foundation for the 
next generation (fourth generation [4G]) of mobile 
broadband networks is popularly known as "WiMAX." 
WiMAX, Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access, 
is designed to deliver wireless broadband bitrates, 
with Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees for different traffic 
classes, robust security, and mobility. The term “Mobile 
WiMAX” is used to describe wireless systems based on the 
IEEE Standard 802.16e-2005, which is an amendment to the 
IEEE standard 802.16-2004 and is the best 
solution to provide BWA at same data rates offered by DSL 
etc. Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) systems have 
potential operation benefits in Line-of-sight (LOS) and Non-
line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions, operating below 11 GHz 
frequency. During the initial phase of network planning, 
propagation models are extensively used for conducting 
feasibility studies. Propagation models are used for 
calculation of electromagnetic field strength for the purpose 
of wireless network planning during preliminary 
deployment.  It describes the signal attenuation from 
transmitter to receiver antenna as a function of distance, 
carrier frequency, antenna heights and other significant 
parameters like terrain profile. There are numerous 
propagation models available to predict the path loss but 
they are inclined to be limited to the lower frequency bands 
(up to 2 GHz). The contribution to this paper undergoes the 
comparison and analysis of five path loss models which have 
been proposed for frequency at 2.5 GHz in urban and 
suburban and rural environments in different receiver 
antenna heights. 

 

 
1.1 Related Studies 
Models such as the Harald.T. Friis free space 
model is used to predict the signal power at the receiver end 
when transmitter and receiver have line-of-sight condition. 
The classical Okumura model is used in urban, suburban and 
rural areas for the frequency range 200 MHz to 1920 MHz 
for initial coverage deployment. A developed version of 
Okumura model is Hata-Okumura model known as Hata 
model which is also extensively used for the frequency range 
150 MHz to 2000 MHz in a build up area. Several 
performance evaluation and analysis have been presented in 
the literature. Comparison of path loss models for 3.5 GHz 
has been investigated by many researchers in many respects. 
In Cambridge, UK from September to December 2003, the 
FWA network researchers investigated some empirical 
propagation models [1] in different terrains as function of 
antenna height parameters.  Another measurement was taken 
by considering LOS and NLOS conditions at Osijek in 
Croatia during spring 2007 [2]. Coverage and throughput 
prediction were considered to correspond to modulation 
techniques in Belgium [3]. September 1981, M. Hata, 
investigate some empirical formula for propagation loss in 
land mobile radio services [4] in Sweden.  The Path loss 
models [5] have also been used for a comparison between 
these models. In this paper, different receiver antennas have 
been used during the measurement campaign and the results 
have been compared. We also describe various accurate path 
loss prediction methods [6] used both in rural and urban 
environments. The Walfisch-Bertoni and Hata models, 
which are both used for UHF propagation in urban areas, 
were chosen for a detailed comparison. The comparison 
shows that the Walfisch-Bertoni model, which involves more 
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parameters, agrees with the Hata model for the overall path 
loss. In Malaysia, May 2007, this paper deals with the 
performance of WiMAX networks in an Outdoor 
environment using the SUI channel models [7]. 

 
1.2 Aims and Objectives 
Today the challenge is how to predict the path loss at the 
cellular frequency of 2.5 GHz. There are several empirical 
propagation models which can precisely calculate up to 2 
GHz. But beyond 2 GHz, 
there are few reliable models which can be referred for the 
WiMAX context. There are few proposed models [1]-[4], 
which focus on frequency range at 2.5 GHz out of which we 
base our analysis.  In this paper, we compare and analyze 
path loss behavior for some proposed models at 2.5 GHz 
frequency band. Our research goal is to identify a suitable 
model in different environments by applying suitable 
transmitter and receiver antenna heights.  Thus, a network 
engineer may consume his/her time by using our referred 
model for deploying the initial planning in different terrains. 
 
2. Models for propagation under consideration 
In our thesis, we analyze six different models and also 
consider free space path loss model which is most commonly 
used idealistic model. We take it as our reference model; so 
that it can be realized how much path loss occurred by the 
others proposed models. 
 
2.1 Free Space Path Loss Model (FSPL) 
In telecommunication, free-space path loss (FSPL) is the loss 
in signal strength of an electromagnetic wave that would 
result from a line-of-sight path through free space, with no 
obstacles nearby to cause reflection or diffraction. Free-
space path loss is proportion to the square of the distance 
between the transmitter and receiver, and also proportional 
to the square of the frequency of the radio signal. The 
equation for FSPL is 

 

FSPL = (4πd
λ

)2 = (4πdf
c

)2                           (1)                       
Where: 

𝜆 is the signal wavelength (in meters), f is the signal 
frequency (in hertz), d is the distance from the transmitter (in 
meters), c is the speed of light in a vacuum, 2.99792458 × 
108 meters per second. 

This equation is only accurate in the far field; it does not 
hold close to the transmitter. If the separation d is 
continually decreased, eventually the received power appears 
greater than the transmitted power which is [obviously] 
impossible in reality, since free space is not an amplifier. 

Free-space path loss in decibels a convenient way to express 
FSPL is in terms of dB: 

FSPL(dB) = 10 log10 ��
4π
c

df�
2
�                                 

= 20 log10(d) + 20 log10(f) + 20 log10 �
4π
c
�  

                                                                         (2)                                                                                 
where the units are same as before. 

For typical radio applications, it is common to find f 
measured in units of MHz and d in km, in which case the 
FSPL  equation becomes 

FSPL (dB) = 20log10 (d) + 20log10 (f) + 32.45  
                                                                            (3)                 

For d in statute miles, the constant becomes 36.58. 

2.2 cost 231 hata model 
The Hata model is introduced as a mathematical expression 
to mitigate the best fit of the graphical data provided by the 
classical Okumura model to predict the path loss in the 
frequency range 1500 MHz to 2000 MHz. COST 231 Hata 
model is initiated as an extension of Hata model. The basic 
path loss equation for this COST-231 Hata Model can be 
expressed as: 

 
PL = 46.3 + 33.9 log10(f) − 13.82 log10(hb) −
ahm  + (44.9 − 6.55 log10(hb)) log10 d + cm   
 
                                                                            (4)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
Where 

d: Distance between transmitter and receiver antenna [km],  
f: Frequency [MHz], ℎ𝑏: Transmitter antenna height [m]. 

The parameter cm has different values for different 
environments like 0 dB for suburban and 3 dB for urban 
areas and the remaining parameter ahm is defined in urban 
areas as: 

ahm = 3.20(log10(11.75hr))2  − 4.79,                   
 for   f > 400 MHz                                         (5)                    
 
 
 
The value for ahm in suburban and rural (flat) areas is given 
as: 

𝑎ℎ𝑚 = (1.11 log10 𝑓  − 0.7)ℎ𝑟  − (1.5 log10 𝑓  −
0.8)                                                    (6)                

Where the ℎ𝑟 is the receiver antenna height in meter. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metres_per_second
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Far_field
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MegaHertz
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2.3 Stanford University Interim (SUI) Model 
IEEE 802.16 Broadband Wireless Access working group 
proposed the standards for the frequency band below 11 
GHz containing the channel model developed by Stanford 
University, namely the SUI model. The base station antenna 
height of SUI model can be used from 10 m to 80 m. 
Receiver antenna height is from 2 m to 10 m. The cell radius 
is from 0.1 km to 8 km. The basic path loss expression of the 
SUI model with correction factors is presented as: 

PL = A + 10γ log10 �
d
do
� + Xf + Xh + S                           

For  d > do                                                      (7)                
Where the parameters are 

𝑑:  Distance between BS and receiving antenna [m], 𝜆: 
Wavelength [m], 𝑑𝑜: 100 [m], 𝑑𝑜: 100 [m], 𝑋𝑓  : Correction 
for frequency above 2 GHz [MHz], 𝑋ℎ : Correction for 
receiving antenna height [m], 𝑆: Correction for shadowing 
[dB], 𝛾: Path loss exponent. 
The parameter A is defined as 

𝐴 = 20 log10 �
4𝜋𝑑0
𝜆
�                                      (8)             

And the path loss exponent γ is given by 

𝛾 = 𝑎 − 𝑏ℎ𝑏+� 𝑐
ℎ𝑏
�                                        (9)            

Where, the parameter hb is the base station antenna height in 
meters. This is between 10 m and 80 m. The value of 
parameter γ = 2 for free space propagation in an urban area, 
3 < γ < 5 for urban NLOS environment, and γ > 5 for indoor 
propagation. 

The frequency correction factor 𝑋 𝑓 and the correction for 
receiver antenna height  𝑋ℎ  for the model are expressed in 

 

𝑋𝑓 =  6.0 log10 �
𝑓

2000
�                               (10)            

𝑋ℎ =

�
−10.8 log10 �

ℎ𝑟
2000

�  , for terrain type A and B

−20 log10 �
ℎ𝑟
2000

� , for terrain type C
   

                                                                         (11)                                      

Where, f is the operating frequency in MHz, and hr is the 
receiver antenna height in meter. For the above correction 
factors this model is extensively used for the path loss 
prediction of all three types of terrain in rural, urban and 
suburban environments. 
 
2.4 Hata-Okumura extended model or ECC-33 Model 
An extrapolated method is applied to predict the model for 
higher frequency greater than 3 GHz. In this model path loss 
is given by 

𝑃𝐿 = 𝐴𝑓𝑠 + 𝐴𝑏𝑚 − 𝐺𝑏 − 𝐺𝑟                      (12)            

𝐴𝑓𝑠: Free space attenuation [dB], 𝐴𝑏𝑚: Basic median path 
loss [dB], 𝐺𝑏: Transmitter antenna height gain factor, 𝐺𝑟:  
Receiver antenna height gain factor. 

These factors can be separately described and given by as 

𝐴𝑓𝑠 = 92.4+20log10(𝑑) + 20 log10(𝑓)               
                                                                         (13)                                                                
 
 𝐴𝑏𝑚 = 20.41+9.83 log10(𝑑) + 20 log10(𝑓) +
9.56[log10(𝑓)]2 
                                                                         (14)               
                

𝐺𝑏=log10 �
ℎ𝑏
200
� {13.958 + 5.8[log10(𝑑)]2} 

                                                                         (15)                
When dealing with gain for medium cities, the 𝐺𝑟  will be 
expressed in 
 
𝐺𝑟=  [42.57 + 13.7 log10(𝑓)][log10(ℎ𝑟) − 0.585]                
                                                                             (16)                                                                                            
For large city 

 
𝐺𝑟=0.759ℎ𝑟 − 1.862                                 (17)            

Where 
𝑑: Distance between transmitter and receiver antenna [km], 
𝑓: Frequency [GHz], ℎ𝑏:  Transmitter antenna height [m], 
ℎ𝑟: Receiver antenna height [m]. 

This model is the hierarchy of Okumura-Hata model. 

 
2.5 COST 231 Walfish-Ikegami (W-I) Model 
This model is a combination of J. Walfish and F. Ikegami 
model. This model is most suitable for flat suburban and 
urban areas that have uniform building height. The equation 
of the proposed model is expressed in: 
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For LOS condition 

𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑆 = 42.6 + 26 log10(𝑑) + 20 log10(𝑓) 
                                                                         (18)                                                           
And for NLOS condition 

𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑆 = �
𝐿𝐹𝑆𝐿 + 𝐿𝑟𝑠𝑡 + 𝐿𝑚𝑠𝑑

𝐿𝑓𝑠
                                  

for urban and suburban 
𝑖𝑓 𝐿𝑟𝑠𝑡 + 𝐿𝑚𝑠𝑑 > 0                           (19)            

Where 
𝐿𝐹𝑆𝐿= Free space loss, 𝐿𝑟𝑠𝑡= Roof top to street diffraction, 
𝐿𝑚𝑠𝑑= Multi-screen diffraction loss. 

 
Free space loss 
 
𝐿𝐹𝑆𝐿=32.45 + 20 log10(𝑑) + 20 log10(𝑓) 
                                                                         (20)             
Roof top to street diffraction 
 
𝐿𝑟𝑠𝑡 =
�−16.9 − 10 log(𝑤) + 10 log(𝑓) + 20 log(𝐻𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒) + 𝐿𝑜𝑟𝑖

0
   

     𝐻𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓>𝐻𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒  
                                                                         (21)                                                                           
where 

𝐿𝑜𝑟𝑖 = �
−10 + 0.354𝜑

2.5 + 0.075(𝜑 − 35)
4 − 0.114(𝜑 − 55)

                                       

for 0 ≤  𝜑 ≤ 35
for 35 ≤ 𝜑 ≤ 55
for 55 ≤ 𝜑 ≤ 90

                                         (22)                        

 
Note that 

 
△ ℎ𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒 = ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓 − ℎ𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 
△ ℎ𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = ℎ𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 − ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓 

 
where 
 
𝑑: Distance between transmitter and receiver antenna [m], 
𝑓: Frequency [GHz], 𝑤: Street width [m], 𝜑: Street 
orientation angel w.r.t. direct radio path [degree]. 

 
In our simulation, we use the following data, i.e. building to 
building distance 50 m, street width 25 m, street orientation 

angel 30 degree in urban area and 40 degree in suburban area 
and average building height 15 m, base station height 30 m. 

 
2.6 Ericsson Model 
This model also stands on the modified Okumura-Hata 
model to allow room for changing in parameters according 
to the propagation environment. Path loss according to this 
model is given by 

𝑃𝐿 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1. log10(𝑑) + 𝑎2 . log10(ℎ𝑏) +
𝑎3. log10(ℎ𝑏) . log10(𝑑) −
3.2(log10(11.75ℎ𝑟)2) + 𝑔(𝑓)              

                                                                         (23)                                                                                                                         
Where 𝑔(𝑓) is defined by 

𝑔(𝑓) = 44.49 log10(𝑓) − 4.78(log10(𝑓))2 
                                                                                         
                                                                         (24)                 
And parameters 
𝑓: Frequency [MHz], ℎ𝑏: Transmission antenna height [m], 
ℎ𝑟: Receiver antenna height [m]. 

3. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT & DESIGN 
For analyzing the performance of propagation models for 
WiMAX, we have used MATLAB software package. For 
evaluating and analyzing the performance of WiMAX 
propagation models I have used MATLAB simulation. A 
typical simulation model is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: Simulation process flow chart for 
three different environments. 

 
 
 

 
 

START Input 
parameter 

Choose 
Environment Output 

path 
 

END 
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Simulation Parameters: The following Table 1 presents 
the parameters we applied in our simulation. 
 

Table 1: Simulation parameters 
Parameters Values 

Transmitter antenna 
height 

40 m in urban and 30 
m in suburban and 
20 m in rural area 

Receiver antenna height 3 m, 6 m and 10 m 
Operating frequency 2.5 GHz 

Distance between Tx-Rx 5 km 
Building to building 

distance 
50 m 

Average building height 15 m 
Street width 25 m 

Street orientation angle 300 in urban and 400 
in suburban 

Correction for 
shadowing 

8.2 dB in suburban 
and rural and 

10.6 dB in urban area 
 

4. Performance analysis & discussion 

4.1 Analysis of simulation results in urban area 
In our calculation, we set 2 different antenna heights (i.e. 3 
m and 10 m) for receiver, distance varies from 250 m to 5 
km and transmitter antenna height is 40 m. The numerical 
results for different models in urban area for different 
receiver antenna heights are shown in the Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 2: Path loss in urban environment at 3 m 

receiver antenna height. 
 

 
Fig. 3: Path loss in urban environment at 

10 m receiver antenna height. 

Our simulation result exhibits that SUI model showed the 
lowest prediction (128 dB to 121 dB) in urban environment. 
It also showed the lowest fluctuations compare to other 
models when we changed the receiver antenna heights. In 
that case, the ECC-33 model showed the heights path loss 
(156 dB) and also showed huge fluctuations due to change of 
receiver antenna height. In this model, path loss is decreased 
when increased the receiver antenna height. Increase the 
receiver antenna heights will provide the more probability to 
find the better quality signal from the transmitter. ECC-33 
model showed the biggest path loss at 10 m receiver antenna 
height. 

 
4.2 Analysis of simulation results in suburban area 
In our calculation, we set 3 different antenna heights (i.e. 3 
m and 10 m) for receiver, distance varies from 250 m to 5 
km and transmitter antenna height is 30 m. The numerical 
results for different models in urban area for different 
receiver antenna heights are shown in the Fig. 4 and Fig. 
5.These represent us that the SUI model predict the lowest 
path loss (121 dB to 116 dB) in this terrain with little bit 
flections at changes of receiver antenna heights. Ericsson 
model showed the heights path loss (160 dB and 158 dB) 
prediction especially at 6 m and 10 m receiver antenna 
height. The COST-WI model showed the moderate result 
with remarkable fluctuations of path loss with-respect-to 
antenna heights changes.  The ECC-33 model showed the 
same path loss as like as urban environment because of same 
parameters are used in the simulation. 
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Fig. 4: Path loss in suburban environment at 
3 m receiver antenna height. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Path loss in suburban environment at 
10 m receiver antenna height. 

 
4.3 Analysis of simulation results in flat area 
we set 3 different antenna heights (i.e. 3 m and 10 m) for 
receiver, distance varies from 250 m to 5 km and transmitter 
antenna height is 20 m. COST 231 W-I model has no 
specific parameters for rural area, we consider LOS equation 
provided by this model The numerical results for different 
models in urban area for different receiver antenna heights 
are shown in the Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. 

 
In this environment COST 231 Hata model showed the 
lowest path loss (132 dB) prediction especially in 10 m 
receiver antenna height. COST 231 W-I model showed the 
flat results in all changes of receiver antenna heights. There 
are no specific parameters for rural area. In our 
simulation, we considered LOS equation for 
this environment (the reason is we can expect line of sight 
signal if the area is flat 
enough with less vegetation). Ericsson model showed the 
heights path loss (154 dB to 150 dB). 

 
 

Fig. 6: Path loss in rural environment 
at 3 m receiver antenna height. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Path loss in rural environment at 
10 m receiver antenna height. 

 
5. Conclusion 
Our comparative analysis indicate that due to multipath and 
NLOS environment in urban and suburban area, SUI models 
experiences lowest path losses compare to flat area. In flat 
area COST-Hata model provide lowest path loss than SUI 
model at 10 m receiver antenna height. Moreover, we did not 
find any single model that can be recommended for all 
environments. 
 
If we consider the worst case scenario for deploying a 
coverage area, we can serve the maximum coverage by using 
more transmission power, but it will increase the probability 
of interference with the adjacent area with the same 
frequency blocks. On the other hand, if we consider less path 
loss model for deploying a cellular region, it may be 
inadequate to serve the whole coverage area. Some users 
may be out of signal in the operating cell especially during 
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mobile condition. So, we have to trade-off between 
transmission power and adjacent frequency blocks 
interference while choosing a path loss model for initial 
deployment. 
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Abstract: 
The advantages of reversible logic systems and circuits have drawn a significant interest in recent years as a promising 

computing paradigm having applications in low power CMOS, quantum computing, nano technology, digital signal 

processing, computer graphics, cryptography and optical computing. In this paper, new reversible PV gate is proposed and the 

design of 2:1, 4:1 and 8:1 reversible multiplexer using the proposed reversible gate is discussed. Transistor implementation of 

proposed gate is done using virtuoso tool of cadence. Based on the result of the analysis, some of the trade-offs are made in the 

design to improve the efficiency.   

Keywords- Basic reversible gates; Constant inputs; Reversible Multiplexer; Garbage; Gate count; Transistor count. 

I. INTRODUCTION  
The key components of communication systems are a multiplexer (Mux, parallel-to-serial converter) and a Demultiplexer (De-

Mux, serial-to-parallel converter). In conventional computers, the computation carrying out is irreversible i.e. once logic block 

generates the output bits, the input bits are lost. But it is not in the case of reversible logic circuits. The classical set of gates 

such as AND, OR, and EXOR are not reversible as they are all multiple-input single output logic gates.  

A gate is reversible if the gate‟s inputs and outputs have a one-to-one correspondence, i.e. there is a distinct output 

assignment for each distinct input. Therefore, a reversible gate‟s inputs can be uniquely determined from its outputs. 

Reversible logic gates must have an equal number of inputs and outputs [9]. Then the output rows of the truth table of a 

reversible gate can be obtained by permutation of the input rows. Reversible logic circuits have emerged as a promising 
technology in the field of information processing. 

Irreversible hardware computation results in energy dissipation due to information loss [2]. According to the 

Landauer [6], traditional irreversible hardware computation inevitably leads to energy dissipation due to the loss of each one 

bit of information which dissipates an amount of KT ln(2) joules of energy, where K is the Boltzmann‟s constant and T is the 

absolute temperature at which computation is performed. This erasure is not done significantly and more power is dissipated 

for each erased bit. Power dissipation which leads to overheating is one of the major concerns in modern technologies. Thus, 

an alternative logic operation known as reversible logic came into existence, which does not erase information and also 

dissipate arbitrarily less heat [10]. 

Charles Bennett proposed a theoretical background which proved that reversible general purpose computing devices 

can be built [2, 3]. This gave rise to reversible logic circuits. Logical reversibility means that after finishing a computation, it is 

possible to retrace every step and reconstruct data which was used in every step. Thus, reversible logic circuits offer an 
alternative that allows computation with very small energy dissipation [17]. 

There is number of existing reversible gates in literature like Fredkin, Feynman and Toffoli gates etc. Experimental 

reversible chips and arithmetic circuits have been developed recently as well as magnetic, Josephson junction, nano-electronic 

and quantum implementations of reversible logic circuits have been proposed in different literatures [4-15]. Photon being the 
ultimate unit of information with unmatched speed and with data package in a signal of zero mass, the techniques of 

computing with light may provide a way out of the limitations of computational speed and complexity inherent in electronics 

computing. Different optical logic gates have already been proposed to perform irreversible logic function. But, reversible 

computation in a system can be performed if the system is composed of reversible gates. The well known 2x2 Feynman [14] 

gate operates as a controlled NOT (CNOT) if the control input of CNOT is set „0‟, the gate acts as a BUFFER gate; else, it acts 

as a NOT gate. The Feynman gate can be used as fan-out gate to copy a signal. Toffoli [20] and Fredkin gates are 3x3 

reversible gates. Each of these gates is universal, i.e. any logical reversible circuit can be implemented using these gates. 

II. BASIC REVERSIBLE LOGIC GATE 
A set of reversible logic gates is needed to design reversible logic circuits. An N*N reversible logic gate can be represented as: 
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IV = (I1, I2……., IN)                                         (1) 

                                     OV = (O1, O2......., ON) 

Where, Iv and Ov are inputs and output vectors. Consider following issues to perform synthesis of reversible gates and obtain 

optimization 

 Garbage: Garbage is the number of outputs added to make an n-input k-output Boolean function ((n,k) function) 

reversible. In other sense, a reversible logic gate has an equal number of inputs and outputs (k*k) and all the outputs are 
not expected. Some of the outputs should be considered to make the gate reversible and those undesired outputs are 

known as garbage outputs. A heavy price is paid for every garbage outputs. 

 Gate count: The number of reversible gates used to realize the function [11]. 

 Flexibility: This refers to the universality of a reversible logic gate in realizing more functions [12]. 

 Transistor Count: It denotes the effort needed, to realize a reversible circuit. The transistor count of a reversible gate is the 

number of transistors used in the gate [16]. 

 Critical path: Delay can be calculated in reversible logic based on the critical path. It is the longest path in the system to 

get the desired output [13].  

Several reversible logic gates have been proposed. Among them a general New Toffoli Gate, NTG [8], New Gate, NG [5, 7], 

TKS Gate [18], TR gate [19] are discussed. 

III. DESIGN OF REVERSIBLE MULTIPLEXER 
We design the reversible circuit using dual-line pass-transistor logic [1] and monotone circuit. Boolean values X=1 and X=0 

are denoted by (X,X)=(1,0) and (X,X)=(0,1), respectively. For example, an inverter is shown in Fig 1. It consists of a metal 
cross-over. Because of the monotone circuit, we set all initial values (X,X) = (0,0). 

 

 
 

Figure.1. Reversible inverter 

For the implementation of an on-off switch, we use a CMOS transmission gate which is a two-way switch shown in Figure. 2. 

 

Figure..2. CMOS Transmission gate 

IV. PROPOSED REVERSIBLE MULTIPLEXERS 

A. 2:1 Reversible Multiplexer 

A 3x3 reversible PV gate is proposed in order to function as the 2:1 reversible multiplexer producing two garbage bits. The 
inputs are S, A and B. Based on the selection input S, the corresponding message bits are passed on to the output „Y‟. Figure 3 

depicts the symbolic representation of PV gate and Table I describes its truth table. 
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Figure.3. Reversible PV gate functioning as 2:1 reversible multiplexer 

TABLE I.  TRUTH TABLE OF REVERSIBLE PV GATE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the select input S=0, the output Y follows the input A, i.e Y=A, if the S=1, then the output Y follows the input B, i.e 

Y=B. „G1‟ and „G2‟ are the two garbage bits which is not required in multiplexing operation. However G1 follows the select 
input S, it may be used in additional circuits which requires the same input.   

B. Design of 4:1 Reversible Multiplexer using reversible PV gate 

Using the proposed reversible PV gate, 4:1 multiplexer can be designed as shown in Figure 4. This design requires three PV 

gates such that producing six garbage outputs. The Table II describes the truth table of 4:1 reversible multiplexer, the garbage 

outputs are discarded as it doesn‟t play a vital role in the multiplexing operation. 

 

 

 

Figure.4. Design of 4:1 reversible multiplexer using PV gate 

TABLE II.  TRUTH TABLE OF REVERSIBLE 4:1 MULTIPLEXER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S A B G1 Y G2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 1 

0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 1 1 

1 0 0 1 0 0 

1 0 1 1 1 0 

1 1 0 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

Select 

Inputs 

Output 

S1 S0 Y 

0 0 I0 

0 1 I1 

1 0 I2 

1 1 I3 
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The above truth table depicts there is no change in the functionality of 4:1 reversible multiplexer with respect to the 

irreversible multiplexer functionality. The equation for the output „Y‟ is given as follows, 

 

C. Design of 8:1 Reversible Multiplexer using reversible PV gate 

Using the same proposed PV gate 8:1 reversible multiplexer also can be designed as shown in Figure 5 and Table III shows its 

truth table. This design uses seven PV gates producing 14 garbage outputs.  In general we can design 2n:1 reversible 

multiplexer where n is 1, 2, 3…n. For 2n:1 reversible multiplexer (2n-1) PV gates are required producing 2*(2n-1) number of 

garbage outputs. 

 

 

 

Figure.5. Design of 8:1 reversible multiplexer using PV gate 

 

TABLE III.  TRUTH TABLE OF REVERSIBLE 8:1 MULTIPLEXER 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Select Inputs Output 

S2 S1 S0 Y 

0 0 0 I0 

0 0 1 I1 

0 1 0 I2 

0 1 1 I3 

1 0 0 I4 

1 0 1 I5 

1 1 0 I6 

1 1 1 I7 
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V. IMPLEMENTATION OF PV GATE 
The proposed reversible PV gate is realized using transistor implementation as described in Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8. 

To construct one reversible PV gate five transistors are required. The required output „Y‟ can be obtained using only two 

transistors however the other three transistors are required for calculating garbage outputs. To obtain output G1, a pass 

transistor is used for passing the selection input S to the output G1 as shown in Fig 8. 

 
 

Figure.6. Circuit diagram for multiplexed output Y 

 
 

Figure.7. Circuit diagram for output G2 

 

Figure.8. Circuit diagram for output G1 

In Fig 6, when the selection input is 0, the pmos transistor will be ON while nmos will be off thus input A is passed to the 

output Y. If the selection input is 1, then nmos transistor will be conducting while pmos is in OFF state, passing input B to the 

output Y. Similar to output Y, output G2 is passed with input B when S=0 and input A when S=1. 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF PV GATE 
The proposed reversible PV gate is realized using the virtuoso tool of cadence. Spectre simulator of cadence is used to 

simulate the output. The simulations are performed using the 0.18uM technology. The circuit implementation of PV gate is 

shown in Figure 9. The input and output waveforms simulated for the PV gate is shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure.9. Transistor implementation of PV gate as 2:1 reversible multiplexer 

 

Figure.10. Simulation output of PV gate 

VII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the reversible multiplexer using PV gate is proposed and described. Simulation result and transistor 

implementation confirming described method is also presented in this paper. It is worth noting that the synthesis of reversible 

logic is different from irreversible logic synthesis. One of the major constraints in reversible logic is to minimize the number 

of reversible gates used, garbage outputs produced and usage of number of constant inputs. The proposed 2n:1 reversible 

multiplexer requires (2n-1) PV gates producing 2*(2n-1) number of garbage outputs, where n is 1, 2, 3 … n. 
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Abstract – Web service selection which is specified to evaluate and select the best candidate from discovered Web services 

became one of the most significant topic in recent research on Service oriented Architecture (SOA).  Indeed, current 

approaches are not sufficient enough to overcome Web service selection problems. Due to the nature of Web service 

selection, it is important to lead it to Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM). However, there are several MCDM methods 

such as AHP, ANP, TOPSIS and VIKOR. In this paper we propose a hybrid approach to solve Web service selection 
problem. First, we apply Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) to evaluate the weights of criteria instead of collect the weights 

directly from service consumer. In the next tread, we use VIKOR (VIšekriterijumsko KOmpromisno Rangiranje) to identify 

and rank the appropriate candidate services.  Finally, in order to demonstrate the proposed method we have afforded an 

example using four criteria of QoS and five alternative services. 

Keywords: Web Service, Web Service Selection, MCDM, AHP, VIKOR. 

1. Introduction 
Nowadays, web services are one of the most widely used groups of SOA and service computing. A lot of organizations and 

companies develop applications which are accessible through Internet. Therefore, the capability of selecting correctly and 

combining inter organizational and various services at runtime on the Web is an significant issue in the Web Service 

applications development [1]. 

One of the most significant current discussions in SOA is Service Selection which should evaluate discovered 

services and choose the best candidate from them. Web Service Selection is appears when there is a set discovered Web 

Services that can fulfill the user’s requirements; one of these services should be selected to return back to service consumer 

[2].  

When more than one Web Service which meets functional requirements is available, the Web Service Selection uses 
some criteria to select the best candidate service. It is essential that this selection is tailored to the users preferences while one 

user may have need of high quality another may require low price [3]. The value of non functional properties in these 

matching Web Services may be different, but essentially they should have minimum requirements. The selection criteria may 

have an interdependent relationship together.  

A number of methods for decision making are addressed in Web Service Selection because of the complication that 

exists during the selection process. [4]. Two significant tasks in the process of using services are selection and ranking in 

which every solution for them is affected directly on description of services. During describing a service, three items have to 

be considered: behavior, functional, and nonfunctional. The non functional properties (QoS) of the services are used as 

criteria for selecting services. 

On one hand, the majority of service selection techniques apply QoS and on other hand behavior of QoS based 

service selection, let researchers to lead service selection problem to Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM). There are 
some MCDM techniques that this paper presented VIKOR to solve service selection problem to identify best candidate 

service [5]. 

The VIKOR is a method for multi criteria optimization of complex systems. “It determines the compromise ranking-

list, the compromise solution, and the weight stability intervals for preference stability of the compromise solution obtained 

with the initial (given) weights” [6]. Ranking and selecting from a set of alternatives in the presence of conflicting criteria is 

goal of this method. VIKOR addresses the multi criteria ranking index based on the particular measure of “closeness” to the 

“ideal” solution [7]. VIKOR is a useful method in Service Selection problem based on MCDM because it can be work on 

situation where the preference of user is not clarified at the beginning of selection process. 

First of all the decision matrix is arranged based on QoS criteria and alternative services and the weights of each 

criterion will be gathered based on user preference then the VIKOR method will be applied. Consequently, based on the 

preference of service requester obtainable services will be ranked.  
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines the related works of the Web Service 

Selection based of MCDM; in Section 3 the proposed approach and applying on Service Selection are discussed; Section 4 
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illustrate the method by an arithmetic example; Section 5 is conclusion of this paper in which the future works for Web 

Service Selection are discussed. 

2. Related Works 
There are some Service Selection researches based MCDM [8], [9], [10], [11], [3], [12], [13], [14]. We investigate these 
researches based on some criteria such as User preference, Automation, Scalability, and aggregation function. These criteria 

are addressed in previous work [15]. 

Wang et al [8] present a model to select the exact web service based on user’s preference. This model is a fuzzy 

decision making model that also will be used by independent third-party in an experimental QoS environment in the Internet 

to distinguish web service level for web service providers and lend a hand to requesters to make the right selection. 

In  order to assist service providers and requesters with consideration of their preferences, Huang in [9],[10] attempt 

to propose a method based on fuzzy group decision making with respecting to Similarity Aggregation Method (SAM). 

Although the Aggregation method in MCDM is addressed, aggregation function and user preference are missed in this 

research. 

Kerrigan [3] presents a vision of Service Selection mechanisms in the WSMX that addressed the decision making in 

manual, automated, and hybrid selection methods. This paper did not address such criteria as aggregation function user 
preference and scalability in Service Selection mechanism. 

 Toma et al [12] proposes a multi criteria ranking approach for web services selection. First the ontological models 

are applied on non functional properties (QoS) then they used to specify the rules. These rules are evaluated by ranking 

method evaluates by a reasoning engine and finally a ranked list of services will be generated based on user preference. Also 

the scalability is addressed in this paper. But regarding the automation there is no information in this research. 

For the selection of a logistic service provider (LSP) Ying et al [13] present a comprehensive methodology based on 

ANP and VIKOR. As it is an important aspect to choose the best logistics service provider for logistics management, it is 

divided two components.  ANP is addressed to assure weight of criteria and in second division the VIKOR method is applied 

to solve MCDM problem. 

Lo et al [14] apply fuzzy TOPSIS method for solving the service selection problem with respect of user’s vision. 

First for estimating the weights of each criteria the linguistic terms stands for triangular fuzzy numbers are exploited then the 

fuzzy TOPSIS is applied to resolve the MCDM problem in service selection. 
In this paper the AHP method is used to evaluate weights of criteria and VIKOR method is applied to resolve the 

service selection problem in view of decision making. In the research first the pair wise comparison matrix is arranged then 

we apply AHP to reach weights of criteria. Moreover, the decision matrix based on QoS criteria and a set of alternative 

services is generated and finally the VIKOR method is concerned. 

3. Proposed Approach for Web Service Selection 
In this section we proposed our approach. In this approach, as shown in Figure 1, first the weighting of criteria will be 

evaluated by the AHP and then for decision making we use the VIKOR method. The steps of our approach are shown in 

below: 
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Figure 1 Process of the Proposed Approach 

3.1. Weighting of Criteria by AHP 

AHP is a process for developing a numerical score to rank each decision alternative based on how well each alternative meets 

the decision maker’s criteria [16]. In this paper, we explain briefly how to apply AHP for finding the weighs of criteria and 

explaining of the formulas in more details is out of the scope of this paper. AHP is a pair wise comparison method that each 

criterion is comparing to each other and gets the score with respect to Table 1: 

Table 1. Standard Preference Table 

PREFERENCE LEVEL  
NUMERICAL 

VALUE 

Equally preferred 1 

Equally to moderately 

preferred 
2 

Moderately preferred 3 

Moderately to strongly 

preferred 
4 

Strongly  preferred 5 

Strongly to very strongly 

preferred 
6 

Very strongly preferred 7 

Very strongly to extremely 

preferred 
8 

Extremely preferred 9 

 
The criterion that has better level will get the numerical number mentioned in the table and the other will get the 

reciprocal of the value. To evaluate weights of criteria a matrix should be created; based on the definition the sample of 

matrix for three criteria is shown below: 
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Figure 2: Matrix for evaluating weights of criteria 

 In the following the steps of AHP are described: 

Step1: sum all the values in each column. 

Step2: The values in each column are divided by the corresponding column sums. 
Step3: Convert fractions to decimals and find the average of each row. This sum is corresponding to weight of the criterion 

of the row. 

3.2. Decision Making by VIKOR 

In this section we focus on how to apply VIKOR on Service Selection. VIKOR method is suitable for the system 

which the preferences of criteria are not clear at the beginning of system and it can compromise the result during the process 

of system.   

To propose the method on service selection we suppose that there are m alternative services  mAAAA ,...,, 321  

with respect of n criteria  which are used for evaluating the decision matrix: 

 
 

The steps of VIKOR method on service selection are as follows: 

Step 1. As the scales of each criterion are not equivalent the decision matrix should be normalized, while the scales 

of “Response time” and “Cost” are different. For this purpose VIKOR method uses linear normalization. In VIKOR method 

once the scale of criteria will be changed the result is stable because the linear normalization. In Eq. (1), (2) the normalization 

formulas are shown:  
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Where  njandmiX ji ,...,3,2,1,...,3,2,1,   are the elements of the decision matrix (alternative i respect to 

criteria j).  are best and worst elements in criteria j respectively and  represents the weights of criteria j (relative 

importance). 
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Step 2. Compute the index values. These index values are defined as: 

(3)  

 
Where 

(4)  

ii SMaxSSMinS   ,  

And 

(5)  

ii RMaxRRMinR   ,  

 

In the formula, v is introduced as a weight for the strategy of “the majority of criteria” (or “the maximum group 

utility”), whereas 1- v is the weight of the individual regret. The value of v lies in the range of 0_1 and these strategies can be 
compromised by v=0.5. 

Step 3. The results are three ranking lists. By sorting the values S, R, and Q in decreasing order. 

Step 4. Propose as a compromise solution the alternative  which is the best ranked by the measure                       

Q (minimum) if the following two conditions are satisfied: 

C1. Acceptable advantage: 

 

 

 

Where 
 2A  is the alternative with second place in the ranking list by Q; . M is the number of alternative 

services. 

C2. Acceptable stability in decision making: The alternative  should also be the best ranked by S or/and R. A 

set of compromise solutions is proposed as follow, if one of the conditions is not satisfied: 

Alternatives 
 1A  and 

 2A  if only the C2 is not satisfied,               

or 

Alternatives
 1A ,

 2A ,…,
 MA  if the C1 is not satisfied; 

 MA  is determined by the below relation for maximum M. 

      DQAQAQ M 1  

 
The service which has minimum value of Q is the most excellent alternative. The core ranking result is the 

compromise ranking list of alternative services, and the compromise solution with the “advantage rate”[6]. 

4. Illustrative Example 
In this part, an example is concerned to illustrate the VIKOR method and how to apply it on service selection. We assume 

that there are five alternative services with respect to four criteria. These criteria are most popular criteria based on QoS and 
these are: Response Time, Security, reliability, and Cost. The relationship between the criteria and alternatives can be seen in 

Figure. 3: 
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Figure 3. Relationship between Criteria and Services 

 

There are some solutions to evaluate the weights of criteria: 1) from the feedback of service requester whom used 

the service before [15]; it calls Trust & Reputation method  2) it can be evaluate by some decision making method that in this 

research we apply AHP method. We do pair wise comparing between criteria and the below matrix is the result of the 

comparison with respect to Table 1. 

Table 2. Pair wise Comparing Matrix 

 R.T Security Reliability Cost 

R.T 1 1 3 2 

Security 1 1 2 1 

Reliability 1/3 1/2 1 1 

Cost 1/2 1 1 1 

 
Based on the above table we apply steps1-3 in section 3.1 and the weights of criteria are as follow: 

20.0;28.0;15.0;37.0 4321  WWWW  

 

In the second step we must apply VIKOR as a MCDM method. We assume that based on above example the data of 

five alternatives with respect of four QoS criteria is gathered and the decision matrix is prepared based on the example: 

Table 3. Decision Matrix with reverence to the QoS Criteria 

     Criteria 

 

Alternatives 

Response 

Time 

Security Reliability Cost 

A1 0.590 0.255 0.665 0.135 

A2 0.745 0.745 0.500 0.955 

A3 0.410 0.665 0.745 0.410 

A4 0.665 0.410 0.590 0.500 

A5 0.135 0.745 0.865 0.335 

 

Right now the necessary feeds for the VIKOR method is ready, so in the following based on given example, we 

show how VIKOR method can resolve a MCDM problem in area of Service Selection: 

First iS  and iR  will be computed, but as some of criteria are negative (Response Time, Cost) and some are positive 

(Security, Reliability) the calculating and comparing these criteria together is complex effort, thus the decision matrix should 

be normalized, and the normalized matrix can be seen in Table 4: 
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Table 4. Normalized Decision Matrix 

     Criteria 

 

Alternatives 

Response 

Time 

Security Reliability Cost 

A1 0.746 1 0.548 0 

A2 1 0 1 1 

A3 0.451 0.163 0.329 0.335 

A4 0.869 0.648 0.753 0.445 

A5 0 0 0 0.244 

 

Right now, the data in matrix are normalized and it means that there is no different between the type of criteria and 

all data are in same scale. In this situation there is possibility of comparing data together. After normalization, iS  and  iR  

can be calculated based on Eq. (1) , Eq. (2): 
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Followed by the index values is computed but before that
S ,

S  ,
R , and 

R be supposed to calculate by Eq. (4) 

and Eq. (5). 
S is the minimum value and 

S is the maximum value in table S  also 
R and 

R are minimum and 

maximum value in table R . 

720.0,049.0   SS
      &     

370.0,049.0   RR  

 

At this time based on the above matter the  can be accessible.  is the index value for ranking the alternatives; it 

can be calculated based on Eq. (3). Below the  and  are shown: 
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Step4. In this part we check whether the C1 and C2 are satisfied? For this point, first we calculate the DQ then use the Eq. 

(6): 

25.00392.0   

The C1 is satisfied and A3 has best situation in iS  and iR  so condition C2 also is satisfied. At this time we can confirm that 

service alternative A3 is the best option with respect to criteria of QoS and weight of them. The final ranking list is shown 

below: 

24135 AAAAA 
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5. Conclusion  
In this paper, first we have studied the most prominent related researches and we propose a hybrid approach to support Web 

service selection. In our previous work [5], however, we have collected the weights of criteria directly from service requester.  

The evaluation of relative importance of weights of criteria has not been considered.  In this paper, although, the data related 

to weights of criteria are gathered from user, we address AHP method for evaluation weighting of criteria instead of using the 

preference of service consumer without evaluation. Subsequently, the VIKOR method is addressed as a MCDM method to 

tackle service selection problem. Finally, the VIKOR method is applied step by step to overcome service selection problem in 
the view of MCDM. Moreover, in order to demonstrate how normalization of proposed method works and how it can be 

applied on service selection, we provide an example using QoS criteria and some other alternative services. The result shows 

that our approach can select the best and most related candidates.   
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Abstract— MATLAB is at present among the best available technique for image processing. Medical images after digitalized 

processed can help reducing the number of false positives and they assist medical officers in deciding between follow-up and 

biopsy. This paper gives a survey of image processing algorithms that have been developed for detection of masses and 

segmentation techniques. 35 students from university campus participated in the Development of Biomedical Image Processing 
Software Package for New Learners Survey investigating the use of software package for processing and editing image. 

Composed of 19 questions, the survey built a comprehensive picture of the software package, programming language, 

workflow of the tool and captured the attitudes of the respondents. The result of this study shows that MATLAB is among the 

famous software package and this result is expected to be beneficial and able to assist users on effective image processing and 

analysis in a newly developed software package.  

Keywords-  MATLAB; image processing; image editting; software package.   

 

1. Introduction 
This paper details a project jointly funded by the Dana Pembangunan Pengajaran (DPP) and Universiti Teknologi Malaysia 

(UTM) to produce a survey of computer graphics and visualization tools in use in the medical image processing. 

Image processing has moved into the mainstream, not only for the engineering world but also the society of general. 

Nowadays, personal computers are now able to handle a large amount of graphics and images with ease. The fast network system 

and modem transfer rate are able to transfer images just in a fraction of time. Image manipulation software becomes a general 

and common item on PC. As a result of this growth, image processing package had become a standard tool in the repertoire of 

the engineer. 
This paper is divided into seven sections. The first section mainly introduces the whole study. It provides the general 

overview of the visualization tools in medical image processing. The second section includes the objectives of this study, which 

describes the aims that needed to be achieved. The third section discusses the background studies, literature review and the study 

implementation. A specification list of the computer environment and thorough discussion on the developmental tool or 

processing and analysis on various medical images will be explained in section 4 and 5. Finally, the last two sections contain the 

results, conclusions, future developments and possible enhancement and improvement on this study. 

 

2. Problem Formulation 
The hypothesized function of newly developed image processing software package is to provide the users with information about 
the ease of image processing of an image in order to deliver useful information through the analysis with connection to the theory 

of image information through processing. In this study, the practice item of image processing software package was focused on 

MATLAB application. 

Several imperatives were identified to be addressed by the survey: 

 To identify specific software packages in use together with the advantages and disadvantages of using these packages.  

 To attempt to establish a dialog with software vendors to discuss how technological problems might be resolved. 

Validity of measurement is very important as this argument need to be valid to the extent that conclusions and results drawn 

from the data collected do logically follow from them. 

A wide variety of image processing techniques have been used in medical field for image analysis. This employs a large 

number of visual and physiological features, a fact which usually impedes the training process [1]. In this paper, an effective 

medical image processing for image processing is presented through survey result. Several aspects for example the speed of the 
processing and ease of use are considered while the processing is being done. This software package does not process only raw 

image for analysis, but also important in managing the image data effectively and providing scientific information about image 

characteristics. 
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3. Literature Review 
Due to the rapid development of information technology, in turn, impacted significantly on the techniques for image processing 

techniques and implementing of survey processing systems. This main development has been shifted from mainframe system to 

PC platform. User now can easily perform all kind operations and processing techniques ranging from small scale to large scale 

statistical operations. 

A number of software packages for the image processing and editing have emerged over the years. The different steps of 

image processing make each of the software packages differ with different relative strengths. Having the right software and 

appropriate processing techniques is necessary for guarantee for the successful processing of data. 

In principle, all the data run through the same kind of cycle and the typical famous well-developed software packages for 

image processing are as follow: 

A. Adobe Photoshop 

A software used in teaching and research and was generally found to be useful and easy to use. Functionality for 
scanning and scanned image manipulation. Simple integration with other Adobe products. 

B. Adobe Illustrator 

It is the industrial standard software and works well with other graphics software. Not easily compatible with WORD 

and Windows PC users cannot easily send images to a non-graphics PC user. 

C. ImageTool 

ImageTool is a free package with powerful image processing capabilities. Its main use is image analysis and it is quite 

easy to use. Developed by UTHCSA, as will all freeware, ImageTool has no guaranteed future development and no 

direct support. 

D. LabView 

Its main use is to convert from one image file format to another. A large number of image formats are supported. 

Images can be increased or reduced in size. Image resolution may be altered in the preparation of images for 

importation into word-processing or desktop publishing packages. 

E. Paint Shop Pro 

It is used both in teaching and research. It is regarded as easy to use and useful. It is robust, good documentation and 

capable in conversion between different image file formats. 

F. ImageJ 

ImageJ is freeware. It is a free package with powerful image processing capabilities. The most used features of the 

software are image editing, processing, and enhancement. 

G. Image Prep 

A specialist graphics manipulation package which has proved to be very useful for converting and enhancing graphics 

images. Used for manipulation of scanned photographic images for research software generation. 

H. ERDAS Imaging 

A GIS package designed to plan for surface change such as urban development, transport planning and landscape 
planning. Useful but fairly difficult to use. Very hard to start off with, but once you have conquered the initial problems 

it becomes a lot easier. 

I. MATLAB 

Ease of customization and able to handle large matrices. Use of the language script to customize statistical tests and 

matrix manipulation. 

J. Microsoft Photo Editor 

A fairly easy and useful drawing package for drawing graphs within WORD documents used in preparation of teaching 

materials. Straight forward intuitive mouse-driven actions and the ease with which images could be embedded within 

WORD documents. 

4. Methodologies 
The survey was designed to support the imaging techniques community by fostering inter-institution communication and as an 

important first step toward determining effective „best practice‟. It was also expected that camera and imaging systems 

developers would benefit by gaining in-depth understanding of the digital image processing needs of the imaging heritage 
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niche. Research laboratories, too, require the information sought by the survey to help guide them in determining where 

improvements are needed. 

A number of steps were taken in order to realize these objectives and these including the design of a questionnaires 
framework, construction of the project web pages, the use of on-line social activity platform like facebook messaging, e-mail 

discussion groups, face-to-face interview and the development of a dedicated project discussion list. 

 

A. Sample Size 

 

    Sample size and the method of collecting data from the respondents needed to be considered for this survey. 35 participants 

with a total sample size n=35 would have sufficient statistical power for statistical significance. 

 

B. Data Collection Framework 

 

The framework of the questionnaire is very simple and easy to understand. It was divided into 4 sections which are part 1 for 

demographic details, part 2 for quantitative questions, part 3 for qualitative questions and last part for open-ended questions. 
The 19 questions of the survey took about half an hour to complete. That so many took the time to respond to the questions 

is testimony to a strong need and interest by imaging service providers for a better understanding of digital image processing. 

Participants included many of the major undergraduate students who had taken their image processing subject credit. 

The full merits and limitations of particular software could only be fully established through the use of the software with 

real data, involving real questions and real problems. The design and size of the question within a subjective survey must be 

limited to promote respondents completion of the survey [2]. The survey was conducted through questionnaires distribution, 

World Wide Web Service online filling, email and facebook online activity platform. Subjects were also invited to make 

general observations and perspectives on the use and potential use of the image processing software tool techniques in their 

work. The result is mainly relies on human perception and is subjective by nature [3]. 

 

5. Results 

The response rate to the questionnaires is mild and has been limited but not very disappointingly so. We have received over 35 

completed questionnaires. Of these, almost 70% were completed the survey. Around 20-25% of the response rate to the 

questionnaires is considered good by some relevant literature suggestions [4]. 

Table 1 shows the frequency of coding with various types of programming languages. Result had recorded that most of the 

time, MATLAB and LabView are the main tools or languages for processing image then follow by C++, C# and Java. Due to 

the easiness of coding and image processing toolbox available in the platform, hence MATLAB and LabView are the famous 

choices for respondents. On opposition, all respondents definitely never use Python, R, Lua, Ruby and Perl as their processing 

tool for image processing. 

When the respondents discussed about the use of MATLAB software in image processing, the software was described as 
being neither particularly easy nor difficult to use and it was viewed in high regard however. Descriptions were included that 

the software was specifically used for data analysis with customised procedures, matrix manipulation, data visualization, 

graphic image production and editing, and customization of statistical data using language script.  

Nowadays, there are many types of different software products in the market that we can use to process images. Most of the 

products are well-developed and user may produce desired images within a few clicks. Table 2 shows the frequency of 

respondents of using these types of software products. In medical images wise, respondents still choosing MATLAB as their 

first choice following by Microsoft Photo Editor, Adobe Photoshop, LabView and ImageTool. 

Although, MATLAB is not a well-developed image processing tool package like Adobe Photoshop and Microsoft Photo 

Editor, and also user need to code a few lines for processing process, but MATLAB still remain as the famous processing tool 

among all. 

When we switch our discussion to rating an interesting piece of software if it were distributed as a ready-to-use package or 

source code as in Figure 1, respondents seems feeling likely on a ready-to-use package software due to the easiness and simple 
handling. They feel that it is easy for them to edit their photo according their needs without thinking or writing any code. But 

somehow, a ready-to-use software might not completely fulfil the user needs. Some respondents had commented that a source 

code package sometimes may save a lot of time for us especially who are not very familiar with the coding language but they 

also commented that understanding of the source code written by someone is not an easy task. 

 

6. Discussions 
A good image processing tool package is determined through five core capabilities: image utilities, image filtering and 

transformation, image compression, image analysis and programming and data analysis environment. User can easily rate any 

software package according the five core capabilities discussed above. 
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Besides, it is very important for a software package during the designing step. It should cover around four essential qualities: 

validity, reliability, impact and practicality. Validity is normally taken to be extent to which a processing can be shown to 

produce scores which are an accurate reflection of the image taken true level. Reliability concerns the extent to which 
processing results are stable, consistent and accurate, and therefore the extent to which they can be depended on for making 

decisions about the image processing. Impact concerns the effects, beneficial or otherwise, which an examination has on the 

processing using the package. Practically can be defined as the extent to which a processing is practicable in terms of the 

resources needed to produce and administer it [5]. 

The advantage of the development of image processing package over other is the ability of this processing tool to provide an 

effective and easy method for user. It is important to consider the processing in all the aspects including speed and quality. 

Due to the speed and ease of use, MATLAB is highly recommended as the software for image processing. Users can rate a 

software package using above five major core capabilities. 

MATLAB is a general numerical analysis and visualization environment. The underlying data structure in MATLAB is the 

matrices, and this structure lends itself well for image processing. 

This processing tool also need be revised to make them more user-friendly, with a focus on issues such as layout, illustrations, 

message, information, and cultural appropriateness. It should provide full functionality for the entire processing cycle: authoring, 
scheduling, administering and rating. It is a premier and affordable personal computer-based image processing package for 

academia, government and business users.  

 

7. Conclusion 
Ethical issues had to be considered since the proposed survey required the involvement of human respondents. Ethical 

considerations are required during surveying human for their opinions and such considerations include: seeking permission of 

potential respondents for their involvement, explaining their level of involvement and responsibilities in the survey, providing 

some background so that they can make an informed decision based on their knowledge background and finally ensuring 

respondents of anonymity in the reporting of the project [2]. 
This survey attempted to raise an interest in MATLAB application in the medical image processing field. The survey results 

are fairly depressing and there is plenty of work to be done. In medical image field, not many visualization tools can be used and 

most of them are not easy being used. Hence, a creation of simple computer graphics such as histograms, bar charts and scatter 

plots by MATLAB package to manipulate and visualize matrices data is a need. 

The project‟s web pages will continue beyond the completion of the survey, as will visualization tools. 

In order to minimize the differences between variables, it is very important to standardize the procedures and instruments 

used in the survey due to variations in the way the research was carried out. Hence, solutions and procedures for providing 

consistent and interpretable results must be suggested, problems of defining observational variables and phrasing questions 

need to be outlined [2]. 

Further developments in each algorithm step are required to improve the overall performance of the computer-aided image 

processing in medical sciences. 
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TABLE I.  FREQUENCY OF USING FOLLOWING PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
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How often do you use the following 

programming languages (%)  
1 2 3 4 

    

C++ 23 57 20 0 35 10 1.9714 0.6636 

Python 100 0 0 0 35 10 1 0 

Java 86 9 6 0 35 10 1.2 0.5314 

C# 63 31 6 0 35 10 1.4286 0.6081 

R 100 0 0 0 35 10 1 0 

Lua 100 0 0 0 35 10 1 0 

Ruby 100 0 0 0 35 10 1 0 

Perl 100 0 0 0 35 10 1 0 

MATLAB 9 20 37 34 35 10 2.9714 0.9544 

LabView 29 34 29 6 35 10 2.1714 0.9544 

TABLE II.  FREQUENCY OF USING THE FOLLOWING SOFTWARE PRODUCTS 

 

Rate questions on a scale of 1 to 4. 
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How often do you use the following 

software products (%) 

1 2 3 4     

Adobe Photoshop 14 40 29 17 35 8 2.4857 0.9509 

Adobe Illustrator 74 17 6 3 35 8 1.3714 0.7311 

Image Tool 54 20 26 0 35 8 1.7143 0.8599 

LabView 31 29 37 3 35 8 1.2857 0.7101 

Paint Shop Pro 83 9 6 3 35 8 2.1714 0.7470 

Image J 11 69 11 9 35 8 1.0571 0.3381 

Image Prep 97 0 3 0 35 8 1.0857 0.3735 

ERDAS Imaging 94 3 3 0 35 8 2.6286 1.2623 

MATLAB 9 17 37 37 35 8 1.0857 0.2840 

Microsoft Photo Editor  29 17 17 37 35 8 1.0286 0.1690 

OpenCV 91 9 0 0 35 8 3.0571 0.8382 

VTK 97 3 0 0 35 8 2.4285 0.7778 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Comparison between a ready-to-use package and source code. 
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Abstract: 
The quest for higher efficiencies has spurred the innovation of energy efficient technologies such as waste heat recovery. The 

recovery and utilization of waste heat not only conserves fuel, usually fossil fuel, but also reduces the amount of waste heat 

and greenhouse gases dumped to the environment. CI engines exchange approximately 30-40% of heat generated in the 

process of fuel combustion into useful mechanical work with the current available technology. The remaining heat is emitted 

to the environment through the exhaust gases (35%) and the engine cooling systems (31%). Experiment show that the boiling 

point of fossil fuels can be reduced by 50% by preheating. Large part of waste heat exhaust gases can be recovered by 

vaporizing the fuel through a small heat exchanger. This technical paper shows the experimental results for significant 

reduction of engine fuel consumption and hazardous emissions could be attained by recovering of exhaust heat by using self 

made Heat Exchanger. One of the most important issues is to develop an efficient heat exchanger which provides optimal 

recovery of heat from exhaust gases. 

 

Key words: Emissions, Efficiency, Fuel consumption, Heat Exchanger, Waste Heat Recovery.  

I: INTRODUCTION 
Energy is an underlying driver of economic growth and social development. Human consumption of energy in the form of 

fossil fuels, primarily in developed countries, is altering the Earth's climate and has been a matter of great concern. While 

evidence suggests a need for both demand reduction through energy efficient engine and less harmful emissions.  

The internal combustion engines have already become an indispensable and integral part of our present day life 

style, particularly in the transportation and agricultural sectors unfortunately the survival of these engines has, of late, been 

threatened due to the problems of fuel crisis and environmental pollution. Therefore, to sustain the present growth rate of 

civilization, a nonreplicable, clean fuel must be expeditiously sought.  

Internal combustion engine convert about 25% to 35% of the chemical energy contained in the fuel into the 

mechanical energy. About 35% of the heat generated is lost to the cooling medium and the remaining heat is dissipated 

through the exhaust gases and other radiation losses. During the process of combustion the cylinder gas temperature reaches 

quite a higher value. A considerable amount of heat is transferred into walls of the combustion chamber. Therefore it is 

necessary to provide proper cooling specially to walls of the combustion chamber. Inside surface temperature of the cylinder 

walls will be maintained in ranges, which provides correct clearance between the parts and which promotes vaporization of 

fuel. After the combustion, heat is transferred to the walls of the combustion chamber, which is continuously removed 

(almost 30 to 35% of the total heat) by employing a cooling system [1]. 

  While recent improvements in diesel engine design and calibration have greatly reduced both NOx and smoke 

emissions [2]–[4], there are still many alternatives being researched to improve the engine-out emission further. In recent 

years, a lot of attention has been focused on air pollution caused by automotive engines. Diesel engines have been 

particularly targeted for their production of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and smoke emissions. NOx is formed at high rates 

when temperatures are high, whereas smoke is formed in fuel rich regions within the combustion chamber [5], [6]. Hence, it 

is essential to keep the peak cylinder temperature low in order to minimize NOx emission and also to allow for better fuel–air 

mixing thereby, reducing the smoke emission. 

Homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) is a combustion concept that constitutes a valid approach to 

achieve high efficiencies and low nitrogen oxides and particulate emissions in comparison with traditional compression 

ignition (CI) direct injection (DI) engines [7]. Although HCCI combustion was demonstrated about 20 years ago, only the 

recent advances made in airflow, fuel and exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) electronic control have made it feasible. HCCI has 

been successfully applied both to spark ignition (SI) and compression ignition (CI) engines, and proved to be fuel flexible 
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since it has been achieved with gaseous fuels such as propane or natural gas, as well as liquid fuels like traditional gasoline or 

diesel fuels. The HCCI process operates on the principle of having a lean, premixed, homogeneous charge that reacts and 

burns volumetrically throughout the cylinder as it is compressed by the piston [8]. 

From the previous research works [9]-[14] it is noticed that early injection, late injection and port fuel injection 

systems like Air assisted port injection with DI system (PCCI-DI) were used. It is well known that EGR [15]-[18] is a useful 

way to vary the cylinder gas temperature and the ignition timing could be delayed. In addition to that high levels of EGR and 

reduced compression ratio were demonstrated for simultaneous and substantial reduction of NOx and smoke emissions. In 

the above detailed methods the mixture was partially homogeneous. Hence the present system was developed to prepare a 

homogeneous mixture.  

The present work deals with the study of performance, combustion and emission characteristics of diesel vapour 

combustion process in a DI diesel engine with mixture formation in heat exchanger- accumulator mechanism. In this 

investigation a stationary four stroke, single cylinder, direct injection diesel engine was modified to operate in dual mode- 

without diesel vapor mixture and with diesel vapor mixture formation of fuel. A heat exchanger-accumulator mechanism was 

used to vaporize the diesel fuel and catalytic cracking. It was mounted in the intake system to prepare the homogenous diesel 

vapour-air mixture. The experiments were conducted with diesel vapour induction with different injection timings. 

Experimental results obtained are compared with the base line readings. The results show that through this approach 

simultaneous and substantial reduction of NOx, fuel consumption and smoke emission can be achieved. Also it increases the 

efficiency of the engine. 

II: EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental set-up 

T1, T3 Inlet Water Temperature    F1 Fuel Flow DP (Differential Pressure) unit 

T2 Outlet Engine Jacket Water Temperature  F2 Air Intake DP unit 

T4 Outlet Calorimeter Water Temperature                 PT Pressure Transducer  

T5 Exhaust Gas Temperature before Calorimeter              N RPM Decoder 

T6 Exhaust Gas Temperature after Calorimeter                 EGA Exhaust Gas Analyzer (5 gas)   

 T7 Vaporised fuel Temperature after HE                      SM Smoke meter  

Experiments were conducted on a modified single-cylinder, water-cooled, direct injection diesel engine developing 

5.2 kW at 1500 rpm. Test rig is provided with necessary equipment and instruments for combustion pressure and crank angle 
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measurements with accuracy. The schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 shows the 

test rig specifications. 

Engine 

 

4-stroke,single cylinder, constant 

speed, water cooled Diesel Engine 

 BHP 5.2 kW @ 1500 rpm 

Bore x Stroke 87.5 x 110 mm 

Compression Ratio 17.5 : 1 

Connecting rod 

length 

234 mm 

Dynamometer type Eddy current with loading unit 

Load Measurement Strain gauge load cell 

Water flow 

measurement 

Rota meter 

Fuel and air 

measurement 

Differential pressure unit 

Speed measurement Rotary Encoder 

Table 1:- Engine Test Rig Specification 

Time taken for fuel consumption was measured with the help of a digital stopwatch with rotameter. Exhaust 

emission from the engine was measured with the help of gas analyzer, was used to measure the NOx (ppm), CO2 (%) and 

UBHC (ppm) emissions in the exhaust. Smoke intensity was measured with the help of a Smoke meter. Fig. 2 shows the 

schematic of diesel fuel vaporizing heat exchanger. 

 

 
Figure 2: Schematic of Heat Exchanger 

 

The Table 2 represents Specifications of the Heat exchanger. 

 

Sr. No. Particular  Dimension in mm 

1 Diameter 420 

2 Length 280 

3 Thickness of the cylinder 2 

4 Diameter of the copper pipe used 12 

5 Length of the copper pipe 2000 

 

Table 2:- Specification of Heat Exchanger 

A liquid-gas accumulator is totally covered by the exhaust gases flow and inside the accumulator using catalysts. 

This is low temperature activating and material of the accumulator is copper which also acting as a catalysts. Both the end of 

accumulator have one way flapper check valve. One end is connected to the pre-chamber and another end is connected to the 

heat exchanger. The accumulator has 20mm inner shell diameter and 50mm of outer shell diameter. The accumulator was 

mounted in the intake manifold system to supply the diesel fuel in vapour form in the intake manifold and it was mixed with 

the air. The Figure 3 is the real picture of heat exchanger. 
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Figure 3: Real Picture of Heat Exchanger 

 

III: PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS  

1)   Brake Thermal Efficiency (BTE): 

 

              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: BTE variation of diesel and blend of diesel  Figure 5: BTE variation of diesel and blend of diesel 

vapor mixture at 27
0
 crank angle IT    vapor mixture at 30

0
 crank angle IT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: BTE variation of diesel and blend of diesel vapor mixture at 27
0
 crank angle IT with DPS 

 

Figure 4 to Figure 6 shows plotted graphs for the variations of Brake Thermal Efficiency with loads at different Injection 

Timing (IT) for without diesel vapour mixture and with diesel vapour mixture condition at constant flow rate of EGR (4%). It 

shown in Figure 4 that for 27
0 

Injection Timing with respectively 100%, 75% and 50% loads the percentile increment of the 

brake thermal efficiency for 100% load is 15%, for 75% load is 13% and 50% load is 10% and for 30
0 

Injection Timing 

shown in Figure 5, is 13.6%, 12.12% and 10.9% respectively with loads 100%, 75% and 50%. The third observation of the 

Brake Thermal Efficiency on 27
0
 but the mixing of diesel vapour mixture fuel with air after pre-chamber Direct Port Supply 
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(DPS), thus percentile increment of the brake thermal efficiency with loads is 19.8%, 12.17%, and 14% respectively shown 

in Figure 6. 

The trend of the graph for all injection timings remains same. The percentage increment of the brake thermal efficiency for 

27
0
 IT with DPS is more because of mixing of the charge potential is better than to other thus perfect combustion inside the 

chamber and reduce physical delay for combustion, thus increasing the peak pressure and less fuel consumption. 

2) Brake Specific Fuel Consumption (BSFC): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 7: BSFC variation of diesel and blend of diesel              Figure 8: BSFC variation of diesel and blend of diesel 

vapor mixture at 27
0
 crank angle IT    vapor mixture at 30

0
 crank angle IT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: BSFC variation of diesel and blend of diesel vapor mixture at 27
0
 crank angle IT with DPS 

 

Observations provided the variation of brake specific fuel consumption as a function of load for diesel vapour mixture at 

different injection timing. The total bake specific fuel consumption estimated from the brake power output of the engine and 

it measures mass flow rate of the fuel. The total brake specific fuel consumption affected by mixing of the diesel vapour 

mixture as shown in Figure 7, 8 and 9 respectively. Percentage of load under dual fuel operation, the brake specific fuel 

consumption is comparable with normal diesel fuel operation at different injection timing. It is observed that as the % of load 

increases BSFC decreases by 5.44% for 27
0
IT, 15% for 30

0 
IT and 14% for 27

0 
IT with DPS at 50% to 100% load. According 

to the trend of graph decrement of the brake specific fuel consumption is 30
0
 and 27

0
 with DPS, thus 30

0
 is optimum 

condition for BSFC. 
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3)   Exhaust Gas Temperature:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: EGT variation of diesel and blend of diesel              Figure 11: EGT variation of diesel and blend of diesel 

 

vapor mixture at 27
0
 crank angle IT    vapor mixture at 30

0
 crank angle IT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: EGT variation of diesel and blend of diesel vapor mixture at 27
0
 crank angle IT with DPS 

It was found that exhaust gas temperature increase with the load. The effects of the exhaust gas temperature are shown in 

Figure 10, 11 and 12. From those charts it was also found that exhaust temperature decreases with diesel vapour mixture and 

EGR for all loads at different injection timing. Because of low temperature nitrogen oxide reduces and heat loss of the engine 

decreases. 

 

Iv: emission characteristics 
1)   NOX Emission: 

The variation of NOx with load at different injection Timing for the diesel and diesel vapour mixture by varying load is 

shown in Figure 13, 14 and 15 respectively. It is observed that the NOx emission for standard diesel fuel  has increases from 

290ppm to 899ppm in  27
0 

injection timing with load vary from 50% to 100% and for diesel vapour mixture NOx is 

increasing from 230ppm to 455ppm. It reduces 50% in comparison to standard diesel fuel. Same for 30
0
 IT it is 679ppm to 

1790 ppm for normal diesel and for diesel vapor mixture it is 594.25ppm to 880ppm. For 27
0
with DPS it is 483.75 to 894 for 

standard fuel and for diesel vapor mixture it is 305ppm to 635ppm respectively with 50% to 100% loads. NOx reduces by 

reducing the combustion temperature and reaching homogeneous charge of diesel vapor fuel and air inside the chamber and 

also affected by the 4.0% mixing of the EGR along with vapor mixture. 
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Figure 13: NOx variation of diesel and blend of diesel              Figure 14: NOx variation of diesel and blend of diesel 

vapor mixture at 27
0
 crank angle IT    vapor mixture at 30

0
 crank angle IT 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: NOx variation of diesel and blend of diesel vapor mixture at 27
0
 crank angle IT with DPS 

2)   Carbon Monoxide (CO) Emission: 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: CO variation of diesel and blend of diesel  Figure 17: CO variation of diesel and blend of diesel 

vapor mixture at 27
0
 crank angle IT    vapor mixture at 30

0
 crank angle IT 
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Figure 18: CO variation of diesel and blend of diesel vapor mixture at 27
0
 crank angle IT with DPS 

 

The CO emission with load at different injection timing is shown in Fig. 16, 17 and 18. It increases from 50% to 100% load 

for diesel fuel. It is observed that CO emissions are lower for diesel vapour mixture at 27
0
 and 30

0
 but its increasing in 27

0
 

with DPS. The CO emission reduces 20% at full load in 27
0
 and 30

0
 but it increases 30% in 27

0
 DPS. This may be because of 

reducing the UHC according to increasing load and by mixing of the 4% of EGR along with diesel vapor mixture. It is also 

affected by lean mixture in combustion. 

 

3)   Un-burnt Hydro Carbon Emissions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: HC variation of diesel and blend of diesel  Figure 20: HC variation of diesel and blend of diesel 

vapor mixture at 27
0
 crank angle IT    vapor mixture at 30

0
 crank angle IT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: HC variation of diesel and blend of diesel vapor mixture at 27
0
 crank angle IT with DPS 
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The variation of the HC emission with load at different injection timing as shown is Figure 19, 20 and 21. For standard diesel 

fuel HC emission at different injection timing 27
0
,30

0
 and 27

0
 DPS is 9ppm to 29.25ppm, 23.5ppm to 52.5ppm and 39.2ppm 

to 32.5ppm respectively, as for the diesel vapour mixture it reduced in 27
0 

and 30
0
 injection timing but for 27

0 
with DPS its 

increase with 50% load condition. This may because of mixing of EGR and constant flow and low temperature of the 

combustion chamber. 

 

V: conclusion 
The large amount waste heat is through exhaust which has high temperature is utilized to vaporizing the diesel fuel and 

mixed with intake air thus mixture getting homogeneity. This homogenous charge in compression ignition engine increases 

the combustion response and reducing the physical delay period so getting increment in combustion pressure develops more 

power. 

1. Vaporizing of fuel by exhaust gas heat that means specific heat of the fuel is getting increases so less fuel consumption 

and perfect combustion carried out because the fuel gets ignited at multipoint, and thus no flame propagation in 

combustion chamber which causes less emission. 

2. Brake thermal efficiency in the case of diesel vapor mixture, percentile increment of engine thermal efficiency is 15% at 

full load 27
0
 injection timing, 13% at 30

0
IT and 19.8% for 27

0
DPS. In case of 27

0 
DPS thermal efficiency is high with 

compared to other cases, it may because of perfect mixing of homogeneous charge and air fuel ratio. 

3. Brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC): 

It is observed that as the % of load increases BSFC decreases by 5.44% for 20
0
, 15% for 30

0 
and 14% for 27

0 
with DPS 

for 50% load to 100% load range. According to the graph trend it shows the decrement of brake specific fuel 

consumption for 30
0
 and 27

0
 with DPS. Thus 30

0
 IT is optimum condition for BSFC. 

4. NOx Emissions was reduced with diesel vapor mixture. It is because of reduced combustion temperature. It has reduced 

up to 50% at full load due to mixing 2.2% of EGR. At 27
0
with DPS the NOx is 894ppm to 635ppm and at 27

0
 and 30

0
 it 

is 899ppm to 455ppm, 1790pmm to 880ppm respectively. 

5. Carbon monoxide (CO) is lower for diesel vapour mixture at 27
0
 and 30

0
 but its increases in 27

0
 with DPS. The CO 

emission reduces about 20% at full load in 27
0
 and 30

0
 but it increases 30% in 27

0
 DPS. This is because of insufficient 

oxygen inside the combustion chamber. 

6. Here the opacity increases from 9% for 30
0
, 10.34% for 27

0
 and 13% for 27

0
DPS injection timing. This is because EGR 

reduces availability of oxygen for combustion of fuel which results in incomplete combustion and increases formation 

PM. The smoke opacity for diesel vapour mixture is higher than diesel fuel. 

7. The exhaust gas temperature is reduced because of reducing the NOx emission and cylinder pressure is increases 2 to 4 

bar. Thus work output is increases and this results increased thermal efficiency.  

8. Energy captured by this modification is 308.349KJ/hr from 20-30% exhaust gases.  

Thus the advantage of diesel vapors combustion with the recovering the waste exhaust gas heat was utilized to get the 

benefits of low emissions and saving in fuel consumption through high efficiency at different load conditions. 
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